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Foreword

eveloping countries are now recovering from the worst ravages of the financial crisis of
1997-98. But the recovery is uneven and fragile. Growth remains well below the precrisis
trends in many countries, so much so that the average per capita income of developing

countries outside of Asia is expected to fall in 1999. Long-term projections for growth in devel-
oping countries (excluding the transition economies) suggest that it is likely to be lower in
2002-2008 than in the precrisis 1990s. The experience of the past year has underscored how
financial volatility can increase poverty significantly in the short to medium term. As a result,
there is a growing consensus that in order to maximize the positive effects of growth that can
come with openness, the international community must find ways to reduce the frequency and
severity of economic crises.

For the first time, this year's Global Economic Prospects analyzes the trends in poverty
levels in developing countries. Progress on poverty reduction in many developing countries is
likely to remain slow and below poverty-reduction targets recently adopted by the international
community.

This year's report also considers three areas where the crisis has had a major impact on
growth and welfare in the developing world.

First, the crisis has increased poverty in the East Asian crisis countries, Brazil, and Russia.
Not only has the increase in poverty been significant, whether measured by levels of income or
consumption, but the crisis has engendered large costly movements of populations and sharp
declines in standards of living for the middle classes. Urban poverty increased in all countries,
particularly the Republic of Korea. Although efforts were made to maintain spending on social
services, real public expenditures on health and education fell in the crisis countries, with a
particularly severe impact on access to services in Indonesia.

Second, though the East Asian crisis countries are experiencing a cyclical recovery, severe
structural problems remain. The level of nonperforming loans remains high, and a large share
of firms are insolvent. Weak firms have operated on thin margins and their inability to pay
interest, following the onset of the crisis, has added to their debt burden. Such firms constitute
a significant portion of each of the crisis economies and the appetite to invest in them is
extremely limited. They will continue to act as a drag on investment and growth until such
time as the financial claims on them are resolved and either their operations return to ad-
equate profitability or their assets are redeployed. Without vigorous corporate and financial
restructuring, the return to a sustainable growth path will likely take longer, the costs of the
crisis could rise, and these economies will remain vulnerable to new external and internal
shocks.

Finally, the exchange rate depreciations and declines in demand in East Asia have exacer-
bated the fall in primary commodity prices that began in 1996. Countries that depend on pri-
mary commodities have faced an enormous challenge in smoothing consumption in the face of
booms and busts in commodity prices during the 1990s. Some commodity-dependent countries
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cope with the wide swings in commodity prices more successfully than others. In the oil export-
ing countries, weak policy environments led to mixed savings performance and lower invest-
ment over the oil price cycle. These countries have generally been unsuccessful in reducing their
dependence on oil revenues, and the fall in investment will further impede progress. By con-
trast, the commodity price cycle of the 1990s does not appear to have adversely affected the
prospects for growth in the non-oil exporting countries of Sub-Saharan Africa. Changes in real
incomes were generally smaller than in the oil exporting countries, and improvements in poli-
cies in several countries enabled them to increase savings and investment rates during both
commodity-price booms and busts.

Overall, then, Global Economic Prospects 2000 shows a mixed picture, with a number of
extraordinary challenges confronting developing countries in their efforts to further economic
progress and reduce poverty. We hope that this report will serve both to sharpen the World
Bank's work in supporting our clients, and to inform the international community about the
critical development issues of the day.

Joseph E. Stiglitz
Senior Vice President and

Chief Economist
The World Bank

November 1999
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Summary

EVELOPING COUNTRIES ARE NOW RECOVER- Second, though the East Asian crisis coun-
ing from the worst ravages of the fi- tries are experiencing a strong cyclical recov-
nancial crisis of 1997-98. The East ery, severe structural problems remain, notably

Asian economies are rebounding from last the banking systems' high levels of
year's collapse in output. Improved prospects nonperforming loans and the large share of
and an easing of monetary conditions in many insolvent firms. Chapter 3 outlines the depth
parts of the developing world have boosted of the problems faced by the corporate and
emerging equity markets and reduced interest financial sectors of these economies, analyzes
rates from the sky-high levels of mid-1998. the challenges facing the restructuring process,
Developing countries also are benefiting from and discusses the appropriate role of govern-
the acceleration of growth and interest rate ment in supporting restructuring and reduc-
reductions in industrial countries. ing systemic risk.

However, the recovery is both uneven and Third, exchange rate depreciations and
fragile, and many countries continue to declines in demand in East Asia exacerbated
struggle in the aftermath of the crisis. Several the fall in primary commodity prices that be-
countries in Africa, Latin America, and East- gan in 1996. Countries that depend on pri-
ern Europe face declines in output in 1999, mary commodities have faced an enormous
and outside of Asia developing countries' per challenge in smoothing consumption in the
capita income is expected to fall. Continued face of booms and busts in commodity prices
imbalances in industrial countries markedly and adjusting to the secular decline in
increase the risks presented by the international commodity prices relative to manufactures.
economic environment. Furthermore, the cy- Chapter 4 examines how the most commod-
clical recovery in East Asia has not addressed ity-dependent economies in the world-the
severe difficulties that were either caused or major oil exporting countries and the non-oil
exacerbated by the crisis. In addition to a re- exporters of Sub-Saharan Africa-have ad-
view of international economic developments justed to the commodity price cycle.
and prospects, Global Economic Prospects
2000 considers three areas where the crisis has
had a major impact on growth and welfare in Prospects for growth and poverty
the developing world. reduction in developing countries

First, the crisis has increased poverty in "he effects of the crises of 1997-99, from
the East Asian crisis countries, Brazil, and the I East Asia to Russia and Brazil, persist in
Russian Federation, and elsewhere. Chapter many aspects. In most developing countries
2 reviews the evidence on the crisis' social growth remains weak and well below the
impact on East Asia and other developing precrisis trends. Social dislocations are severe
countries and addresses the broader issue of and progress in poverty reduction has stalled.
the impact of external shocks on poverty in At the same time, recent developments in the
developing countries. global economy have been largely encourag-
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ing, with signs of strong initial recovery in the financial crises of 1997-99, nor do they re-
East Asian crisis economies and continued ex- flect the markedly different patterns of growth
pansion in the industrial countries leading to and recovery among regions. Except for East
a bottoming-out of world industrial produc- Asia and South Asia (regions bolstered by
tion and trade. growth in China and India), aggregate real per

Recent events have confirmed the impor- capita incomes in 1999 are expected to de-
tance of the factors identified in Global De- cline or stagnate in several developing regions.
velopment Finance (March 1999) as shaping Further, the news since March has not been
the global recovery, notably the easing of all good. The tightening of oil supply has
macroeconomic policies in industrial countries, meant higher import bills for many develop-
early signs of recovery in the East Asian crisis ing and industrial countries. And the favor-
countries, and easier financial conditions in able financial conditions have not made
developing countries. But the magnitude of international investors less risk-averse, as
these effects has been much larger than an- shown by the high levels of interest rate
ticipated, and recent evidence has yielded some spreads. International capital flows to devel-
surprising developments: adjustment in some oping countries have fallen much more sharply
of the worst-hit countries, such as Russia and than anticipated.
Brazil, has been much more favorable than Although improving, the external environ-
expected in March, and a sharp increase in ment for developing countries remains sub-
oil prices, following the decision of the Orga- ject to a high degree of uncertainty.
nization of Petroleum Exporting Countries The underpinnings of growth, especially
(OPEC) in April 1999 to curtail oil supplies, in the developing countries, remain fragile.
has benefited developing countries that depend Capital flows to emerging markets continue
heavily on oil exports. to be scarce and expensive. In such an envi-

The positive evidence has been strong ronment, the prospective unwinding of large
enough to support an upward revision of the imbalances in the industrial countries presents
March projections for growth. Growth for the potential risks for these projections. Chief
G-7 countries this year is likely to register 2.6 among these risks are the consumption boom
percent, 0.9 percentage points higher than the (driven by the stock market) and widening
forecast made six months ago. Continued external deficit in the United States, and the
strong growth in the United States is the prin- uncertain outlook for Japan.
cipal factor in the revision, but Japan's per- One potential scenario assumes a tight-
formance in the first half of 1999 (3.2 percent ening of monetary policy in the United States
annualized GDP growth), which was much (in response to signs of increased inflation),
better than anticipated, also contributes to the which sharply reduces equity prices, resulting
change. Europe, which had been hampered by in slow growth in the United States and Eu-
inventory overhang, is now showing signs of rope and a relapse into recession in Japan. For
a strong revival. Reflecting these develop- developing countries, effects are transmitted
ments, world industrial production appears to through a further slowing in export market
be on an accelerating path. For developing growth, declines in oil and non-oil commod-
countries, GDP growth for 1999 is expected ity prices because of deteriorating demand
to be 2.7 percent-a revision of 1.2 percent- conditions, and increased risk aversion in fi-
age points from the March forecasts-and the nancial markets. Although policy responses to
outlook for 2000 has been upgraded by 0.5 these external circumstances would vary
percentage points. wideVy across developing countries depending

Positive as these revisions are, they mask on current conditions, most countries would

the considerable fragility of developing coun- be obliged to adjust through a compression
tries, which have yet to recover fully from the of domestic demand and imports. An assumed
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SUMMARY

closure of the financing gap on the demand Any development strategy for stable and
side (almost $100 billion) results in a loss of 2 sustainable growth must include both adequate
percentage points of growth for developing safety nets and appropriate policies and insti-
countries as a group in both 2000 and 2001, tutions designed to prevent financial crises, and
implying a loss of nominal GDP of some $260 to respond when crises occur. Prospects for
billion. poverty reduction depend not only on future

Long-term projections for growth in de- growth but also on countries' capacity to man-
veloping countries have been downgraded by age volatility and reduce growth fluctuations.
some 0.3 percentage points, suggesting that Though less dramatic than early predic-
growth for the group (excluding the transi- tions suggested and very heterogeneous, the
tion economies) in 2002-2008 is likely to be negative social impact of the East Asian crisis
lower than in the precrisis 1990s. and consequent crises in Russia and Brazil has

This estimate reflects several factors, in- been enormous.
cluding a somewhat less favorable external en- The increase in income or consumption
vironment and, importantly, prospects for a poverty has been significant. In addition, the
protracted work-out of structural weaknesses crisis has engendered costly, large reallocations
in developing countries-particularly in finan- of people and sharp declines in middle-class
cial systems and fiscal positions-which have standards of living. Unlike the situation in
become more apparent in the wake of the cri- Latin America, where income inequality in-
sis. One implication of lower long-term pro- creased significantly during crises, in East Asia
jections is that progress on poverty reduction the effects on income distribution have been
will be slower. For some regions, including small and highly differentiated. The extent of
Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America and the these effects depends on the country's income
Caribbean, reductions in poverty are likely to level and the impact of the crisis on different
remain below the targets recently adopted by economic sectors.
the international community. Effective policy Urban poverty increased in all countries,
actions to encourage rapid and equitable particularly Korea, where total employment
growth are essential to reduce poverty. declined and open unemployment grew more

than in other countries in the region. Falling
real wages in the urban formal sector affected

External shocks, financial crises, mostly high-income groups. In Thailand the
and poverty in developing impact was felt mostly in rural areas because
countries of the large inflows of workers from urban

'he financial crisis has underlined how glo- areas and the relatively small increases in ag-
K balization, especially financial integration, ricultural prices.

exposes developing countries to external The severity of the crisis in Indonesia is
shocks. reflected in the strong responses of households

External shocks can reduce the gains in to increase consumption as a share of income,
poverty reduction from openness and increase adjust their asset holdings, and increase the
poverty significantly in the short to medium share of staple foods in their consumption
term. This fact underscores the importance of baskets. In Korea and Malaysia the response
addressing the issue of volatility in order to of households was to increase the savings rate.
maximize the positive effects of growth on The composition of consumption expenditures
poverty reduction. The countries most affected changed significantly. Households spent more,
by the East Asian crisis illustrate the asym- primarily on essential items such as food, fuel,
metric impact of changes in per capita income housing, health, and education.
on poverty and the negative effects of volatil- The crisis demonstrated the flexibility of
ity on growth. labor markets in developing countries. These
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markets help absorb the effects of shocks merged both strong and weak producers
through reduced wages and labor mobility and financiers. The rising tide is lifting the

within and between urban and rural areas. strong, but the financially weak continue to
Wages fell sharply during the East Asian struggle because of both crisis-induced and

crisis, with particularly spectacular declines in longstanding vulnerabilities.
Indonesia. Wage declines moderated the im- Since the onset of the East Asian crisis
pact of the recession on employment. Thus the more than two years ago, the corporate sec-
decline in total employment in Thailand and tors and financial systems in the crisis econo-

Malaysia was limited, and employment actu- mies have remained in severe distress. The

ally rose in Indonesia. Labor was reallocated banking systems' nonperforming loans have
from the formal (urban) sector to other ac- skyrocketed to unprecedented levels:
tivities, particularly the informal sector and nonperforming loans range between approxi-
agriculture, where exchange rate depreciations mately 30 percent of GDP for Korea and
improved incentives. Malaysia to 60 percent of GDP for Thailand.

Real public expenditures on education and In contrast, nonperforming loans in other
health fell in the crisis countries, although ef- major emerging market crises (Chile in the
forts were made to increase spending on safety early 1980s and Mexico in 1995) were less
nets. than 20 percent of GDP. In the Scandinavian

The extent to which households were able banking crises during the early 1990s,
to adjust their spending to offset this decline nonperforming loans amounted to approxi-
varied across countries as well as income mately 5 percent of GDP.
groups. In Thailand, families and government East Asia's heavy reliance on bank-based
programs acted to cushion the impact of the financial systems and the high debt-equity
crisis in order to avoid declines in school en- ratios of corporations have made the economic
rollment rates or in access to health services. distress especially acute. Weak firms in East
In Indonesia, however, the severity of the cri- Asia operated on thin margins in the years
sis led to significant declines in poor house- leading up to the crisis, and their inability to
holds' access to both education and health pay interest following the onset of the crisis
services, particularly in urban areas. Such set- has added to their debt burden. Such firms
backs can have irreversible effects on human constitute a significant portion of the corpo-
development. rate sector in each of the crisis economies, and

Even where public spending on safety nets the appetite to invest in them is extremely lim-
increased significantly, the impact on poverty ited. They will continue to act as a drag on
was limited for several reasons. These included investment and growth until the financial
the absence of safety nets before the crisis, re- claims on them are resolved, and either their
sponse lags, institutional problems, and low operations return to adequate profitability or
levels of spending relative to the scale of pov- their assets are redeployed.
erty. In some cases, evidence suggests that well- Without vigorous corporate and financial
functioning programs were underfunded restructuring, the return to sustainable growth
relative to the potential impact of shocks on will likely take longer, the fiscal costs of the
poverty. crisis could rise, and the economies will re-

main vulnerable to new external and internal
shocks.

Asian restructuring: from recovery Recognizing the urgency, East Asian gov-
to sustainabte growth ernments were quick to create an instituional

T he aftereffects of the externally triggered structure for corporate and financial restruc-
liquidity crisis in Indonesia, Korea, Ma- turing; they also earmarked funds for bank

laysia, and Thailand indiscriminately sub- recapitalization. The political momentum for
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reform has, however, slowed down, in part Improvements in accounting standards
because the deeper structural problems now and bankruptcy regimes can help support this
need to be addressed. Experience from other process. However, in the absence of effective
economies, including Japan's, shows that a bankruptcy procedures, out-of-court proce-
slackening of the reform effort can undo dures offer a mechanism for resolution. Once
progress. financial claims are resolved, corporate restruc-

Government restructuring policies need to turing can be expected to occur through natu-
be guided by two principal considerations: lim- ral market forces, except where a major
iting the likelihood of systemic disruption impediment prevents such forces from work-
while also containing fiscal costs; and clarify- ing. Governments can facilitate asset mobil-
ing financial claims and building an environ- ity by creating the framework for effective
ment conducive to asset reallocation. Based domestic and cross-border mergers and acqui-
on these two principles, fiscal costs come prin- sitions. The Japanese experience cautions that,
cipally from the government's social contract without an adequate infrastructure for resolv-
to protect bank depositors and to prevent sys- ing claims and for fostering asset mobility, fun-
temic failure. Government funds are not re- damental corporate restructuring can be
quired for corporate restructuring. interminably deferred at a high economic cost

Bank restructuring is important because even in a sophisticated economy.
it contributes to both policy objectives. Expe-
ditiously restoring the health of the banking
system is required, but the process of restruc- Managing the recent commodity
turing itself can be disruptive. price cycle

Restructuring is necessary because a -Drimary commodity prices have undergone
poorly capitalized banking sector creates con- _L a pronounced cycle since the mid-1990s,
tinued systemic risks and growing fiscal liabili- driven by both temporary and secular factors.
ties for governments. Healthy banks are also Primary commodity prices continue to be
best positioned to enforce claims and to pur- more volatile than the prices of manufactures.
sue corporate restructuring. But restructuring Energy prices have been especially volatile.
should be undertaken in a manner that en- Crude oil prices rose 74 percent from early
sures the integrity and the organizational capi- 1994 through the end of 1996, then fell 56
tal of the financial system so that prudent percent by the end of 1998, and in 1999 re-
lending to businesses and households may covered nearly the entire decline of the previ-
continue. Achieving this objective requires ous two years. Average non-oil commodity
making difficult choices. Having provided prices rose by 46 percent from the monthly
implicit or explicit guarantees, governments low in mid-1993 to mid-1997, and then
can either move ahead rapidly by taking fis- dropped 30 percent by late 1999. The cycle in
cal responsibility for the costs of the crisis, or primary commodity prices was driven by
they can encourage private resolution of the changes in global demand, weather-related
distress while applying regulatory forbear- supply shocks, supply responses to the high
ance. Waiting to resolve problems is likely to prices of the early 1990s, technological inno-
make them worse. However, expeditious and vations that have reduced production costs,
transparent action should be accompanied by and exchange rate depreciations among large

market-based measures to recoup fiscal costs commodity exporters linked to the East Asian
and to signal a credible commitment to se- crisis.
verely restrict guarantees and bailouts in the Such volatility poses real challenges to
future. developing countries that depend on primary

Corporate restructuring needs to deal first commodities for a substantial share of their

with the delineation and allocation of losses. export revenues. Countries where consump-
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tion rises with real incomes during commod- countries face high levels of unemployment,
ity price booms may face either painful reduc- continued slow growth, and rapidly expand-
tions in consumption or declines in investment ing populations. They need to strengthen their
that reduce long-term growth when prices fall. policies to encourage greater private sector
Countries' savings and investment behavior (and non-oil) activities and to improve the
differed markedly over the recent commodity institutional environment.
price cycle; these differences primarily reflected The commodity price cycle of the 1990s
the quality of policies rather than shifts in the does not appear to have adversely affected the
terms of trade. prospects for growth in the non-oil exporting

In the oil exporting countries weak policy countries of Sub-Saharan Africa. Changes in
environments led to mixed savings perfor- real incomes were generally smaller than in
mance and lower investment over the oil price the oil exporting countries because the price
cycle. On average, countries allocated to in- of their commodity exports changed by less
creased consumption about half of the aver- than the price of oil, and the losses from de-
age 5 percent of GDP improvement in real clining export prices were partially offset by
incomes during the upswing in oil prices gains from lower import prices, particularly
(1996-97). During the 1998 drop in oil prices, energy prices. More important, however, im-
however, consumption did not decline, im- provements in policies in several countries
plying that savings fell by the full amount of enabled them to increase savings and invest-
the decline in real incomes. Countries' perfor- ment rates during both commodity price
mances varied greatly, depending on their spe- booms and busts. Many countries cut their
cific political and economic circumstances. fiscal deficits in an effort to rein in the growth

Oil exporting countries' investment fell of debt and to reduce inflation, while private
relative to output over the commodity price savings rose in response to improved policies
cycle. The decline in investment was actually that increased the return to investment, par-
greater than the decline in domestic savings, ticularly in export sectors. Countries with
so the current account deficit fell. The major better policies, as measured by the World Bank,
oil exporting countries have generally failed achieved larger increases in savings and higher
to reduce their dependence on oil revenues, growth of GDP than countries with worse
and the fall in investment will further impede policies, despite smaller increases in real in-
progress. At the same time, several of these comes in the former group.
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Abbreviations, Acronyms,
and Data Notes

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ASEAN-4 Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand

BIS Bank for International Settlements

CFA Communaut6 Financibre Africaine

CIS Commonwealth of Independent States

CPI Consumer price index

East Asia-5 Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, and Thailand

ECB European Central Bank

ECLAC United Nations: Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean

EMU European Monetary Union

ERM Exchange rate mechanism

EU European Union (formerly the EC)

EU-4 France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom

EU-12 Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom

EU-15 Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the
United Kingdom

FDI Foreign direct investment

G-3 Germany, Japan, and the United States

G-5 France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States

G-7 Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the
United States

G-8 Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom, and
the United States

G-10 Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden,
the United Kingdom, and the United States (and sometimes Switzerland is
involved)

G-22 Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, Hong Kong
(China), India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Poland,
Russia, Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the
United States
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GCC Gulf Cooperation Council

GDP Gross domestic product

GTAP Global Trade Analysis Project

HIPC Heavily indebted poor countries

ILO International Labour Organisation

IMF International Monetary Fund

LIBOR London interbank offered rate

M2 A measure of broad money supply in the United States

Mercosur Latin America Southern Cone trade bloc (Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay,
and Uruguay)

MUV Manufactures unit value index

NIE Newly industrializing economy

ODA Official development assistance

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OPEC Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

Data notes
The "classification of economies" tables at the The following norms are used through-
end of this volume classify economies by in- out.
come, region, export category, and indebted- * Billion is 1,000 million.
ness. Unless otherwise indicated, the term * All dollar figures are U.S. dollars.
"developing countries" as used in this volume * In general, data for periods through 1997
covers all low- and middle-income countries, are actual, data for 1998 are estimated,
including the transition economies. and data for 1999 onward are projected.
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Prospects for Growth and
Poverty Reduction in
Developing Countries

""he effects of the crises of 1997-99, from ter 3. Chapter 4 explores how two of the
East Asia to Russia and Brazil, persist groups of countries most affected by recent

-. in many aspects. In most developing boom-bust cycles in commodity prices, the
countries growth remains weak and well be- major oil exporting and Sub-Saharan coun-
low precrisis trends. Social dislocations are tries, have adjusted and assesses the implica-
severe, and have increased not only in Asia tions for their growth prospects.
but also in other affected countries. Progress In forecasts prepared in March, the
in poverty reduction has stalled in the devel- growth rate for developing countries was es-
oping world at the end of the 1990s, and the timated at 1.5 percent for 1999-which would
number of poor is rising in most regions. At have marked the weakest performance for
the same time, recent developments in the glo- these countries since the debt crisis of the early
bal economy have been encouraging, with 1980s.1 But a gradual build-up in the momen-
signs of strong initial recovery in the East Asian tum of developing country growth through
crisis economies and continued expansion in 2001 was anticipated to be driven by several
the industrial countries leading to a bottom- factors: the effects of policy measures under-
ing-out of world industrial production and taken in major industrial countries (including
trade. interest rate reductions in the United States

For countries at the epicenter of the crisis and Europe, and large fiscal stimulus measures
in East Asia, corporate restructuring and a res- in Japan); early signs of recovery in the crisis
toration of sound financial institutions will countries of East Asia, especially apparent in
need to be addressed in an aggressive manner the Republic of Korea, Malaysia, and Thai-
for growth to broaden and attain sustain- land; and more broadly, an easing of finan-
ability. As well, many commodity and oil-de- cial conditions in developing countries,
pendent countries, especially in Sub-Saharan evidenced in widespread declines in domestic
Africa, have been affected by extreme volatil- interest rates and rising equity markets. Pri-
ity in commodity prices and more recent weak- vate capital flows to emerging markets were
ness in prices of tropical products. This report anticipated to fall well below levels of 1998,
reviews the evidence of the social impact of but to show a gradual improvement over the
the recent crisis, and more broadly of exter- course of the year.
nal shocks, with a particular focus on the poor The importance of the factors identified
in chapter 2. The intertwined issues of corpo- in the March forecasts in shaping the global
rate and financial restructuring and their sig- recovery has generally been confirmed-but
nificance for growth recovery and its the magnitude of these effects have been much
sustainability in East Asia are assessed in chap- larger than anticipated, especially with respect

1
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to the strength of Asian recovery. Addition- only for developing countries but also for the
ally, evidence from the second and third quar- world economy. Developing country growth
ters of 1999 has revealed two surprising is expected to be significantly higher for 1999
developments. First, the adjustment in some and moderately higher for 2000. The growth
of the worst-hit countries, including Russia and rate for 2001 is expected to remain at about
Brazil, has been much more favorable than ex- the March level (table 1.1). Global growth is
pected. Second, a sharp increase in oil prices now expected to accelerate to 2.6 percent in
followed the decision of the Organization of 1999 and 2.9 percent in 2000, marking up-
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in ward revisions of 0.8 and 0.5 percentage points
April 1999 to curtail oil supplies, benefiting respectively from earlier projections. For de-
developing countries that depend heavily on veloping countries, GDP growth for 1999 is
oil exports. expected to be 2.7 percent-a revision of 1.2

The positive evidence has been strong percentage points from the March forecasts-
enough to support a substantial upward revi- and the outlook for 2000 has been upgraded
sion of the March projections for growth, not by 0.5 percentage points.

Table 1.1 Global conditions affecting growth in developing countries, 1998-2001
(percentage change from previous year, except LIBOR)

Global Development
Current Finance 1999

World GDP growth -4I
G-7 countries' 4 1 1 - I

Low- and middle-income countries 4 4

Excluding Eastern Europe and CIS 4 4 4 4

Memo item

Low- and middle-income countries

per capita GDP

World trade volume 4 4

Inflation (consumer prices)

G-7 countries,, 4 1 1 4 1 %

United States I

Commodity prices (nominal U.S. dollars)
Commodity prices, except oil 4- 1- - - -

Oil price (weighted average) -. - -

Manufactures export unit value, _ .. .

Interest rates

Six-month LIBOR (U.S. dollars, percent per annum) . .. '

Exchange rates'

U.S. dollar per German mark - - - - - -

U.S. dollar per Japanese yen - - - - - - -

- Not applicable.
a. Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
b. In local currency, aggregated using 1988-90 GDP weights.
c. Unit value index of manufactures exports from G-5 to developing countries, expressed in U.S. dollars.

d. Positive figure is appreciation of local currency versus dollar.

Note: The Republic of Korea has been reclassified as an upper-middle income country.

Source: World Bank, Global Development Finance 1999; World Bank Development Prospects Group, November 1999.
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Positive as these revisions are, they mask in 2000 and 2001. Growth among the three
the considerable fragility of developing coun- industrial-country centers is expected to be
tries, which have yet to recover fully from the more balanced. Policies geared toward achiev-
financial crises of 1997-99. Nor do the aggre- ing a soft landing in the United States, stem-
gates reflect the very uneven patterns of growth ming deflationary tendencies and shifting the
and recovery among regions. Save for East Asia impetus for growth from the public to the pri-
and South Asia (regions bolstered by growth vate sector in Japan, and fostering business
in China and India), aggregate real per capita activity in the European Union (EU) will sup-
incomes in 1999 are expected to decline or stag- port this shift. One result of these transitions-
nate in several developing regions.' Further, the should they occur smoothly-would be a
news since March has not been all good. The broadening of the locus of 'locomotive power'
tightening of oil supply has meant higher im- for the world economy from the United States
port bills for many developing countries and to include Europe. A modest increase in inter-
increased import prices in some industrial national interest rates is likely to accompany
economies, where growth has been outstrip- efforts to slow the momentum of the U.S.
ping estimated potential. And the favorable economy. But for developing countries, the
financial conditions have not made interna- benefits of a smooth transition to more sus-
tional investors less risk averse, as evidenced tainable growth in the United States clearly
in interest rate spreads at high levels. Interna- outweigh the potential cost of a hard landing,
tional capital flows to developing countries and would likely be reflected in reduced risk
have fallen much more sharply than anticipated. perceptions.

Long-term projections for growth in de- Exchange rate developments that occurred
veloping countries (presented at the end of the in 1998-99 will exert some influence on the
chapter) have been downgraded by 0.3 per- global distribution of demand in 2000 and
centage points from forecasts of one year ago, 2001. In particular the initial weakening of
suggesting that growth in developing countries the euro against the dollar and the yen should
as a group in 2002-2008 is likely to be lower provide a boost to European exports, support
than in the precrisis 1990s. This estimate re- manufacturing in Germany and Italy, and
flects several factors, including a somewhat stimulate growth more broadly in the Euro
less favorable external environment; and, im- Area. On the other hand, the strengthening of
portantly, prospects for a protracted work-out the yen poses some risk to the nascent recov-
of structural weaknesses in developing coun- ery in Japan.
tries-particularly in financial systems and Stronger growth in the EU and stabiliza-
fiscal positions-that have become more ap- tion in Japan will help firm up export mar-
parent in the wake of the crisis. One implica- kets for many developing countries. In
tion of lower long-term projections is that particular, Central and Eastern Europe, the
progress on poverty reduction will be slower. Maghreb countries, and Sub-Saharan Africa
And for some regions, including Sub-Saharan will benefit from an upturn in European im-
Africa and Latin America and the Caribbean, port demand. Resumed growth in Japanese
reductions in poverty are likely to remain be- imports will further boost expanding
low the targets recently adopted by the inter- intraregional trade in East Asia. Although
national community. growth in U.S. imports is likely to slow from

its recent highs, it should remain strong enough
to provide Latin American and Asian export-

The external environment for ers with opportunities for continued market
developing countries is improving expansion.
The external environment for developing Developments in global commodity mar-

countries is expected to improve further kets are likely to have strongly differentiated

3
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effects across developing countries. Non-oil showing signs of a strong revival. Reflecting
commodity prices, which bottomed out dur- these developments, world industrial produc-
ing 1999, should undergo a moderate firming tion appears to be on an accelerating path,
that will help bolster export revenues for many reaching 2.5 percent year-on-year advances in
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin August, from declines at the start of 1999 (fig-
America, and East Asia. In addition, the like- ure 1.1).
lihood of only modest near-term changes in United States. The remarkable growth
dollar-based G-7 manufactures prices will tend performance of the United States played a
to improve the terms of trade for all low- and major role in preventing a world recession
middle-income countries. But if the sharp rise following the outbreak of the East Asian fi-
in petroleum prices is sustained, it will par- nancial crisis. GDP increased an average of 4
tially or completely offset these developments percent during 1997-98, driven by private
in many oil-importing countries. Oil export- consumption and investment spending.
ers, many of which are in crisis, are the clearest Coupled with a strong dollar this growth sup-
beneficiaries of recent trends. ported a 25 percent cumulative increase in U.S.

import volumes over the same period and pro-
Growth in the industrial countries has vided a foundation for world exports as the
been faster than expected Asian markets sank. The U.S. expansion was
Growth for the G-7 countries this year is likely bolstered by three factors:
to register 2.6 percent, 0.9 percentage points
higher than the forecast made six months ago * the restraining influence on inflation of
(table 1.2). Continued strong growth in the falling prices for commodity and manu-
United States is the principal factor in the re- factures imports;
vision, but Japan's performance in the first half * lower long-term interest rates, which re-
of 1999 (3.2 percent annualized GDP growth), flect a return of private capital from
which was much better than anticipated, also emerging markets; and
contributes to the change. Europe, which had * the 75 basis-point reduction in policy in-
been hampered by inventory overhang, is now terest rates in late 1998.

Percent year-on-year

12

Developing countries

8

8 '_10 World

4
G-7

-4

Jan.A997 July A997 Jan.1998 July1998 Jan1999 July1999

Note: Figures are three-month moving averages. Figure based on sample of countries comprising 85 percent of world GDP

Source: Datastream; World Bank staff estimates.
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(percent)

Global Development
Current Finance 1999

Estimate Forecasts Forecasts

1998 1999 2000 2001 1999 2000 2001

World total 1.9 2.6 2.9 2.8 1.8 2.4, 2.8

High-income countries 2.0 2.6 2.5 2.3 1.8 2.0 2.2
OECD high-income 2.0 2.6 2.5 2.3 1.8 2.0 2.2

G-7 1.8 2.6 2.4 2.1 1.7 1.9 2.1
G-4 Europe 2.2 1.6 2.7 2.8 1.6 2.6 2.4

Other industrial 3.7 2.9 3.1 3.1 2.7 2.7 2.9
Euro Area 2.7 2.0 2.9 2.9 2.2 2.7 2.7

Non-OECD high-income 1.2 3.0 4.0 4.6 1.3 3.6 4.7
Asian NIEs 1.8 3.6 4.9 5.2 2.0 4.3 5.2

Low- and middle-income countriesa 1.6 2.7 4.2 4.5 1.5 3.7 4.6
Excluding Central and Eastern Europe

and CIS 2.1 3.0 4.5 4.8 2.1 4.0 4.8
Sub-Saharan Africa 2.4 2.3 3.1 3.4 2.5 4.0 4.0

Excluding South Africa and Nigeria 3.6 3.2 3.6 3.9 3.6 4.5 4.4
Asia and Pacific 1.6 5.4 6.0 5.9 3.8 5.1 5.8

East Asia and Pacificb 0.1 5.5 6.2 6.2 3.6 5.2 6.0
Excluding China -7.6 4.3 5.3 5.1 0.3 3.4 4.5

South Asia 5.1 5.4 5.5 5.3 4.4 4.8 5.2
Europe and Central Asia -0.2 0.3 2.5 3.3 -1.5 2.3 3.6

Central and Eastern Europe 2.3 1.0 3.2 4.3 2.3 3.8 4.6
CIS -2.7 0.7 1.3 2.3 -5.5 0.6 2.4

Middle East and North Africa 3.2 2.0 3.2 3.5 0.6 2.5 3.3
Maghreb 4.8 2.6 4.0 4.1 2.8 3.9 3.9
Mashreq 3.1 3.2 4.6 4.2 3.2 3.6 4.1
Developing GCCc 1.0 -0.3 1.7 2.1 -2.4 0.6 2.0

Latin America and the Caribbean 2.1 -0.6 2.7 3.5 -0.8 2.5 3.9

Memo items

East Asia Crisis-5d -7.9 4.4 5.3 5.1 0.3 3.5 4.5
Low- and middle-income, excluding East Asia Crisis-5d 3.3 2.4 4.0 4.4 1.7 3.8 4.7

a. Including Central and Eastern European countries and states of the CIS.
b. Including the Republic of Korea.
c. Gulf Cooperation Council (Bahrain, Oman, and Saudi Arabia).

d. Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, and Thailand.
Source: World Bank, Global Development Finance 1999; World Bank Development Prospects Group, November 1999.

During 1999 the U.S. expansion has con- modest signs of incipient inflationary pressures
tinued to show resilience, with a recent strong (figure 1.2).
pickup in exports complementing robust con- Fears that higher oil prices and improv-
sumer and investment spending. But the ing conditions in foreign markets would rein-

economy also shows the widening imbalances force incipient inflationary pressures in the

that have resulted from the sustained period domestic market may have contributed to a
of rapid expansion, including a negative house- recent rise in long-term interest rates. Partly
hold savings rate (-1.5 percent)3 , a current offsetting these fears was evidence of acceler-
account deficit approaching 4 percent of GDP, ating growth in productivity, which could
potentially overvalued equity markets, and enable-if sustained-a higher path of output
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Figure 1.2 U.S. private savings rate and current account baance
Percent
2[

P0ate savings as a share of personal
disposable income

Current account balance as a share of GDP

Q1 1998 Q2 1998 031998 041998 01 1999 Q2 1999

Source: International Monetary Fund; U.S. Survey of Current Business; Datastream.

growth with restrained inflation in the con- ployment, and falling wages placed a damper
text of tight labor markets. on consumer spending. Business investment

Against the background of three modest outlays continued to decline in the face of fall-
interest rate increases in 1999, GDP growth ing domestic demand and massive over-capac-
is expected to slow from 3.8 percent in 1999 ity. Japan's largely domestic-based recession
to 2.8 percent in 2000. As the pace of domes- and the resulting decline in imports of some
tic demand growth eases in response to fur- 7.7 percent in 1998 significantly aggravated
ther interest rates increases, GDP could slow the regional crisis (see box 1.5).
to 2.2 percent by 2001. Inflation is expected During the first quarter of 1999 the ef-
to rise only modestly. The current account fects of large-scale public investment spend-
deficit will widen further, rising from $315 ing bore fruit, however. GDP growth of 8.1
billion to $350 billion as import demand slows percent (annualized) was driven by a 10 per-
gradually, exports respond with some lag to cent quarter-to-quarter surge in public invest-
overseas recovery, and higher oil prices inflate ment outlays. But private consumption,
the import bill. The risk of a sharper slow- residential investment, and fixed business in-
down remains substantial, however. The po- vestment also increased at rates that were much
tential for more dramatic corrections of current stronger than had been anticipated. Surpris-
imbalances-through a sharp adjustment of ing second-quarter growth of 0.4 percent (an-
the dollar or a fall in equity markets, for ex- nualized) was clearly led by households, as
ample-are elements of concern in the near both public and private investment spending
term, which would also have significant ef- declined sharply. More recently Japan, like the
fects on developing countries most dependent United States, has been benefiting from the
on U.S. markets and international capital flows strong recovery in growth in East Asia. A pro-
(see the section Risks to the forecast). nounced increase in export shipments has sup-

Japan. Startinginthe last months of 1997, ported gains in Japanese production.
Japan's economy registered five consecutive Although recent developments could mark

quarters of negative growth. Uncertainties in the end of Japan's second-longest postwar re-

the country's financial system, rising unem- cession, recovery in private demand is not yet
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self-sustaining. The risk of relapse remains, for contributed to the 10 percent fall in the value
several reasons: of the euro against the dollar through June

1999, and this prompted the European Cen-
* Retail spending continues to display vola- tral Bank (ECB) to implement a 50 basis-point

tility, and consumer sentiment may falter easing of policy interest rates. Despite a rate
in the face of declining incomes and fur- reversal in the autumn, the euro continued to
ther weakness in labor markets. decline against the dollar, to near parity by

* Public loan guarantees have propped up early December. GDP in the Euro Area slowed
investment in housing and business mar- from 2.7 percent in 1998 to 1.8 percent an-
kets, helping increase liquidity in these nualized during the first half of 1999.
sectors. Business surveys that were conducted in

* Investment remains concentrated among the first half of 1999 reported widespread
small- and medium-sized enterprises while improvements in current and prospective con-
larger corporations are saddled with sub- ditions. Figures for industrial production in
stantial excess production capacity. France (1.5 percent month-to-month in July)

* The sharp appreciation of the yen may and Germany (1.2 percent in August) are now
restrain prospective export performance. confirming these expectations. The potential

* Deflation has emerged across all segments for a rebound in production in the second half
of the Japanese economy, adding to debt of the year is now much stronger, as evidenced
burdens. by rising export orders and shipments, con-

tinued firm consumer demand, and diminish-
These factors suggest not only that fur- ing inventory overhang. The growth slowdown

ther recovery will likely be of modest propor- in the United Kingdom in late 1998 and early
tions but also that it is contingent on continued 1999 appears to have passed, with consumer
public sector support-which is becoming in- spending rising at an impressive 4 percent
creasingly difficult to sustain. Against this annual rate in recent months, production up
background, it appears likely that Japan will by 1.7 percent, and unemployment at record
register positive growth on the order of 1.3 low levels. On the external front, German and
percent this year-a marked improvement over U.K. exports to countries outside the EU are
the March assessment. But growth may fade now rising fairly rapidly. The United
to 0.9 in 2000 if fiscal stimulus is largely with- Kingdom's 15 percent annualized export vol-
drawn from the economy. The private sector ume growth rate during the summer months
recovery will need to become self-sustaining of 1999 reflects not only continued strength
soon since the consolidated public deficit will in the United States but also an upswing in
approach or exceed 10 percent of GDP in 2000. emerging market demand. These factors au-

Europe. Although consumer sentiment gur well for a rebound in EU growth that could
and spending have been buoyant in Europe, reach 2.9 percent in 2000-2001. An accelera-
weakness in the industrial sector (particularly tion of import demand from recent lows of
in Germany and Italy) checked earlier expec- 2.5 percent to 6.5 percent over the period will
tations for stronger growth during 1999. In help pick up some slack from slowing U.S. de-
part, this weakness is a further manifestation mand and support the advance of world trade
of the East Asian and Russian crises. Sharp at rates near the 20-year average.
deterioration in the performance of German
and Italian exports in emerging markets damp- Inflation and interest rates to
ened business sentiment, increasing inventory remain moderate
overhang, depressing industrial production, Inflation slowed significantly in the industrial
and ultimately restraining trade within the EU. countries in 1998 and 1999, falling from a
Uncertainty in the business sector may have G-7 average of 2.1 percent in 1996 to 1.4 per-
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cent in 1998. More recently, inflation trends creasing wage pressures emerged, U.S. con-

across the major countries have displayed dif- sumer price inflation accelerated. Inflation
ferent dynamics, the result of developments climbed above the 2 percent mark in mid-1999
in the global environment as well as in the and may increase toward 2.5 percent in the

domestic arena (figure 1.3). Continued mod- next years.
erate inflation in Europe coupled with defla- In Germany, and more broadly across

tionary trends in Japan is likely to keep any Europe, similar international influences have
increase in international prices in 2000-2001 been at work. But continued modest inflation
to modest proportions. (less than 1 percent in Germany during 1999)

In the United States several elements con- owes more to the sluggishness of economic
verged to slow and eventually stabilize infla- activity and large output gaps within the Euro
tion over 1997-98. These included: Area. Imminent recovery in activity, together

with the euro's near-term weakness, should
* the onset of the Asian crisis, which inter- place some modest upward pressure on Euro-

acted with the strong dollar to cause sub- pean inflation moving in 2000-2001. At the
stantial declines in the prices of imported same time, Japan has been beset with a bout
goods; of deflation that may require some time to

* the resulting increase in competition from dissipate. Falling consumer demand, excess
imported products, which restrained the capacity in industry, and the strength of the
ability of domestic producers to raise prices; yen all contribute to this phenomenon.
and Shifts in interest rates in the industrial

* underlying improvements in productivity countries are likely to be moderate over the
growth (as well as large additions to next 12 months, reflecting expected develop-
manufacturing capacity), which kept unit ments in economic activity and inflation. The
labor costs under control. cumulative 75 basis-point tightening by the

Federal Reserve over the second half of 1999
As some of the favorable international may be followed by further modest incremen-

influences waned and signs of moderately in- tal increases in rates beyond the current 5.5

Percent year-on-year

4

3

United States

2

Germany

0

Japan

Jan. 1997 July 1997 Jan 1998 July 1998 Jan. 1999 July 1999

Note: Figures are three-month moving averages.
Source: IMF, Internatonal Financial Statistics.
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percent level for Fed Funds (figure 1.4). Fol- (CIS) (figure 1.5). During the second half of
lowing its recent increase in policy rates the 1998 world import growth averaged 2 per-
ECB may wait for stronger confirmation of cent at annual rates. Increases of 8-10 per-
the rebound in Euro Area activity before imple- cent in North American and EU imports were
menting further rate increases, designed to shift offset by a 5 percent drop in demand in devel-
the stance of monetary policy from loose to oping countries.
neutral. Japan will likely maintain effective Both the pace and pattern of growth have
zero levels of the uncollateralized overnight shifted dramatically during 1999. Recent
call rate until private demand stabilizes and momentum indicators suggest a movement
begins to grow sustainably. toward 6 percent growth, amid further changes

in the geographic mix of demand in late 1999.
World trade is likely to continue Decline in Latin America is being offset by
to accelerate firming trends in Western Europe, the newly
World trade growth has accelerated from industrializing economies (NIEs) in Asia, and
about 4 percent in 1998 to 5 percent in 1999 the oil exporting countries, whose foreign cur-
and is projected to average nearly 6.5 percent rency receipts have surged in recent months.
in 2000-2001. But these apparently modest The rapid recovery in East Asia has been
changes in average growth rates mask both the most important factor in the acceleration
the sharp intrayear downturns of the last two of world trade. The shift from a large decline
years, and significant shifts in the geographic in import volumes in Asia (including Japan
distribution of demand. and the NIEs) in 1998 to moderate growth

Throughout 1998 world trade slowed projected in 1999 will add about 4.6 percent-
sharply as the combined effects of the East age points to world imports this year (table
Asian, Russian, and Brazilian crises contrib- 1.3). The Asian import recovery has helped
uted to a steep downturn in import demand stimulate activity around the world, especially
in Asia, Latin America, and the economies of in those economies in Western Europe and
the Commonwealth of Independent States within Asia itself that are highly dependent

Percent
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U.S. Fed Funds rate
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4

Euro interbank raie
3

2

Japan call money rate

0
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Source: International Monetary Fund.
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Figure 1.5 World import volume growth
Percentage change, year-on-year

is 
Projection
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12 G-7 countries
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Note: Estimate for developing countries is based on L.S. dollar data deflated by world import price index.
Source: World Bank staff estimates.

on exports. Growth in world import volume As world trade volumes increase in 1999,
is expected to rise toward 6.5 percent over the the steep decline in dollar-based trade prices
next two years. This rate is near the 20-year of 1998 is likely to slow, partly reflecting the
trend but is still below what might be expected decline of the U.S. currency vis-a-vis the yen.
in a cyclical recovery period following a sharp The sharp fall in prices of both manufactures
slowdown. exports and commodities in 1998 caused a

decline in the dollar-based global trade de-
flator of some 7 percent. But the large up-

Table 1.3 Contributions to world import growth swing in oil prices and improvement in prices
(percent year-on-year) of manufactures exports could boost the

.. world deflator to gains of 2 percent in 1999.

If the U.S. dollar softens moderately in the
World .. * .*i, . . . last months of 1999 (as suggested by futures

Contri - . markets), prices for manufactured goods may
flatten out. Table 1.4 shows the performance

G-7cc *' - 4 of these prices in the first three quarters of
N da. ...

ja2- 4 , 1999. A flattening out of import prices would
G I . I . allow global trade flows expressed in dollars

Other .s.. ..... .. I I 2 ' to rise for the first time since the onset of the
Asian crisis. This possibility is good news for

Develc i .... .. .... r - - ' -. many of the heavily indebted developing coun-
East A -tries, whose debts are denominated primarily
Latin -. -2 tp
Easter- tur.. " in dollars. However, primary commodity ex-

C' -' 2 -''''2 porters will no longer benefit from declines

a. Share of world trade times import growth. in the prices of imported manufactures-
Source: World Bank staff estimates. declines that have helped support their terms
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Table 1.4 U.S. import prices of manufactured goods, 1999
(percentage change, year-on-year)

Imports from: *mp..rr i.. I""- *. **. AuI.r,I****

Japan I - -il

Canada Ir -1 , -

European Union Ir 4 ** -

AsianNlEs i - - - - -

Latin America 1h,4 - --
World in1111 - - ---

Memo items
U.S. import price -r - I

World import price --4 -'-

. . Not available.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; World Bank staff estimates.

of trade during the recent prolonged weak- unexpectedly positive economic outcomes for

ness in commodity prices. the East Asian countries, sustained rapid
As noted in the introduction, the East growth in the United States, and signs of re-

Asian crisis had important adverse effects on viving economic activity in Europe. Stockpiles

global trade volumes and commodity prices, of metals have now begun to decline, and de-
which are now unwinding. Box 1.1 offers an mand for metals has shown signs of increas-
analysis of the price, sectoral, and regional ef- ing in Asia.

fects of the crisis. Agricultural prices have yet to show clear
signs of recovery. Supplies continue to increase,

Commodity prices are unlikely to adding to already large stocks. Unlike metals

rebound sharply or petroleum, supplies of agricultural com-

The decline in commodity prices during the modities depend on the weather, and in 1999
past three years has been one of the sharpest the weather has helped generate large output
on record, with nonenergy commodity prices gains. Sugar production is expected to exceed

falling 29 percent from their peak and petro- consumption for the fourth consecutive year,
leum prices falling 56 percent in the two years and soybean and total oilseed production are

that ended in December 1998 (see chapter 4). expected to reach a record levels. Grain pro-
Since the lows of late 1998 and early 1999, duction has fallen in response to low prices,
some commodity prices have begun to recover, but not enough to tighten markets and raise

but mostly because supplies have been reduced. prices.
To date, there has not been a substantial re- The near-term outlook for commodity

covery in demand. Faced with collapsing pe- prices is somewhat mixed, with energy prices
troleum prices, OPEC agreed to sharp cuts in expected to remain strong because of OPEC's

production in March and has shown its re- determination to limit supplies while other
solve to adhere to these cuts. This develop- commodity prices are expected to remain weak

ment has caused petroleum prices to recover (table 1.5). Real nonenergy commodity prices

fully from their decline. Metals prices have are expected to fall 10.5 percent in 1999 and

recovered about one-fourth of their decline then begin to recover moderately in 2000.
since early 1999 as high-cost mines and smelt- Agricultural prices are likely to recover more
ers either closed or began operating at reduced slowly than prices for other commodities be-

capacities. Demand for primary commodities cause of the abundant stocks that have accu-
has begun to rise somewhat, spurred by the mulated and a continued weak supply response
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Box 1.1 Sectoral and regional effecrs
of the East Asian crisis

A global general equjIbbriLrn model' uä em- Tie dc luping uuncr, exprri Sectrfs most
ployd to Erairc the real impaccs et the ci isis in adsar k afeccd bs r rlsl mlude com-

East A w, ith a tcuLis on regin-al and sccral moidiries iother cr.:jps. nining, and crudec oii,
effecrs. The ewCrcise w.as dcsigned o slate [be commlodiry--dcpcndent dm%n,treim ,ector'rs
mpacs ot the obscricJ <du.put deci 1ms in the lie iprQocstd f rVos,Ft remed0o, and iron and
East Asun crisis economies i EA-5) and lapan, steeli, and manutaciiitng Sectors character-

i ncluding rhe curren Ac,:-unt revrsals, u hi,i on izeJ by tierLe pricc oimperce pressUe,
aggree.ate u cre mi- 51110 billon. Tle,e rexerslA icrt les anJ apparel, iii.cmiier-iy and ,me
were ill,<cared ro the im dustrial eC n i111 MICS, u ith ser Ichs.

trb United Stues acc,uninge for the largesr share
of the incrcased current account deticit-on the Tr.d: ettcs. The rss simulajnin his its
assunipton that eredit tv de\xeloiping countrics swas Str-niesu impacru cin inetment and i!mport de-
co n'rrained ar thi precrisis levt. Thus lie lnancial nnd in ch FA- iLiouitrits, with only a iode,t
hock lnr desel<opmg iurtrie-r rhe term et imrease mn c xports. The drop in tns erment atte,ts
Abance, in capiral Houws-was confincd te the EA- mesrb demand for capita l gc,icd, inclucgindg ma-

cOLIunrie, 5% rh an expicir [ssupnin rhar the chmc r; and Eransportari.n cqiipmcen, and con-
, d,her J kel'ping countnrus wx erv able ro ni:m-imin trucrin, w ith multiplier eftec ts in the nm.nmeral-
precriss currenr account balances. The resilts .. f lic mnerals sector. Income-sensjine secors,. such
tfi c risis snimulari,n ire compared co A baelnk as moter ehi, lets, are alo har hard. uh li th ltast

rnmulatinoirn that [dbra tts Cgroiwth rarte, fn Ile ri, attcted scetors being tuod and c lothing and. i. a
econonmic and Japan ic precruims gro,x rh l'-rec -its le~tr exten. t iern -hiE is. ba.i neces eICs.-

md hied surrent accu'un halnces ar thcr pre- WXbenr Irans.Eed inEo changes in import demand
crrsi le-.eK' the larce't rcducrons tall on capitaltgods and

The analIssis siggests the coliin cnclu- m:iror chicles Other dexeloping cotunries sutter
sän Ln: an inalmbiguis drop in the iolnum of x porus to

th EA-i counres and Japan, on the order ot
• The min transniussr n clannel el the demand niatmrudc of i billhon and $13 billhon, respec-

,h'ck in Ea A,ii and lapan on declupre we lh.
ciuntues-rs:r. tIrm other *bsrsed i thie ,uilat,'. areae import xlume

sh ck-i throuigh a large fall in ex'epcir[ intin the industrial counrtres increases bs -ner
pricets, rctlvcrng rhi desaluaton t cuienCies .' perceni, mor than the inrc ase in industiiii
and the decime in Jmesric demand, wrih the couni aggregarc deniand i..5 percenri. (¯hanges
strongesr nugam% c fiets on ommidin prices. in rc AUI prics plas a larg rolk in c1sn - d.-
The anah ;si n some sense prijx des an rupper mnan1d tur impotts. In perce nt ape rcrms, scime nt ihe
bound on price eftects -xu ing ro the assump- large- increises in impor demand in the industrial

tion 4f fiech flcie[ pricc,s embedded in rh countries .re in rice, sugir, oil. te'ilcs and ap-
medel. Thc dcimand shock could have been a parel. light manuaritirinn motor x cvles. cther

catalyst ier netw erses in other co)untrres, par- [ransportn'n cquipmenr, and eleciroics. E xpori
ticularix conxnwdiu -dependent economies and x-elurnes te industnral c,uinrres trom the non-crisis

hise krich fragik tinan%es. es clopiu counune.s r!s snomt 4ui lillh'i, largehs
• E xp.rrt xnnlume, tr,.'m Je lpmg countri,, ' 'mrbaincg the drcip mn export .oluni t-

East Asia decline unambiguous,. rhougb this %sard the A- and Japan.
ttef i,a lrgeh Ortset bs rZwU h In import 1' rr . The loss C ner ports small in

dniand in th industrial cotinties. %a ltumc terrms il. i' biliii ni-r noncrisis develop-
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Table 1.5 Annual percentage change in oil and non-oil commodity prices
(World Bank commodity price indexes, nominal U.S. dollars)

Trmds Foreca sts

4 1
I.. j 1 -14 4 .,

4

2 4

4 -4

- 1 -. 1 ...... .1 4 ,1

-j

Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group.

to falling prices. Real energy prices are antici- six months ago. Gross private flows for janu-

pated to increase 38 percent in 1999 and to ary-August 1999 were almost a third lower

stabilize in these terms in 2000. The forecast than they were a year earlier (table 1.6). Flows

assumes that OPEC will raise production offi- generated by bond issues were 25 percent

cially or unofficially during the winter and lower. Issues from Europe and Central Asia

prevent prices from being sustained much above (ECA) and Latin America plunged 56 percent

$20/bbl. But until such time as OPEC does raise and 17 percent respectively. Bank lending

production, speculative demand on futures commitments dropped 25 percent during the

markets could take prices well above $20/bbl. period, with ECA and Latin America again

registering large drops (more than 50 percent).

Private capital flows to developing International equity placements did increase

countries are likely to recover only over this period, largely reflecting pri-

modestly in the short term vatization receipts in Korea and Thailand.

The environment for private capital flows to East Asian equity and other markets have

emerging markets is worse than was expected risen sharply from their lows in late-1998.

Table 1.6 Average monthly gross capital market floAfs to developing courtries
(billions of U.S. dollars)

1997 1998 1999

777777 - -

i.r. 4".

All developing countries 24
East Asia and Pacific .1 4

Europe and Central Asia 4 1 4 1

Latin America and the Caribbe 4 N

Middle East and North Africa
South Asia 4 4

Sub-Saharan Africa -4

Note: Gross capital market flows include bond issues, syndicated loan commitments, and equity issuses, based on reports from the
international capital markets.
Source: Euromoney; World Bank staff estimates.
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But the primary reason for their recovery amounts of commercial bank credit. Still,
appears to be the response of domestic inves- market access remained restricted to the most
tors to rising liquidity and falling interest creditworthy borrowers.
rates, and to some degree a stemming of capi- During the third quarter, tightening U.S.
tal flight. So far there is little evidence of large monetary policy, the Daewoo restructuring,
inflows from abroad. and Ecuador's difficulties again deterred in-

While the recovery in East Asia helped vestors. Gross capital flows fell sharply, and
revive confidence in emerging markets to a secondary bond markets became illiquid as the
modest extent, offsetting events occurred. volume of transactions dropped sharply. Ec-
Following the Brazilian devaluation in Janu- uadorian Brady bond spreads soared to around
ary 1999, secondary market bond spreads in- 4,000 basis points, but Latin American spreads
creased for most of the major developing were not affected significantly. By the end of
country borrowers. However, contagion from August average secondary market spreads on
Brazil was restricted and relatively short-lived. international bonds stood at lower levels than
The average spread on Brady bonds-an in- their 1998 averages but remained well above
dex that is heavily weighted toward Latin 1997 levels. Investor concern manifested it-
America-dropped to 890 basis points in April self both in limited access and high interest
from over 1,300 basis points at the end of rate spreads.
January (figure 1.6). With some signs of sta- Despite falling volumes of private market
bilizing market conditions in the second quar- flows, foreign direct investment (FDI) has re-
ter, gross capital flows increased significantly, mained resilient and is likely to be the primary
bolstered by a 33 percent increase in bond is- source of finance for developing countries for
suance and a near doubling of bank lending the foreseeable future. The global crisis has
commitments compared with the first quar- contributed to reduced growth prospects even
ter. The East Asian crisis economies showed for FDI, however. Preliminary data indicate
increasing strength in the bond markets, and some reduction in FDI flows in 1999. In East
Latin American borrowers secured significant Asia new FDI projects approved in 1999 have

Figure 1.3 Spreads on Brady bonds
Basis points

1,800
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Source: Bloomberg; World Bank.
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fallen sharply in Indonesia, China, and Thai- The outlook for official flows improves
land. 0 Although the downturn may be par- Net official flows received by developing coun-
tially offset by an increase in Korea, overall tries rose from $39 billion in 1997 to $48
flows in East Asia may continue to decline billion in 1998, largely because of noncon-
moderately in the medium term. FDI to Latin cessional disbursements under rescue packages
America may increase somewhat in 1999 for countries most affected by the financial
owing to Brazil's privatization projects, but crisis. Preliminary data reported by donor
these levels may be difficult to maintain in countries from the Development Assistance
2000-2001. Flows to ECA should remain Committee of the Organisation for Economic
stable in the near term and are likely to grow Co-operation and Development (OECD) show
in the medium term as major recipients pro- some welcome relief from the declining trend
ceed with privatization programs and inves- in net official development assistance (ODA)
tors are attracted by the prospect of EU flows. Net ODA flows to developing coun-
accession. On balance these trends suggest that tries and multilateral development agencies
total FDI flows to developing countries may registered an increase of 8.9 percent in real
remain below the peak levels of 1997 over the terms in 1998, compared with a 21 percent
next few years. cumulative decline from 1992 to 1997. The

On the back of the economic recovery in rise in net development assistance is the result
Asia and an expected bottoming-out of the in part of increased concessional flows to coun-
recession in Latin America, flows from inter- tries affected by the financial crises. But it also
national capital markets (bonds, equity, and reflects increased awareness on the part of
bank loans) are expected to stage a modest several donor countries of the need to sustain
rebound during 2000-2001 but to remain well aid levels in order to achieve long-term devel-
below precrisis levels. Several factors suggest opment objectives.
that these flows to emerging markets will in- Significant enhancements were made to
crease only slowly. Financing requirements in the Debt Initiative for Heavily Indebted Poor
Asia have been cut drastically as countries have Countries (HIPC) following a broad consul-
moved to large current account surplus. In- tative review by the World Bank, International
vestors are likely to continue to shy away from Monetary Fund (IMF), and the Cologne Sum-
the perceived risks of emerging markets in the mit. The enhanced initiative calls for deepen-
near term, and this tendency will improve only ing debt relief by targeting it to bring the net
gradually in the medium term. Since the East present value of debt down to 1.5 times ex-
Asian crisis, pegged currencies have given way port earnings (as of the decision point). This
to flexible exchange rates in many cases, in- target is much more accommodative than the
creasing the risk of borrowing in foreign cur- target in the original initiative (2.5 times ex-
rency. The restructuring of corporations and ports, as of the completion point). The en-
banks has not progressed as expected in many hanced HIPC also lowers the thresholds for
Asian countries, and other problems (such as the fiscal burden of debt and offers faster debt
the situation with Daewoo) have resurfaced relief." Debt relief will now be initiated as
to dampen investor enthusiasm. Other emerg- soon as a country qualifies at the decision point
ing economies also have structural problems as well as when it reaches the completion point.
that have proven to be politically intractable, The number of eligible countries will also rise
leading to difficulties with-or defaults on- from 29 to 36 or more.
international payments (as in Ecuador, Paki- The new framework is expected to pro-

xr R%s'~ VokzvcAus itunow- N-x& STY7 \oxkkwm,n, xv xw k _ p-,sw N akneX

aging greater supervision of financial markets terms)-more than double the $12.5 billion

and banks and actively debating the notion of of the original framework. More than $5 bil-

burden-sharing by private investors, lion will be provided on debts owed to the
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World Bank. Relief on debt owed to the ating to 4.2 percent in 2000, and further to
IMF is estimated at around $3 billion, which 4.5 percent by 2001-still below the precrisis
will be funded by a revaluation of a portion level in the non-transition developing coun-
of the IMF's gold reserves. Donor countries tries (figure 1.7).
have indicated that they will be stepping Capital flows to developing countries have
up their contributions to help fund debt remained very low compared with the levels
relief under the enhanced initiative. In addi- that prevailed in the mid-1990s. But many
tion G-7 leaders agreed at the Cologne Sum- emerging markets have seen a substantial loos-
mit to cancel their official development ening of liquidity conditions since the turn of
assistance debt, and some countries have an- the year, including lower domestic interest
nounced that they could go beyond this to rates, rising equity prices, and in some in-
include some nonconcessional loans for quali- stances, upward pressure on currencies. These
fying HIPCs. improvements are highlighted in figure 1.8,

which displays changes in an index of finan-
cial conditions-a simple average of the per-

The outlook for developing centage change in interest rates, equity prices,
countries in 1999-2001 suggests and exchange rates-for a sample of emerg-
significant acceleration ing markets.12

Ymprovements in the external environment, Improvements in domestic investors' con-
-favorable policy trends in emerging mar- fidence reflect in part the more favorable glo-
kets, and increasing confidence among both bal outlook (in contrast to the near-panic in
domestic and foreign investors should help world markets following the collapse of Rus-
spur growth in developing countries over the sia and the hedge fund Long Term Capital
next two years. However, growth will vary Management last fall). As well, in many coun-
markedly across regions (table 1.2 above). tries appropriate adjustment policies are be-
Growth of 2.7 percent for developing coun- ing adopted, including measures aimed at
tries as a group is projected in 1999, acceler- recapitalizing banking systems.

Percent

5

1 - - I

O1 - ---- I I_I

1998 1999 2000 2001

Source: World Bank, Global Development Finance 1999; World Bank baseline forecast.
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Figure 1.8 Index of financial conditions since June 1997
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Important policy assumptions are built both the fiscal and inflation front in the
into the projections for each developing region: near term. This scenario would improve

prospects for several countries in the
* In East Asia declining interest rates and ECA region, particularly neighboring

other measures to support domestic states of the CIS. Several Central and
demand, including fiscal stimulus and East European countries are working to
steps to recapitalize banks, have helped meet EU accession criteria and are ex-
restore investor confidence. These policy pected to adopt policies that will raise
measures are expected to combine with standards and institutions to EU norms,
improved export performance (based on which will have positive spillover effects
the 20-25 percent real depreciation in on the region.

currencies since the onset of the crisis and * In the Middle East and North Africa, re-
the incipient revival of world trade) to cent events-including the 1998 drop in
consolidate the recovery in the near term. oil prices (now reversed)-and the need
However, a sustainable growth path to progress on implementation of Euro-
requires further and more determined Mediterranean Agreements-have created
bank and corporate restructuring (see a sense of urgency with respect to growth
chapter 3). and efficiency-enhancing strategies. As a

* Fiscal consolidation will be essential in a result many countries are expected to in-

number of Latin American countries in tensify their efforts to promote both trade
order to reassure investors, encourage a and financial integration. These efforts

resumption of capital flows to the private include more extensive privatization pro-
and public sectors, facilitate exchange rate grams, the liberalization of capital mar-
stability, and bring interest rates down kets, and various Measuyes deSgned to

further. strengthen the productivity of domestic

* Russia is expected to enhance its stabili- industry in order to enhance export per-
zation by making further progress on formance.
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* In Sub-Saharan Africa structural reforms ing sector's weakness, which has grown more
have become more widespread since the evident, is related to the continued poor per-
mid-1980s, including tax and public ex- formance of state-owned enterprises (SOEs).
penditure reforms, the restructuring and Extensive public investment projects have sup-
privatization of parastatals, trade liberal- ported growth thus far, but the government's
ization, and deregulation of internal mar- resources are relatively limited, and the fiscal
kets. Such reforms have worked to expansion cannot be sustained indefinitely.
promote exports and investment in many After lagging through the first half of 1999,
countries. The result has been faster out- however, a combination of factors are now
put growth already, especially when policy buttressing Chinese exports, including renewed
reform has been supported by debt relief. growth in East Asia and continued import

* In South Asia the resolution of political growth in the United States.
uncertainties in many countries may help The outlook for 2000 and 2001 for East
to sustain growth in the near term. Do- Asia is positive-6.2 percent GDP growth-
mestic business confidence in India is with more balanced advances across final de-
strong, and both major political parties mand components and countries. With
are committed to a broad range of eco- inflation in check, monetary policy will remain
nomic reforms. But the fiscal deficit re- relatively loose, supporting consumer demand.
mains a serious concern. The projections Looser monetary conditions, the narrowing of
assume progress in macroeconomic sta- the output gap, an emerging recovery of cash
bilization and conflict resolution through- flow and improving banking balance sheets
out the region should lead to a modest recovery of invest-

ment activity, though the region is unlikely to
Near-term growth is expected to improve see a return to precrisis investment rates in
East Asia. Although most East Asian econo- the foreseeable future. A pickup in world eco-
mies experienced virtually no growth in 1998, nomic activity and strong intraregional link-
GDP is projected to increase by 5.5 percent ages should support continued export growth.
in 1999. This increase includes a dramatic turn- Imports will rise further, leading to a narrow-
around for the five crisis economies, which ing of presently large current account sur-
should see growth rise from -7.9 percent to pluses. Failure to pursue financial and
around 4.5 percent. Currency depreciation corporate restructuring, however, could
and the continued strength of the yen have con- dampen investors' enthusiasm, possibly gen-
tributed to strong export activity for the group. erating another bout of financial and exchange
Stronger growth in Japan and intraregional rate difficulties (see chapter 3). But East Asian
trade are reinforcing this recovery. A suppor- economies are in a much better position for
tive policy environment is beginning to gener- the near term than they were a year ago, with
ate gains in private consumption. Expectations strong current account balances, much lower
for capital spending are less optimistic because short-term external liabilities, and improved
of significant excess capacity, the widespread reserve positions.
uncertainties associated with bad loans in the Latin America. Output for the Latin
banking system, and the need for faster America and Caribbean region has declined an
progress on corporate restructuring. estimated 0.6 percent in 1999, falling from a

The economic problems in China have 2.1 percent advance in 1998, despite favorable
become more apparent. Consumer prices have growth performance in Mexico. Economic
been in a steady decline for some time. Con- downturns deepened in many countries in the
sumer demand is weak (in part because of wake of the Russian crisis of August 1998. In
uncertain employment conditions), and inven- broader terms, adverse terms of trade and a
tories of unwanted goods are rising. The bank- reduction in capital flows to the region (the
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result of concerns about the fundamentals in declines have been limited by gains in domes-
several large countries) contributed to a reces- tic production for import substitution, though
sion in the last quarter of 1998. For some coun- not yet by a recovery of non-oil exports. How-
tries, particularly Brazil and Ecuador, the ever, export and government revenues have
recession was the reflection of home-grown been greatly enhanced by the recent hike in
imbalances, though the global crisis affected oil prices. There has also been progress in debt
timing and severity. But for other countries restructuring, and improvement on the policy
(Argentina, Chile, Colombia) the causal factors front has also paved the way for gaining an
were tied more closely to the ongoing deterio- additional round of funding from the IME
ration in the external environment. Although GDP is expected to register positive growth
the financial contagion was much less than of 0.7 percent in the CIS countries for 1999,
feared, the Brazilian devaluation at the begin- an improvement over the projected 5.5 per-
ning of 1999 was a further shock to the re- cent fall anticipated in March. In addition to
gion. Prices of key commodity exports tumbled developments in Russia, the increase is fur-
(especially for countries in Central America and ther supported by the beneficial effects of
the Caribbean), intraregional trade slowed higher petroleum prices on hydrocarbon ex-
sharply, and private capital flows declined fur- porters in the Caucasus and Central Asia. In
ther from their 1997 and 1998 levels. contrast, growth in Central and Eastern Eu-

Brazil has emerged from its January 1999 rope has slowed more than expected (to 1
fiscal crisis and devaluation showing greater percent), reflecting the earlier sluggishness of
resilience than was envisioned six months ago. the EU economy and weakened import de-
But growth in a number of other countries mand facing countries such as Poland, Hun-
worsened as the deteriorating global environ- gary, the Czech Republic, and Turkey. Growth
ment finally took its toll, yielding on net only in Turkey has been particularly affected. Trade
a marginal change in the region's previous with Russia has collapsed, and the country's
growth forecast of -0.8 percent for 1999. In- prospects have been dimmed temporarily by
vestor uncertainty has increased recently with the effects of the earthquake in August 1999.
the shift in monetary stance in the United States The war in Kosovo had substantial effects
and changes in the political administrations on the wider Balkan region. Refugees streamed
in several countries in the region, especially into Albania and Macedonia. Both direct and
Venezuela (in 1998) and Argentina and Chile transit trade in the area were disrupted, im-
in late 1999. The beginning of a modest re- pacting not only those countries engaged in
covery of growth in the region can be expected the conflict but also neighboring Romania and
around the turn of the year and should reflect Bulgaria. Tourism receipts also dropped
the improvement in the global outlook, a sharply, especially in Croatia. Growth in 2000
moderation of political uncertainties, and a and 2001 is expected to recover markedly in
modest recovery in anticipated capital flows Central and Eastern Europe, rising to 3.2 per-
for 2000. However, the small island states in cent in 2000 and 4.3 percent in 2001, spurred
the eastern Caribbean will face a difficult tran- largely by stronger growth in the EU. Among
sition period from their potential loss of pref- the states of the CIS the turnaround is expected
erential access to the EU for banana exports. to be more gradual, as political uncertainty in

Europe and Central Asia. The region has Russia before the December 1999 parliamen-
experienced widespread repercussions from tary and June 2000 presidential elections con-
Russia's August 1998 devaluation and debt strains the country's ability to address further
deiaut.kussia`s sharp import compression has debt restructuring and budgetary issues. Con-
affected neighboring CIS countries and Tur- sequently, GDP for the region as a whole is
key, and to a lesser degree Poland and other anticipated to recover only gradually to 2.5

Central European countries. Russian output percent in 2000 and 3.3 percent in 2001.
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Middle East and North Africa. The region While stronger oil prices are benefiting a small
has been positively affected by recent devel- number of countries, they adversely affect the
opments in oil markets. But it has also been terms of trade for most. Meanwhile low prices
negatively affected by slow growth in the EU- for non-oil commodities, poor weather, civil
the major export market for the region's di- strife and turbulence related to the East Asian
versified economies. Some deceleration of crisis (particularly affecting South Africa) have
growth from the 1998 rate of 3.2 percent is worsened near-term prospects for the major-
expected, and 1999 growth is projected to ity of countries in the region. Recent perfor-
reach only 2 percent. Earlier declines in oil mance falls well short of what is needed to
prices had a significant negative impact on oil- make inroads against poverty, and per capita
exporting countries, forcing governments to incomes will decline for a second successive
tighten fiscal policies, adjust or defend ex- year (-0.2 percent) in 1999.
change rates, and fund higher external imbal- At the same time, however, developments
ances with foreign reserves and new borrowing in 1999 augur well for near-term prospects,
(see chapter 4). The tightening of OPEC quo- and growth is expected to rise to 3.1 percent
tas in April 1999 led to higher oil prices, but in 2000. A pick-up in exports in 2000 and
restricted production (and export volumes), 2001 should set the stage for a modest recov-
and this, combined with tighter fiscal con- ery. This expectation is based on several fac-
straints, has contributed to lower 1999 growth tors, including higher prices for oil and other
rates for oil exporters. commodities, the recovery in East Asia, and

In the short term the sharp rise in oil prices reviving demand in the EU. Following a de-
in 1999 should continue to contribute to a re- cline of 0.3 percent in 1998, merchandise ex-
covery and begin to ease the financial short- port volumes are expected to rise by 3.8
fall. However, oil exporters still face a fiscal percent in 1999 and 6.3 percent in 2000. Ex-
constraint and will need to exercise tight con- cluding South Africa and Nigeria, export
trol on spending, especially on subsidies. Im- growth for the region is projected to average
proved growth in oil exporters favors the 4.8 percent in 1999 and 2000.
non-oil exporting countries of the region that More critical to medium- and long-term
receive significant transfers in the form of prospects, however, is the ongoing structural
worker remittances. (These transfers have de- adjustment throughout the region, which has
clined as GDP growth falls in oil-exporting opened markets and had a major impact on
countries.) A notable positive trend, particu- productivity, exports, and investment. Many
larly among the Maghreb countries, is accel- Sub-Saharan countries are likely to benefit
eration of privatization and restructuring from debt relief, allowing money to be spent
programs that contributed to higher inflows on imports rather than on debt servicing. Of
of foreign capital, particularly in the form of the 36 countries eligible for debt relief under
direct investment. These reforms and a resur- the enhanced HIPC Initiative, 30 are in Sub-
gence of growth in Europe in late 1999 and Saharan Africa.
early 2000 should lead to solid growth in ex- South Asia. Output gains in India have
ports and stronger gains in private investment. been better than anticipated in 1999, both in
Growth in the broader region is anticipated manufacturing and in agriculture. These gains,
to rise to 3.2 and 3.5 percent in 2000 and 2001 plus the fact that the region's largest country
respectively suffered few effects from the East Asian cri-

Sub-Saharan Africa. Despite continued sis, make it possible to upgrade projections
improvements in political and economic fun- by 1 percentage point in 1999 and 0.7 per-
damentals, GDP growth for 1999 has been cent in 2000. Growth in the region is expected
revised downward modestly to 2.3 percent to accelerate to 5.4 percent in 1999 (from 5.1
from the 2.5 percent anticipated in March. percent) and to consolidate further in 2000,
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largely because of developments in India. The kets caused by the East Asian crisis are likely
direct effects of the East Asian crisis were lim- to have diminished by 2001, with world out-
ited to the region's smaller, more open econo- put growth trending toward 2.8 percent from
mies. Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka 1.9 percent in 1998. But two issues that affect
shared in the global crisis during 1998-99, growth in developing countries remain. First,
partly reflecting the weakness in world trade the external environment is projected to be
and commodity prices. However, in these somewhat less favorable than in the precrisis
countries, too, the economic outcome owed period and also more fragile-that is, it could
more to domestic than international factors. deteriorate again. Second, the crisis has ac-
Fiscal and broader financial sector difficulties, centuated structural weaknesses in develop-
sanctions, and the outbreak of hostilities in ing countries, especially with respect to the
Kashmir affected Pakistan, while severe flood- financial sector and the government balance
ing and political uncertainty took a toll on sheet (or at least has led to a more realistic
output growth in Bangladesh. In the near term, appreciation of the problems). Principally for
all countries of the region will be adversely these reasons, the long-term (2002-2008) fore-
affected by the surge in oil prices, but they cast for growth in developing countries has
should benefit from a jump in external de- been reduced to 4.9 percent from 5.2 percent
mand, especially in Europe and, more gener- (see table 1.7 for the last long-term projec-
ally, in Asia. tion, which was completed a year ago). 11 Even

with this downward revision, the projected
figures represent a significant increase from

Projections for growth in 1991-98 levels for developing countries as a
developing countries in the long group. However, this growth is fueled mainly
term are lower by increased growth in the transition econo-
1"he disruptions to global economic activ- mies. Excluding the transition countries, de-
A ity, trade, commodity, and financial mar- veloping countries' growth rates are projected

Figure 1 .9 Grcrith of L5'. ~mar uim`s 3d pnuc ,ity in na,:ua r
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"I Note: Quarterly growth rates are seasonally adjusted at annualized rates.
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Table 1.7 World growth, 1981-2008
(annual percentage change in real GDP)

Global
Economic

Global Economic Prospects 2000 Prospects
1998199

Region 1 A -*l ! 't ' -* I** 2sli J - :0 - r r

World total 31 2 . ' 2..n ' * I

High-income countries 3'.' ' 2.' 2. '
OECD countries ' 23. '
Non-OECD countries 52 1.- 2 4.61 41 ,1

Developing countries 1 4 I -1 : 4i 42

East Asia and Pacific' I 1.2 r -
Europe and Central Asia 2 -II - 1 2 1

Latin America and
the Caribbean 4 '.4 Jl -' -4-

Middle East and North Africa - 2 '.'.' .
South Asia i. .- I .. 5l
Sub-Saharan Africa 1 ' S 2 -3.1 . 4 1

Memo items
East Asian crisis-5b ,. ., - 4 'I
Transition countries of Europe

and Central Asia 2 -- I - I

Developing countries, excluding
the transition countries .1. 4 4 2N - - .

a. East Asia and Pacific includes the Republic of Korea.
b. Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, and Thailand.
Note: GDP is measured at market prices and expressed in 1987 prices and exchange rates. Growth rates over historic intervals are
computed using least squares method
Source: World Bank staff estimates, November 1999.

to decline from 5.3 percent in 1991-98 to 5 4.3 percent over the last three years-nearly
percent in 2002-2008. double the 2.3 percent rate of the 1980s.

Output per hour in the manufacturing sector
The external environment rose by an annual rate of 7.5 percent in the
Long-term projections assume slightly stron- fourth quarter of 1998 (figure 1.9). While the
ger growth for the industrial countries-2.5 evidence on the sustainability of these advances
percent G-7 growth contrasted with 2.4 per- remains open to question, it appears to justify
cent gains in earlier forecasts. Growth pros- a modest upgrading of long-term growth rates
pects for the United States and the Euro Area to 2.7 percent from the 2.5 percent rate esti-
have been upgraded, but a more substantial mated in Global Economic Prospects 1998/
downgrading of potential GDP growth in Ja- 99.
pan will offset these increases. Europe. Several factors suggest that

United States. Productivity growth has growth may be considerably more robust than
picked up from 1 percent annually during the the 1.8 percent pace experienced during the
1980s to 1.5 percent over the last five years, 1990s, and the 2.7 percent long-term growth
rising to 2.2 percent in 1998. In the manufac- rate forecast for the Euro Area in last year's
turing sector productivity gains have averaged Global Economic Prospects has been revised
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upward 0.2 percentage points. The volatility downward by 0.6 percentage points to 1.9
of European growth during the early 1990s, percent.
which was tied to the imbalances caused by Inflation in the G-7 countries is likely to
unification of Europe's largest economy, has remain low. Economy-wide efficiency gains in
gradually faded. There has been considerable the United States and Europe, expectations for
progress in inflation reduction and fiscal con- moderation in fiscal balances (in the latter,
solidation. Efficiency gains associated with the owing to constraints imposed by Maastricht
advent of the euro (reduced transactions costs, criteria and the Stability Pact), and moderate
deeper financial markets, and industry con- activity in Japan should keep inflation below
solidation to serve the larger market) are likely 2.5 percent in the medium to long term. In
to emerge with time. Labor market and other tandem with low inflation and diminishing
regulatory reforms, in tandem with stronger pressure on capital markets from the public
investment in high technology-that will al- sector, real long-term interest rates are ex-
low Europe over time to catch up to the United pected to decline gradually from their current
States in this area-could support further pro- high levels of 4-4.5 percent to near a secular
ductivity growth. And despite substantial tran- average of 3-3.5 percent.
sition costs, the accession to the EU of five to World trade growth. Despite stronger
ten Central and Eastern European countries output gains in the United States and Europe,
will bolster reforms in the new entrants and projections for world trade growth have not
increase the EU consumer market by some 100 been revised markedly (an upgrade of 0.1 per-
million people. centage point to 6.4 percent). The projections

Japan. The prospects for a resumption of reflect a low growth profile in East Asia rela-
rapid long-term growth in Japan appear dim. tive to precrisis trends and tighter external fi-
The ongoing efforts to overcome the nancing constraints on many emerging
economy's deeper-seated structural problems markets. These constraints may limit emerg-
are unlikely to bear fruit for a number of years. ing markets' ability to import at rapid rates
Successive government stimulus packages over an extended period.
during the 1990s have added to the debt bur- Long-term trends in trade will also be
den but failed to spur growth: GDP has grown shaped by the eventual outcomes of the pro-
by an average of only 1.3 percent over the spective Millennium Round of the World
1990s to date, compared with 4 percent in Trade Organization (WTO), for which frame-
the 1980s. The fiscal balance has ballooned work discussions commenced in late 1999
from a surplus of 2.9 percent of GDP in 1990 (box 1.2). Developing countries have substan-
to an estimated deficit of 9 percent in 1999, tially reformed their trade regimes in the last
increasing gross government liabilities rela- two decades and now have a much greater
tive to output by 40 percentage points to over stake in advancing trade reforms than they
100 percent. In the medium term fiscal con- have had in any previous round. Though the
solidation is unavoidable, especially in light Asian crisis and its aftermath have had a pro-
of the increasing demands being made on the found effect on global trade and investment,
public pension system by an aging popula- it has not led to major reversals in trade policy.
tion. Recent progress in stabilizing the pri- There is, however, little reason to be compla-
vate financial sector and the large-scale cent. Significant trade imbalances still exist
corporate restructuring that will alleviate ex- that could generate much deeper trade ten-
cess capacity and restore financial viability will sions if they are left unresolved. Moreover, ac-
neeA to continue.T-Nese adjustments are likely celerating the integration of the

to result in a period of sluggish output growth least-developed countries into the global

in both the public and private sectors, and economy will significantly enhance their pros-

projections for trend growth have been revised pects for long-term growth.
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Commodity prices. The prospects for a oil prices of around $20 per barrel for the fore-
sharp recovery in commodity prices are not seeable future.
bright. Non-oil commodity prices will increase Private capital flows. Through 2008 net
only an average of 3 percent in nominal terms private capital flows as a share of GDP are
(0.5 percent in real terms) and are not likely unlikely to exceed their precrisis highs of
to reach and maintain their 1995-96 peaks around 6 percent for middle-income develop-
over the 10-year forecast period (figure 1.10). ing countries ("emerging markets"). But there
Increased demand in industrial countries will are a number of reasons private capital flows
provide some support for higher prices, but should recover from current levels. Techno-
supplies will continue to outpace demand. logical improvements in communications and
Technological improvements have reduced the information processing, financial innovation,
production costs of many commodities, and and deeper financial intermediation should
currency devaluation in many important com- continue to be propitious for international
modity-exporting countries will contribute to capital flows. A resumption of faster growth
increased global supplies. in developing countries will generate increased

Even if OPEC continues to withhold out- opportunities for investment and hence de-
put in the medium term to keep prices near mand for capital. Prospects for medium-term
$20/bbl, oil prices will be under almost con- improvement in the U.S. current account bal-
stant downward pressure because of limited ance, sustained current account surpluses in
growth in the demand for OPEC's crude oil developed Europe, and a decline in real inter-
and increasing competition from both oil and est rates should increase the supply of funds
non-oil energy producers. Production costs are available for overseas investment, while Asian
expected to continue to decline because of fur- current account surpluses are very likely to
ther advances in technology (oil sands devel- decline. In the long term the global supply of
opment, for instance), including those for savings should increase with the aging of in-
competing fuels such as liquefied natural gas. dustrial country populations.
This development effectively puts a ceiling on

Figure 1.10 Long-ierm trends in commnnodity prftes, 1990-2008
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Box 1.2 Prospects for a new round of
multilateral trade negotiations

T K \\orld Trade Org ini;.miion A\ T0i ,s -in thE w,dI ki..r Iaing % ith trade-teLued i 'ue4 than it
%crize t initiarin- 3 nel round ot mu1rlrilate(rl i tor the qnuinttatici rduti'non, it made in rLac

trade negoti irion,. The lat r''und-kn.wn as the birricrs And there has been oie c:nccrn r jarJ-
LiruLiui Round-n% as c-.mpletcd Fic eac 3Co. Inc backliding-tor c\liple. "Jrt riratiOn
\ hile thc resiting agreenenc mirked s.mf l init - and bajk-loading -it the Multi-Fibre ACreement
cant chie' emient . a % Id r.in:c of tr-ide-related iNlFA; ret'rn'. Nitore:i er. deel.-pinig countries.
14U reLnTii m n be dic:us-ed in .. ne%% r rLid p.r111iL1.3 l the p.-oresin, ha%e been .w to nIpk-

liciit ma n clctefnr of the aeceni,nit 111 In

Past a.ievements and 1'e role of pirt r' a lack ol either human 'ir tinancial re-

developing countries ' 'rct5 R,pl.icin; lo;t tiscal ren , ne report-

The Liruga Round Atreemnent led r, h-ur broad inim requirement, and requircd mdi tications of
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tc, be a i-nhb ant-nd 4tin .cilt,oked-burden.
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niorih in e.tIlc .and apparc w,er id sdr riec'toitari ii -once the end Wf i1i Urugua%
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2. th establishmeni ot fr.muie%orks t, -r Ja lin tinancial Sr dices. ad intorn.mn technologi. An
% ith les; traditional trade barriers Si h a intel- e,tnsion 4t the intrmi.u.n Tchnoloz Agree -

LIec tua proper% riiEr and [echntcal and aim- neill h is been postponcJ. al1.rig - %ith the talks on
air and.ird *. bl e i.r.in 1iarinn me e ilc e5 (III Iich dec t 'ping

c ication ot the WTk., %i,nth 1b trrtl1 dispute .'tintrreil be a con,derable t.ikei.
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and patenial agenda t i cli te nles round oiild ca-i 1

4. incteaiin, int lLtice It JC e*l'Iill C0'LillE ile." ir,lid. t% E o d_ticn fopl-s u %% ill neesm.in he
p.1red dOIyx [ to.1 sh iter. inlew i InIT.-e iled list.

Ihe (fruM.ua1 Round A-trcemint is perhap, The -- alIJ built-in aizend.i is esentiall detr-
more iniportrant for irnprm in, [hc _,eneril traune- tnine-d h, the litLial P,Lind .Aqr,ent. p.ill-

The rise in flows from international capi- years, and diminished prospects of further
tal markets is likely to be gradual, however. deregulation of institutional investment in
The experience of the financial crisis and the developing countries are also likely to dampen
shift from fixed to floating exchange rate re- flows to emerging markets. Significant vola-
gimes may encourage both borrowers and tility in capital market flows can be expected,
lenders to take a more cautious approach. with the major risks arising from uncertain-
Some developing countries are likely to move ties in the world economic environment, par-
slowly toward capital account liberalization, ticularly the performance of the U.S. economy
and those with full convertibility are likely to and developments in Japan.
implement prudential controls and regulations. Policies are likely to be more encourag-

Greater burden sharing with private investors ing for foreign direct investment as countries

teduces moralhtazard and increases investor's continue to vie for foreign capital and skai.

risk perceptions with respect to investing in Efforts are being made to promote long-term

emerging markets. Stricter regulations for investments rather than short-term flows.

banks in the BIS-area after the losses of recent Some countries, including Indonesia and Ko-
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Box 1.2 (continued)
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rea, have improved existing frameworks or Structural weaknesses
established new ones to promote direct in- The financial crisis has unveiled profound
vestment and increase incentives for merg- weaknesses not only in the financial systems
ers, acquisitions, and corporate restructuring. of developing countries but also in their abil-
Further progress can be expected in ity to intermediate domestic savings and large
privatization programs. Easing ownership re- foreign capital inflows. The crisis has contrib-
strictions and opening up protected core sec- uted directly to the rise in bad loans, weak-
tors such as telecommunications and finance ened thousands of individual firms, and
to foreign investors will further encourage created many direct and contingent govern-
foreign investment. In addition developing ment liabilities. The size of these liabilities is
real financial and regulatory infrastructure likely to increase before it starts declining. The
should encourage long-term strategic invest- fundamentals that support growth in some
ments. For these reasons, foreign direct in- larger developing countries thus offer more
vestment is likely to increase in line with GDP cause for concern today than they did before
growth. the crisis.
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Developing countries face more than near- 1999), the number of people in the world liv-
term adjustment measures in their efforts to ing on less than $1 per day in 1998-1.2 bil-
establish sound financial markets and a stron- lion-was virtually the same as in 1987.
ger underpinning for sustainable growth. However, some changes did take place during
Domestic saving and investment need to be this period. The number of poor rose to 1.3
encouraged. The fiscal costs of the crisis will billion in the early 1990s, but then declined
need to be recovered, while at the same time to about 1.2 billion in 1996. The poor as a
resources will be required to boost the quality share of population and the number of people
of human capital and physical infrastructure living on less than $1 per day had both de-
necessary to sustain growth, and institutions clined substantially in the mid-1990s. 6 The
capable of implementing reforms will need to global financial crisis halted this decline, and
be strengthened. A review of these factors for preliminary estimates for 1998 indicate that
several large developing countries has led to no further decrease has taken place since 1996
some downgrading (0.3 percentage points) of (tables 1.8 and 1.9).1
assessments for long-term growth from the The largest change in trend occurred in
projections prepared a year ago. These revi- East Asia and Pacific, the region at the center
sions range from a full percentage point in of the crisis. The number of people in poverty
ECA, 0.5 points in Sub-Saharan Africa, and in the region had fallen sharply before the fi-
0.4 points in South Asia to 0.2 points in Latin nancial crisis, from 432 million in 1993 to 265
America. Compared with actual growth in the million in 1996. The crisis put an end to a
precrisis period, the largest reduction in growth long period of rapid growth and led to sig-
prospects is in East Asia, while most other nificant increases in poverty in the most af-
developing regions are expected to see faster fected countries (see chapter 2). While the crisis
growth (table 1.7 above). countries are now showing clear signs of re-

Although Russia achieved stabilization covery, it is too soon to assess the implica-
more quickly than anticipated in 1999, recent tions for poverty.
dynamics in the fundamentals required to sup- China-which accounted for 82 percent
port long-term growth have deteriorated. Re- of East Asia's poorest in 1996-continued to
visions for Sub-Saharan Africa take into grow through 1998. The number of rural poor
account the likelihood of a more protracted fell from an estimated 358 million in 1990 to
path to achieving long-term growth potential 208 million in 1997, an impressive achieve-
in South Africa. The revised forecasts for Latin ment. However, survey data for 1998 show a
America are based on increasing evidence of slight increase-from 211 to 213 million-in
"reform fatigue" in a number of countries and the total number of poor in China between
the need for longer-term fiscal adjustment in 1996 and 1998.
Brazil. More detailed information on the long- In South Asia, the incidence of poverty
term forecasts for each region can be found in (the share of the population living in poverty)
appendix 1. declined moderately through the 1990s, but

not sufficiently to reduce the absolute num-
ber of poor. The actual number of poor people

Recent trends and prospects for in the region has been rising fairly steadily since
poverty in developing countries 1987. In India, home to almost half of the

world's poor, the rate of poverty reduction
Recent trends. The picture that emerges at the appears to have slowed in the 1990s, particu-
tumta o the century Vs one oi stalled progress karAy in vural areas. In a6diton, te gap be-

for the poor and of rising numbers of poor tween some of India's largest and poorest states

people in most developing regions. According and the richer states is growing. India's poor-
to recent World Bank estimates (World Bank est states exhibit slow progress in human de-
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Tab;e 1.8 Popianto :vgb ow $pe½ ayin dave.ping and ransiicn economies, 1987-98

Population Number of people living on less than $1 - J. Aci .r..t.
covered by (millions) , .cu t,

atleast-
onesurvey 1987 1990 1993 1996 I ** *C 'ii. 

1
i.. '.i .

Region (Percent) 1.r-n Er.ni,

East Asia and Pacific 90.8 417.5 452.4 431.9 265.1 24 7 . 2 2 1- i

Excluding China 114.1 92.0 83.5 55.1 2. I I

Eastern Europe and 81.7 1.1 7.1 18.3 23.8 I 4
Central Asia

Latin America and 88.0 63.7 73.8 70.8 76.0 1 L in . n 1.

the Caribbean
Middle East and 2. 4.9 5.0 4-4 I l

North Africa
South Asia -4 4 4- 1 05.1 531.7 2 44 -4.,.1 4fl4 4 4,
Sub-Saharan Africa - 4 - - 273.3 289.0 2 4 - 4A - 4. 4,

Total :I I : I 4 l 04.3 1,190.6 1 -'4 2 2¾ 24 ! 24 24
Excluding China -55.9 980.5 '- - 2- '

TEQ 18b Pou a oj c I' , Ze2 pr ay n a dv i v ni s irani tion economies, 1987-98

Population 1'. . .i. .. " .. r5. . .I He.idc.u.,. rn,s
coveredby ., ,r 'cnr,

atleast - - - - - -

onesurvey 19' .. ...- ,,,, lC.i i.i,, i.c,

Region (percent) t E.-. .r- ii.

East Asia and Pacific 90.8 1,0f -,4 4I n .- 1I 4,- 4" 1
Excluding China 29 4 In 42.5 4i.

Eastern Europe and 81.7 -4 'l
Central Asia

Latin America and 8.0 1- 4

the Caribbean
Middle East and 52. 5 4 -'

North Africa
South Asia 97.9 9 . i. 14.,
Sub-Saharan Africa 72.9 3;. 4 44 4

Total 88.1 2,54 4 -4 I 4 32. 1
Excluding China W.,'i.i'i r. ,..' II i

5  
¼

Note: The numbers are estimated from those countries in each region for which at least one household survey was available during
the period 1985-98 (for many countries more than one survey was available). The proportion of the population covered by such
surveys is given in the first column. Survey dates often do not coincide with the dates in the above table. To line up with the above
dates, the survey estimates were adjusted using the closest available surveys for each country and applying the consumption
growth rate from the national accounts. Using the assumption that the sample of countries covered by surveys is representative of
the region as a whole, the numbers of poor are then estimated by region. This assumption is obviously less reliable in the regions
with the lower survey coverage. The headcount index is the percentage of the population below the poverty line. Further details on
data and methodology can be found in World Bank (forthcoming-a) and Chen and Ravallion (forthcoming).

velopment indicators, including health and higher growth rates. If present trends continue,
education indicators; low growth rates, par- the bulk of the poor in these states will be

ticularly in the agriculture sector; inadequate unable to participate in future growth
infrastructure; and weak and fragmented in- (Ravallion and Dart 1999).
stitutions. Based on experience, these states The new World Bank estimates indicate
will not see much impact on poverty even with that Africa is now the region with the largest
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Table 1.9 Projected growth rates in real per capita private consumption and changes in Gini
coefficients for 1999-2008

j o.). and r.un Intqailc r% cr-I. al . ±l~

East Asia and Pacific 4.- lI 4

Eastern Europe and Central Asio 2. .2,1 -

Latin America and the Caribbea:' .li.i
Middle East and North Africa 11.4 Ill

South Asia 2 4 .2 4
Sub-Saharan Africa -'.1 .1 In

Source: World Bank.

share of people living on less than $1 per day, cent higher than before the onset of the Asian
and prospects for improvement remain dim. crisis. One-third of the gains in poverty re-
While average growth rates rose during the duction achieved after the Real Plan have been
1990s in many African countries, they remain undone. Brazil has a significant number of
below levels sufficient to reduce the number social protection programs that provide some
of poor people. In other African countries eco- compensation for many of those affected by
nomic growth remained low because of the the crisis, but many of the most vulnerable,
proliferation of conflict, political instability, especially those in the informal sector, are not
and, in some cases, adverse weather. protected. The unemployment rate showed a

In Latin America and the Caribbean the worrisome increase, reaching, and now level-
poverty rate has remained roughly constant ing off at, historically high levels of 7 to 8
in the 1990s, despite the acceleration in eco- percent since 1998, compared with 3 to 4
nomic growth in many countries in the mid- percent in 1993-96. Real wages, however, did
1990s, and the number of poor increased. not decline significantly until the first quarter
However, while the incidence of income pov- of 1999.
erty (material deprivation as measured by per In Central and Eastern Europe and Cen-
capita consumption) has not declined, social tral Asia the indications are that the upward
indicators have improved: adult literacy, life trend in the incidence of poverty has leveled
expectancy, access to safe water, and infant off in line with the leveling off of the down-
mortality are now at levels consistent with ward trend in GDP, although the estimates for
what would be expected given the region's level 1998 are tentative. In the countries of the
of economic development. former Soviet bloc poverty rose markedly from

In Brazil poverty fell by about 30 percent 1990 to 1996. Chronic poverty is emerging
in the two years following economic stabili- as a vital concern in the region, because even
zation in 1994. Poverty indicators then rose in countries with a robust recent growth record
in the aftermath of the Asian crisis. This nega- the group of chronically poor appears to be
tive trend continued after the Russian crisis, growing.
and will almost certainly have worsened dur- Real GDP per capita in Russia collapsed
in% 1999. The most recent poverty measure- in tae 1990s, dechning oy 41 percent irom

ments available from the monthly employment 1990 to 1999. Furthermore, inequality-as

survey show that the headcount rate in met- measured by the Gini index-increased sharply
ropolitan areas in February 1999 was 10 per- from 0.24 to 0.39 from the late 1980s to the
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mid-1990s (Rutkowski 1999). The number of poverty of only 1.5 percent per year. So the
people living in poverty rose dramatically as WDR 1990 projections overestimated the
a result of these two forces. The profile of subsequent rate of poverty reduction, although
poverty also changed during the transition the report did state that "it would be pos-
period, with large numbers of working and sible to do somewhat better-or much worse"
unemployed adults and their children joining (p. 138).
the ranks of the "old poor" from before the Where were the WDR 1990 projections
transition (Klugman and Braithwaite 1998; wrong? In terms of the aggregate numbers,
Milanovic 1999). China and India have the greatest weight, and

Prospects for poverty reduction. What are both experienced a slower pace of poverty re-
the prospects for reducing poverty in the me- duction than anticipated, even though growth
dium term? This section explores what might was actually higher than predicted. The main
occur under different assumptions with re- reasons were rising inequality in China and a
spect to income poverty. The share of people discrepancy between growth rates in consump-
who will be living on less than $1 or $2 per tion as measured by the national accounts and
day in the future depends on how much per by household surveys in India, with survey
capita consumption levels will change and consumption growing much less than national
whether changes will affect people with dif- accounts consumption, and consequently far
ferent levels of consumption equally or will less poverty reduction than expected." In the
affect some groups more than others. For rest of the world Central and Eastern Europe
example, if average per capita consumption and the former Soviet Union experienced nega-
levels increase equally for all-the poor as well tive growth and rising inequality, while Latin
as the rich-then the share of those consum- America and the Caribbean, the Middle East
ing less than the threshold will decline. How- and North Africa, and Sub-Saharan Africa
ever, if consumption levels increase for the experienced unexpectedly low growth.
rich only, then the share of the poor will re- The case of India is worth highlighting.
main unchanged. The processes that affect During the 1990s the growth rates of con-
how changes in aggregate consumption lev- sumption expenditure per person from the
els are distributed across the population are Indian National Sample Survey have been
not well understood, so forming a judgment appreciably lower than implied by the con-
on how many people will be living in poverty sumption component of the national accounts.
in the future is difficult. Possibly this captures actual developments

The World Development Report 1990 on (reflecting the underlying differences in the
poverty (WDR 1990) (World Bank 1990) consumption concepts used by surveys versus
made projections for 2000 of the proportions national accounts). More likely it stems from
of the population that would be living on less data problems in one or both sources. For
than $1 per day in 1985 Purchasing Power example, if survey data fail to capture growth
Parity terms under the assumption that "the in expenditures at the high end of the distri-
strategy recommended in the report gained bution, they underestimate growth in both
wider acceptance" (World Bank 1990, 138). average expenditure and inequality.
Under this assumption, the report forecast that The scenarios for poverty in 2008 con-
the global poverty rate would fall from 32.7 tained in this report follow a methodology
percent in 1985 to 18.0 percent in 2000, similar to that employed in the WDR 1990,
representing a compound rate of decline of but the underlying assumptions incorporate
3.9 percent per year. The Bank's latest esti- the lessons learned from that experience. These
mates indicate a fall in the poverty rate from scenarios are also based on survey informa-
28.3 percent in 1987 to 24.0 percent in 1998, tion for many more countries: 96 compared
implying a compound rate of reduction in with 22 at the time of the 1990 projections.
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However, the projections should not be treated are those with a high dependence on commod-
as forecasts, but rather as representing a plau- ity exports (the Middle East and North Af-
sible range of possible outcomes for poverty rica and Sub-Saharan Africa) or a reliance on
based on alternative assumptions about foreign capital flows (Latin America and the
growth and inequality. Our understanding of Caribbean). Moreover, although less exposed
the quantitative dynamics of changes in pov- to external developments, fiscal and financial
erty and inequality remains incomplete (see difficulties in China and India are heightened,
the end of this chapter for a discussion of the spurring remedial policy responses that
uncertainties inherent in projecting growth). dampen growth further during the downturns.
There are also large uncertainties about the Scenario A also assumes that inequality
relationship between growth and inequality increases from current levels (current levels are
and about changes in inequality because of the based on the distribution of consumption from
complexity of the forces at work. While most the latest available surveys for each country).
countries have experienced little change in While inequality has shown a marked recent
aggregate inequality over time, this is gener- tendency to increase in the transition econo-
ally the result of powerful countervailing mies, this has not been true of all developing
forces. To take one area of interaction, most countries: inequality has increased in some,
growing countries experience both a rise in but has fallen in others. However, scenario A
the relative demand for skills and a rise in the captures the widespread concern about up-
relative supply of skills as education expands ward pressure on inequality across the devel-
that can lead to small or negligible changes in oping world by building in rising inequality
inequality as these effects balance out." in varying amounts by region. The Gmi coef-

We develop two scenarios for the next ficient is assumed to increase by 10 percent in
decade. Scenario A-slow growth and rising all regions except Central and Eastern Europe
inequality-entails little progress in reducing and the former Soviet Union and South Asia,
the total number of poor in keeping with the where it increases by 20 percent. In Central
experience of the last decade. Scenario B- and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
inclusive growth-tries to capture what is Union this is consistent with recent experience
achievable if the right combination of poli- (although the increase in inequality appears
cies and interventions leads to sustained to be leveling off). 20 In South Asia the 20 per-
growth without increases in inequality. cent increase is in keeping with the rising in-

In scenario A all regions experience rela- equality observed in some countries in the
tively low growth rates because of cyclical region, such as Bangladesh. For India we as-
boom and bust episodes, and inequality in- sume that the weaker effects of growth on
creases. The recent experience of large vola- poverty observed in the 1990s also stem from
tility in growth rates in developing countries rising inequality that the survey data do not
(see chapter 2), together with substantial near- fully capture. Under this scenario, inequality
term risks to the outlook, centered in the in- in South Asia reaches the levels found in re-
dustrial countries, suggest that longer-term gions of medium inequality, such as East Asia
growth rates could be lower than projected in and the Middle East and North Africa. Latin
the base case discussed earlier, especially America and the Caribbean and Sub-Saharan
among the developing countries. This growth Africa remain the two regions with the high-
scenario combines elements of the near-term est average inequality. Note that this scenario
risk scenario-a "hard landing" for the U.S. implies increasing inequality also in regions
ecorvomy aad auewiat sQ' ikoves d axxN xo
a pattern of medium-term recovery and sub- America, the Middle East and North Africa,
sequent relapse of global growth (table 1.10). and Sub-Saharan Africa). As the recent ex-

The developing regions most adversely affected ample of Russia indicates, the social implica-
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Table 1.1 0a Popuiaion living below $1 per day in developing and transition economies for 1998-2008
under scenarios of slow growh and rising inequality (Scenario A) and inclusive growth (Scenario B)

Number of poor Headcount index
(millions) (percent)

Region imk "..'. ViriS ,..5 nr.C

East Ask, Ii ii~ - 2 ~
Excludl.-. *1.. 2 . 1

Eastern I .,,. :.. ... j - .-. r. ,1 * . . 24 144

LatinAn.. r . -4 II-... Ii r

M iddleE r .1 1ri . 4 4 1.. 4

South As 4- --I . -

Sub-Sah .. r4 41 .1 1

Total ! ! '-4- 24I
Exclucl. 4

Table 1.1 Ob Populaticn Niving below $2 per day in developing and transition economies for 1998-2008
under scenarios of slow growth and rising inequality (Scenario A) and inclusive growth (Scenario B)

Number of poor Headcount index
(millions) (percent)

h. I... I 4ill .4

2111. ,r V .. ,,4r 4, *. 2!2

,r-,, 4'~ -4 -14 4 4 4'

4''

Note: Scenario A-slow growth and rising inequality--entails little progress in reducing the total number of poor, in keeping with
the experience of the last decade. Scenario B-inclusive growth-tries to capture what is achievable if the right combination of
policies and interventions leads to sustained growth without increases in inequality.
Source: World Bank.

tions of rising inequality in the context of near-term recovery from the recent episode of
worsening standards of living are much more financial crises, toward potential growth rates

worrisome than if they are accompanied by a by the end of the 10-year forecast horizon.
general increase in living standards. Contrary to current concerns, scenario B as-

Scenario B uses the growth forecasts in sumes that inequality remains unchanged, as
the base case discussed earlier. The base case has been the case in many countries over long
posits a fairly smooth growth path for both periods, and even in the countries of the former
industrial and developing countries, beyond Soviet Union recent evidence suggests that
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inequality is stabilizing. Thus the scenario to 406 million people-almost 52 percent of
describes what could be achieved if countries the region's population-and numbers would

adopted policies and interventions that fos- also increase elsewhere except in East and
tered inclusion, so that all benefited equally South Asia. Similarly, more than 2.7 billion
from growth. (See box 1.3 for more detail on people would still be living on less than $2
the assumptions underlying the two scenarios.) per day, more than a billion of whom would

The assumptions underlying the two sce- be living in South Asia alone, with about 600
narios are reported in table 1.10. Tables 1.8 million more in Sub-Saharan Africa and 400
and 1.10 show the resulting poverty projec- million in China. In Latin America, Central
tions for $1 and $2 per day. For ease of refer- and Eastern Europe, and Central Asia, both
ence, table 1.11 reports population figures. the incidence of poverty and the numbers of

The results of the two scenarios are very poor would increase, while in the Middle East
different. Under scenario A the number of and North Africa a minor reduction in inci-
people living in poverty would remain virtu- dence would be inadequate to reduce the num-
ally unchanged, as in the experience of the past bers of poor.
decade. In 2008, 1.2 billion people would still Scenario B yields a brighter picture. The
be living on less than $1 per day. The regional difference is large: the number of people liv-
composition, however, would change consid- ing on less than $1 per day declines to about
erably. The number of poor in Sub-Saharan 700 million by 2008, and the number of those
Africa would increase dramatically from 291 living on less than $2 per day to about 2.3

Box 1.3 Technical discussion of assumptions
h In s pro, ides nmeni tN.-n the 3 4umpw 'ns an bc sen,iiv.e io the va iricqs hli-, 1hn:cs.-'t inderIng the poterr, projection'. First, the This an bc a serii,u' problem %icin rhi pot eris

proi'crii', do riot alloi tir n correlart in he- rare lis I'. i h .lti'c atil tI a t the rail -ii the
In cen aroa th rites Ind change; in nequalmr. for JistribuujL.n an 1ItUrall he quire senitoc. For
Camn0ple, hifher ineq1a117 act111mpam1 ig t ba. h,r rh I'Llk ot the Je-clop1ng. .untrc-, ho( e.r, rh-
t'rosth. Experience des n0 sugge%t that a pr.utit i-'tr ru tes are a .afe ditan,.c from thc rail;.

1 %lliglhtIll cofrelalin clis .1Cg'i:n deoicaip -p Third, the nipict ot hanges in ro% th and
104 coturies a %- a whole iRtalihon and C hen incqualit on the nidnce ot p- erEN 1 pr-.*eted

In re c v I ni, ; mast counftries ha c .rnsn %% it - LI1c 1 1l1-del *it th dsributi'ion ofi 'n'iunipi,n

'0t 1CCerttcin?, ant lor-tl-Lern- i 1cre.e in n:1 1 II- titid ct' tic data tor e3.h L. twjr .t cich base
I[t. The Worl Deci"l. -pmeni R,,p' .2i Ui 1 due. rathe r thin is ing tiJ,,d crth and ncquaalir
\WAorld B ink tc,rthcomne-b i 1ll explIre in m*re ela . it .. poitrt -- Rusirchers hac found

dcpth the linkages hetwecn neequalirs and grmc h. that these la.rticc c.in chang suh,t.nriall% -i
Se ond. the pr'1jection are biised on an is- tine and the% %ars tr-, 0m coLnr t. countr. thus.

,umption about the precise . i iequiht ch.nce. the mi)del used lets the l.mti~tiene, .,ar oer time
namel, that the di,ri ibOrion -.t per c.pi ra e \pendi- and between ountries c %n!isten r th he Jata.
tures ithe Lorenz cuncl shi tb b% an cqLal pr. ip-r- Fi c. aniple., the c p-i I_rrs i t, gr['s':th
ricin at all pionc,. Thi i..nr one %i a is %; hich end to be o er 'in i l tL k0 1c in hi,h-in-
inequalmt mi chance. [ot e\anmplc..an inc7rei ae r equ lits c.-untri,e IRiatlh.-n l . The rite ust

inequ1ila% nii% ateccr til% El te n.'npo r. in ' i,h p.;ierr redu,tinn at an; -iten rate it eriisth will
c3se the 4oor V. (Id mi n h S i It- 0.v, i . .tbi u ir - "A Tm,t -

' nic and posi-. ':iWil deClinc JIntl ; i, %I iod cp '-u&uwo nt i un-. i kiducWa - .n

"tith n'' cli.i n-c in ineqImL-117. Po,ert% prc-'iection, 11iI. I lit, inc rca se-.
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S1 pa:the institutions and policies that will bring
poje½cins, 193 u;- 2about inclusive growth. The downside risks

Population are devastating for the prospects of millions
(millions) of people in the developing world, those now

living in desperately poor conditions; those

Region .. . .. ,, who would be born into a life of poverty; and
- _- - - - those at risk of falling into poverty because of

East Asia and Pacif.. I - the national, local, and personal risks that will
Excluding Chin. -

Eastern Europe anC* .1 4r, 4- -certainly persist.

Latin America and r 1.. -1 '. . . I What policies and interventions could lead
Middle East and N -I. 2 l 44 to a pattern of rapid and equitable growth?

So-ahran Africa This is one of the central topics of the forth-
coming World Development Report 2000/01

Total (World Bank forthcoming-b) on poverty and
Excluding Chis- development and the issues can only be

touched on here. While significant uncertainty
surrounds the quantitative dimensions of fu-

billion (a smaller decline than in the number ture changes in poverty, we know a great deal
of those living on less than $1 per day). How- about the kinds of public action that are ef-
ever, even under the more optimistic assump- fective in achieving inclusive development. At
tions underlying this scenario, progress in Latin the international level measures to ensure
America and the Caribbean, and especially in steady growth in demand for products pro-
Sub-Saharan Africa, is inadequate to make sig- duced by the developing world are crucial. This
nificant inroads into the numbers of the poor, can be fostered through sustained growth in
with a continued increase in numbers in Sub- the industrial countries; opening of trade, es-
Saharan Africa in particular. pecially in agriculture, but also in other la-

A comparison of the two scenarios illus- bor-intensive activities; actions that reduce
trates the high degree of uncertainty about volatility; and, of great importance for low-
whether the future pattern of development will income, aid-dependent countries, the effective
be accompanied by serious progress in reduc- implementation of an enhanced HIPC Initia-
ing poverty and the significant risk that the tive within the framework of an overall pov-
international development target for reducing erty-oriented program of international
income poverty will not be achieved (see box assistance.
1.4). In addition, the range of what might rea- At the national level, rapid inclusive
sonably occur is even larger than portrayed. growth requires institutions and policies that
One could argue that if structural and social both encourage high levels of private and pub-
problems are not effectively tackled in South lic investment to create jobs, services, and the
Asia and East Asia the relatively robust growth infrastructure necessary to expand opportu-
now forecast under the more pessimistic sce- nities for the poor and leads to gains in their

nario would be reduced further. However, human and physical assets. Examples are poli-

based on experience from across the develop- cies that reduce disparities in growth rates
ing world, more rapid growth and reductions between urban and rural areas by fostering
in inequality are, in principle, achievable in the development of the rural nonfarm sector,
Latin America and the Caribbean and Sub- policies that ensure access to good quality
Saharan Africa, as well as elsewhere. education for all and an equitable distribu-

The fundamental message of the scenarios tion of productive assets such as land, mea-
is the centrality of effective public action at sures that tackle the economic and physical
the international and country levels to develop insecurity that the poor face, and policies that
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foster mechanisms that give a voice to the poor in Sub-Saharan Africa's share of the world's
at the local level and ensure that formal insti- poor.
tutions respond effectively to their demands. Note that we have only examined the

Many observers would judge that India, implications of the expected growth rates for
for example, which is central to the global the total number and share of the income poor.
picture of poverty, is vulnerable to pressures This hides many issues. Even when the aggre-
for rising inequality even, or perhaps especially, gate poverty rate is falling, there will typically
if it undergoes rapid overall growth. For struc- be both losers and gainers among the poor,
tural and institutional reasons the poor may reflecting heterogeneity in the circumstances
be particularly ill-equipped to participate in of poor people. Even when the incomes of poor
such growth, notably because of low levels of families are rising rapidly, they may not be
education and health, and because many are able to get adequate health care or schooling
living in states with weak institutions, a heri- for their children, because not enough of the
tage of distorted policies, and complex and economy's growth is being used to improve
deep social divisions. To include the poor in key public services, with further implications
the growth process, the government would for the sustainability of the income poverty
have to confront the large differences between reduction. Conversely, even with slow growth
rapidly growing and laggard states and the in income poverty, effective public action can
dismal state of the education system and other result in gains in other dimensions of well-
public services, especially in the poorer states, being. The results presented here give us a
and ensure that local elites did not capture broad picture, but more detailed micro-
decentralization processes. In China the gov- economic analysis is needed to understand
ernment would have to confront poverty in such diverse impacts and complete the overall
the more backward regions and among mi- picture of how the living conditions of the poor
nority groups. If equitable growth were are evolving.
achieved, the number of poor people in South
Asia would be cut by more than half and in
China to a fourth of current levels. Risks to the forecast and a

As noted earlier, in Sub-Saharan Africa low-case scenario
and Latin America even the combination of a Tn light of the volatility of the international
smooth transition to potential growth and no xenvironment, the macroeconomic forecasts
increase in inequality in scenario B would not discussed above are subject to various risks.
lead to a reduction in the number of the poor. An analysis of the forecasting errors that oc-
Faster growth rates and a reduction in inequal- curred in relation to the onset and eventual
ity would be needed. In Latin America a re- depth of the crisis in East Asia illustrates the
duction in inequality of the order of 10 percent significance of these risks in an environment
could reduce the number of people living on of deeper financial integration (box 1.3). A
less than $2 per day from 184 to 142 million. low-case scenario is developed to highlight the
In Sub-Saharan Africa that would not be suf- principal risks attached to the baseline fore-
ficient: a decline in inequality of 10 percent cast. The potential for economic disruptions
or more and an increase in growth rates of 20 due to the "millennium bug" is discussed in
percent or more above the assumptions of sce- box 1.4.
nario B would be needed just to keep the num- Recent signs of recovery from the global
ber of poor people constant. economic crises of 1997-98 are encouraging

li East Asa and South Asia achieve the but obvious vulnerabilities remain. Asia is be-
rates of growth and changes in inequality ex- ginning to recover, but its structural weak-

plored above, the regional composition of pov- ness persists. Latin America is still in recession,
erty would change markedly, with a large rise and several crisis countries remain exposed
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Box 1.4 Can the international development target
for reducing income poverty be achieved?

hc inErniconal dc%eltripini irgct tor Incomin ichic,e the c.ar,-er Onl. Last Asia and P1acitic iun-
Ipo%crr, 1nc 41f [he tiaers if the Internarionil dcr the h%timpti..n. if relari%, fa;r grAsch in that

Dc1clopment Gi Joal%. i; to reduce the pioportion of regioni '.tuld cmend its crejr gin- for the lei0us
people in Aibsolute puicrr% b,. haill betwcen I'I I and clearl% rcach [le coal. B contrast. if the sce-
and 201. - At a -lobal lIel, this i interpicLed as nari: ot m.-re rapid and nlusive growr were to
rcd uc 1in the share or people bi ;elo%% 1I per .,c,Lir scenario bi. tht targcr .ould be also be
day (at the natri,nal le0 isine national poverts achict%ed in South Asia and in the wnrld a a whole
lines 'ould be apprc,pritev. The protection exer- iJrdnen b% the potential gain' in Asia. but neither
cise undertakci for chi rep'wrt does not explicit I arin Amcrica nor suh-Naharan Atrica would be in
asse' the achic abilits of thi, tarec ie Denier; track to r,ach the rarger As norcd. thcse tindimgs
and \Valion I 1cfi. Hoxe cr. the implications ot are not preditrions, but arc inrend-d 10 Undrline
the s nirio exercise arc illutraitne. Undei a 'ce- the ccitrilit. of achies in inclLlsFIe deselorment in
nirio %% ih a piausible. hut pe,simistic. range it ali coutries and the magnitude of the challenge in
assumnptions.. gros t and tnequairt changes ielons %ith we.iker piopects. especialle Sub-
i-;cenarici Aj. the w%.orld would n.r be on track i Saharan Africa.

to a sudden change in sentiment. The most the prospective unwinding of large imbalances
likely global scenario involves an upturn in in the industrial countries present the clearest
growth for both industrial and developing potential risks for these projections. Chief
countries over the next few years. But the un- among these risks are the consumption boom
derpinnings of growth, especially in the de- (which is being driven by the stock market)
veloping countries, remain fragile. Capital and widening external deficit in the United
flows to emerging markets continue to be States, and the continuing uncertain outlook
scarce and expensive. In such an environment, for Japan.

(annual percentage change)

Estimate Low-case scenario Base-case scenario

Indicator 1999 2000 2001 2002 2000 2001 2002

Real output (followng adjustment)

World IL 2 ' - 'ia
G-7 countries 4 i ' 2 21 2 4
Developing countries 4 4 4 4 1

Sub-Saharan Africa 4 2 2 -4 ;4

East Asia -4 4 4

ASEAN-4' . 2 . 2 . 4 4

South Asia 4 4

Europe and Central Asia '. : ' 2

Latin America and the Caribbean -I , -i - 4

Middle East and North Africa 2.0 1.4 2.1 q

a. Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand.
Source: World Bank staff estimates, November 1999.
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Box 1.5 Failing to forecast the severity
of the East Asian crisiS 2

M uch has been %iririin ab [iur th tailure v, raritude --t chance acros, a numniber of imporrant

piedici the rutbreak I the Lait Ain Crt.. rnCr.t noiC dimenwions i,% Eahle heu i. hler
hur the iinrualb uni\<rsal tailure tu anncipare the Inionc dhece Nkcre:

,e ni of the crisi' once it had1 erupred rnas haie
been an can Ireater shrtc.mne. Thi, scerion * the e\Cent the declinc in dniescu Jenind,
mttemlipt, t, idenni the mmi,i sources .%t error in espeaill rhe maS4i,e dro:cp in mixetnmenr:

\XW-,rld bank toreCasrs c-nmplered at Ih1 end of * the unexpterrd sevetre la percent dechne in
14-. u hen the ci.i, - hud alread spread through- import , ciltimes:
,ut Su ,heasr A and Korea. The,e trecast; * u<(aker urlo rh i export oIure'-e and the
mesh tvgethe ien i dcelo,ped b; regina ltco- harp decine i dollar export prices, which led
1,nmi kkaist c w rh a nore s; stcmatc larrglc il ro *xeresnarnon .. e\prrt Iries epre'ed in
glohal mrcrocconom c model A sienifcant porton dnlbirs; and
or the taiilure a;signed ro the mad quae re.pre- * the 1rt;c shitt tt c urrent account sirplus (the
suntation o tinancial narkc[a in macr,_,ronomic expecrat[i-n that the, would -- me to niear
medeK, whether expli,ily tormulard cr repre se nr- balance in 1910s turned tir ro be skdcl% ot
mit the v.. ao!r ncrprered x cm'. the ark i

A Januar i l s - aanalx,is oi the hikci naer'-
eclnoml 1 consequences ,t ite tinancal crisiY ap- Sexer.al it rir crisis c niiritries haJ enuked a 
rured the direeni, 'n ot hunge in nij,st ,-untries and . nu-all IanMIneruptCd period if gr_w\ th on the b-
u% abic t anncipte sle of the mim teatLirc, tf S percent range 1 tor nairly 3i cars. Thu'. 3 f-re
the subseqiuent wi ris' But it badlh ni sed the cast thtir kjDP wkould declhne. albeit modestr. rep-

Analysis of forecast errors for 1998. East Asia-5

Domertic demand -6.0 -15.0 -9.0
Total investment -13.5 -31.3 -17.8

Exporis GNFS volume 18.0 10.6 -7.4
Imports GNFS volume -0.8 -18.0 -17.2

Current account balance (billions Sf U.S dollars) 7.3 66.2 58.9
Percentage of GDP 0.8 10.8 10.0

Merchandise exports (billions of U:S dollars) 392.5 329.6 -62.9
Merchandise imports (billions of U.S dollars) 362.8 268.8 -94.0

Balance of trade (billions dfU.S. dollars) 29.7 60.8 31.1
Export price in U.S: dollar Ypercent) -5.9 -15.8 -9.9
Import price in U.S.dollars {percent) 1.2 -8.2 -9.4
Terms,of trade [percent) -7.0 -8.3 -1.3

a. GNVS - goods and nonfactor services.
Source: World Bank staff estimates.
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Box 1.5 (continued)
resented a serious deviation from the trend growth particular The mechanisms through which some of
rate. It is clear in hindsight that the assessments these spillover effects affect international financial
failed to incorporate some important features of markets are not clearly understood, and they are
the Asian economies and of the channels for trans- n,lt mIu,de-lcd bc%cind the iandard linkage, rhr0.uili
mitting the crisis to countries both within and out- inrcratiu.nal trade, prie and irre-rv t rate. L 'en
side the region. The forecast errors may be traced i, herc bl.ueril tradc lnka2zes %%crc ca. lie Tha
to three interrelated factors: de' .I3a0uai '%s ;en js a arnin- that counrics in

The interactions of foreign credit and the do- 'in.lar positin could be hit.
'::tK (iuaanci.l stsit. The extnt1 if the reiersal Ti, r it .t 'Lua. Fiit. in i region in

,-t cpiln im ; id the tin.inal pIni, induced L, % 111'lh jI pLrent -. trade i1 conduced lurL,
te3r, ot 1 Llrrenc', aLa1 t u.1Ela1 li tef l tre 3nUt 1 I LLI)'al patricrs 111c Lidin% la rpii. ilk si nti ta-
.1nicip Et. tn F%.i the hd ben. thi implic.tiuas nelu d nturan ii importaint export a rkct' and
if thcse larLe chances a! the clirporarc and huenL - cren Jaluatt .*tt%Lt su.nw (i the antri,ipard
hld bihnc 4iecr, t.a ltclicllnt 111 CuiilinIp- . - or.ifnipetm%tlle- Irnd cxpr.r[ i.:' th ScL-
ti,-n i ould niat ha' c been cliu I.a 1t.afritlI. Imp ind. thc c \tn tt iil thcdeclinc in d-ia Jhr-hIed e\piat
th protound ctt,c[ t.c thc creiL IqUCC7C %%crc ri p 1ES trloa the rcplan placd addunnal c..nstr.jants
prcdired. urt.ilm1icnt l ..t N. rkiinz -.pial and 11 dollar re;ciue;. pit.h14i* ni-re .aditt1nent *.t ic
c\pfirc redl-[%hi,h scrc ln ri rlected il ieit Lrrcni jc,Ount to thc imp. rt side. Third, deSpit;
i10dl-ippcir I,. lie ,--ntil"[ed -., thE 111LilriL reneitd Lincertain ic5.J 3p.1.i i .antmpatcd t.-

r-t the export %Lppl\ respon,e. irzi at mre or Ces, I per.cm tt -i 1 her in
Sill- ci ct as. The xtE nt And rapidati ot tact (3 [)P c,)ntracted hi. a 'mu.t pcrcent The

.pilli' r cttictr o Fom Th.1i rid 1 ncLiZlb.it 10ria .1: in .ip.n 1a c%tiimtcd to hi% rcsultcd ,i

,utintrac, and K-.rc.i cumalbtacd t, utindeft iTilks .l'.1 10 1itc nc -. at.1 ot .ii pcrcntaze piin.s
ot thu depth -t tl rec i,a i n -eneral and ti an exprt r urb5 tt tor r i, c Eis3t .an risas
"e akcer than expcctEd pe rtrla ico c\perts in LUilanrc'.

A heuristic decomposition of GDP growth forecast errors, 1998

Thailand Malaysia Rep. of Korea Indonesia Philippines

GDP growth forecast error -4.5 -10.4 -6.0 -12.3 -3.6
Effects of Japan recession -0.8 -1.5 -0.5 -0.8 -1.0
Effects of regional downturn -1.0 -2.8 -0.5 -0.8 -2.2
Terms of trade (percentage of GDP) -0.7 -0.5 -1.0 -0.5 -0.1
Residual effects -2.0 -5.6 -4.0 -10.2 -0.3

Memo items
Proportion explained by Japan,

regional downturn, and terms of trade 55 45 33 17 90
Proportion attributable to balance sheet

and further contagion effects 45 55 66 83 10

Source: Dadush, I .dn ir jit.. I.
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Box 1.6 The possible impact of the Y2K
bug on developing countries

O ne risk to the tort-term recac is the poten- ,-rrcct iftcted sofiarc proganis and iinbcded
nal impact ot the )i 2K bu1, a computer mal- chips. and se%eral recent pa per' report a loi prob-

function that ma% ittect date-sensirr e c)nipu[tr ibihi cif mnit distupion in ccononc lrlt it% n
pronrams. for t[Ho dccade-- comTpute. progrannlr the new tear. ' 1he United Stares nias ha%e re-
used only ti%o diit. t-o rdr to calrndar ears. Thi' soticd nari all 12K problem in tnaiall instito-
practice sated prccii ulie nicnit)r and IntrtU35cd tion-l. electric LitiltiC. a%i atiton, [eleconiciLCa -

procesing speed but mad,, na programi soncep- rin;, and thi: tederal imcr inent. Hoi.ever.
ible mr, tailure in rhc ke ir 10ii). since computers probicms renain in local -o.ernent, health care,

inchr inrcrprer the digirs -0" as loi rather than cducaton and siall bus icSSe. - Smul arlk. mst
olit). This problem could hate a drastic inipact on ot [he industil 0i ntric5 repOrt that b De,crnbcr

operations supported b% c,mpucers. causng -in - 0i ) 21K rclated problenis ill be fixid in rmost
thing fiom the transsioan ot incorrcct data to the eCttors. partitLilarl the key sectors ot finance.
,ormplere c..Il,pse if essential ss tem'. The actial energ% and air traisport. Himct cr. the [nurna-
pro% _;on of critical services such as powet. xn ater, nonal Y2K Cooperami,n Center reports that errors
and telecommunications is nor %ers dependent on in busines operaions iuch as in billing) ma
dates, and these sem%ice; were the first tarpets ol CaL;e backlovs and delai in opeructkns and in-
re-mediarion etiorts Seiere interruptioni in the e creased business LOSt-. Fc-reca;t of tile impact -it
area5 are not ikels. Problems are more Iikelk to the Y2K bug are -ublect to considerable Lin,ei-
ikcLLr in sLppi)rt operations Isuch aI hillint- and raintn. gi en the immense numbers ot %sttems at-
repair saternTI that could require ime-cionsuninv fccred. tht difficultics in finding all potential prob-
repairs arid degrade sert ices r1cr tirie. Icis and in Eiesin: >\,stems that hate beei fixed,

(iovernm-nenrt and prm ate sccror irims in the and the ineitable reliance on selt-repc.rtng rather
induarial countries have made exrensite vttorts to than independent terit-canoi.

Many alternative scenarios for global potential upturn in inflation by increasing the

growth and financial flows are possible. An Fed Funds rate by 100 basis points. Market
extreme yet plausible "downside" case illus- participants overreact in their reassessment of
trates potential changes in the financing re- equity valuation levels in light of changes in
quirements of developing countries within a the prospective growth environment, and eq-
global environment of crisis-triggered in uity prices fall by some 30 percent. In a sec-
this case by developments in the industrial ond and ensuing response, the Federal Reserve
countries. lowers rates by some 200 basis points to re-

One potential scenario envisages contin- store market confidence, and the dollar falls
ued rapid growth in U.S. domestic demand by 15 percent against major partner curren-

over the remainder of 1999 and early 2000, cies. In consequence:
fuelled in large part by equity market gains.
In the context of tight labor markets, global * These developments are transmitted rap-
reaovery, Ad inming commodity prices, thKis idly to eqity markets, and Tthe effect on

growth clearly signals that inflation will ac- economic activity in Europe and Japan is

celerate. In the early months of 2000, the Fed- immediate. Wealth effects in all three blocs

eral Reserve responds assertively to the dampen consumption growth, especially
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Box 1.6 (continued)

Altv.ild rlicc irc indl-iiton, that the iiilien- in l-uust IlL m at the 2 d, c iopint.
rilini huti. i ing in.1 fon1p3iE i1 ni111i r- OLilltric rcspiondllnZ [0 q[i5[11i in ) 2K
Lets, and dedlopinP C'.iintre1C .ce5s C. , cxrcrn.l rediness rcported ',niI I-mited vulnerabibUr' .\IlI
capital has Ken adicrc% attecd as the %eat end a.1 thcs countrivs reported that ) 'K-rclared
approachc. The market; ire pricin; it, a liquiid[IN pilblem Old l1c resoMld bi Drcciber IQ99.
ii.rtiGe in [lie nc.w icir. sine tor.ud CLr e The U.S. state Eparrncrit has carricd Out J1n
nticipatc a riNc it )'l biais point, ill c l .'. . d- c itnation 't pot nu il YK pr'blen; in- IIl.1n

l3r I IBOR t1o januar 21i ll. This iaiu.l..in min declopin'; c,iunrries iwhich rtpresent S5- ptrcClit
retlect thr porenn.il fori )2 J;rLIptions or L.Incern oI r,ral GDP in the JcIopin: word1, 'cu;mne on
thi public inie oicr til midlenniLiM bug could th- prospLct, for k Sectrs. L otrines
iil.rc.ise rl deaiand ['If La,hi. iCcouilitting hir '.2 per,cnt c tilt sanple 1 'DP had

R1 nedia ilt.istifrc in dci e, ping ciuntric, 3 lo%% rI (iolnomic dirLptlifin, countries with
appear to be L-s complete. .-\ .rcncs, 'if thc ri ks S - percent of sa mple GDP moderate rj4k. and
po,cd by the millenriui buc hi; a .-me liter than cou1ntries w.ith Iii percent ot smpic GD[P hith
in indLi,tri-il ctuntrie. In the list tv- oyear, - risk. - The reion iiith the nost counrie \ 1rh
criniens mit a fen ait thu Lirgcr ountrie, and the hiih risk %% re ECA and Sub-saiharan Africa. By
\\old Bank ilthrouch tile II? *e; p' *C,ranl haie Lontra;c e'eral ot dhe I atin Amricin countrie.
had i me tlci ss in nc rcasinj ..111 renchs *)t til had in fi . i 1d 1n anli t-i\ od fratv ri,k. It i,
V2K problem in the de%elopin-, -orld. De c-- inip''; ible to tran1late the;e subiectii
opiln, ct,Lmtrie, are less rli t on co1purt rrc - i11prc-;iwn, ot thc risk it ec.nmic dtsruptioini
tenis than induFra c'UiLM1ric. bilt ihi h-i%e into pilaisibic forcca, of tdic impat of )t K on
de'.--ted tc%er rc''urce, t-- t. ixing their si rems. d&% clpini-p iuuntries goVitih. The risks t 1 2K
in p.afft b it i k l rkcrs % irh the: reqtil'd e\pcr- c i1iric ifl c,onic J ii nrrini dci elopiii
tlis arc .rce. and marn liae been attracrcJ b cotintiie% a, a 'roup appear to1b rbeliAc but
b.omintz demand t-r the,r kils in 1ndustrtai nt'erthele, it is prudent to antiiric - natic nt

ciuntric-. pr -bienm with the nek rear.

in the United States, and investment slows access to financing from sources other

sharply.27 The incipient European recov- than direct investment. For low- and
ery is muted, while Japan's lack of fiscal middle-income countries, these develop-
headroom leads to a relapse into re- ments open an ex ante financing gap-
cessionary conditions. Growth in the G- that is, an increased need for additional

7 falls 1.8 and 1.7 percentage points below financing to maintain domestic demand
the baseline in 2000 and 2001 respectively, in the face of adverse external shocks. That
while G-7 import demand drops 4 and 3.5 need peaks at some $100 billion in 2001."

percentage points below base in the same Additionally, a simulation of the supply
years. side of international capital markets, us-
For developing countries, effects are trans- ing the assumptions of the low-case sce-
mitted through a further slowing in ex- nario, suggests a reduction in flows of $75

port market growth, declines in oil and billion versus baseline levels." In effect,
non-oil commodity prices because of de- the imbalance between supply and de-
teriorating demand conditions, and in- mand in external financing for develop-
creased risk aversion in financial markets. ing countries widens to $175 billion
Risk aversion reduces emerging markets' against the baseline.
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Although policy responses to these exter- 3. Though recent data and definitional revisions

nal circumstances would vary widely across have brought the household saving rate to positive
developing countries depending on current territory.

conditions, most countries would be obliged 4. Calibrated to the 1995 Global Trade Analysis
to adjust through a compression of domestic Project (GTAP) database.

5. See McKibbin and Martin (1999) for a simi-
demand and imports. An assumed closure of lar analysis that also includes the effects of financial
the financing gap on the demand side (almost transmission.
$100 billion) results in a loss of 2 percentage 6. The demand shock in EA-5 and Japan was
points of growth for developing countries as simulated by shocking factor productivity.
a group in both 2000 and 2001, implying a 7. Relative price changes are with respect to the

loss of nominal GDP of some $260 billion. price of industrial countries' manufacturing exports.

Latin America and the Caribbean is hardest 8. Evidence suggests that there was more adjust-
ment in so-called necessities than this analysis indi-

hit, and continues in recession with growth cates. In particular, it appears that households adjusted
rates 3 percentage points lower, while the na- consumption patterns to preserve educational expen-
scent recovery in the East Asian crisis coun- ditures, which unfortunately are not identified sepa-
tries slows considerably (table 1.12). rately in the household consumption basket.

World GDP growth at 1.2 percent in 2000 9. Chapter 4 contains a broader discussion of the

(in technical terms, nearly a global recession) impact of the crisis on commodity markets.

under such a scenario would mark the weak- 10. FDI approvals declined 80 percent from their
e 1998 levels in Indonesia in the first quarter of 1999,

21 percent in China during January-July 1999, and
83, when high interest rates and debt stalled 17 percent in Thailand during January-May 1999.
the world economy. And recovery of world 11. For more information, see the website for the
trade and activity would likely be protracted initiative at (www.worldbank.org/hipc).
through 2002, as policy responses in the in- 12. In this index of financial conditions in emerg-
dustrial countries take effect with some lag. ing markets, a currency appreciation is taken as in-

During this interval, and despite macroeco- dicative of looser financial conditions, reflecting
nomic adjustment efforts among developing reduced capital outflows or increased inflows.

13. World Bank 1998, Chapter 1.
countries to stem widening current account 14. Membership, as of November 15, 1999,
deficits, a $75 billion shortfall in external fi- stands at 135 countries-over three-quarters of them
nancing persists (the reduction of private flows developing economies. Forty-five have joined since the
from the supply side). This gap would need start of the Uruguay Round negotiations in the mid-
be filled by some combination of reserve draw- 1980s. With the recent landmark trade agreement be-
downs among developing countries, substan- tween China and the United States, the former is

tial increases in counter-cyclical funding from expected to join the WTO by early 2000.

official sources, both multilateral and bilat- 15. The World Bank is actively assisting develop-
ing countries in their preparations for the next tradeeral, as well as additional ex post macroeco- negotiation round. For further information on these

nomic adjustment efforts by developing activities and the World Bank's broader research
countries, agenda on trade, see (www.worldbank.org/trade).

16. When shifting from 1985 to 1993 Purchasing
Power Parity terms, the poverty lines had to be recalcu-
lated. As in the past, the lower line was set at the level

Notes of the lowest poverty lines in low-income countries. The
1. Global Development Finance. April 1999. lines used for the new estimates are equal to $1.08 per

Development Prospects Group, World Bank, Washing- day and $2.15 per day in 1993 PPP terms (referred to
ton, D.C. synthetically as $1 and $2 per day in the text), corre-

2. Aggregate real per capita incomes in 1999 are sponding to the median of the 10 lowest poverty lines
expected to decline or stagnate particularly in Latin in low-income countries, and double that level. See Chen
America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and the former Soviet and Ravallion (forthcoming) and the September 1999
Union, as well as in selected oil exporting countries. global poverty figures (World Bank 1999).
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17. The figures for 1998 are preliminary estimates 24. This box is based on "Some Lessons from
based on surveys for that year for a handful of coun- Forecasting Errors in the Recent Crisis." Dadush,
tries and on older survey data, updated using estimated Riordan, and Wolfe forthcoming.
growth rates in real private consumption per capita, 25. Global Economic Prospects and the Devel-
for the majority of countries. oping Countries Short-Term Update 1998, internal

18. Note that urban survey data for China do document.
not include migrants from rural areas to the cities. This 26. Export performance is biased upward by
probably leads to an underestimation of the rate of Korea's strong gain during the year. Export volume
poverty reduction. Measurement methods in the offi- growth for the affected ASEAN countries averaged
cial tabulations from the survey data for rural China about 5 percent.
are also believed to overestimate the rate of increase 27. There is evidence that the wealth effects of
in inequality (Ravallion and Chen 1999). stock market changes can be small. Some studies

19. Moreover, the relationship between inequali- (Brayton and Tinsely 1996) have shown that for the
ties in the return to skills and inequalities in overall United States the marginal propensity to consume that
income or consumption is also highly complex, and is generated by a change in corporate equity wealth is
depends on patterns of labor force participation, house- only 0.3, with a mean response lag of 2 years. Yet the
hold composition, and transfers, among other factors. rise in the share of households owning equity (40 per-

20. Not all countries in the region have experi- cent in 1995-and higher in 1999-contrasted with
enced significant increases in inequality. Countries such 32 percent in 1989) clearly amplifies these effects.
as Hungary and Poland have not, but others such as Moreover, the effects on confidence of a stock market
Russia have experienced significant increases. correction of the magnitude assumed in the scenario

21. To explain this assumption in more detail, we (within the global context) could be especially adverse.
need to consider the Lorenz curve, giving (on the verti- Concerns about the state of Japan's economy and the
cal axis) the share of total income, L(p), held by the possibility of significant difficulties among financial

poorest p fraction of people (on the horizontal axis). institutions attach more systemic risk to the unfolding
The projections assume that the Lorenz curve shifts in of the scenario.
or out by the same proportion at all points, relative to 28. The ex ante financing gap is the measured
the line of equality (in which everyone has the same change in aggregate current account balance for the

income, that is, L(p) = p). So the new Lorenz curve is developing countries (from the baseline projections)
given by L(p) - g.(p-L(p)) where L(p) is the old Lorenz before any offsetting policy response at the country
curve and g is the proportionate increase in the Gini level.
index (Kakwani 1993). This assumption, which is 29. The simulation of the behavior of private capi-
computationally convenient, is commonly made in dis- tal flows in this low-case scenario is based on a model
tributional analysis, but represents only one of the pos- of the past behavior of financial net flows (other than
sible ways in which inequality may change. Poverty foreign direct investment) to developing countries be-
projections can be sensitive to seemingly subtle differ- tween 1979 and 1998. They are also based on assump-
ences in how the Lorenz curve shifts over time (Ravallion tions from the global economic model about expected
1999). As mentioned in the text, this can be a serious growth in world trade, world GDP, developing coun-
problem when the poverty rate is low because estimates try GDP, world interest rates, and an index of risk
at the tails of the distribution can naturally be quite aversion, relative to the baseline scenario.
sensitive, but for the bulk of the developing countries 30. McConnell 1999.
the poverty rates are a safe distance from the tails. How 31. This is by no means a unanimous view. Every

much of a difference this would make for aggregate shade of opinion on Y2K can be found on the internet;
poverty numbers is unclear. Errors in one direction in compendiums of links on Y2K include (http://
one country could be offset to some extent by errors in home.att.net/-year2k), and (www.y2klinks.net/

the other direction elsewhere. Y2Kgen.htm).
22. The model uses flexible functional forms for 32. Third Quarterly report on US Readiness for

the Lorenz curve, and the models pass through a se- Year 2000 issued by the President's Council on Y2K
ries of tests to assure that they fit well and satisfy the Conversion is located on (wwwy2k.gov).
properties required of valid Lorenz curves. 33. The International Y2K Cooperation Center

23. For information on the International Devel- (at www.iy2kcc.org) and Gartner Group survey.

opment Goals and the other targets for improving well- 34. The survey was carried out by the Interna-
being, see (http://www.oecd.org/dac/Indicators). tional Y2K Cooperation Center.
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35. The grouping of countries was carried out by Londofio, Juan Luis, and Miguel Szekely. 1997. "Per-

the World Bank, based on the wording of the country sistent Poverty and Excess Inequality: Latin

evaluations from the U.S. State Department. The sec- America 197095." Working Paper 357. Wash-

tors covered were transportation, energy, telecommu- ington, D.C.: Inter-American Development

nications, health, finance, local government, and water Bank.

and wastewater. The individual country information Martin, Will, and L. Alan Winters, eds. 1996. The

can be found at the U.S. State Department's Bureau of Uruguay Round and the Developing Countries.

Consular Affairs internet site (http://travel.state.gov/ Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

y2kca.html). McConnell, Bruce W. 1999. "Y2K: The Texture of the

Impact." Press release, International Y2K Coop-

eration Center. September 22.
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External Shocks,
Financial Crises, and Poverty

in Developing Countries

EVELOPING COUNTRIES HAVE BECOME The chapter reaches the following con-
increasingly integrated into global clusions:
goods and financial markets over the

last decade. Their export volume increased by * The financial crisis has underlined how
9 percent per year during the 1990s, up from globalization, especially financial integra-
2 percent during the 1980s. Net long-term tion, exposes developing countries to ex-
capital flows, even after declining in 1998, ternal shocks. These shocks often reduce
remained almost three times the 1990 level. the gains in poverty reduction from open-
As discussed in previous issues of Global Eco- ness and increase poverty significantly in
nomic Prospects (World Bank 1993, 1997, the short to medium term. This fact un-
1999a), globalization provides developing derscores the importance of addressing the
countries with significant benefits and spurs issue of volatility in order to maximize
economic progress. GDP growth in develop- the positive effects of growth on poverty
ing countries (excluding the transition econo- reduction.
mies) averaged 5 percent during the 1990s, * The countries most affected by the East
compared with 3 percent during the 1980s. Asian crisis illustrate the asymmetric im-
Poverty-the number of people living on less pact of changes in per capita income on
than $1 a day-fell from 29 percent in 1990 poverty and the negative effects of vola-
to an estimated 24 percent in 1996. But the tility on growth. Though less dramatic
financial crisis of 1997-99 has also shown than early predictions suggested and very
how globalization, and in particular greater heterogeneous, the negative social impact
openness to external capital flows, can expose of the East Asian crisis and consequent
developing countries to increased volatility crises in Russia and Brazil has been enor-
from international financial and goods mar- mous. The increase in consumption pov-
kets. The poor are especially vulnerable to this erty has been significant. In addition, the
volatility. crisis has resulted in large and costly re-

This chapter reviews the evidence about allocations of people and sharp declines
the impact on poverty of the external shocks in middle-class standards of living. Un-
and volatility to which developing countries like the situation in Latin America where
are exposed. It then presents and assesses evi- income inequality increased significantly
dence of the impact of the 1997-98 financial during crises, in East Asia the effects on
crisis on poverty in the most affected East income distribution have been small and
Asian countries. Finally, it discusses lessons highly differentiated. The extent of these
and policy conclusions. effects depends on the country's income
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level and the impact of the crisis on dif- marily on essential items such as food,
ferent economic sectors. fuel, housing, health, and education.

* Urban poverty increased in all countries, * Real public expenditures on education and
particularly the Republic of Korea, where health fell in most countries. The extent
total employment declined and open un- to which households were able to adjust
employment grew more than in other their spending to offset this decline var-
countries in the region. Falling real wages ied across countries as well as income
in the urban formal sector affected mostly groups. In Thailand families and govern-
high-income groups. In Thailand the im- ment programs acted to cushion the im-
pact was felt mostly in rural areas because pact of the crisis in order to avoid declines
of the large inflows of workers from ur- in school enrollment rates or in access to
ban areas and the relatively small increases health services. In Indonesia, however, the
in agricultural prices. severity of the crisis led to significant de-

* The crisis demonstrated the flexibility of clines in poor households' access to both
labor markets in developing countries. education and health services, particularly
These markets help absorb the effects of in urban areas. Such setbacks can have
shocks through reduced wages and labor irreversible effects on human development.
mobility within and between urban and * Any development strategy for stable and
rural areas. Thus the decline in total em- sustainable growth must include both
ployment in Thailand and Malaysia was adequate safety nets and appropriate
limited, and employment actually rose in policies and institutions designed to
Indonesia. Labor was reallocated from the prevent financial crises and respond when
formal (urban) sector to other activities, crises do occur. Prospects for poverty
particularly the informal sector and agri- reduction depend not only on future
culture, where exchange rate depreciations growth but also on countries' capacity
improved incentives, to manage volatility and reduce growth

* Even where public spending on safety fluctuations.
nets increased significantly, the impact on
poverty was limited for several reasons.
These included the absence of safety nets External shocks and
before the crisis, response lags, institu- poverty in developing countries
tional problems, and low levels of spend- iscussions of the link between growth and
ing relative to the scale of poverty. In poverty reduction in developing countries
some cases evidence suggests that well- implicitly take the view that long-term growth
functioning programs were underfunded (and therefore poverty reduction) is a stable
relative to the potential impact of shocks process. But as the financial crisis of 1997-99
on poverty. shows, the process of growth is neither smooth

* The severity of the crisis in Indonesia is nor linear and is often subject to sharp changes
reflected in the strong responses of house- (especially major slowdowns and recessions)
holds to increase consumption as a share from a variety of external or internal shocks
of income, adjust their asset holdings, and (World Bank 1999a). The asymmetric effects
increase the share of staple foods in their of income growth on poverty during expan-
consumption baskets to cope with the sions and downturns, however, imply that
shock. In the Republic of Korea and Ma- these changes often have profound, long-last-
laysta the tesonse of houseods. 'was to x feets otV e pooN. A dpita
increase the savings rate. The composi- income tends to have a negative effect on pov-
tion of consumption expenditures changed erty that is much greater than the improve-

significantly. Households spent more, pri- ment generated by an equivalent increase.
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While economic crises hurt both poor and are only one source (albeit an important one)
rich, the poor have less leeway to respond to of external shocks that can lead to crises and
the crises. If domestic capital markets were recessions in developing countries. Fluctua-
perfect and the economic downturn tempo- tions in the terms of trade are another im-
rary, all economic agents could borrow to portant and long-standing source, reflecting
smooth consumption and maintain welfare. developing countries' reliance on primary
But capital markets are imperfect and seg- commodity exports and price variability in
mented. Credit or insurance is typically not international markets. Volatility in the terms
available to the poor. With few savings and of trade was almost three times greater in
low or subsistence incomes, the poor become developing countries than in industrial coun-
even more vulnerable to shocks. Crises and tries during 1961-97 (Pritchett 1998; East-
recessions can result in irreversible negative erly, Islam, and Stiglitz 1999) (figure 2.1).
effects on the poor through their impacts on Volatility is particularly significant for the
health, schooling, and nutrition. Volatility in Middle East and North Africa, Latin
growth also tends to create more uncertainty America, and Sub-Saharan Africa. Using
and risk for investors. That fact alone tends simulation models that replicate the range of
to reduce the rate of economic growth, fur- observed economic fluctuations, Mendoza
ther dimming prospects for poverty reduction. (1995) finds that disturbances in the terms
Thus the volatility of the growth process in of trade account for about one-half of the
developing countries matters a great deal for observed variability in GDP and real ex-
both immediate and long-term poverty reduc- change rates, and that the share is greater
tion and income distribution. for developing countries than for industrial

In general, the growth process is much countries. Policies to mitigate and cope with
more volatile in developing countries than volatility in growth and the consequent ef-
in industrial countries. Sudden reversals and fects on the poor are therefore essential in
other changes in international financial flows all developing countries.

Standard deviations (percent)
14 13.1

111. 
9.7

12

Terms of trade Real GDP

O High-income O Middle East and North Africa

* Low- and middle-income 0 Latin America and the Caribbean

* East Asia and Pacific 0 Sub-Saharan Africa

0 South Asia

Note: Unweighted average of countries' standard deviations of relative distance from Hodrick-Prescott filter trend.

Source: World Bank staff calculations.
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External shocks, long-term growth, and ternal negative shocks can also interact with
poverty social conflicts and weak domestic institutions
External shocks, such as variations in the for conflict management to produce growth
terms of trade, volume of trade, and external collapses (Rodrik 1998). After controlling for
finance, are highly correlated with variations other factors, Hausmann and Gavin (1995)
in GDP growth. They account for a signifi- find that a higher standard deviation of real
cant share of the volatility in developing coun- GDP is associated with higher rates of pov-
tries (Easterly, Islam, and Stiglitz 1999). erty. They estimate that if Latin American
According to Hausmann and Gavin (1995) countries had the same GDP volatility as in-
external shocks explain 30 percent of cross- dustrial countries, poverty would decrease by
country variation in GDP volatility in Latin 7 percentage points.
America. When terms of trade, export vol-
umes, external finance, and interest rate External volatility and fluctuations in
shocks are taken into account, developing poverty
countries experience more and larger exter- Volatility does more than simply increase pov-
nal shocks than industrial economies. The erty. Short-term fluctuations in income growth
incidence of small and medium-size shocks is also cause sharp variances in the incidence of
about the same for both (World Bank 1993). poverty, even in the short to medium term.
During the 1970s and 1980s it was not un- For example, in Venezuela poverty decreased
usual for developing countries to suffer unfa- by 10 percentage points between 1989 and
vorable shocks equivalent to 4 percent of GDP 1991, rose by 20 percentage points between
or more. 1991 and 1994, then fell again in 1995 and

Volatility of growth and other macro- rose in 1996 (Lustig and Deutsch 1998).
economic variables is also much larger in Mexico is another striking example of this ef-
developing countries than in industrial coun- fect, as box 2.2 describes.
tries (Pritchett 1998; Easterly, Islam, and Fluctuations in commodity prices may in-
Stiglitz 1999). Figure 2.1 shows that volatil- duce short- to medium-term changes in both
ity in GDP growth is more than twice as high growth and poverty. During the boom years
in developing countries as it is in high-in- growth is faster and poverty declines, but dur-
come countries of the Organisation for ing busts, which are usually more sudden, pov-
Economic Co-operation and Development erty increases. Fluctuations in commodity
(OECD). The volatility of GDP growth is prices have a significant, direct impact on per-
higher for all developing regions, except for sonal incomes and an indirect impact on gov-
South Asia, and it is more than three times ernment social expenditures and GDP. Earlier
higher for the Middle East and North Af- studies argued that commodity price booms
rica. GDP growth in developing countries is do not significantly affect real GDP
highly unstable, with large shifts over time (Cuddington 1988; Gelb and Associates
and low correlation of per capita growth rates 1988). But more recent empirical work has
across decades (Easterly and others 1993; shown that changes in terms of trade have
Pritchett 1998). significant effects on real output growth.' De-

Volatility has a negative impact on pov- clining trends in real commodity prices have
erty in part because it reduces long-term a negative effect on real income growth in the
growth (box 2.1). For instance, a large degree long term in developing countries (see chap-
of volatility makes "stop and go" policies more ter 4).2 In addition, a slowdown in growth in
likely, s %oAwin iAow Nnd Leading, to lo- thebestyearsmay becomemoreseeIt an-
quality policies such as those in Sub-Saharan vestments made during the boom years are

Africa, especially during the 1970s and 1980s. often less productive (Collier and Gunning

(Guillaumont, Jeanneney, and Brun 1999). Ex- 1996).
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Box 2.1 Volatility, growth, and poverty

W hen grov%th pr-'ceds nothlv t-\cr time irreters'bilitel *:r a,%rmminri adjustiment costs in
and income inejulil ipripioe% ior at lc.It i11 ilenieit Increase L ifLncecrt.i1% 1 li1d Io-ter Inc;-

roi:not no rsen dramaticalhl i. ptcrt% eclines is mcnt IPind%lk 109I Alzenrn.in and larion
peapta incomenic and reil '. at eN rise. The stic- 10 ICI. second. w Asas bncrase hecaie producrIte
lbi Ot poecrrN J; la e sutred b the heidcount in- tactor, nlwt among sector; in responsc io nore
de\-tor e anpl. %%[h respec[ [,, the arowh ot trelLLient shiir, in pr cc -ignalsk.And third, the ri.k
per capita ince.me -is etimated to he bet%een Of iaippro.priate miner-in. ft L i, tr-idc. and firian-
-1.; and - .5. The -i4Z of the cr ic Irvlier in cii po iCes ln a;se.
LOuntris% where income I, more clenll Jtributcd T,rm-Wa-trade solatilit has been tritind to

(Ra%allin n hac .1 ntF _uie et, on o ng-[erm grotrh in de-
To the extri that arilit CCreac uncr- eloping countries. Commidint price incertaint%.

itrlf. iE has neitnc etteccn on ,r.%tch and chete- as icasur-d b the [ indard de% iation ot treca;t
ore mi pct%errn. Recet onlpireal e% dence supports errors Iron sonic ;EJtistical ll dels. reduces growth
thi, 1ic%, and confrad,Its tile carlt literature L.sing rate, i Dehn and il 9r 9 I u 1. NIi,t empirical

balanced panvl data lir a sample ot c2 countries ltUdile, hate uied direct kolanill of [erms of trade
tor 1461ni-s. Rine .ind Rame. 1 ,:5 iind that a a, a proxy tor uncertainly and hite tound negatit
Liit increte in i tandard de [aton (t inn.e a.- c tfccts on ltn-cerni Pr,..t[ h (Nendoza 1494.

non in GDP innotn u*in to (DP grcth i used a Hausmann and Ga% in 141; 4 ui,llaunontr,

a measure . uincertaintt i inplies a lotter (D p-r Icaiinene%, and Brun 114Ic; Fasterl% and Kr a
capita growtth of 'si.i. d_im lsri . r nm 3 izro%kth I C#''41.
regres1i'n it 1 31c.1 0)untries for 1 oi11i . LaMerTh, Io crall c iden,e also indicates that m er
and Krai -1"- rind that the tindard dc%iatitn (h, bl.ng run the dcpenden,e -Ii man de%eltiping
Ot gf[,)th ha, a ;rri-np neia. e ciitrc i-i 1I -in couLintries' on ciiniodities with %olacle price; hts a
aier per capita ;,ritEh 'after controlling tar ne4ati%c impact .. n lonc-tertm gro%%th and therefore
tther a rable; i. on poter[i. Dehn and Glbert 1 199) find a signii-

Th,re are three hkcl, explar.it.n;s for the -ant( neate ettect o1 commodin price uncer-
nCi elink btc(c%ieil Lol[I; and gr,ou [h. Firlt, ta itn poirt as iieasured b% intant morcalir.

Empirical findings also support the no- ployees. As a result, income distribution be-
tion that economic cycles have an asymmetric comes more inequitable, amplifying the effect
effect on poverty. They show that a contrac- of declining incomes on poverty (Ag6nor
tion will have a greater impact on the poverty 1998).
rate than an expansion of the same size
(Morley 1994; Londoiio and Sz6kely 1997a;
De Janvry and Sadoulet 1998).2 It has been Income poverty and inequality
estimated that a 1 percent decline in per capita during the East Asian crisis
income during recessionary episodes in Latin he recent crisis in East Asia has under-
America in the 1980s reduced earlier gains by lined the risks for developing countries
3.4 percent of per capita income growth in of reversals in private capital flows and the
urban areas and 2.2 percent in rural areas (De dramatic social impact of the resulting finan-
Janvry and Sadoulet 1998). One explanation cial crises. The East Asian crisis had a sub-
for this phenomenon is that during recessions stantial impact on output and poverty in
the unskilled are the first to lose their jobs, 1998, although these effects began to lessen
because firms tend to hoard their skilled em- in 1999.
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Box 2.2 External shocks and fluctuations
in poverty in Mexico

M exico's experience since the 1970s shows how ing a Gini index of 0.54 in 1989 that remained
poverty declines during periods of economic unchanged until 1996 (Sz6kely 1998). Total pov-

growth and increases during periods of crisis and erty rose from its lowest point of 28 percent in
adjustment. External shocks contribute to these, 1984 to 36 percent ii1989, or from 20.7 to 29.6
variations. million poor. Intant and preschool inorralit caused

During the 1970s Mexico experienced rela- b% nuiriional Jeficencie, increa;ed trom I S2
tively high and sustained growth. The increase in on%%ard. and educanonal indicators for the poor
real GDP per capita averaged 3.8 percent per year, deteriorared I Listl19%i.

despite the short-lived financial crisis of 1976 (see From 14, to I.)- 1 vrowth rcsumed, laigels
box fi-ure. Incomi nequait% declined: the Ujnii dtu to cconom,c and fiancial hberalization. rcal
mdex Jropped from 1- S in lT-- to 1.1.51 In I4 per capita GF)P growth ascraged 2 percent.
(Londonio and Szekely 199-bi. Total potert% tell AlthoucVh the total po%errn heaJWinr index hid
significant1. dropping from 4 11 percent in 19(,8 t. declined slightly to 34 percent by 14 the
.34 percenr in 19-", or from 23.3 to 21. million. nL1miber of poor had increjncd to 3.- million
Further gains wre realized during the second half iLun;te and Szekel% 1998, Szekel 199ai.
of the decade ireflected in the numbers for 19--- According to Szekelk i19Iq,bi percent of the
84. spurred parrk b% favorablc term-ot-trade rise in po%erry trend, in Mexico from 198-4 ro
shocks and risn oil production. 1004 resolred from the ncrease in inequal1U.

In the eark 1981.1; the internarional en% iron- %%hile Ehe rest %%as the result ot Eie drop in GEP
mcnt became unfaiorable for Alexico. The per capita.
country's terms of trad declined. and real inrcrna- From lSt-4- pot%er% rose amone rural
tional interest rates nreased. The re;.ultinc debt workers in the primar% sector ind in the southern
crisis, the adjustment Lt the 1'0N, and the 0-4- and southeastern regions. This increase w,,as the
lapse of oil prices in I )S resulted in a sharp Je- result ot the appreciation of the pcs.. and the
,line in incomes. Between 1082 and 10.88 real GDP d,cline in inNttutional support for agriculture.
per capira growth a%eraged a negai%e 1 percent including the lo, Ot subsidies, the collapse of
per year. and real %%ages tell by 36--16 percent tr..m guarantrced prices for major crops. and high inter-
1983-SS. This decline in incomes contributed toa etr ate I ustig and Szekel 191Aj. The tiancial
drammtic increase in po%err% (Lustitz 19081. In- crimis that hit Mexico at the end of 109- had
equaLit% incr eased sharply in the late 198"k. reach- con.Jrahlc repc rcus ons t-r arzo [h and total

The impact of the crisis on poverty countries (table 2.1). Evidence from Korea il-
Income poverty almost invariably increases lustrates the asymmetric impact of crises on
during a crisis. Household surveys conducted poverty. During stable growth in 1990-97, the
in Latin America during recessionary periods estimated elasticity of the percentage of poor
in the 1980s and 1990s provide evidence of with respect to per capita GDP was -3.5
this effect. They show that the incidence of (Kakwani and Prescott 1999). But during the
poverty increased during the first year of the crisis in 1998 the incidence of poverty in-
recession in 9 out of 11 cases, and remained creased by 123 percent. Real per capita GDP
higher for one or more years after the reces- declined by 6.7 percent, and consumption per
sion in 19 out of 21 episodes (Lustig 1999). capita declined by 10.4 percent. In Indonesia

Poverty also increased during the first year as well, the rate of increase in poverty was

of the crisis in the most affected East Asian about 10 times the rate of the decline in con-
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Box 2.2 (continued)
po%ert. Real GDP growth declhned to -i negan:c millin 67ekelk 1 9 9 )ai. Nlrxico has adiusred to
6.2 per,ent in 19cl and aleraged 2.6 pcrcent the crises primarily through downward flexibili-
from 199i to 1 8. Toral po%ert' increased dra- in real wages rather than through increases in
maticalli, rising to 45 percent in 176. or 41.- unenplornent.

Changes in poverty, inequality, and per capita GDP in Mexico
Perccn

1 r_C an.ge.n G.:. r j .r.r

R ea Asraq traicaptPa GgP gr(ecnr.

LCranje , G,,.ar.,r.

1929.451

11--1

AlJr- aw..I R,p ol rc-e Thmila-,d

Real per capita GDPmt g rowth (pent)
1997 2.9 5.4 4.5 -1.4
1998 -15.1 -9.2 -6.7 -10.3

Real per capita consumption growth (percent)

1998 -5.5 -12.4 -10.4 -11.6

Headcount poverty index National National Urban National

1996 11.3 - 9.6 11.4
1997b 11.0 8.2 8.6 9.8
1998 16.7 - 19.2 12.9

Gini index
1996 0.380 - - 0.477

1997 - 0.496 0.290 -

1998 0.370 - 0.294 0.481

- Not available.
a. Figures for Indonesia are based on consumption expenditures, with a national poverty line equivalent to about $1 a day in 1985
international purchasing parity (IPP) dollars; data are from February 1996 and December 1998. Figures for the Republic of Korea
are based on consumption expenditures, with a national poverty line equivalent to about $4 a day in 1985 IPP dollars. Figures for

Thailand reflect national income poverty, measured at around $2 a day. Figures for Malaysia reflect income poverty.

b. The 1997 figures for Indonesia and Thailand are estimates based on precrisis trends in declines in poverty.
Source: Kakwani 1999; Kakwani and Prescott 1999; World Bank staff calculations.
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sumption per capita-much higher than the magnitude of the crisis (table 2.1). In Indone-
usual elasticity during expansions. While these sia the impact of the crisis on poverty was still
losses have been reversed somewhat since significant. Estimates for Malaysia are not
1999, the extent and sustainability of the re- available, but welfare declines were wide-
covery remains to be seen (see chapter 3). Even spread, presumably leading to increases in
returning to the precrisis level of poverty, how- poverty in both urban areas and traditionally
ever, is likely to require more time and income poor rural states.
growth. Urban and rural poverty. Urban poverty

The severity of the impact of the East increases during crises owing to a combina-
Asian crisis varied across countries. Differences tion of lower real wages, higher unemploy-
in national poverty levels and the distribution ment, and increases in the relative price of
of the income of the poor around these levels foods. The impact of a crisis on poverty will

may explain some of the variances. For in- be smaller if workers can move easily from
stance, in Korea the poverty line is around $4 the formal sector to other activities, particu-
per day, while in Indonesia it is around $1 per larly agriculture, and if exchange rate depre-
day. If the individuals whose incomes dropped ciations lead to improved incentives for
significantly are clustered above the poverty agriculture. Even under those conditions, how-
line in Korea and below the poverty line in ever, it is still likely that urban poverty will
Indonesia, the impact of the crisis on poverty increase.
may well appear lower in Indonesia. But other The relative impact on urban and rural
factors are also responsible for these differ- areas was different in Indonesia and Thailand.
ences. In Indonesia the crisis had a strong urban bias,

Korea's experience was strikingly differ- even though the percentage changes in pov-
ent from the others. Korea had the largest in- erty rates were similar in urban and rural ar-
crease in open unemployment, a decline in the eas. Poverty in urban areas rose from 9.7
economically active population, and a large percent in 1996 to 15.4 percent in 1998, and
drop in real wages that was second only to in rural areas climbed from 12.3 percent to
Indonesia's. Labor mobility from the informal 17.6 percent. Average per capita spending in
sector was also more limited than in other urban areas fell 34 percent in real terms,
countries. Korea is also the most urbanized whereas rural expenditures fell only 13 per-
East Asian country, and the negative impact cent. A survey of expert respondent views sug-
of recessions has been found to be most dev- gests that urban areas were, on average, much
astating for poor urban dwellers (Morley harder hit than rural areas (Poppele, Sumarto,
1994; Lustig and Deutsch 1998; DeJanvry and and Pritchett 1999). Of the 20 hardest-hit ar-
Sadoulet 1998). The increase in urban pov- eas, 14 were urban, while of the 20 that suf-
erty in 1998 was huge in Korea: the headcount fered the least impact, 13 were rural. In nearly
index, based on consumption expenditures, every province, region, and island, the nega-
reached 19.2 percent, an increase of more than tive impact of the crisis was consistently higher
10 percentage points."I The increase was even for urban than for rural areas. In Thailand,
greater (15 percentage points) between the first however, the impact on poverty was more se-
quarter of 1997 and the third quarter of vere in rural areas than in urban. Poverty rates
1998-the lowest (7.5 percent) and highest rose from 11.8 to 17.2 percent in rural areas,
points (23 percent), respectively (Kakwani and but only from 1.2 to 1.5 percent in urban set-
Prescott 1999). The incidence of poverty de- tings.1 2 One possible explanation for the dif-
dinedto 15.0o percent in tie last quarter oi ierence in the inpact of the crisis on the two

1998. countries is the higher price incentives for ag-

In other countries the increases were ricultural production in Indonesia, which

smaller than had been anticipated, given the stimulated production.
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Regional effects. The impact of the crisis because of the impact of high open unemploy-
varied considerably across subnational regions. ment and (by some measures) deep real wage
In the northern region of Thailand, for ex- cuts. However, the Gini coefficient in Chile
ample, the poverty ratio actually dropped from had declined to 0.53 by 1988 (Riveros 1994).
10.2 percent in 1997 to 9.2 percent in 1998. In Brazil income inequality increased, de-
In the northeastern and southern regions it rose spite a successful defense of real wages in the
dramatically, climbing from around 15 per- formal sector and little increase in open un-
cent to 23.2 percent and from 8.6 to 14.8 employment, in part because of inflation and
percent, respectively. In Indonesia per capita declining incomes in the informal and agri-
real expenditures declined by 42 percent in cultural sectors (Fox, Amadeo, and Camargo
West Java and by 30 percent in Jakarta, re- 1994). In Argentina average real wages oscil-
gions that were better off before the crisis. But lated wildly with episodes of inflation during
real expenditures declined between 10 and 20 the 1980s, though unemployment was not
percent in other regions. These differences are high. However, the gap in earnings between
most likely linked to the behavior of producer the top and bottom deciles of income earners
prices. In Indonesia, areas that produced ex- in Buenos Aires widened steadily from 1980
port crops benefited from the sharp exchange through 1988 as younger adults increasingly
rate depreciation. This fact combined with entered the informal sector (Riveros and
several reforms (such as clove marketing) to Sanchez 1994).
put more benefits in the hands of farmers.1 3  Analyses of the effects of crises on income
Similarly, in Thailand the poor performance distribution suggested that the impact differed
of the southern region may be linked to the in middle- and low-income countries
fall in rubber prices during the crisis period. (Bourguignon, de Melo, and Suwa 1991). Dur-
An important aspect of the crisis in Indonesia ing most economic crises and subsequent struc-
is that it does not appear to have affected poor tural adjustments in middle-income countries,
areas disproportionately. Rather, the impact income distribution worsens because wage cuts
varied in both well-off and poor areas. and layoffs in the formal sector tend to be bi-

ased toward unskilled workers. The impact
The impact on income distribution of crises on inequality in low-income coun-
Given the significant drop in GDP normally tries is more difficult to predict. Wage and em-
associated with economic crises, poverty rates ployment losses in the urban formal sector
will increase unless there is a massive reduc- affect workers with relatively high incomes,
tion in inequality. But income distribution and the rise in food prices hurts the urban poor.
tends to worsen during crises. Inequality in But the rural areas where most of the poor
household incomes or consumption increased live tend to gain because of currency depre-
in most of the countries in Latin America dur- ciation and higher prices for agricultural
ing crises and recessions in the 1980s (World goods. Bourguignon, de Melo, and Suwa
Bank 1999a). For 10 recession episodes for (1991, 359) find, from simulations, that "in
which data are available in Latin America, the standard adjustment package, inequality
inequality rose in 6 cases during the recession increased significantly for the Latin American
year (Lustig 1999). In Argentina the Gini co- archetype but decreased significantly for the
efficient for the greater Buenos Aires area in- African archetype." A major reason for this
creased from 0.44 to 0.53 during the recession difference is that there are few formal sector
of 1989. Inequality was higher after the re- wage earners in the bottom half of the income
cession than it had been before in 15 out of distribution ladder in very poor countries-
22 episodes. In Chile the Gini coefficient on for instance, those in much of Sub-Saharan
total household incomes is estimated to have Africa. Because crises hit the formal sector
increased from 0.52 in 1979 to 0.55 in 1984 hardest, the poor are less affected. In Latin
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America, however, where formal sector work- Households at the low end of the distribution
ers come from all income brackets, poor people ladder in developing countries are affected the
are hit more directly in a crisis. least, because they receive little or no wage

Compared with Latin America in the income. But labor demand shocks have a
1980s, the distributional impact of the East strong impact on those formal sector workers
Asian crisis was limited for high-income coun- with the lowest skills, who are more likely to
tries (Korea), upper-middle-income countries lose their jobs than their more skilled coun-
(Malaysia), and lower-middle-income coun- terparts." They then either become unem-
tries (Indonesia and Thailand). Changes in ployed or move to the informal sector, where
overall inequality, as measured by the Gini co- their earnings are likely to be lower. As a re-
efficient, were minor between 1996 and 1998 sult households at the middle to lower-middle
(table 2.1).14 In Thailand there may have been range of the income distribution ladder are
weak redistribution from middle- to high-in- pushed further down, swelling the numbers
come groups (Kakwani 1999). But early stud- of households with low incomes.
ies for Korea and Thailand suggest that those The crises in East Asia followed a pattern
at the bottom of the income distribution lad- similar to those seen earlier in other countries
der-the "ultrapoor"-were hit harder than faced with sharp reversals of external capital
others with incomes below the poverty line flows. A comparative analysis of the impact
(Kakwani 1999; Kakwani and Prescott 1999). of similar crises on labor markets offers the
The evidence is more mixed for Indonesia following conclusions (Fallon and Lucas
(Poppele, Sumarto, and Pritchett 1999). 1999):

Labor incomes * Wages fall sharply during the crisis or in
To a large extent the impact of the crisis on ensuing years, usually by more than the
consumption poverty reflects changes in the GDP. In 22 recessionary episodes in Latin
real incomes of households. The channels America during the 1980s and 1990s, real
through which the impact of a crisis reaches wages fell in 16 cases during the year of
households can be traced to the sources of recession, and in 18 cases remained lower
household income-that is, wages, returns on than precrisis levels after two years (Lustig
assets, profits from self-employment, and 1999). This wage drop was also a strik-
transfers (Ferreira, Prennushi, and Ravallion ing feature of the East Asian crisis.
1999). These sources tend to vary with house- * Total employment growth drops in the
hold income level-for example, poor house- crisis year, but usually by less than the
holds tend to depend on self-employment decline in GDP growth.
incomes and transfers, whereas the rich receive * Employment in manufacturing is always
much of their income from assets. For this adversely affected, though less spectacu-
reason, changes in the overall composition of larly than are wages.
national income can move households up or * The effects on agricultural employment
down the distribution ladder, are more muted. In some cases (for ex-

Labor markets have the most profound ample, Indonesia in 1998 and Turkey in
effects on poverty, however. Labor demand 1994), employment increased despite an
shocks hurt households by lowering real absolute decline in GDP.
wages, increasing unemployment, and reduc- * Rising unemployment is an important fea-
ing self-employment earnings. While reduced ture of many crises. In Latin America un-
laborO demand almost always raises the mci- employment increased during the year of
dence of poverty, different kinds of labor de- recession in 24 of 31 episodes and re-

mand-shocks have different effects on income mained higher in 24 cases two years into

inequality. In a recession, real wages fall. the recession (Lustig 1999). The most sig-
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nificant increases were in Argentina in of 1998, with women representing three-
1995 (6 percentage points) and Chile in fourths of the increase. In Thailand 18.5 per-
1982 (11 percentage points). cent of the overall decline in per capita income

was the result of wage cuts, whereas only 2.7
Experience thus far in East Asia broadly percent was attributable to higher unemploy-

supports these conclusions. Real wage growth ment (Kakwani 1998).
dropped sharply in 1998 and became nega- Labor force mobility. To some degree, the
tive in all affected countries (table 2.2). Indo- impact of the crisis on employment was less-
nesia saw particularly spectacular wage ened by the mobility available to individual
declines that were broadly similar across sec- workers within and between the urban and
tors. Although wage cuts can moderate the rural sectors. In the first year of a crisis sig-
impact of a recession on employment, during nificant real exchange rate depreciation usu-
the East Asian crisis nonagricultural employ- ally results that can raise the price of tradable
ment fell in all countries. Only in Indonesia, goods relative to those of nontradables, with
where agricultural employment increased con- important implications for real household in-
siderably, did overall employment rise. The comes and poverty. Crises hit the urban for-
construction sector was the most affected, with mal sector first and, as noted above, can lead
a dramatic drop in employment of 15 to 35 to a reallocation of labor from the urban to
percent, but manufacturing employment also the rural sector. But in the absence of any in-
fell significantly. With the exception of Ko- centive to increase agricultural production, this
rea, however, falls in employment in 1998 were reallocation of human resources may do little
not large despite substantial decreases in GDP. more than raise rural poverty instead of ur-
(Korea saw a large decline in employment as ban poverty. In principle exchange rate depre-
well as in real wages.) The inactive popula- ciation can supply the needed incentive. In the
tion increased by 9 percent between the sec- absence of intervention in domestic markets,
ond quarter of 1997 and the fourth quarter it raises the price of export crops relative to

(percentage change)

inJ.--n &hi R, p I kr.c Thj-a,la.

Employment, total, . - - -I 1 -

Agricultural -4 - - - 4 :'-

Nonagricultural . -4N' 4 - 2
Manufacturing 4I - -2 -1 -

Construction i'1' - 1 -1 4 -. -

Real consumption wage, totalb I I _ 41

Agricultural 41 -Ii - - 1 -

Nonagricultural --12 - -,I -1 -

Manufacturing il -44, 1 -I -2 4 -. '-- -Is

Construction -4- - - -14 : 22

- Not available.
a. Figures for the Republic of Korea are from Q4 to Q4. Figures for Thailand are calculations by World Bank staff based on the

Labor Force Survey, National Statistical Office, and surveys of national employment for February and August.
b. Figures for Indonesia are for August 1998 and average 1997. Figures for the Republic of Korea are seasonally adjusted. Figures

for Thailand are calculations by World Bank staff based on the Labor Force Survey, National Statistical Office, and average wages
(excluding fringe benefits) of February and August surveys.
c. Urban areas.
Source: Employment - Islam and others 1999; Mansor and others 1999; Shin 1999; World Bank staff calculations. Real wages -
Datastream; Islam and others 1999.
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the prices of other commodities. In rural ar- the northeast, increasing the rural labor sup-

eas higher food prices spur agricultural pro- ply beyond what it would otherwise have been.
duction, and the impact on poverty will depend The number of recent migrants to Bangkok
on the strength of the link between agricul- (those arriving in the past year) had dropped
tural production and the poor. Insofar as small 50 percent by February 1998 from the levels
farmers benefit, the link to poverty may be of a year earlier, and the share coming from
strong. But insofar as export crop production the northeast fell from 68 percent to 38 per-
is concentrated among large farmers, the im- cent. The types of workers who moved to
pact depends on whether the demand for ag- Bangkok also changed dramatically. In Feb-
ricultural workers increases sufficiently to ruary 1997, 25 percent of all migrants to
offset the growing supply of rural labor. Bangkok had less than an elementary educa-

In Indonesia around 2.5 million workers, tion and only 28 percent had a secondary or
or 3 percent of the total work force, were dis- higher education. One year later these num-
placed by the crisis in the first year. Job losses bers were 13.5 percent and over 41 percent
occurred in all sectors of the economy except respectively. These results indicate that un-
agriculture and the small transportation and skilled workers stopped going to Bangkok,
communication sectors. The manufacturing whereas those with higher skills continued to
sector accounted for nearly half of all job migrate. In Indonesia there is evidence of sig-
losses, followed by construction. Losses were nificant return urban-rural migration. Around
somewhat smaller in the mining, trade, and 1 million urban workers entered the agricul-
service sectors. About three-quarters of the tural sector, although their families stayed in
jobs lost in these sectors were in rural areas. urban areas.
In urban areas many workers displaced from Other labor market developments. Labor
the manufacturing and construction sectors en- force mobility and fewer work opportunities
tered the trade and other service sectors. Ur- were accompanied by other labor market de-
ban employment actually grew from 29.4 to velopments. First, hours worked per week fell
30.3 million persons (Islam and others 1999). as workers crowded into the urban informal
In contrast, displaced workers in rural areas and rural sectors. In Indonesia, the share of
had fewer opportunities, and many were employees working fewer than 35 hours per
forced to take up agricultural employment. 1 6  week increased from 30.6 percent in 1997 to
Agricultural employment rose in Indonesia in 34.3 percent in 1998, with the trend toward
1998 despite severe drought conditions in shorter hours greater in urban areas. In Ko-
some areas. While labor reallocation was rea, average hours dropped from 46.6 hours
greater in rural than in urban areas, the in- per week to 46.0, with the shorter working
crease in poverty was greater in urban areas week most prevalent in manufacturing. Sec-
due to the incidence (although limited) of ond, the composition of employment changed,
unemployment, the greater decline in wages shifting away from wage employment. In In-
in manufacturing and construction, and the donesia, the proportion of workers outside
fall in informal sector incomes as more crowd- wage employment rose from 55.1 percent in
ing occurred. 1997 to 58.9 percent in 1998. Third, in Ko-

In Thailand the crisis greatly affected the rea at least, the number of highly skilled work-
flow of labor between urban and rural areas. ers rose as a share of employment. For
The principal reason for the increase in pov- instance, the share of managers and profes-
erty in the rural areas, particularly in the north- sionals had increased from 17.1 percent at the
east, was the integration of the rural and end of 1997 to 21.1 percent by the end of

Bangkok labor markets through migration. March 1999.
The crisis dramatically curtailed the regular With the exception of Korea, where the

flow of workers to Bangkok, particularly from agricultural sector is much smaller than in the
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other East Asian economies and total employ- pation rate dropped as the crisis intensified.
ment decreased substantially, the increase in The number of regular female employees fell
unemployment in 1998 was not particularly by around 20 percent between October 1997
large (figure 2.2). In Korea, the unemployment and October 1998. Layoffs in the formal sec-
rate peaked at 8.7 percent in February 1999, tor initially raised unemployment among older
an increase of 6.4 percentage points over the age groups, but unemployment among the
low of 2.3 percent in June 1997." But the rate young is undoubtedly rising in the absence of
had fallen to 6.2 percent by June of the same job creation. The less educated and less skilled
year. Underutilization of labor was greater than were the hardest hit. For those with no high
the data on unemployment indicated, as for- school diploma, unemployment increased from
mal sector working hours fell in all countries 1.2 percent in June 1997 to 5.8 percent in June
during the recession. In Thailand total unem- 1998, and for those with high school diplo-
ployment increased by 2.5 percentage points mas it climbed from 2.8 percent to 8.4 per-
during the crisis and remained high during the cent (Na and Moon 1999).
first half of 1999. In Malaysia open unem-
ployment increased by much less than ex- Government safety nets and
pected, rising from 2.7 to 3.2 percent. It peaked poverty alleviation
at 4.5 percent in March 1999, both because Raising transfers can offset increases in income
productivity-based wages allowed real wage poverty caused by declines in labor demand.
cuts and because migrant workers employed For this reason some governments have tried
in construction, the hardest-hit sector, left the to strengthen safety nets, or income transfer
country. programs. The success of these efforts depends

It is still too early to assess how the crisis on several factors: the existence of well-func-
affected the incidence of unemployment in dif- tioning programs, the institutional and deliv-
ferent groups. In Korea unemployment seems ery capacity of central and local agencies, the
to have risen more among men than among size of budget allocations and the severity of
women, possibly because the female partici- fiscal constraints, and the political economy

2 u eS 2~mo 2n~s As:E, trira l _r3s
Percent

S8
7.4

] 1997

6 5.5 1998

5 4.7

4.1

Indonesia Malaysia Republic of Korea Thailand

Note: Figures for the Republic of Korea are for urban unemployment, and those for 1998 are from the second half of the year.
Figures for Indonesia are from August of each year. Figures for Thailand reflect unemployment as a percentage of the current
labor force and are an average of February and August figures for each year.
Source: Shin 1999; Islam and others 1999; Malaysian Labor Force Survey; World Bank 1999d.
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affecting redistributive and poverty alleviation The governments of East Asia generally
efforts. did increase the budgetary share of income

It is still too early to assess fully the im- transfers significantly in response to the cri-
pact of efforts to provide safety nets during sis. However, spending as a share of national
the crisis. However, the available evidence income remains low by international standards
suggests that even though levels of public and has increased in only two countries
spending on safety nets increased significantly, (Klugman 1999) (figure 2.3). Korea had the
the impact on poverty was limited. An analy- largest proportionate increase, with spending
sis of country experiences suggests that this on safety nets rising from zero to 5 percent of
limited effect can be traced to a range of fac- the budget, followed by Indonesia, where the
tors, including response lags, institutional budgetary share rose from zero to 3.6 percent.
problems, and low levels of spending relative In Malaysia the safety net as a share of gov-
to the scale of poverty. ernment expenditure held steady at a low 0.16

Figura 2.3 Poven~y andi spand-~ing n"sCS

Expenditures (left axis) -F- Headcount index (right axis)
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Source: World Bank staff estimates.
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percent during the period. Spending on safety transfers appear to have been procyclical-that
nets as a share of national income rose quite is, contracting with the economy rather than
steeply in Korea and Indonesia, though expen- expanding. This situation was the result of con-
ditures were low to begin with. These trends flicting pressures and the government's reluc-
contrast with those observed in Europe and tance to undermine the informal safety net.
Central Asia, where expenditures on safety nets For example, social pensions and family al-
declined significantly across all countries lowances in rural Thailand appear to be well
(Milanovic 1998). targeted, but they are underfunded (Prescott

Korea. The central response of the Ko- 1999). The benefit value is less than one-third
rean government was to introduce a public of subsistence requirements and reaches only
works scheme that grew enormously during one-third of the target group. Further, the real
the crisis period, rising to 200,000 participants value of the benefit transfers in Thailand has
in January 1999 and 410,000 in mid-1999. been falling over time because of the govern-
The scheme paid wages lower than the pre- ment's failure to adjust them for inflation. One
vailing wage for unskilled workers in order to program that expanded in response to the cri-
attract only those truly in need of employment. sis in Thailand was the Ministry of Health's
The scheme also was supposed to guarantee a program providing low-income groups with
job for all who wanted one, although there access to public health services. Under the
was significant excess demand for the num- stimulus package, job creation for the poor
ber of places available by late 1998. (There unemployed was a priority.
were 700,000 applicants in January 1999.) Indonesia. The major new safety net pro-

The budgetary share of safety nets in Ko- grams introduced in Indonesia as a result of
rea did increase during the crisis, but recent the crisis were a rice distribution scheme
analyses have shown that the incremental bud- (known as OPK) and a public works scheme
get and program coverage in 1998 were inad- (Padat Karya). Early evidence suggests that
equate to meet the country's needs. Safety net their coverage of the poor and their impact
programs covered only 7 percent of the "new" on poverty have been limited. The OPK makes
poor in 1998. Overall coverage of the poor 10 kilograms of medium-grade rice available
(old and new) dropped from almost one-third to selected households every month at subsi-
prior to the crisis to about 17 percent in 1998, dized prices. On average, this amount repre-
and it is expected to fall further (to 16 per- sents less than 30 percent of the income of a
cent) during 1999 (Subbarao 1999)." There single individual living at the poverty line and
is evidence that women have been excluded less than 6 percent of the income of a house-
from public works, and there are accusations hold of five. OPK uses an indicator-based tar-
of mismanagement and a lack of useful out- geting system with minimum standards for
put. Still, what has been done reflects two food intake, housing, clothing, and medical
important lessons: keeping the wage share expenditures.
high-around 70 percent-creates more jobs Evaluations of these programs suggest that
per won spent; and diversifying the jobs menu just over one-third of all poor households have
to include more than engineering works (for participated in the Indonesian public works
instance, work in libraries) increases job op- program. The leakage of benefits to the non-
portunities. Some other East Asian govern- poor has been significant, however. In Jakarta,
ments are just beginning to learn these lessons. 9 percent of the poor households worked once

Thailand. In Thailand government safety on the scheme, compared with 30 percent of
nets did not fill much of the gap left by infor- the middle income households. In Medan only
mal transfers at least until 1998. Overall safety 5 out of over 400 poor households partici-
net expenditures increased during the crisis, pated in Padat Karya, because the contractor
especially during 1999, though some income used his own workers.
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Other experiences. Declines in public but appropriate fiscal policy may also help al-
spending and a failure to reach the poor have leviate some of these effects.
undermined safety net programs in Russia and

Central Asia. Russia provides a striking ex- Behavioral responses and asset
ample of the failure of safety net programs to accumulation during crises
alleviate poverty. Spending on social assistance Financial crises affect not only current incomes

declined throughout the transition, amount- but also the value of household assets. Infla-
ing to only 4 percent of the poverty gap in tion, for instance, has been found to be one of
1997, while the incidence of poverty more than the most significant determining factors of
tripled. This shortfall can be attributed in part poverty (Datt and Ravallion 1997; Agenor

to the concurrent collapse of the tax revenue 1998; Easterly and Fischer 1999). It erodes
system (UNICEF 1998), but it is also the re- the value of fixed-denomination assets such
suit of an apparent failure to identify and as money, which is the primary asset of the
implement programs that reach the poor poor and near-poor. These groups have little
and that have sufficient political and electoral scope for hedging.
support. As they do to labor market shocks, house-

In addition, the safety net in Russia is not holds respond in variety of ways to the in-
well targeted. Most Russian households re- come, wealth, and relative price effects of a
ceive some type of government transfer, but a crisis. These responses include consumption
significant proportion of the very poor (al- smoothing, changing the composition of the
most 3 out of 10) and of the poor (1 out of 5) consumption basket, selling existing physical
receive no benefits. At the same time almost assets, and acquiring fewer new ones.
four out of five households that are not poor Savings behavior during the East Asian
do receive public transfers (Foley and crisis. Changes in household savings patterns
Klugman 1997). Even so, the decline in bud- during the crisis varied significantly across
get allocations for public transfers, coupled countries. The savings rate changed little in
with widespread delays in payments, has Thailand. In Indonesia the savings rate de-
meant a clear weakening in the impact of clined sharply, falling about 8 percentage
transfers on poverty over time. The reduction points of GDP (figure 2.4). The savings re-
in the poverty headcount attributable to pub- sponse helped reduce the impact of the crisis
lic transfers fell from 29 to 24 percentage
points between 1994 and 1996 (Klugman and
Kolev 1999).

Fighure 2,4 Change n gross domestic
savings, 1997-98

Beyond current income effects Percentage of GDP

of the East Asian crisis *Standard poverty measures based on in- 4 --

comes and household expenditures capture 2- -
only some aspects of the social impact and n ... Thaiand

distress crises cause. Households use various 0 %I,t

mechanisms to cope with shocks from crises. -2 ..

These responses may help mitigate the imme- - K

diate impact, but they may also have impor-
tant implications for future poverty and
vulnerability to shocks. Crises also create pres- a

sures on governments for fiscal austerity which Source World Bank staff calculations

may exacerbate the negative social impacts,
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on consumption among poor households, but available for Indonesia showing that people
the reductions in capital accumulation reflect in the most affected regions, such as Java, sold
the severity of the crisis. some of their assets (Poppele, Sumarto, and

In Korea and Malaysia the decline in per Pritchett 1999). But more complete evidence
capita consumption was much greater than the is available on changes in the consumption
decline in per capita GDP between 1997 and basket. Rising food prices are especially im-
1998 (table 2.1). In Korea the savings rate rose, portant in determining changes in the compo-
but the increase reflects primarily the behav- sition of consumption, because higher prices
ior of high-income groups. 9 Total gross do- reduce the real incomes of households with
mestic savings increased by more than 4 relatively high food expenditures-mainly the
percentage points of GDP. Private savings in- urban poor. Food prices rose relative to other
creased at an even greater rate, especially in commodities in all countries after the crisis
light of the increase in the government deficit. (figure 2.5). However, the effect was small
Savings declined from 16.3 percent to 11.6 except in Indonesia, where relative food prices
percent among the 20 percent of households rose by 40 percent between mid-1997 and mid-

with the lowest incomes, however (Kakwani 1998. The effect is reflected in the dramatic
and Prescott 1999). Because of the decline in changes in the composition of expenditures:
the consumption ratio and the varied effects the share of staple foods increased from 23.1
on income distribution in Korea, the incidence to 31.7 percent, while that of meats and non-
of income poverty increased much less than food items (including health and education)
poverty based on consumption (discussed declined (Poppele, Sumarto, and Pritchett
above, table 2.1), rising from 2.6 percent in 1999).
1997 to 7.3 percent in 1998. Between 1996 and 1998 households in

Changes in asset holdings and the com- Thailand, particularly those with low incomes,
position of the consumption basket. Informa- increased essential real expenditures such as

tion about changes in asset holdings in the food, fuel, medical supplies, shelter, and edu-
crisis countries is limited. Some evidence is cation but reduced other expenditures (World

Figume 2.5 Reiative price of foods auring the crisis
index of food prices relative to total consumer price index (1997=100)
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Bank 1999d). Korean households had a dif- Korea. In 1998 households spent less on
ferent response. The shares of food, clothing, items such as clothing and recreation but
and furniture in total expenditures actually de- maintained spending levels on education and
clined, but spending for education and health health. The rates of decline for education (9
increased (Kakwani and Prescott 1999). percent) and health (14 percent) expenditures

were lower than the decline in total expendi-
Fiscal austerity and household demand tures (18 percent) (Kakwani and Prescott
for health and education 1999).
The East Asian economies eventually widened Thailand. Families and government pro-
their fiscal deficit targets to counter the re- grams acted to cushion the impact of the cri-
cessionary effects of the crisis. Yet real gov- sis on education and health (World Bank
ernment consumption expenditures fell in all 1999c). So far the crisis has not had a nega-
countries except Thailand in 1998. In Indone- tive effect on education. In the year following
sia the decline outpaced the fall in GDP. As a the onset of the crisis, total gross enrollments
proportion of GDP, health expenditures re- in primary and general upper secondary
mained relatively unchanged during the last half schools increased from 74.8 percent to 75.5
of the 1990s, including the first year of the re- percent. The dropout ratio-children of school
cession (table 2.3). Education expenditures fell age not attending school-continued to decline
relative to GDP when the crisis struck in Ma- between 1996 and 1998. Families employed
laysia and Korea, but rose in Thailand. a variety of strategies to keep their children in

Changes in public spending on education school. First, households spent less on nones-
and health affects both the availability of these sential consumables such as alcohol, tobacco,
services and, because the services may become clothing, footwear, household goods, transpor-
more expensive, households' decisions to use tation, and communications. Second, families
them. The full impact of the crisis on public used savings or borrowed from informal
services remains unclear because of the differ- sources to finance education, so that real
ences in fiscal policy responses and the lim- spending on education rose for both the poor
ited information available on changes in the and nonpoor. Third, for nontertiary education
composition of public expenditures. Some data families shifted their children from private to
are available for Korea, Thailand, and Indo- public schools as the relative cost of attend-
nesia, however. ing private schools increased. Finally, families

Table 2.3 Public spending on .a.i.
(percentage of GDP)

Ii,~~ 4 4 !I

4 1 4!

E.j 4 '-

4 4

Note: Public expenditures include national and local government.
Source: Baptist 1999.
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made greater use of government scholarship Indonesia. The severity of the shock and
and loan programs. falling living standards led to a decline in

Government policies and programs also school enrollment rates (Frankenberg, Tho-
supported continued investment in education. mas, and Beegle 1999). This decline was much
Real expenditures on education remained con- larger at the secondary level-some 4 to 5 per-
stant between 1997 and 1998, and the share centage points of enrollment rates2 0-than at
of education increased in total expenditures. the primary level. Consistent with the urban
A number of programs and measures were in- bias in the effects of the crisis on incomes, the
troduced to protect educational opportunities decline in school enrollment was largest in ur-
for the vulnerable. These included allowing ban areas, particularly Jakarta. The popula-
parents to pay tuition fees in installments, per- tion with the lowest per capita expenditures
mitting schools to waive tuition fees on a case- had the highest rates of decline in school en-
by-case basis, introducing scholarships, rollment: more than 5 percentage points for
expanding the education loan program, en- the 13-19 age group for the lowest two
couraging private schools to extend payment quartiles, and more than 6 percentage points
deadlines, and providing vouchers to private for the 7-12 age group for the lowest quartile.
school children (in the Bangkok metropolitan Because they had to increase food expendi-
area). These achievements are remarkable but tures during the crisis, families had a difficult
may be difficult to sustain, as the recovery time maintaining expenditures on education,
remains weak and the effects of the crisis con- and its share in total expenditures declined
tinue to be severe. Households, particularly from 3.5 percent in 1997 to 2.9 percent in
the poor, may be less able to shift more re- 1998.
sources to education and sustain higher debts. The effects of the crisis on health were

There is also no evidence of a negative complex and heterogeneous but clearly nega-
effect on national health outcomes. For in- tive. The share of household expenditures on
stance, the number of reported cases of mal- health declined from 1.4 percent in 1997 to 1
nutrition continued on a downward trend in percent in 1998. The use of public health ser-
1998. Households' real expenditures on both vices following the crisis declined by 1.8 per-
private and public health services declined sig- centage points (from 7.2 to 5.4 percent) for
nificantly. Out-of-pocket real expenditures on adults and by more than 7.1 percentage points
medical and institutional care were 36 percent for children. The proportion of visits made to
lower in 1998 than in 1996, whereas spend- traditional practitioners nearly doubled. In
ing on self-medication increased by 12 per- 1997 nearly one-half (46.7 percent) of all chil-
cent. The decline in expenditures was lower dren under the age of five had visited a com-
for the poor, who undoubtedly tried to sus- munity health post in the month before the
tain essential health expenditures and who also survey, but this rate declined to about one-
benefited from public health services. The quarter (27.7 percent) in 1998.
government maintained its level of investment
in health, with real expenditures on health
down by 5 percent in 1998 from 1997 levels Fostering sustained growth and
but still 11 percent higher than they were in reducing the social costs of
1996. The decline mainly affected investment volatility and crises
expenditures. The government enlarged its inancial crises have large social costs and
health safety net by increasing the coverage Ltend to retard or even reverse gains in pov-
of public health insurance. Use of public health erty reduction for significant periods of time,
services increased between 1996 and 1998, even in the most successful countries. Policies
with the number of outpatient visits rising by and institutions that reduce these risks, help
22 percent. prevent financial crises, and minimize their ef-
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fects when they do occur can help smooth the high inflation as well as excessive increases in

growth process and maximize the positive ef- interest rates, both of which worsen any con-

fects of growth on poverty alleviation (World traction in aggregate demand. Policy responses
Bank 1999a; Ferreira, Prennushi, and aimed at reducing the social impact of crises

Ravallion 1999; Lustig 1999). Realizing the should make fiscal policy countercyclical in

long-term benefits of openness, reducing pov- order to reduce the extent of contraction.

erty over the long run and avoiding tempo- However, developing countries typically have
rary setbacks in poverty reduction requires procyclical fiscal policies that tend to aggra-
appropriate national and international poli- vate the impact of downturns (Easterly, Islam,
cies. These policies must minimize the risks and Stiglitz 1999). This phenomenon is the
of external volatility and improve the capac- result of the high sensitivity of tax receipts to
ity to manage it at both levels. Safety nets are changes in incomes, underdeveloped domes-

part of any broad-based strategy for limiting tic financial markets, limited access to foreign
the impact of crises and negative shocks on capital markets, and the risk of losing inves-
poverty. tor confidence. These factors make pursuing

Preventing crises. Avoiding crises is clearly countercyclical fiscal policies difficult. Estab-
the most effective way to achieve stable and lishing effective countercyclical fiscal policies

sustainable growth. Macroeconomic and fi- requires that public finances be managed well
nancial policies that avoid profligate fiscal and during good times, so that there is room for
monetary policies, seriously overvalued ex- expansionary policies during negative shocks.
change rates, and unsustainable current ac- The adequate well-institutionalized use of sta-
count deficits are necessary to prevent crises bilization funds may also be helpful (Lustig
(World Bank 1999a; Lustig 1999). More flex- 1999). But even East Asian countries that had
ible exchange rates, greater reliance on fiscal responsible fiscal policies before the crisis have
policy, and better and tighter domestic finan- found it difficult to achieve the looser fiscal
cial regulation are often needed to reduce ex- objectives.
cessive capital inflows and domestic lending Fiscal adjustments should also protect the
booms (World Bank 1999a). Financial sector expenditures that are most important for the
liberalization must proceed carefully and in poor, such as employment and human devel-
step with the capacity of countries to enforce opment programs and targeted subsidies.
tighter regulation and supervision. Efforts to Where crises result in high unemployment, the
improve prudential safeguards and banking fiscal stimulus needs to be directed to labor-
operations need to be accelerated in most de- intensive activities.
veloping countries. The opening of the capi- Managing volatility. In the long run de-
tal account, particularly to the more volatile veloping countries stand to make gains in
capital flows, needs to be carefully orches- growth and to reduce poverty through open
trated to match the capacity of countries to trade policies and integration into the world
manage risk (World Bank 1999a; Stiglitz and economy. But external shocks, such as capital
Bhattacharya 1999). Other important policies flow reversals and collapses in commodity
must focus on improving corporate gover- prices, may cause temporary increases in pov-
nance, increasing transparency, and building erty that are difficult to reverse. Developing
supportive institutions. countries must develop the capacity to man-

Socially sensitive crisis management. Mac- age increased external and internal volatility
roeconomic policy responses to crises need to through better economic management, more
be designed to minimize the social costs and robust institutions for managing risks (such
avoid large declines in aggregate demand and as banks), and improved safety nets.

employment (World Bank 1999a; Lustig Safety nets. Before a crisis, safety nets can

1999). Monetary policy should always avoid spur productivity and growth by providing the
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insurance necessary for households to make of high unemployment. Public works are more
risky choices with higher potential returns. effective at reducing poverty in these coun-
Safety nets also help ensure that crises do not tries because the opportunity costs of partici-
halt development. They help maintain essen- pating in public works projects are lower for
tial household investments in education and the jobless than for the working poor. Public
health and eliminate the need for the poor to works are an important and useful option for
divest themselves of physical capital. Setting reducing poverty during crises, especially in
up safety nets during times of economic growth developing countries in need of infrastructure
may be the only effective way to protect the investments. However, they are best imple-
poor during crises (Ferreira, Prennushi, and mented alongside other programs for both the
Ravallion 1999). The need for redistribution able-bodied population and those unable to
inevitably increases during crises, even if most work.
people's incomes fall. Although the newly poor
generate most of the increase in need, policies
need not distinguish between the old and new Notes
poor. 1. Easterly and others (1993); Lutz (1994);

As a response to a temporary shock, in- Mendoza (1994); Hausmann and Gavin (1995);

creases in spending on social safety nets are Spatafora and Warner (1995); Deaton and Miller

ideally financed over time, both past and fu- (1995); Collier and Gunning (1996); Guillaumont,

ture. Despite this logic (or indeed, because of Jeanneney, and Brun (1999); Lundberg and Squire

it) countries usually have to adopt policies with (1999). The evidence concerns GDP and outut growth
and does not account for the direct real income growth

the lowest budgetary costs. Targeting benefits that results from increased purchasing power on in-
is one desirable means of keeping costs low. ternational markets.
Self-selection mechanisms such as public works 2. Deaton and Miller (1995) suggest that in coun-
are an important means of reducing the bud- tries that are marginal producers of commodities,
getary costs of redistributive policies and of where labor accounts for a significant share of costs,

establishing institutions to deliver transfers. poverty itself may explain why real commodity prices

Establishing well-functioning institutions may do not increase in the long run. These prices cannot
bestahlishin w f i rise as long as there are unlimited supplies of labor at

e cthe subsistence wage. Long-term marginal costs are
cur in response to deep crises. Ideally, of set by poverty in tropical countries, and commodity
course, such investments precede a crisis. Re- trade cannot contribute to reducing it. Incentives for
cent international experience confirms that technical progress are weak, and even when progress

open and transparent institutions operating in occurs it tends to make prices fall while real wages

a noncorrupt way are as important to the es- remain at the subsistence level.

tablishment of safety nets as they are to other 3. The headcount index is the proportion of in-

areas of puhlic action. dividuals in the population whose income or consump-

The possibility of making a guarantee of tion expenditures fall below the poverty line.
4. The elasticity for other measures of poverty,

low-wage work on community-initiated such as the poverty gap, are usually higher. See Lipton
projects the central element of a safety net may and Ravallion (1995).
be limited. If there is an institutional basis for 5. For a lower-end Gini index of 0.25, the elas-

significantly expanding workfare programs, ticity would be -3.3. It is -1.82 for a higher index of

with central and local agencies operating in a 0.59 (Ravallion 1997).

transparent and noncorrupt fashion, then these 6. Aizenman and Marion (1999) find similar re-

schemes could play a significant role in allevi- suits.
7. This result holds under risk neutrality, but it

ating poverty. The contribution of public also requires some degree of imperfect competition
works to poverty reduction tends to be larger (Caballero 1991).
in countries such as Korea, where the social 8. The authors also find that foreign aid and good

costs of crises have primarily taken the form policies can offset this vulnerability.
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9. This finding is contrary to earlier findings by Aizenman, Joshua, and Nancy Marion. 1999. "Vola-

McBean (1966) that export instability has no effect tility and Investment: Interpreting the Evidence
on growth. from Developing Countries." Economica 66

10. The asymmetry notion is also supported by (262): 15 7-79. London. May.
findings about the relationship between the headcount Baptist, Jacqueline. 1999. "Public Expenditures on
poverty index and mean country income (Ravallion Health and Education during the Crisis and Pre-

1997). More generally the poverty headcount will, Crisis Period in East Asia." World Bank. August.
for a given absolute decrease in income, increase more Bourguigon, Francois, Jaime de Melo, and Akiko
for a poor than for a wealthy country (Milanovic Suwa. 1991. "Distributional Effects of Adjust-
1998). ment Policies: Simulations for Archetype Econo-

11. Poverty figures for the rural areas are not mies in Africa and Latin America." World Bank
available for Korea. Economic Review 5: 339-66. May.

12. The figures used for 1997 are estimates based Caballero, Ricardo J. 1991. "On the Sign of the In-
on the declining poverty trends before the crisis. vestment-Uncertainty Relationship." American

13. Rural areas gained if they were not primarily Economic Review 81 (1): 279-88. March.
rice producing and were not affected by drought (prices Collier, Paul, and Jan Willem Gunning. 1996. "Policy
remained low in these areas until August 1998). Some Towards Commodity Shocks in Developing
areas also had natural disasters during the crisis. The Countries." IMF Working Paper 96/84. Interna-
drought of 1997-98 was not as bad on Java as had tional Monetary Fund, Research Department,
been feared, but it did hit hard in the Eastern Islands, Washington, D.C. August.
on the west coast of Sumatra, and in parts of Sulawesi. Cuddington, John. 1988. "Fiscal Policy in Commod-
East Kalimantan suffered an ecological disaster when ity-Exporting LDCs." Policy, Planning, and Re-
the drought interacted with wildfires. search Working Paper (WPS) 33. World Bank,

14. The measured Gini coefficients are either Washington, D.C. July.
based on consumption expenditures or incomes. In Dart, Gaurav, and Martin Ravallion. 1997. "Macro-
the latter case they also may be biased, as they do economic Crises and Poverty Monitoring: A Case
not reflect adequately all incomes and changes of as- Study of India." Review of Development Eco-
set values. nomics 1 (2): 135-52.

15. This result holds true even in industrial coun- Deaton, Angus S., and Ronald 1. Miller 1995. "Inter-
tries. See Farber (1993), and Layard, Nickell, and national Commodity Prices, Macroeconomic Per-
Jackman (1994). formance, and Politics in Sub-Saharan Africa."

16. There was a shift from rural nonagricultural Princeton Studies in International Finance 79.
to agricultural jobs. Rural employment increased from Department of Economics, International Finance
56.05 to 57.37 million, while agricultural employment Section. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press.
increased from 34.8 to 39. 4 million. Dehn, Jan, and Christopher L. Gilbert. 1999. "Com-

17. Among the crisis-hit countries, Korea is the modity Price Uncertainty and Economic Growth
only one that had an unemployment insurance scheme, and Poverty." Processed. August.
and had extended its potential coverage. De Janvry, Alain, and Elisabeth Sadoulet. 1998.

18. Budgetary allocations to support the unem- Growth, Poverty and Inequality in Latin America:
ployed in Korea were to double in April 1999 to in- a Causal Analysis, 1970-94. Univeristy of Cali-
crease the program's coverage of the poor. fornia at Berkeley. September. (Presented at the

19. The savings response in Korea and Malay- Inter-American Development Bank Conference on
sia, which have higher incomes than the other crisis- Social Protection and Poverty. February 1999.)
affected countries, may reflect greater wealth effects Easterly, William, Roumeen Islam, and Joseph E.
from the crisis. Stiglitz. 1999. "Shaken and Stirred: Volatility and

20. The average enrollment rate for the 13-19 Macroeconomic Paradigms for Rich and Poor
age group was around 60 percent in 1997. Countries." Michael Bruno Lecture, XIIth World

Congress of the International Economic Associa-
tion, Buenos Aires, August 27.
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Asian Restructuring:

From Cyclical Recovery

to Sustainable Growth

INCE THE ONSET OF THE EAST ASIAN CRISIS This chapter reviews the evidence on the
more than two years ago, the corporate extent of corporate and financial distress in

sectors and financial systems in the cri- East Asia's crisis countries and the significant
sis economies have remained in severe distress. progress made to resolve that distress. It dis-
Nonperforming loans (loans made by the fi- cusses the relative roles of positive macroeco-
nancial system that are not being fully repaid) nomic trends and financial restructuring for
have skyrocketed to unprecedented levels: 19 continued recovery and sustainable growth.
percent of all loans and 27 percent of gross It also draws policy lessons for managing cor-
domestic product (GDP) in the Republic of Ko- porate and financial distress.
rea, 20 percent of all loans and 30 percent of The chapter reaches the following con-
GDP in Malaysia, 45 percent of all loans and clusions:
60 percent of GDP in Thailand, and over 50
percent of all loans and 25 percent of GDP in * The ongoing recovery is still fragile and
Indonesia. In contrast, nonperforming loans uneven. The externally triggered liquid-
in other major emerging market crises (Chile ity crisis during the second half of 1997
in the early 1980s and Mexico in 1995) were indiscriminately submerged both strong
less than 20 percent of GDP. In the Scandina- and weak producers and financiers. The
vian banking crises during the early 1990s, rising tide is lifting the strong, especially
nonperforming loans amounted to approxi- those benefiting from trade growth in elec-
mately 5 percent of GDP. East Asia's heavy tronics products, but the financially weak
reliance on bank-based financial systems and continue to struggle on account of both
the high debt-equity ratios of corporations have crisis-induced and long standing vulner-
made the economic distress especially acute. abilities.

Nonetheless, recovery has begun. This * Without vigorous corporate and financial
recovery, along with the major policy measures restructuring, the return to sustainable
used to resolve the distress, raises the possi- growth will likely take longer, the fiscal
bility that the process may now work in re- costs of the crisis could rise, and the econo-
verse: a rising tide may lift all boats. That mies will remain vulnerable to new exter-
welcome possibility, however, cannot be pre- nal and internal shocks. Weak firms in
sumed. While a strong cyclical recovery may East Asia operated on thin margins in the
continue, the aftereffects of the financial shock years leading up to the crisis, and their
will persist, and continued restructuring is inability to pay interest following the onset
essential both to reinforce that recovery and of the crisis has added to their debt bur-
to reduce future vulnerabilities. den. Such firms constitute a significant
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portion of the corporate sector in each of organizational capital of the financial sys-

the crisis economies, and the appetite to tem so that prudent lending to businesses
invest in them is extremely limited. They and households may continue. Achieving
will continue to act as a drag on invest- this objective requires difficult choices.
ment and growth until the financial claims Having provided implicit or explicit guar-
on these firms are resolved, and either their antees, governments can either move
operations return to adequate profitabil- ahead rapidly by taking fiscal responsi-

ity or their assets are redeployed. bility for the costs of the crisis, or they
* Recognizing the urgency, East Asian gov- can encourage private resolution of the

ernments were quick to create an institu- distress while applying regulatory forbear-
tional structure for corporate and financial ance. Waiting to resolve problems is likely
restructuring; they also earmarked funds to make them worse. However, expedi-
for bank recapitalization. The political tious and transparent action should be
momentum for reform has, however, accompanied by market-based measures
slowed down, in part because the deeper to recoup fiscal costs and to signal cred-
structural problems now need to be ad- ibly a commitment to severely restrict
dressed. Experience from other econo- guarantees and bailouts in the future.
mies, including Japan, shows that a * Corporate restructuring needs to deal first
slackening of the reform effort can undo with the delineation and allocation of
progress. losses. Improvements in accounting stan-

* Government restructuring initiatives- dards and bankruptcy regimes can help
though required on many fronts-need to support this process. However, in the ab-
be guided by two policy considerations: sence of effective bankruptcy procedures,
limiting the likelihood of systemic disrup- out-of-court procedures offer a mecha-
tion; and clarifying financial claims while nism for resolution. Once financial claims
also facilitating asset reallocation. To con- are resolved, corporate restructuring can
tain fiscal outlays, these initiatives should be expected to occur through natural
be directed principally to honor the so- market forces, except where major impedi-
cial contract to protect bank depositors ments prevent such forces from working.
and, where necessary, to preserve the pay- Governments can facilitate asset mobil-
ments system and the orderly flow of ity by creating a framework for effective
credit. Government funds should not domestic and cross-border mergers and ac-
normally be required for corporate re- quisitions. The Japanese experience cau-
structuring. tions that, without an adequate

* Bank restructuring is important because framework for resolving claims and for
it contributes to both policy objectives, fostering asset mobility, fundamental cor-
Expeditiously restoring the health of the porate restructuring can be indefinitely
banking system is required because a deferred at a high economic cost even in
poorly capitalized banking sector creates a sophisticated economy.
continued systemic risks and growing fis-
cal liabilities for governments. Healthy
banks are also best positioned to enforce The uneven recovery
claims and to pursue corporate restruc- strong cyclical recovery is taking place
turing. A in the crisis economies of East Asia, rais-

* The pVoCeSs of can itself be ing the possibility that growth may alleviate

disruptive if it is not carefully managed. or even eliminate the corporate and financial

Restructuring should be undertaken in a distress. Although the sharp recovery from the

manner that ensures the integrity and the depression-like conditions is expected to con-
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tinue over the short to medium term (see chap- in the competitive ability of traditional manu-
ter 1), its transformation into high and sus- facturing and has had disproportionate ef-
tainable growth will require more than the fects on small- and medium-size firms.'
present temporary stimuli: the buildup in in- Though the unevenness is not surprising, it
ventories, low interest rates, and gains from is important, since weak production perfor-
currency depreciation. The recovery has been mance contributes to the already massive fi-
uneven thus far, with rapid growth in the high nancial sector distress and, in turn, hampers
technology sectors but more modest growth, growth.
and even continued decline, in important seg- Nontradable sectors. The aftermath of the
ments of the Asian economies. Banking sys- crisis has seen a sharp decline in the nontraded

tems, therefore, remain severely distressed. The sectors, where production remains below
corporate and financial distress can persist, precrisis levels (figure 3.1). This is to be ex-

absent vigorous restructuring, because the in- pected because currency depreciations, which
centives to accept and allocate losses are weak. favor traded goods, reduce the incentive to
That delay, in turn, can hamper growth by invest in the nontraded goods sectors. The poor

restraining investment and raising the fiscal performance of nontraded sectors was also a
costs of resolution. feature of Mexico's revival from its crisis

(Krueger and Tornell 1999). Mexican

The sources of unevenness nontraded production took almost three years

The observed unevenness in recovery is not to reach precrisis levels.
surprising. "Creative destruction" permits the As discussed below, the share of firms

atrophy of the weak and the shift of resources unable to pay their debts is significantly higher
to higher productivity sectors (Harberger in the nontradable sectors than in the trad-

1998). For instance, with currencies still be- able sectors. In Malaysia about three-quarters

low precrisis levels, a period of slow growth of the nonperforming loans are to enterprises
in the nontradable sectors can be expected. in the nontradable sectors. The high distress

The crisis has also emphasized weaknesses reflects endemic characteristics. Even prior to
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the crisis, the nontradable sectors had been hard time competing in export markets (EIU
characterized by overcapacity and low pro- 1999b). Traditional manufacturing in Korea
ductivity (Crafts 1999), reflecting local mo- rebounded only slightly after the crisis, rein-
nopolies in sectors such as retail trade and forcing a secular decline that significantly pre-
distribution. The Japanese experience shows dates the crisis (figure 3.3).
that deregulation of domestic trade is impor- Effects on small and medium-size firms.
tant to spur competition and to increase pro- Small and medium-size firms are suffering dis-
ductivity (Alexander 1999). Low productivity proportionately. While aggregate Korean in-
also reflects excess capacity in the real estate dustrial production bottomed out in late 1998,
sector. production by small firms continued to fall in

Weaknesses in traditional manufacturing. absolute terms until July 1999, resulting in a
Of all the crisis countries, Korea's industrial decline of about one-third from precrisis pro-
production has recovered the fastest, rising duction levels. In other countries, where small
above precrisis levels (figure 3.2). The more and medium-size firms have a greater indus-
rapid recovery in Korea reflects in part its trial presence, their financial inability to with-
greater strengths in sectors such as electron- stand crisis has proved more of an
ics, computers, and telecommunications (fig- economy-wide setback (see Domac and Ferri
ure 3.3). Korean firms have also done well in 1998 for Korea; Domac 1999 and EIU 1999a
the transport equipment sector, whereas Ma- for Malaysia; Mako 1999 for Thailand). For
laysian and Thai firms in this sector have suf- example, more than 50,000 small firms and
fered. Traditional manufacturing sectors 400,000 households throughout Thailand ac-
would have been expected to lead the way to count for about 50 percent of the country's
recovery in the lower wage crisis countries. nonperforming loans (Mako 1999).The inabil-
In Thailand the textiles sector grew rapidly ity to restructure these debts effectively con-
following the depreciation, but output has tributes to financial sector problems, which
fallen back to precrisis levels as the currency feed back into continued financial difficulties
has appreciated. Thai products are having a for small firms.2

Figure 3.2 industriai production befoe and after crises
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Even though large firms have been the the Korean and Malaysian governments' early
drivers of recovery, they-especially the large efforts to support the survival of their largest
conglomerates-also pose systemic risks. In business groups. However, that perception may
Korea the onset of the crisis was, in part, as- be changing, especially in Korea, as troubles
sociated with the collapse of two conglomer- have mounted at the chaebol Daewoo, where
ates, Hanbo Steel and Kia. In Thailand the a creditor-led restructuring is ongoing.
financial troubles of Thai Petrochemicals sym-
bolized overinvestment in capacity and exces- Continued high levels of corporate and
sive reliance on external debt. Throughout the financial distress
region diversified conglomerates were initially The uneven recovery is reflected in continued

regarded as too big to fail, as demonstrated in corporate and financial distress. Two measures

(percentage of firms unable to meet current debt repayments)

Country lT a - .rl T...r1l 1.I.1 A T.vami a%nubecrunne No -- R,)! .uic !.-[.I T.nal

Indone 12 -- ' 41 1: 41 .W. V-' * 2 - n

Korea,'i . H: 24; :.,> 4~

Malays~ 4 4 ' - i~ 1 V4

Thailai - p, .4 2. .*4 * j4 4,.' '

a. Estimate, based on the assumption that interest rates stay at their current level throughout the period.

b. Estimate, based on the assumption that interest rates regain their 1990-95 averages.
c. Malaysian firms in agriculture and utilities bring down the average for all firms in 1999.
Note: Growth rates assumed through 2002 are based on IMF projections (IMF 1998).
Source: Claessens, Djankov, and Klingebiel 1999; sectoral estimates provided by Claessens, Djankov, and Klingebiel for this
publication.
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of distress are firms' inability to meet their debt Malaysia were unable to service their current
obligations and the mirror image of that in- debt repayments. In Indonesia almost two-
ability in nonperforming loans on the balance thirds of all firms were under severe liquidity
sheet of banks. These measures rank the level stress (table 3.1). In all countries, distress was
of country distress similarly. Indonesia has the especially high in the nontraded sectors (ser-
highest level of financial distress, whereas vices and real estate), as could be expected
Korea and Malaysia have the lowest.' The from the trends in nontraded production de-
distress in all four countries is, however, his- scribed in the previous section.
torically severe when compared with other The crisis of 1997 moved many marginal
countries that have experienced financial firms into illiquidity. Moreover, such firms
crises, because of the high levels of bank credit- have accumulated debt since the crisis because
to-GDP ratios and high corporate debt-to- they have been unable to make interest pay-
equity ratios (World Bank 1999). While the ments. This suggests that many firms that have
sharply lower interest rates should provide recently emerged from the worst effects of the
relief, several factors, which are likely to per- crisis are still in a precarious situation and are
sist, have kept the distress at high levels. vulnerable to further shocks. Projections for

Interest rates and fiscal distress. Lower 2000-2002 show that, on current assumptions
interest rates are unlikely to suffice in elimi- of growth rates in the respective countries, a
nating distress. Based on financial statements significant portion of the firms will remain in
of firms listed on stock exchanges, the ability distress. If interest rates rise from their present
of firms to meet their current interest payment low levels to their 1990-95 averages, the dis-
obligations can be estimated (table 3.1). These tress will be even greater.
estimates need to be interpreted carefully be- Interest rates and nonperforming loans.
cause they are typically based on a small Nonperforming loans increased in the first half
sample of listed firms for which the most com- of 1999 despite declining interest rates, and
plete information is available, are stubbornly high-at historically unprec-

In all countries, the level of distress had edented levels (table 3.2).4 In Thailand the
been building since 1995. In 1996, even when problems now center around the commercial
growth was still booming, more than 10 per- banks because, following their closure after
cent of firms (except in Malaysia) were already the crisis, the assets in nonbank finance com-
unable to service their debt. The estimates panies have shrunk to a small fraction of fi-
show that in the second quarter of 1999 more nancial system assets. However, in Korea and
than a quarter of listed firms in Korea and Malaysia, the noncommercial bank sector (in-

Table 3.2 Ratio of nonperforming cans io ta:a :oans, December 1998-September 1999
(percent)

Malaysia Rep. of Korea Thailand

Dec. 1998 June 1999 Dec. 1998 June 1999 Dec. 1998 Sept. 1999

Commercial banks 13.0 12.8 7.4 8.7 42.9 44.6
Merchant banks 30.6 31.6 20.0 11.9 - -
Other financial institutions 26.8 23.9 13.1 14.5 70.2 62.3
Asset management companies 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 - -

Total financial system 19.7 21.2 16.8 19.2 45.0 45.3

-Not applicable.
Note: Nonperforming loans are measured on a gross, three-month basis and include assets carved out for sale by the asset

management companies, which by definition have 100 percent of their loans nonperforming. The steps toward sales of

nonperforming loans are discussed later in this chapter.
Source: Financial Supervisory Services (Republic of Korea), Bank Negara (Malaysia), and Bank of Thailand.
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surance companies and investment and trust stakeholders resolve their claims on assets,
companies in Korea, and finance companies even in the absence of formal bankruptcy pro-
and merchant banks in Malaysia) continues cedures, and as restructuring is induced by
to account for about a quarter of the market pressures. Without additional shocks,
nonperforming loans. Projections of contin- the economies would then return to their new
ued growth in nonperforming loans stem long-term sustainable growth path, which
largely from the likely increase of such loans could be lower than the precrisis level (World
in the nonbank financial institutions (see, for Bank 1999). The important issue is: how much
example, Xie 1999). time? That is, can better management of the

The decline in interest rates has not been restructuring process reduce the costs of the
sufficient to provide immediate relief. On the crisis and the length of the period in a "low
contrary, especially in Thailand, but also in level equilibrium"?
Indonesia and Korea, nonperforming loans A slowdown or mismanagement of the
rose even as interest rates fell (figure 3.4).5 restructuring process raises two concerns. First,
Fragile firms, operating on thin margins, ex- continued distress lowers investment, which
perienced a severe decline in their net worth lowers growth, and in turn further contrib-
when interest rates rose sharply. The sharp fall utes to nonperforming loans and reduced in-
in output further aggravated the problem. vestment and growth prospects. While rapid
Recovery for the distressed firms will likely recovery may counteract this negative dy-
be slow. Experience shows that economic namic, the evidence cautions against such a
downturns associated with financial crises presumption. Nonperforming loans are likely
have more enduring consequences than down- to remain high, and investment rates have
turns caused, for example, by inventory-driven fallen sharply, lowering growth prospects in
business cycles (Furman and Stiglitz 1998). the short run. Second, strong incentives exist

for all parties to wait rather than to resolve
Risks of a low-level equilibrium their problems (box 3.1). Failure to assess and
Given enough time, financial institutions and allocate the losses could lead to their social-
corporations can overcome their distress as ization and rising fiscal costs.
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Box 3.1 Why distress can persist

T he combination ot high corp-rate tinancial easily irothcomig. The problem is *giracned
distress unabated banking secror problems, because chc, in distress have in incenatile to

low levels of in esmnient, and reduced growth rates undertake further riski !n%t;irenrs. Their ri,ks
can cause distrcss [ic persist. In a good equilhbriui, ace no gre.ier than when thei wetc nierelk wair-
se.eral factors go together, in1tiding high --rovth. in. for the re;olutnor ot pa,t pr.bicm,-. For both
high demand, rising proper[y %alue;. and an appro- creditor and dcbtirs, there is the hope that the
priate level ot credit from the financial sstcm. In a prblems ull iiltri away when growth resume,
had equilibrium. poor corporate pert- nitmance con- or it the givernmeni baik thin -ou.
tributes to banks nonpcrtorming loans. reducing As Hirms and binks %%ar for their fortunes
both their capaciti and %%illingnes, to lend. 1hcr t impro% e. debt continues tO aa minulate. The
properr represents a large proportion ot the cor- longcr hat inrerest p.iments are deterred and
porare balance sheet or important ,ollnera for .apia3lhied. the hic:r iuur zro%%th must be t.r
OInns, as in nt parts of East Asia. declhnc in a cinpan to emere trim ngatr c UI p0stte
properi prices further weighs do%wn reco%cr%. .ash flcIs. The problin becomecli s%,trrmic as

The pri%iac ircenci%es to wai hamiper the c-,rporatce datres rduces demanJ hi loncring
resolution of the losses. For debtor, who h.ie the purchases ot inputs and I% reduci, con,umer
experienced large losses in their equty Iioldings. conliden,c, rurther increasing the rrain on corp,-
there ih little Jownside to wairing Thev cannot rar cash tlow and balaice Theers. Continhed
lose much more. For creditors, acknowledging the restructuring i- required to counteract such a
losses rcquires raising new cipital. %%hich 1" not ncgate teedback loop

Nonperforming loans in East Asia. In Second, many firms with thin operating
Thailand nonperforming loans have declined margins and high debt levels are endemically
modestly from their peak levels. In other coun- weak, and thus have been unable to service
tries, however, data up to June 1999 show their debt despite the recovery. Because of the
continued growth in nonperforming loans. A capitalization of interest, their debt levels have
number of factors contribute to the high level grown and will remain above precrisis levels
of nonperforming loans and the possibility that for a number of years, even under optimistic
they may actually grow in the short and me- growth scenarios.
dium term. First, the accounting methods in Third, announcements of restructuring
place have not revealed the full extent of agreements led to the expectation that
nonperforming loans, especially in Korea and nonperforming loans would fall as a share of
Malaysia, where nonbank financial companies total bank loans. However, most agreements
are especially important. Poor accounting and are just that-agreements in principle-and
faulty credit analysis masked borrowers who will take time to become effective. More im-
were often connected to the lending institu- portant, and as discussed below, restructur-
tions and who could not pay but were never- ing agreements have mainly taken the form of
theless able to borrow repeatedly to meet their deferred debt payments, and there is little evi-
debt obligations. While many of these dence to suggest that assets have been funda-
nonperforming borrowers have been revealed, mentally repositioned. As such, some
some observers betieve, fov extae, akat agreements havt pcoved unsuStaina'0.

Korean nonperforming loans could grow by Fourth, except in Korea, there has been
over a third from their present levels before virtually no new lending, implying that banks

they start falling (Warburg Dillon Read 1999). are not likely to grow out of their bad debt
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problem soon. In Indonesia and Malaysia, Korea, the only crisis country to experience a

deposits have grown significantly in 1999 (fig- credit expansion, has also had the strongest

ure 3.5), reflecting a confidence in the bank- recovery. Such credit expansion will continue
ing systems, or at least in the governments' to be necessary as Korean firms stop

ability to meet their obligations to insured destocking and start rebuilding their invento-

depositors. Increased deposits, in turn, have ries. However, with most of the banking sys-

improved banks' liquidity, but that has not led tem now owned and controlled by the

to increased lending to the private sector. government, the quality of the lending remains
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a concern. Korean banks hold significant de- Where investment was initially excessive
posits in the financially fragile investment and and misdirected, the fall in investment is de-
trust companies and have been under some sirable. However, a prolonged drought in in-

pressure to retain these deposits. vestment could continue to depress growth
Estimates also suggest that income gener- in the short run and erode competitive abil-

ated from the difference between lending and ity in the long run. Moreover, the evidence
deposit interest rates will not to be enough to shows that a decline in investment spending
deal with the nonperforming loans and the is associated with reduced consumer confi-
recapitalization of banks in Indonesia and dence and reduced consumer spending, the
Thailand (Claessens, Djankov, and Klingebiel cumulative effect of which is to reduce growth
1999). In Korea and Malaysia, the better banks significantly.
are positioned to grow out of their problems. The fall in interest rates from the high
However, even in those countries, significant postcrisis levels should help stimulate invest-
distressed segments will require continued re- ment, though short-term prospects are damp-
structuring and infusion of capital. Korean ened by a recent rise in the costs of capital.
banks, for example, are expected to lose 4 tril- During the second quarter of 1999 the invest-
lion won in 1999 to provision against strin- ment rate actually increased in Korea and
gent asset classification standards and because Malaysia (figure 3.6). However, low levels of
of increased exposure to nonperforming loans. investment can be expected to continue in the

Fifth, some fraction of nonperforming short term, because significant capacity lies
loans are strategic-that is, borrowers can unused, corporate distress is still widespread,
repay, but choose not to because they cannot and continued uncertainties remain. In addi-
easily be pursued by their creditors. Accord- tion, the large fluctuations in stock market in-
ing to informal estimates, the share of strate- dices since the peaks reached earlier in the year
gic defaulters in Thailand is between a fifth (see chapter 1) and the continuing upward
and a third of all defaulters. This adds to the pressure on government bond yields imply a
burden on banks. rising cost of capital and a higher discounting

Distress, investment, and growth. A high of future growth prospects.
level of distress lowers investment and growth A negative feedback loop potentially op-
prospects. Investment rates have fallen sharply erates: distressed firms weigh down growth
since the onset of the crisis (figure 3.6). Rela- prospects, but it is growth that helps the firm
tive to the average of 1992-97, the investment emerge from its financial troubles. For ex-
rate in the second quarter of 1999 was down ample, a firm that is just able to service its
by about 57 percent in Indonesia, 40 percent debt before a shock and then, following the
in Thailand, and 30 percent in Korea. The shock, misses a year's debt service finds itself
extent of the fall in investment is greater where in deeper trouble at the end of the year as the
the ratio of nonperforming loans is higher. interest is capitalized. To meet its higher debt
Thus, distressed firms, unable to meet their service obligation, the firm must grow sig-
debt service obligations, have been unable to nificantly faster than the rate of interest. For
obtain credit and to undertake new investment. a firm with high dependence on debt, a
Healthy firms have continued to invest, includ- growth rate double the interest rate, continu-
ing in restructuring to reposition and insulate ously for two or three years, may be required
themselves from future crises. The extent of to achieve positive cash flows net of interest
the decline in investment in Malaysia is greater payments.
than may have been anticipated by thxe rea- International experience with restructur-
tively low level of nonperforming loans and ing. International experience suggests that

by the low exposure of Malaysian banks and delaying restructuring is costly. Studies of fi-

companies to foreign currency debt. nancial crises show that the average recovery
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time back to trend growth rates is 2.8 years In comparison with Mexico's recovery,
for banking crises and 1.5 years for currency Chile's recovery was much slower. Yet, despite
crises (IMF 1998). The time required to re- the slow recovery, Chile has enjoyed robust
solve banking crises in Latin America has been and sustained growth. What explains the dif-
longer, approximately four to five years (Rojas- ference? First, although initially slow to rec-
Suarez and Weisrod 1996). ognize the full extent of the problem, Chilean

The Mexican experience in 1995 and the authorities persisted in their efforts to resolve
Chilean experience in 1982 offer useful les- the problems of the banking sector, including
sons for East Asia. The Mexican recovery ben- undertaking measures to discipline it. Second,
efited from the country's participation in the Chile undertook far-reaching reforms to fos-
North American Free Trade Agreement and ter capital market development and to encour-
from a favorable international economy. age greater competition in the economy,
Mexico also took steps early on to resolve its especially in nontradable sectors such as in-
banking crisis. The government carved out a frastructure.
substantial fraction of bad loans in the sys-
tem and placed them in a special agency, the Mounting fiscal costs
Fund for the Protection of Bank Savings The fiscal costs of the crisis are large (table
(FOBAPROA), to be managed and sold. 3.3). These estimated costs are illustrative and

However, despite its early and impressive depend upon a number of assumptions, includ-
recovery from the crisis, Mexico's growth ing the extent of nonperforming loans at their
performance since that time has been mod- peak, the degree to which the nonperforming
est, especially in 1999. Growth has been loans will have some future value, and the
weighed down especially by the sluggishness interest rate that the governments will need
in the domestic economy, including the to pay for the recapitalization funds (as de-
nontradable sector, and by the unwillingness scribed in more detail in the next section, table
and inability of the banks to lend. 3.7). Keeping in view these limitations, in all
FOBAPROA was unable to sell virtually any countries plausible scenarios indicate that the

of the assets it had acquired. More important, bank recapitalization costs are significantly
the banking sector's problems were not fully large in relation to existing public debt. Once
resolved and nonperforming loans continued again, the extent of Korea's problem is large
to increase. Krueger and Tornell (1999, 33- but still modest in relation to that of others,
34) find that "nonperforming loans are un- while Indonesia's problem is the most severe.
likely to disappear on their own, even under Korea has had low public debt and, while re-
a high GDP growth scenario." The contin- capitalization costs are significant and may
ued presence of nonperforming loans has hurt even grow, the interest burden is modest. The
the ability of the bank sector to perform its reported Malaysian recapitalization costs are
functions adequately, with credit especially relatively small because it is assumed that sig-
constrained to producers selling in the domes- nificant repayments can be collected from
tic market. The authors draw three lessons existing nonperforming loans. Without the
from their findings. First, the Mexican authori- ability to collect on nonperforming loans,
ties could have been more ambitious in ex- however, Malaysian debt levels will actually
tracting problem loans from the banking be higher.
system. Second, the government did not take These higher debt levels can reduce
sufficient steps to subsequently discipline the growth prospects through different channels.
banking sector, leaving open the prospect of By increasing the government demand for
further bailouts. Finally, Mexico's bankruptcy funds, they raise interest rates and, hence,
procedures are still ineffective, rendering re- crowd out private investment. Government
structuring problematic. flexibility to act in a countercyclical manner
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Tfable 3.3 PubNc de'1 c Gaa.-zai 17EF9:.c

(percent)

Indonesia Malaysia Rep. of Korea Thailand

Public debt, 1996 23.9 35.3 8.0 3.7
Public debt, 1998' 72.5 33.3 10.5 14.6
Estimated recapitalization costSa,b 58.3 10.0 16.0 31.9

Funds disbursed 10.6 4.2 12.5 23.9
Expected additional costs 47.7 5.8 3.6 8.0

Estimated debt after recapitalization 106.6 43.3 26.5 46.6
Total interest payment 16.7 3.1 1.9 5.0

Portion for recapitalization 9.2 0.7 1.2 3.4
Fiscal surplus/deficit, 1998a 1.4 -1.6 -2.9 -2.8
Government bond yield (percentlc 15.7 7.3 7.2 10.8

a. 1997 data is used for Indonesia.
b. For details on recapitalization costs, see table 3.6. For Thailand, the fiscal costs in this table include the net costs incurred for
the finance companies (B600 billion) less private resources raised (B250 bilion).
c. The bank lending rate is used for Malaysia.
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics.

is reduced. Higher income and corporate tax mediaries are better positioned to negotiate
rates reduce incentives to invest while higher with borrowers and to encourage corporate
trade taxes can lead to misallocation of re- restructuring than are governments. Govern-
sources. Note also that recent analysis has ments can also assist corporate restructuring
called into question the reported budget defi- by implementing policies that clarify and en-
cit estimates in the crisis countries (Kharas and force financial claims, as discussed in the next
Mishra 1999). The analysis indicates that the section.
true budget deficits have been larger than re- Governments in East Asia took early steps
ported because activities with significant fi- to contain the crisis by extending insurance
nancial implications have been undertaken off to depositors and creditors. As the crisis spread
budget. In such a context, the rise in the debt and deepened, this was followed by the estab-
levels could have a more serious impact on lishment of an institutional structure for man-
interest rates, government flexibility, and tax aging the restructuring process and by closing,
rates. merging, and nationalizing several banks and

nonbank financial companies. Significant re-
capitalization funds were committed, some of

The focal point of restructuring: which have since been disbursed.
the financial sector The lesson of this crisis, as well as of past

n contrast to corporate restructuring, which crises, is that the momentum of government
Ishould be led by the private sector, finan- action needs to be maintained, while ensur-

cial sector restructuring is more the ing, whenever possible, that the informational
government's responsibility. Major system- and organizational capital of the financial
wide concerns (safeguarding the payments system is preserved. Forbearance has been used
system and restoring credit availability) and to permit the graduated attainment of pruden-
the potentially large fiscal costs are centered tial standards, and this can have some impor-
around banks and other distressed segments tant benefits. Judging by experience, however,
of the fitntancial systems. Moreover, through continued generalized forbearance runs the
restructuring the financial system, govern- risk of increasing the scale of future problems.

ments can facilitate corporate restructuring: Because governments have provided extensive

healthy and soundly managed financial inter- guarantees to bank depositors and creditors,
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Voluntary corporate workout Asset resolution company Agency for bank recapitalization

Indonesia Jakarta Initiative Indonesian Bank [. .n, ,r.

Task Force Restructuring Authorit, V:a - r, rc . -n

Korea, Rep. of Corporate Restructuring Korea Asset Managem- l... 3.-p.'.[ Ir i-s s-
Coordination Committee Corporation * . . -r

Malaysia Corporate Debt Danaharta l , ,,.. 1

Thailand .. r-..I-. . i. r rru r.. .c Financial Sector Restru,rur.. I r.a.. I Prrr., r

1 .......... rr, Authority and Asset \J- .--- r

Management Corporat. . t dJ I. rh.: hbr.

(for nonbank finance i , .r-i. L., cl -Pr..r-

companies) I

Source: IMF 1999; World Bank staff.

on balance, it is desirable for governments to Early and strong
assume early responsibility for recapitalization. government involvement
At the same time, measures to contain the fis- The East Asian economies were quick to be-
cal burden should be used to signal a commit- gin dealing with the banking sector crisis by
ment that the government is serious about creating new institutions, reorganizing the fi-
limiting further exposure through explicit or nancial sector, and creating mechanisms for
implicit guarantees. These measures include asset resolution and the recapitalization of
sharing in the upside of nonperforming assets banks.
that are sold, making it worthwhile for banks Institutions for restructuring. An impres-

to recoup from defaulting debtors when sive array of institutions has been put in place
nonperforming loans are left with banks, and to deal with corporate and financial restruc-

privatizing acquired banks. turing (table 3.4). The agencies for voluntary

1 u r . .**.... .S Mergers

Indonesia h- ns . . .... . . ... 4 of 7 state banks to be merged

-nI - rP. into a single bank (54 percent)

Korea, Rep. of .... ,.. .1 1 , ... ... .,1 ... I 9 banks and 2 merchant banks

. .,,I ,., . n . . f. ,.c.'r' to create 4 new commercial

- ... i. .nt tr. i.., banks (15 percent)

M ala sia r- 1 _ .- I I .m r ..tfinr,.-.. r .firu

1 , . . ,, 1 ,, 1rd 3 finz... I drJ ..n n . ; lF3 .

.. . tralbar.I

Thalan p.' r. t.. 1.- j I

II o'"'' .d I J'l 12 fina.. rf ,.,.....r.S.e

- - -. -! r --~ - '"- --- -e t --1. -

Note: Figures in parentheses refer to percentage of assets in the financial sector.
Source: IMF 1999; World Bank country reports.
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corporate workouts and asset resolution have panies. These institutions, moreover, were not
all been established since the crisis. In Malay- subjected to the necessary discipline and con-
sia the agency for bank recapitalization, tinued to lend to Daewoo, even while its vi-
Danamodal, is also new. Recapitalization agen- ability was in question. The revelation of that
cies in the other countries have been adapted debt's unsustainability casts the main shadow
to deal with the crisis. The contrast with Ja- on Korea's recovery.
pan is especially striking. In Japan, recogniz- Since governments have become substan-
ing the problem took much longer, but in the tial owners of the banking systems through
crisis countries of East Asia, the problems were their direct takeovers and recapitalization ini-
too severe to wait. tiatives, the reprivatization of these institutions

Reorganization of the financial sector. Even poses a major challenge that will influence the
though the institutional structures for dealing long-term structure and performance of the
with the crisis are similar, the different coun- financial sectors. So far, efforts at privatization
tries have chosen quite different restructuring have encountered problems, partly as a result
options. These options range from closing non- of the continued growth of nonperforming
viable financial institutions early on and dis- loans, which new acquirers have difficulty
posing of their assets, to retaining the institutions valuing. The recent experience suggests that
but fostering strength through mergers. differences in perceptions of value can be large.

The early closure option has been em- The protracted negotiations for the sale of
ployed in several countries. In Thailand vir- Korea First Bank centered around the valua-
tually the entire segment of finance companies tion of nonperforming loans that had not been
was closed; in Korea select finance companies carved out or revealed and on the extent of
and commercial banks, and many small banks continued government obligations to assume
were closed; and in Indonesia several weak nonperforming loans following the
banks were closed (table 3.5). However, in In- privatization. With Daewoo as a principal cli-
donesia more than 170 banks remain even ent of Korea First Bank, the uncertainties in
after the closures. Malaysia has not closed any valuation were not altogether surprising. The
of the financial institutions and is relying in- sale of Seoul Bank has, for the present, been
stead on extensive mergers of financial insti- deferred. In Indonesia and also in Thailand,
tutions; the government expects mergers with sales of banks have stalled for similar reasons.
good banks to help resolve the problems of While several possibilities exist in Thailand,
the poorly performing banks. The Malaysian so far in 1999 two small nationalized banks
plan to mandate the reconstitution of the en- have been sold, with substantial government
tire financial sector into six groups has given injection of funds or commitment to assume
way to a more flexible, but as yet evolving responsibility for further growth in
approach. nonperforming loans.

While Thailand has largely dismantled its Asset resolution mechanisms. The two
nonbank financial institutions and Malaysia extreme choices for asset management strate-
has decided to merge them into more viable, gies include setting up a government agency
often parent, banks, Korea has yet to develop with the full responsibility of acquiring, re-
a strategy for this segment of the financial structuring, and selling the assets or letting
sector. The close ties between the nonbank banks manage their own nonperforming as-
financial institutions and the Korean chaebols sets. A specialized agency may be required
has complicated and aggravated the restruc- when the task of dealing with nonperforming
turing task. For example, the absence of early loans is fundamentally different from that of
restructuring at the second largest chaeboi, making new loans and banks possess limited

Daewoo, led to a significant deterioration in management capacity with a comparative ad-

the financial status of nonbank financial com- vantage in new lending. However, justification
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for that agency to be government-owned and Danaharta, respectively, have extrajudicial
-operated arises either when extrajudicial pow- powers to receive compensation from debt-
ers are required to deal with the nonperforming ors. Malaysia's Danaharta also plans to take
loans problem, or when there exist significant a more active role in restructuring assets be-
economies of scale in asset management that fore selling them. Through restructuring of the
cannot be realized by private contracting. In- assets prior to their sale, the expectation is
termediate approaches include those employed that value will be enhanced. The evidence on
in Thailand with the government principally successful restructuring by a government-run
acting as an intermediary for the market-based asset management company for loans other
sales of nonperforming assets or facilitating than for real estate is, however, weak
private asset management through tax incen- (Klingebiel 1999). The realization rate by
tives. Mexico's FOBAPROA is expected to be in the

Governments removed a significant share low single digits. The resources and skills re-
of nonperforming loans from the financial quired for success restructuring of assets are
system and transferred them to government demanding. In fact, government agencies can
agencies: 26 percent ($37 billion) in Korea, reduce the effectiveness of market-based so-
66 percent ($28 billion) in Indonesia, and 50 lutions. The terms offered by Danaharta to
percent ($11 billion) in Malaysia (Claessens, banks-for example, special provisioning re-
Djankov, and Klingebiel 1999).1 In Thailand, quirements and generous share of recovered
the entire assets of 57 nonbank finance com- amounts-has implied that private buyers of
panies (over $20 billion) were transferred to distressed debt have essentially been priced out,
the Financial Sector Restructuring Authority, thus reducing the space for market-oriented
followed by the only significant subsequent restructuring.
resale of nonperforming assets. However, the In Korea, and especially in Thailand, al-
Thai government has not acquired the ternative market-based approaches are being
nonperforming assets of commercial banks. attempted. The speed at which the Financial

Government ownership or management Sector Restructuring Authority in Thailand
of a specialized asset management company operated was noteworthy. The realization rate
may be justified if it is given administrative of 25 percent was low, but there is no evidence
powers that overcome the higher transaction that waiting would have increased it. In Ko-
costs of the regular bankruptcy and judicial rea, the Korea Asset Management Company,
system. In Indonesia and Malaysia, the Indo- which acquires the nonperforming loans, ex-
nesian Bank Restructuring Authority and pects to delegate the task of managing and

Table 3.6 Estimated recapitalization costs for commercial banks, mid-October 1999

Indonesia 3iilrdl rui .f *'P.h. 4 1 i . 1 4
Korea, Rep. of 1r ... . n 1,.n 4- 1.1 .1 4
MIalaysia' 'III.,. rLZ .ii. 4 )-i.11. 4

Thailand' I hI h L,..r, hi I.,il. l .. n . I1

a. Estimated costs include those to be incurred by Danaharta for purchasing nonperforming loans (15 billion ringgit) and

recapitalization funds injected by Danamodal (16 billion ringgit).
b. Amount disbursed includes significant private sector funding of recapitalization, as discussed in the text.

Note: These are illustrative numbers based on varying assumptions of recovery of nonperforming loans, as discussed in the text.
Source: Central bank data.
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selling these loans to private contractors. For billion, or about one-third the amount so far
commercial banks in Thailand the government disbursed. The Thai government has set aside
is providing special tax incentives to privately B300 billion in a scheme to provide matching
run asset management companies. funds for privately raised capital. However,

Recapitalization of commercial banks. All only B32.5 billion have been used by private
the crisis countries have taken significant ini- banks because the government funding was
tiatives toward injecting new funds into their tied to management changes, which has led
banking systems (table 3.6). Except in Thai- to private solutions. Privately funded recapi-
land, governments have been the dominant talization through equity issues and innova-
source of funds. In all countries, however, tive debt instruments has, therefore, been more
much remains to be done. extensive in Thailand than elsewhere. While

Reported estimates of recapitalization such private solutions are desirable, thus far
costs vary significantly, in part because the they have resulted in high costs of funding,
strategies are complex, but also because im- which is unlikely to heal the cash flows of the
portant judgments are required to arrive at a already distressed banks.
final number. First, a judgment is required on Government funds for augmenting the
whether nonperforming loans will continue to balance sheets of banks have been the small-
increase. Some estimates suggest that they will est in Malaysia, where about RM13 billion
in both Korea and Malaysia, but have reached (4 percent of GDP) were disbursed by July
their peak in Indonesia and Thailand (Warburg 1999 through Danaharta's purchase of
Dillon Read 1999). Second, a judgment is re- nonperforming loans and through capital in-
quired on what fraction of the nonperforming jections via Danamodal. Malaysia's smaller
loans will eventually be recovered. This judg- costs in relation to GDP reflect both the
ment is perhaps more difficult to make than smaller shock Malaysia's financial system faces,
the first. The estimates of recapitalization costs relative to other countries and the precrisis
in table 3.6, which are based on official coun- levels of capitalization, which were, on aver-
try sources, assume that the recovery rate on age, higher than in the other crisis countries.
nonperforming loans will be around 50 per- However, costs will be greater if the
cent in Korea and Thailand, about 70 percent nonperforming loans continue to rise, as some
in Malaysia, and less than 25 percent in Indo- observers expect, and also if the realization
nesia. The range reflects assumptions about rates on these loans are lower than those cur-
economic growth and interest rates and also rently assumed. For funding the recapitaliza-
about the intrinsic worth of those assets. Auc- tion, Malaysia has relied on zero-coupon
tions of distressed assets conducted in Korea bonds-that is, on bonds that pay no interest
and Thailand caution that the realization rates on an ongoing basis. While this alleviates
may be lower than currently anticipated. In short-term fiscal costs, the repayments will be
both countries real estate loans have sold for bunched and, therefore, presume either sig-
about 50 percent of the original value of the nificant economic growth or the continued
loan. Loans based on automobile hire-pur- ability to roll over the debt.
chase contracts have been similarly discounted.
Commercial or business loans have fared sub- Complex tradeoffs for policymakers
stantially worse, with realization levels typi- While the achievements thus far have been
cally in the 20 percent range. When all loans significant, major challenges remain. Large
sold are added up, the realization rate in Thai- segments of the banking systems remain un-
land has been approximatey 25 percesw. deScapialized and, except in Korea, banks

The pressure on Thai fiscal resources has have been reluctant or unable to increase their
been mitigated through private efforts to raise stock of loans. The institutional structure cre-
capital, which has amounted to about B250 ated to deal with the crisis has few "sticks" to
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force the pace and has, consequently, not coun- loans considered restructured have very
teracted creditors' and debtors' natural ten- low provisioning when, in fact, they re-
dency to wait (box 3.1). With fiscal costs rising main extremely risky)
and some of the more difficult problems still * Breathing room to achieve capital ad-
ahead, governments face the complex task of equacy standards (especially in Indonesia
managing their fiscal costs while also ensur- and Thailand).
ing the continued integrity of, and in some
cases the strengthening of, their countries' fi- There are important reasons for exercis-
nancial systems. Yet experience has shown that ing forbearance. First, bank restructuring and
a loss of political momentum in dealing with corporate restructuring through a workout
the problems is only likely to aggravate them. program are inextricably tied to each other

Forbearance versus recapitalization. In with respect to incentives. The banks need to
the wake of a crisis, the objective of bank re- have incentives to take the debtors through
structuring should be to maintain the flow of the workout process, which is often difficult,
credit while ensuring that the new lending is protracted, and costly. Also, workouts often
prudent (Stiglitz 1999). Achieving this objec- take place while the bank itself is undergoing
tive presents different options. Lending could restructuring and is under severe pressure to
be encouraged by exercising regulatory for- meet capital adequacy ratio requirements.
bearance. However, the evidence does not Banks need to be encouraged to reach a re-
suggest that simply encouraging voluntary structuring agreement with the debtor that is
workouts while engaging in regulatory for- realistic and that matches the debtor's ability
bearance leads to a resumption of lending. In to repay. Reassurances from regulatory au-
fact, the experience from past systemic crises thorities of capital adequacy forbearance can
warns that forbearance without tight over- help. Otherwise, banks will be tempted to
sight could make matters worse. At the same paper over their agreements with their debt-
time, the alternative strategy of government- ors and not to recognize the true extent of
financed recapitalization could stimulate new potential portfolio losses. As such, initial for-
lending, but may entail large fiscal costs and bearance may have been the most realistic re-
may reduce incentives for prudent lending. sponse to systemic crisis and simultaneous
Both forbearance and government bailouts distress among hundreds of large corporations
may undermine the regulatory challenge of and thousands of smaller ones. Second, in the
building a sound and competitive financial absence of forbearance, the alternative may
system, be to close down an institution, which cre-

While all countries have updated their fi- ates a bankruptcy cost-that is, the constitu-
nancial sector regulatory systems to be more ent elements of a closed institution may sell
in line with international reporting standards for less than the institution's value as an on-
and prudential norms, varying degrees of regu- going entity.
latory forbearance are in place to permit a However, the evidence suggests that, while
graduated achievement of these norms. These selective forbearance of relatively sound banks
apply, for example, to the following: and securitized transactions may be appropri-

ate, continued generalized forbearance could
* Less stringent recognition of nonperform- ultimately prove costly. The timely adoption

ing loans (as in Malaysia, where loans are of more stringent accounting standards for
considered nonperforming if they have not restructured debt is needed. Forbearance does
been serviced for six months rather than not create stronger balance sheets, which are
three months elsewhere)' required to meet the new working capital needs

* Relaxed provisioning against the non- of firms in distress. Rather, it dilutes the banks'
performing loans (as in Korea, where incentives to negotiate more forcefully with
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the controlling shareholders of distressed cor- ciency of the corporate restructuring process.
porations and leads to an unrealistic assess- In addition, if governments can credibly com-
ment of recapitalization needs. The over- mit to refrain from further bailouts, incentives
whelming international experience is that for further risky lending would decline.
forbearance, on balance, works to delay, but Recovering recapitalization cost. The cost
not to heal (Kane 1989; Brinkmann, Horvitz, of recapitalization can be lowered through
and Huang 1996; and Sheng 1996). incentives to encourage increased reflows from

Government financed recapitalization also the nonperforming assets. Government sup-
presents difficult tradeoffs. Early recapitaliza- port could be conditional on contractual pro-
tion can release capacity for new lending that visions that share in the success if asset values
permits a broad-based recovery. "An essen- recover. For example, when Chrysler Corpo-
tial element of banking reform is recapitaliza- ration was bailed out in the United States, the
tion of the banks with enough income earning government obtained warrants as a quid pro
assets to leave a prudential capital base in place quo that could be exercised at favorable value
after provisioning for bad loans" (van in the event of a recovery. Similarly, when a
Wijnbergen 1998, 11). However, recapitaliza- bank retains a nonperforming loan to benefit
tion of the financial system generates not only from government recapitalization, the pro-
immediate fiscal costs, but also creates a moral ceeds from any recovery could be shared with
hazard for the future. Early resolution of the the bank managing the loan. Such a provision
problems is favored, because the dilemma can was used in Chile. Finally, the privatization
typically be expected to worsen. Firms with of government-acquired banking institutions
heavy debt burdens, unable to obtain new fi- remains a priority, both to recover fiscal out-
nancing and hence unable to grow, find their lays and to lay the foundation for private risk
debt burden increasing over time, thereby in- bearing. Especially in Malaysia, which envis-
creasing the extent and severity of nonper- ages an extensive merger program, but also in
forming loans at banks (Stiglitz 1999). Delays other countries the objective of containing fis-
may also contribute to a culture of debt de- cal costs and restructuring the banking sector
fault, further aggravating both the size of the may be combined. In place of administratively
problem and the uncertainties in the timing mandated mergers, governments could use the
of government outlays. sale of their ownership stakes to promote

Under the circumstances, an early recog- market-based mergers.
nition of the governments' fiscal obligations The role of deposit insurance role in cri-
is needed not just to honor their commitments sis situations.' An explicit system of deposit
to depositors, but also to create the basis for insurance put in place when the banking sys-
market-led restructuring. To protect depositors, tem is in sound health should, in the event of
banks can, for example, be "paid" with gov- a crisis, deal with its obligations early to con-
ernment bonds, the interest on which can be tain the crisis. However, extending the system
combined with a portion of the net earnings of deposit insurance after the onset of a crisis
to service the interest claims of depositors. creates bad incentives (Garcia 1999). In Indo-
Bonds should also be tradable to permit re- nesia unconditional and comprehensive guar-
payment where depositors decide to take their antees were extended to all parts of the system,
savings elsewhere. At the same time, as safe which was soon revealed to have deep-seated
assets, the bonds on the balance sheet of the problems. Guarantees were even extended to
banks would greatly improve the capital of the some depositors of the 16 banks that had been
banks. This should impvex- the xncentives oi closed down before the guarantee scheme was
banks to recognize losses without fear of de- announced. In Thailand a July 1997 cabinet

pleting capital to an unsustainable level. Such decision partially guaranteed depositors and

recognition should, in turn, improve the effi- creditors of the 57 finance companies that were
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subsequently closed down; this was followed nancial property rights have been clarified, the
by a blanket guarantee covering all deposi- market system and the private sector should
tors and creditors of the remaining finance be in a position to undertake the required re-
companies and commercial banks (IMF 1999). allocations of productive assets, but govern-
Evidence from other postcrisis situations sug- ments can play an important role in permitting
gests that imposing losses on depositors and greater asset mobility. The Japanese experi-
creditors need not lead to panics and bank ence shows that without fundamental reforms
runs.9 to foster asset mobility through bankruptcy

processes and mergers and acquisitions poli-
cies, corporations may be slow to undertake

Corporate restructuring: some significant restructuring (box 3.2). That ex-
progress, but a long way to go perience, though, also shows that success re-

G overnment funds are not required for cor- quires continuing procedural innovation and
porate restructuring, and their supply adaptation to meet the evolving needs of the

may even hinder private resolution as stake- corporate sector.
holders are induced to seek these subsidies.
The proper role for governments is to facili- Slow resolution of financial claims
tate resolution of financial claims and foster Immediately following the crisis, governments
the reallocation and mobility of assets. In the in the crisis countries helped establish out-of-
absence of efficiently functioning systems to court mechanisms (see table 3.4) that could
resolve financial claims, governments in all the speed up the settlement of financial claims in
crisis countries have instituted out-of-court the absence of bankruptcy regimes able to
mechanisms to encourage financial settle- handle the large-scale distress. These mecha-
ments. Beyond these immediate measures, but nisms have been slow to produce results, in
also aiding in the short term, are ongoing ef- part because they depend on moral suasion.
forts to achieve effective bankruptcy regimes However, progress has been achieved in Ko-
and improved accounting standards. Once fi- rea and Malaysia. At the same time, account-

Table 3.7 Restructuring: out-of-court and in-court progress, August 1999

r.%ir.1l1nl . *a R q .c[ **f K,-cc *f 1 ***-.

Out-of-court procedures

All or the majority of financial institutions N .
signed on to accord

Formal process of arbitration exists, with deadlines N. .

Provision of penalties for noncompliance * .

Out-of-court restructurings

Number of registered cases 24
Number of cases started - 4

Number of restructured cases 1. 4, --

Percentage of restructured debt in total debt 4.p

[n-court restructurings

Number of registered cases 4 N

Number of cases started
Number of restructured cases
Percentage of restructured debt in total debt 4

Not available.
a. In Thailand, penalties for noncompliance were introduced in August 1999 for creditors who had signed mntercreditor
agreements.
Source: Claessens, Djankov, and Klingebiel 1999.
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Box 3.2 Redeployment of assets:
lessons from Japan
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ing standards and bankruptcy systems, where achieve resolution; and standardized agree-
needed, have been reformed, which may also ments between debtors and creditors and,
help resolution of financial claims in the short equally important, between creditors them-
run and may provide a sounder basis for im- selves. The main characteristics of such mecha-
proved corporate governance in the long run. nisms across countries and their achievements

Voluntary workout mechanisms. Volun- are described in table 3.7.
tary mechanisms rely on the so-called London Korea and Malaysia appear to have ben-
Approach and provide a framework within efited the most from these out-of-court mecha-
which claims can be settled. 0 While the de- nisms, in part because they have more binding
tails vary across countries, their main features agreements among banks. In Korea, penalties
include: binding agreements on the part of exist for noncompliance, while Malaysia has
banks to participate in and honor the agree- well-defined implementation schedules. Thai

ments, with some possibility of penalties if procedures, though similar to those of Ma-

agreements are not adhered to; timetables to laysia, have achieved less, reflecting the deeper
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Box 3.2 (continued)
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problems of Thai restructuring and the rela- rate Debt Restructuring Committee, which
tive weakness of the bankruptcy regime in that oversees the voluntary debt workout program,
country. Stronger procedures recently included had, by June 1999, helped reschedule approxi-
in Thailand-penalties for noncompliance by mately RM11 billion of debt (EIU 1999a). Of
creditors who have signed intercreditor agree- that amount, RM8.5 involved the issuance of
ments-should help force the pace. a seven-year zero-coupon bond to purchase

While the progress achieved is significant, the existing debt of Renong Corporation and
it is premature to judge the quality of these its subsidiary, United Engineers Malaysia. The
restructurings and the impact that they will Ratings Agency of Malaysia has assessed that
have on the debt resolution problems. A wait- Renong and United Engineers Malaysia will
ing strategy is reflected in the use of instru- be unable to pay the debt and would, conse-
ments that postpone the repayment of debt quently, need to refinance 60 percent of the
and has been especially evident in, though not debt outstanding at the time the bond matures.
confined to, Malaysia. The Malaysian Corpo- According to Claessens, Djankov, and
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Klingebiel (1999), two-thirds of the restruc- and introduced a stay provision similar to that
turing agreements in Korea involve a combi- under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. At the same
nation of interest rate reduction, capitalization time, the voluntary workout mechanism un-
of the interest rate, and longer grace periods. 1  der the Jakarta Initiative Task Force (see table
In Thailand the quality of the restructuring 3.4) is helping to develop precedents for deal-
agreements has been such that 13 percent of ing with complex debt renegotiations. In prac-
the restructured debts have already reverted tice, however, the amended bankruptcy law
to nonperforming status. Note also that re- has not succeeded in alleviating the widespread
ported nonperforming loans do not yet regis- corporate and financial distress. Realistically,
ter the impact of agreements. This may partly the bankruptcy court can help only modestly
reflect a statistical reporting lag, because in the present crisis by pronouncing in a con-
nonperforming loan data may not yet have sistent manner on a select number of cases.
been updated to reflect the agreements, or The vast majority of the 15,000 nonper-
because weaknesses exist in the agreements forming loans will be settled out of court.
themselves. The early workings of a new bankruptcy

Bankruptcy reform. By creating a legal regime is expected to be frustrating. In adopt-
basis and orderly mechanisms for the resolu- ing a comprehensive bankruptcy law, Hungary
tion of debt defaults, bankruptcy procedures experienced a crush in the tumult of the early
can provide the stick that complements vol- postcommunist years. Due to an automatic
untary restructuring initiatives in the crisis trigger that required all firms with arrears of
countries. Effective bankruptcy systems should more than 90 days to file for either reorgani-
resolve the conflicting claims of stakeholders zation or liquidation, Hungarian courts were
on the assets of insolvent corporations. They overwhelmed by some 22,000 bankruptcy
should help preserve and quickly restructure cases soon after the law's enactment (Gray,
viable firms as ongoing entities and should Schlorke, and Szanyi 1996, 425). While the
result in the expeditious liquidation of nonvi- experience "indisputably spurred institution
able firms. building in the courts, the trustee profession,

Indonesia and Thailand have implemented and the banks," during a crisis, the formal
significant legislative changes since the onset judicial process will clearly be overwhelmed
of the crisis. Korea and Malaysia, in contrast, in most developing and transition countries.
have relatively sophisticated bankruptcy codes. The Thai experience, however, shows that,
In Korea, the law, though well established, is despite the many constraints, pushing ahead
also thought to be complex in its implemen- with improvements in bankruptcy code pro-
tation and to favor debtors excessively (see cedures can bring benefits. In Thailand a con-
The Economist 1999). Thus, except in Ma- troversial piece of legislation has sought to
laysia, the bankruptcy process is unlikely to enforce the rights of creditors more forcefully,
play a significant role in resolving the present including enforcing rights to personal guar-
debt overhang. antees that served as collateral. A study ex-

To a greater extent than in other coun- amined the relationship between the progress
tries, procedural capacity in Indonesia remains of Thai bankruptcy legislation and the equity
a bottleneck to the effective enforcement of valuation of financial and nonfinancial com-
insolvency laws. In August 1998 Indonesia panies (Foley 1999). Announcements indicat-
amended its bankruptcy legislation, creating, ing a potential strengthening of bankruptcy
in particular, a specialized commercial court laws enhanced the equity values for both debt-
with jurisdiction over alt bankrupOcy-reltd ors and creditors. Nn other words, market par-
matters and subject to review only by the Su- ticipants do not view a stronger bankruptcy
preme Court (Mojdehi and Ito 1998). The law as a zero-sum outcome where creditors

amendment also created expedited timetables gain and equity holders lose. Rather, both can
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gain, though creditors are likely to benefit derscores the urgent need for accounting and
more. The positive gain for all parties implies corporate governance reforms. A more imme-
that inefficient and protracted bankruptcy pro- diate task may be to create greater transpar-
ceedings have a real economic cost. ency in the appointment of judges and to

A short-term agenda for bankruptcy re- require the publication of decisions along with
form requires further development of infor- detailed rationales for those decisions.
mal, extrajudiciary processes to resolve
problems, in parallel with and as a comple- Enhanced asset mobility
ment to, the formal insolvency process. In Once the financial claims on a company are
addition to the government-sponsored work- resolved, market-driven mechanisms will prob-
out mechanisms, prepackaged bankruptcy ably reallocate the resources to their best uses.
procedures can speed things up. Under pre- Additional government interventions may,
packaging, the parties involved agree to the however, be justified by the existence of insti-
terms of the workout, and the court then uses tutional and market failures, such as monopo-
an expedited procedure to bind a dissenting lies and weak competition, cross-holdings and
minority and to formalize the agreement. Per- connected lending, or labor market rigidities.
haps more so than in industrial countries, out- These imperfections, which were often the
of-court settlements may also include methods source of resource misallocations prior to the
for auctioning the rights to the firm (see crisis, also now hinder the required process of
Bebchuk 1996; Hauch and Ramachandran reallocation. 12

1999). Auction procedures can help both to Of special importance are policies facili-
maintain seniority among creditors and to tating mergers and acquisitions and encour-
reveal the value of the firm. aging foreign direct investment. East Asian

The bankruptcy process is especially prone governments have taken several steps to en-
to fraud, and the absence of adequate account- courage mergers, both international and do-
ing standards makes the difficult problem of mestic. Also, foreign investment has been
asset valuation even more complex. This un- liberalized in all the countries, though to vary-

Number
16

Indonesia

14 E Republic of Korea

12 H Malaysia

-l Thailand
10

8 _

4

Q11997 021997 031997 Q41997 Q11998 021998 031998 Q41998 011999 021999
Note: Cross-border transactions involve majority foreign ownership.
Source: Securities Data Company.
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Corporate governance Loss allocation and transfer Factor mobility

Indonesia Presence of a corporate Tax exemptions for loan-loss Relaxation of foreign ownership
secretary to improve disclosure reserves held by banks restrictions (September 1997)

Bankruptcy Law updated (March 1998) Tax exemptions of up to
(August 1998) 8 years for new investments

Code of best practice for in 22 industries (January 1999)
corporate governance
(in progress)

Korea, Rep. of Restrictions on cross-debt Revaluation and adjustment Introduction of Foreign
guarantees (April 1998) of capital and foreign Investment Promotion Act
Enhancing institutional exchange losses (November 1998)
voter rights (June 1998) (August 1999)
Introduction of international
accounting standards
(August 1999)
Lowering the minimum equity
holding requirement to exercise
shareholder's rights (1999)

Malaysia Creation of High-Level Reduction of corporate tax Reduction of real property gains
Finance Committee on rate from 30 percent to tax rate from 30 percent to
Corporate Governance 28 percent (October 1997) 5 percent for nonresidents on
Code on takeovers and mergers Tax exemption on interest the sale of a property held for
with stricter disclosure from NPLs (effective a minimum of five years
standards (January 1999) for 1999 and 2000) (October 1997)

Exemption of real property gains
tax on mergers of financial
institutions (October 1998)

Thailand Financial statements of public Elimination/deferral of income Alien Business Law (August
companies and financial tax and taxes on asset transfer 1998, revised in October 1999)
institutions to be in accord with and unpaid interest Tax-free mergers and acquisitions
international best practices (January 1999) in cases of 100 percent mergers
(1999) Introduction of new asset (January 1999)
Requirement of board audit depreciation method Introduction of Equity Fund,
committees (1999) (March 1999) Thailand Recovery Fund for
Bankruptcy and foreclosure large- and medium-scale
laws amended (March 1999) companies, and Venture Capital

Fund for small and medium-size

enterprises (March 1999)
Reduction of real estate transfer

fee from 2 to 0.01 percent of the

appraised value (March 1999)

ing degrees. As with bankruptcy, success of corporate governance through better evalua-
mergers and acquisitions depends heavily on tion of financial assets and liabilities (table
procedural simplicity and clarity (see box 3.2 3.8).
on the Japanese evolution in this respect). Mergers and acquisitions. Since their cri-
Reforms following the crisis also included ses in 1997, Korea and Thailand have intro-
short-term tax measures to facilitate asset duced various measures to encourage business
transactions and, more importantly from a consolidation, leading to a rapid rise in cross-

long-term perspective, better accounting stan- border mergers and acquisitions in these two

dards, which should contribute to improved countries (figure 3.7). The Korean government
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released a new legislative framework in July transfer tax losses in a liquidation process,
1999 to reduce transaction-related taxes in- merger, or acquisition (Asia Law 1998). Cer-
curred in corporate mergers, acquisitions, tain exceptions apply only to banks, financial
and restructurings. For domestic transactions, institutions, and companies going public.
the government has provided tax exemptions Merger and acquisitions activity has remained
and deferrals on capital gains from so- at extremely low levels.
called "big deals"-that is, exchange of busi- Foreign direct investment. Foreign direct
nesses through the transfer of shares. Thai- investment (FDI) inflows to Korea and Thai-
land approved a set of new measures in land increased in 1998 by 82 percent and 26
January 1999, including temporary measures percent, respectively, and flows to these coun-
(expiring on December 31, 1999) to lower tries continued at high levels in 1999 (table
taxes on gains to debtors from the write-off 3.9). Both countries have taken effective mea-
of debts and on asset transfers from debtors sures to deregulate and liberalize their foreign
to creditors. Permanent measures in Thailand investment policies since late 1997. Note,
are designed to facilitate mergers and business however, FDI includes mergers and acquisi-
reorganization. tions involving existing enterprises as well as

Unlike in Korea and Thailand where cross- new, or greenfield, investments. The FDI
border mergers have shot up, in Malaysia trends, therefore, reflect in part the trends in
cross-border mergers and acquisitions have cross-border mergers and acquisitions de-
been low compared to just prior to the crisis. scribed in the previous section (figure 3.6).
Malaysia has, however, had high levels of Korea has opened several sectors to for-
domestic mergers and acquisitions." eign investors since April 1998, including vari-
Malaysia's Promotion of Investment Act of ous property businesses, securities dealings,
1986 and other measures provide various tax and other financing businesses. The ceiling on
incentives, including investment tax allow- foreign stock investment was abolished as of
ances in the services sector. The high level of May 1998, granting foreign investors the right
domestic merger and acquisitions activity in to purchase all the shares of a domestic firm.
Malaysia suggests that the policy regime is Meanwhile, the Foreign Investment Promotion
basically a friendly one. Cross-border activity Act of November 1998 affords protection for
has been relatively low, possibly on account foreign direct investment through national
of restrictions on the repatriation of earnings treatment, the reduction and exemption of
(though the long-term effects of these restric- certain corporate taxes, the provision of fi-
tions await further empirical examination).1 4  nancial support for local governments to at-

In contrast, the Indonesian system appears tract foreign direct investment, and the
not to favor mergers and acquisitions. Gains establishment of foreign investment zones.
from transfers of assets in corporate reorga- In Thailand the Board of Investment has
nizations are taxable, and companies cannot eased its regulations to promote foreign par-

Table 3.9 FDHie ws in East Asia, 1992-99
(billions of U.S. dollars)

Indonesia 1 -44 4 -''4 -i1i1. -

Korea, Rep. of I 1 .I I Is
Malaysia . I 4- -lI -*ii - -

Thailand i -

- Not available.
Source: World Bank Debtor Reporting System; IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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ticipation in the economy. The 20-year-old isting establishments and to provide a clearer
Alien Business Law was replaced in August legal framework for the conversion of bonds
1998 (and has since been revised again in issued locally into equity.
October 1999) to incorporate sectoral liber-
alization measures. Under the August 1998
provisions, foreign firms are allowed to hold Noe

p n f1. Although East Asian firms, including those inup to 100 percent equity in banks and in fi- the crisis countries, have been adept at adopting new
nance companies for up to 10 years, and 39 manufacturing techniques, they have faced continu-
sectors have been opened for increased for- ing challenges both from low-wage producers and from
eign participation, including transportation Japan (see Mody, Suri, and Sanders 1992).
and pharmaceuticals production. Policy lib- 2. Such a financial accelerator has been docu-
eralization includes a temporary measure in- mented, for example, by Bernanke, Gertler, and
troduced in November 1998 (expiring in Gilchrist (1996, 2) who conclude: "A fall in the

December 1999) allowing foreign firms to own borrower's net worth, by raising the premium on ex-
o ternal finance and increasing the amount of externala maj ority stake in joint ventures that received finance required, reduces the borrower's spending and

favorable policy treatment, and authorizing production. This last result is the heart of the finan-
them to distribute their products domestically. cial accelerator: To the extent that negative shocks to
In the meantime, the proposed cutback of the economy reduce the net worth of borrowers (or
import tariffs is expected to help reduce pro- positive shocks increase the net worth), the spending
duction costs for both domestic and foreign and production effects of the initial shock will be am-

firms dependent on imported raw materials plified." Small firms are especially prone to the down-

and intermediate products. ward spiral of the financial accelerator, but large,
credit-constrained firms operating on thin margins mayMirroring the trends on cross-border be equally vulnerable.

mergers and acquisitions, foreign direct invest- 3. While Thailand's relative position on the two
ment inflows into Malaysia, though tradition- scales is the same, the share of Thai firms unable to
ally high, have not responded as they have in pay debt, 28.3 percent, is much lower than the 45 per-
Korea or Thailand, and flows have fallen cent of nonperforming loans in Thailand, unlike coun-
sharply in Indonesia. In Malaysia new efforts tries where the ratios are quite similar. This may reflect,

to attract foreign investments have been un- in part, the phenomenon of Thai strategic defaulters-
that is, those able to, but not paying, their debts. Indertaken; for example, restrictions on foreign addition, small, unlisted firms contribute heavily toholdings in new export-oriented manufactur- Thai nonperforming loans. However, Mako (1999)

ing projects have been suspended until 2000 reports that even among listed firms, about half were
and foreign ownership limits have been re- unable to pay their debt, a ratio more consistent with
laxed. However, the value of approved projects nonperforming loans.

during January-May 1999 at RM6.4 billion 4. In the Scandinavian banking crises of the

remained at the same annualized rate as in late 1980s and early 1990s, the share of nonper-

1998; the value of new FDI applications fell forming loans ranged from 5 to 7 percent, and these
1998; the vale mofth neiod FDI applic ion loans mainly represented failed real estate lending.

Even in Chile, at the onset of the early 1980s
compared with RM12.6 billion for calendar crisis, nonperforming loans were about 5 percent of
1998. In Indonesia the value of approved and all loans.
realized foreign direct investment declined by 5. Official numbers on nonperforming loans are
80 percent in the first quarter of 1999. Indo- less readily available for Indonesia. However, the per-
nesia has recently started to implement new centage is generally regarded as in the range of 50 per-
incentives to attract foreign investors. Foreign cent and is expected to rise to more than 60 percent

ownership of up to 99 percent of banks has before falling.6. In Malaysia, unlike in the other countries,
formally been effective since May 1999. In Danaharta has not only purchased some of the
June 1999 a new decree was announced to nonperforming assets, but also is a management agent
allow shareholdings up to 100 percent in ex- for the restructuring of nonperforming assets.
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Managing the Recent
Commodity Price Cycle

i 'HE PAST FEW YEARS HAVE SEEN SHARP VARIA- of merchandise exports) and the non-oil ex-
tions in primary commodity prices. porting countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, where
Energy prices were especially volatile. non-oil primary commodities, on average,

Crude oil prices rose 74 percent from early make up 80 percent of exports. These coun-
1994 through the end of 1996, then fell 56 tries are among the most dependent on com-
percent by the end of 1998, and in 1999 re- modity prices. This chapter will discuss how
covered nearly the entire decline of the previ- these commodity-dependent economies have
ous two years. Average non-oil commodity adjusted to the swings in real incomes gener-
prices rose by 46 percent from the monthly ated by recent commodity price volatility, fo-
low in mid-1993 to mid-1997, and then cusing on their success in smoothing
dropped 30 percent by late 1999. The varia- consumption over the price cycle and the im-
tion of individual commodity prices was plications for growth prospects.
sharper still. Such volatility poses real chal- The main message is that countries' say-
lenges for developing countries that depend ings and investment behavior differed mark-
on primary commodities for a substantial share edly over the commodity price cycle and that
of their export revenues. Countries where con- these differences primarily reflected the qual-
sumption rises with real incomes during com- ity of policies rather than shifts in the terms
modity price booms will face a difficult of trade. The policy environment was improv-
adjustment when prices fall. The ability to ing in the non-oil exporting countries of Sub-
sustain consumption by borrowing or running Saharan Africa, and they achieved increases
down assets may be limited. Cutting back on in savings and investment over the commod-
investment will depress long-term growth, and ity price cycle. In the oil exporting countries,
sharp reductions in consumption can be ex- weak policy environments led to mixed say-
tremely painful for the individuals most af- ings performance and to lower investment over
fected, often the poorest members of society, the oil price cycle.
and may require costly reallocations of labor This chapter reaches the following con-
and capital.' Thus, efforts to smooth consump- clusions:
tion over the commodity price cycle can be
critical to welfare, efficiency, and growth over * The pronounced cycle in primary com-
the long term. modity prices since the mid-1990s was

Two groups of developing countries were driven by changes in global demand,
most affected by the commodity price cycle: weather-related supply shocks, supply
the major oil exporting countries (countries responses to the high prices of the early
where oil accounts for more than 50 percent 1990s, technological innovations that
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have reduced production costs, and ex- modity exports changed by less than the
change rate depreciations among large price of oil, and the losses from declin-
commodity exporters linked to the Asian ing export prices were partially offset by
crisis. Primary commodity prices have gains from lower import prices, particu-
been more volatile than the prices of larly energy prices. More important, how-
manufactures in the last two decades, and ever, improved policies in several
both oil prices and non-oil commodity countries enabled them to increase their
prices have fallen relative to the prices of savings and investment rates both dur-
manufactures. ing commodity price booms and busts.

* The major oil exporting countries had Many countries cut their fiscal deficits in
mixed success in smoothing consumption an effort to rein in the growth of debt
over the recent oil price cycle. On aver- and to reduce inflation, while private
age, countries allocated to increased con- savings rose in response to improved
sumption about half of the average 5 policies that increased the return to in-
percent of gross domestic product (GDP) vestment, particularly in export sectors.
improvement in real incomes during the Countries with better policies, as mea-
upswing in oil prices (1996-97). During sured by the World Bank, achieved larger
the 1998 drop in oil prices, however, con- increases in savings and higher growth
sumption did not decline, implying that of GDP than countries with worse poli-
savings fell by the full amount of the de- cies, despite smaller increases in real in-
cline in real incomes. Countries' perfor- comes in the former group.
mances varied greatly, depending on their
specific political and economic circum-
stances. Key issues confronting primary

* Oil exporting countries' investment fell commodity exporters
relative to output over the commodity he heavy dependence of many develop-
price cycle. The decline in investment was ing countries on primary commodities for
actually greater than the decline in do- the bulk of their export receipts can create
mestic savings, so the current account substantial problems for economic manage-
deficit fell. The major oil exporting coun- ment. Primary commodity prices tend to be
tries have generally failed to reduce their volatile, and are subject to long-term cycles
dependence on oil revenues, and the fall as well as to short-term booms and busts.
in investment will further impede Commodity prices have also declined relative
progress. At the same time, several of to manufactures' prices during the past two
these countries face high levels of unem- decades.
ployment, continued slow growth, and
rapidly expanding populations. They Dependence on primary commodities
need to strengthen their policies to en- Primary commodities accounted for 42 per-
courage greater private sector (and non- cent of developing countries' total merchan-
oil) activities and to improve the dise exports in 1997, compared with 19 per-
institutional environment. cent for high-income countries. In Sub-Saharan

* The commodity price cycle of the 1990s Africa, primary commodities accounted for
does not appear to have adversely affected about 75 percent of total exports, and the share
the prospects for growth in the non-oil of commodities in the exports of individual
exporting countties of Sub-Saharan Af- countries often exceeded 90 percent. The high
rica. Changes in real incomes were gen- volatility of commodity prices thus often leads
erally smaller than in the oil exporting to high volatility of export earnings. However,
countries because the price of their com- many of these countries also import signifi-
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cant amounts of primary commodities, and These measures of volatility may exagger-
commodity prices tend to be highly correlated, ate the extent of uncertainty caused by com-
Deflated by the manufactures unit value in- modity price changes because many series
dex, the correlation coefficients of the price exhibit trends and some of the variation is
indexes of agriculture, energy, and metals from predictable. Results by Dehn and Gilbert
1960 to 1998 are all 0.79 or higher. Thus pri- (1999) show that oil exporting countries face
mary commodity exporters' terms of trade the greatest uncertainty.' Exporters of the
tend to be less volatile than the price of their other three commodity groups (agricultural
commodity exports. foodstuffs, agricultural nonfoods, and metals

and minerals) face only slightly smaller levels
The volatility of primary of uncertainty.
commodity prices Primary commodity prices are volatile for
The volatility of primary commodity prices a number of reasons. Supplies of agricultural
increased sharply following the collapse of the commodities are dependent on the weather,
Bretton Woods system in the early 1970s (fig- as is the demand for oil. The demand for most
ure 4.1) and has remained high (Maizels 1994; commodities is less price-elastic than for manu-
Reinhart and Wickham 1994). The standard factures, and this causes supply variability to
deviation of the absolute value of the year- lead to greater price variability. Supply is also
on-year changes in the nonenergy commodity often very inelastic in the short term (espe-
price index during 1970-98 was 11.5, com- cially when the commodity is perishable, the
pared with 5.7 for the manufactures unit value costs of inventory are high, or the production
index during the same period. 2 Energy prices takes considerable time, for example, tree
have been particularly volatile. Measured in crops) so that shifts in demand have a large
U.S. dollars, the coefficient of variation of impact on prices. In addition, producers' or-
energy prices was at least twice that of manu- ganizations, such as the Organization of Pe-
factures in each decade. troleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), have at
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times contributed to volatility through large ity and mix of manufactures over time. Since

shifts in supply. 1980 real commodity prices have declined by
about 45 percent. Adjusting for quality

The secular decline in changes in the index of manufactures, the de-
commodity prices cline in real commodity prices would fall to
Commodity prices have declined relative to 27 percent.
manufactures' prices during the past two de-
cades. The real price indexes (nominal price The recent boom and bust in
indexes divided by the manufactures unit value commodity prices
index) of both agriculture and metals and Commodity prices appear to exhibit long
minerals fell by about 45 percent during 1980- cycles driven by technological improvements,
98. Energy prices have fallen by 76 percent in as well as short-run booms or busts, which
real terms since 1980 and in 1998 were less have occurred every ten years or so during the
than half the level reached after the first oil last five decades (Varangis, Akiyama, and
price rise in 1973-74. Even with the recovery Mitchell 1995). The most recent boom was
in 1999, the real energy price index likely will from 1994 to 1997, followed by a bust from
remain at only 55 percent of the 1974 level. 1997 through early 1999. Energy and non-
Researchers have concluded that the decline energy prices followed similar paths, with
in the ratio of the price of primary products minor differences. Nonenergy commodity
to manufactures is statistically significant prices rose by 46 percent from the monthly
(Bleaney and Greenaway 1993; Sapsford and low in mid-1993 to mid-1997, before falling
Balasubramanyam 1994). 30 percent by late 1999. Energy prices rose

The view that the terms of trade of pri- 74 percent from early 1994 to the end of 1996
mary commodity exporters show a secular and then fell 56 percent by early 1999. Indi-
deterioration dates at least from the 1950s vidual commodities were even more volatile.
(Prebisch 1950; Singer 1950).' The initial For example, the price of robusta coffee (ex-
analysis of this issue raised a host of method- ported primarily from Africa and Asia) rose
ological and data questions (Spraos 1980), and by 390 percent-from 1992 to 1994, fell 66
later researchers focused on compiling better percent from 1995 to 1996, and then rose
and longer time series (Grilli and Yang 1988) again by 48 percent in 1997.
and on bringing more sophisticated statistical The decline in primary commodity prices
techniques to bear. Most of these writers since 1997 was in part a response to an un-
found that commodity prices followed close usually large increase in supply. The rate of
to a random walk (where the best predictor growth of world production of agricultural
of tomorrow's value is today's value), but with commodities rose from 1 percent per year in
large, predominantly negative shocks that 1990-94 to 2.6 percent in 1994-98, whereas
tended to persist. Thus, the decline in com- world production of metals and minerals was
modity prices has been due to a series of ran- flat in 1990-94, but increased by 3.5 percent
dom shocks that were more negative than per year in 1994-98.6 The acceleration of con-
positive, rather than a consistent, and there- sumption of primary commodities between the
fore predictable, trend. two periods was much less. Increased produc-

The decline in commodity prices relative tion was in part a response to the high prices
to manufactures depends on the index used that prevailed during 1993-95. In the case of
for manufactures as well as for commodities. agriculture, favorable weather conditions also
Lipsey (1994) argues that the increase in manu- led to higher yields, and global agricultural

iactures prices has been overestimated by production surged in 1996 and 1997. For ex-

roughly one percentage point per year because ample, world grain production increased 5

of the failure to adjust for changes in the qual- percent per year and world soybean produc-
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tion by 6.4 percent per year from 1995 to better management. Tea yields increased 46
1997, compared with average annual produc- percent from 1990-92 to 1996-98, and pro-
tion growth rates of 1.4 percent and 3.3 per- duction increased 25 percent, despite a 15
cent, respectively, for 1980 through 1994. percent decline in growing area as unprofit-

The supply increases were widespread and able fields were taken out of tea. As a result,
were not confined to a few commodities or a exports increased by 25 percent. Many Afri-
few countries.7 The increases were most rapid can countries have also undertaken important
in developing countries. The Food and Agri- liberalization efforts in the last decade, espe-
culture Organization of the United Nation's cially in commodities that earn foreign ex-
(FAO's) index of the volume of agricultural change, such as coffee, cocoa, and cotton. For
production rose by 3.8 percent per year for example, Uganda reformed its coffee sector
all developing countries from 1990 to 1997. following the political turmoil of the 1970s
The global supplies of metals and minerals also and 198 Os, and average annual export volumes
increased rapidly following the sharp price in- in 1994-97 were 50 percent higher than in
creases of the mid-1990s and the investments 1980-93.
made in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Alu- The Asian crisis contributed to the fall in
minum production increased by 5 percent per commodity prices. Declines in incomes and the
year during 1995-97, while consumption grew steep currency devaluations significantly re-
by only 3 percent per year. Copper produc- duced demand for commodities, with a sig-
tion grew by 6 percent from 1995 to 1997, nificant impact on the prices of commodities
while consumption grew by 4 percent. Nickel where East Asia had a large share of world
production increased by more than 5 percent consumption. For example, East Asia, includ-
from 1995 to 1997, while consumption fell ing Japan, accounted for 21 percent of world
slightly. crude oil consumption in 1997, and East Asian

The surge in commodity supplies was due imports of oil dropped by 4 percent in 1998.
in part to improved technology. Technologi- Production continued to rise, stocks soared,
cal advances have taken many forms, includ- and prices fell by 56 percent from November
ing increased computerization in many areas, 1997 to a low point in the first quarter of 1999.
expanded use of and refinements to leaching Furthermore, the East Asian economies had
and solvent extraction techniques in mining, accounted for a significant share of the increase
horizontal drilling, three-dimensional com- in world consumption of some commodities
puter seismology, progress in deepwater tech- in recent years. Investments in production,
nology in oil, and improved seeds in which generally take a few years to come
agriculture. onstream, are typically based on demand fore-

Policy reforms and increased privatization casts, which prior to the crisis would have
have also boosted production in some devel- included healthy increases in consumption in
oping countries. For example, in Argentina East Asia. Thus, the crisis substantially reduced
deregulation of the ports and the maritime demand below the levels that could be pro-
sector in 1992 led to heavy investment and duced given recent investments, further exac-
reduced the cost of loading grain from $10/ erbating price declines. For example, the five

ton to $2/ton, according to the International crisis countries and Japan accounted for about
Grains Council. This made Argentina a more one-fifth of the increase in world copper con-
competitive exporter, and maize exports tripled sumption from 1994 to 1996. When these
in volume terms from 1993-94 to 1997-98. countries' copper consumption fell in 1998,
Sri Lanka privatized the management of tea copper consumption was some 500,000 tons
estates in 1992, and the private sector was below expected levels, or about 4 percent of
allowed to take long-term leases in 1995, world demand. Because supply is highly in-
thereby contributing to higher investment and elastic in the short term, production levels did
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not fall as prices declined. The fall in demand East Asian countries were the hardest hit. Se-
from Asia thus contributed to the 44 percent lected agricultural prices fell by 10 percent,
drop in copper prices from June 1997 to De- mineral prices fell by 6 percent, and oil prices
cember 1998. Other commodities hit by the fell by 8 percent (figure 4.2). The decline in
decline in East Asian demand included alumi- average non-oil commodity export prices for
num, maize, sugar, and cotton. other developing countries was just under 2

The crisis also had important effects on percent.
the supply side. Currency devaluations,in- Note, however, that the cyclical decline
creased the competitiveness of the crisis coun- in commodity prices had already begun when
tries, thereby contributing to increases in the crisis hit. The World Bank's food price
supply in several commodities. For example, index peaked in April 1996 and had declined
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand account for 12.7 percent by June 1997. The index of met-
70 percent of the global exports of natural als and mineral prices peaked in August 1995
rubber, and prices for this commodity fell by and had declined 11 percent by June 1997.
nearly one-third in the two years following Petroleum prices had declined 24.1 percent by
the start of the Asian crisis in July 1997 (al- June 1997 from their peak in December 1996.
though natural rubber prices had already Beverage prices (coffee, cocoa, and tea) fell
nearly halved in the two years prior to July more than 40 percent since their peak in May
1997). The prices of logs from Malaysia (40 1997, due to large supply increases from South
percent of world exports) and rice from Thai- America.
land (23 percent of world exports) also The decline in nonenergy commodity
dropped sharply after July 1997. prices since May 1996 has now exceeded

The results of simulations using a com- previous declines and has lasted slightly
putable general equilibrium model indicate longer. Following the 1980 and 1988 price
that the crisis-induced fall in demand from East peaks, commodity prices declined for an
Asia and the increased supply from the East average of 35 months and by an average of
Asian exchange rate devaluations had a sub- 25 percent before prices either stabilized or
stantial role in reducing commodity prices (see increased (figure 4.3). Currently, nonenergy
chapter 1 for an explanation of the method- commodity prices have declined by 30 percent
ology used). The commodities exported by over 37 months and have since rebounded

slightly.

Fu4.2 The dcia&ne hn cor:io The savings response to
prices due o te scommodity price cycles
Percentage change due to crisis eav dependence on highly volatile com-

Agriculture Mining Crude oil modity prices can impose significant
-__ costs on an economy (World Bank 1994). The1 potential for massive changes in relative

prices, in real incomes, and in the level of
. -economic activity can increase uncertainty and

. E _: can have a negative impact on performance
-io .. and poverty. (The evidence is discussed fur-

ther in chapter 2.)
Economists have long known that house-

Note East Asia-5 includes Indonesia, Malaysia, the holds tend to smooth the impact of volatile
Philippines, the Republic of Korea, and Thailand prices on consumption (Harberger 1950). The
Source: Datastream.pieoncnupin(abrr195)Th

relationship between terms of trade and say-
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ings depends on the expected duration of the crease consumption by only 2 percent of GDP,
terms of trade shock. If the rise in price is or one-twentieth of the initial increase in ex-
viewed as permanent, consumption increases port earnings.
to the higher level of income, but if prices rise Savings behavior should take into account
only temporarily, savings rise to cushion the the possibility that what may look like a tem-
fall in income when the price declines (Sachs porary decline in prices actually represents a
1981; Svensson and Razin 1983; Ostry and medium-term trend. If prices are on a declin-
Reinhart 1992). Both case study and econo- ing trend, then the rise in savings during booms
metric evidence indicate that private agents will should be higher (and the decline in savings
tend to save substantial portions of tempo- during busts lower) than if prices are expected
rary commodity price windfalls.' to return to a long-term average. This asym-

The rise in consumption expenditures metric approach to managing commodity price
from a temporary commodity price rise should volatility would minimize the cost over time
be extremely small if consumption is based on of adjusting to a secular decline in primary
permanent income. With a real rate of inter- commodity prices.
est of 5 percent, the warranted increase in Savings decisions in countries that export
consumption of a temporary boom is only 5 nonrenewable resources, such as oil or miner-
percent of the present value of the windfall als, should also take into account the poten-
gain, assuming an infinite planning horizon tial decline in these resources over time. The
(Cuddington 1988). For example, if oil prices export of a nonrenewable resource is counted
were expected to double in real terms (the larg- as an addition to GDP (and thus to savings)
est percentage increase that occurred in a single in national income accounts. However, this
year from 1960 to 1998) and then to return export actually represents the liquidation of
to their former level after one year, a country an asset rather than an increase in savings.
whose oil exports equal about 40 percent of Calculations of "genuine savings" reduce re-
GDP-for example, Saudi Arabia-should in- corded savings by the extent of natural re-
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source depletion, among other factors. The transfer public sector revenues to the private
reduction in savings in 1997 in the major oil sector, although this can be difficult to achieve
exporting countries required to reflect the in a transparent and efficient way (Stauffer
depletion of energy resources ranged from 2 1999).
percent of GDP to 44 percent (World Bank Even responsible governments that at-
1999). Calculations of genuine savings in the tempt to capture the gains from commodity
Middle East and North Africa are strongly booms and to channel this income to the pri-
negative from 1980 to 1993 (Hamilton and vate sector may create difficulties. Public sec-
Clemens 1999), while savings recorded in the tor interventions may obscure the source of
national accounts averaged 23 percent during the rise in income. This makes it more diffi-
this period.9 Countries where proven oil re- cult for the private sector to determine whether
serves are low or production is declining may the increase in their real incomes is tempo-
need to achieve relatively high savings to sus- rary or permanent. Collier, Gunning, and As-
tain permanent income in the medium term. sociates (1999) found that savings rates out

Economies may not generate adequate of positive shocks tended to be higher when
levels of savings to smooth consumption in economic agents were the direct beneficiaries
the face of volatile real incomes for several of increased prices than when the rise in in-
reasons. Most important, distinguishing be- comes was intermediated by the government,
tween temporary and permanent shocks to for example, by taxing exporters and reallo-
commodity prices can be extraordinarily dif- cating funds to other groups in the economy.
ficult. The swings in commodity prices can be One important role for government is to en-
too large and uncertain to ascertain their sure that adequate information on the causes
causes and nature (Deaton and Miller 1995). (and, if possible, the likely duration) of
The degree of uncertainty about the duration price booms and busts is disseminated widely
of a price shock varies. For example, market so that private agents can make appropriate
participants could see that the sharp jump in decisions about savings behavior and resource
coffee prices caused by the Brazilian frost of allocation.
1994 was likely to be reversed, assuming a Finally, a country may be unable to smooth
return to more normal weather. By contrast, consumption because of limited access to in-
most analysts assumed that the high oil prices ternational financial markets (see below).
during the mid-1970s and early 1980s would
last indefinitely.10

Second, revenues from some primary com- The savings response by oil
modity exports (particularly oil and metals and exporting countries to the recent
minerals) are channeled through the public swing in oil prices
sector, and the public sector often captures he major oil exporting countries, which
these gains through taxation. Political and -L are among the most commodity-depen-
social pressures often lead governments to dent economies in the developing world, faced
increase expenditures during commodity substantial difficulties in smoothing consump-
booms. For example, the commodity boom in tion over the commodity price cycle. 12 Two-
the 1970s resulted in increased public expen- thirds of these countries receive more than 80
ditures in many Sub-Saharan African coun- percent of export revenues from fuels. The
tries (Bevan, Collier, and Gunning 1990; availability of large oil reserves in a few coun-
Wetzel 1992; Alpine and Pickett 1993; and tries and the huge difference between the av-
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revenues invested in external assets by respon- encouraged specialization in oil. According to
sible governments have been dissipated later the United Nations Conference on Trade and
by less responsible ones. An alternative is to Development, half of the countries reporting
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(including developing and high-income coun- also had an important impact on the size of
tries) that had export concentration ratios of real income gains. Trinidad and Tobago's im-
more than 50 percent were oil exporters." port price index increased 10.5 percent in 1996

because of the jump in raw materials prices,
Implications of the 1990s swing and real income rose by only 0.2 percent in
in energy prices 1996-97.
The sharp swings in the price of fuels from If a substantial portion of the change in
1996 to 1998 had an enormous impact on oil prices represented temporary deviations
export revenues, economic activity, and real from trend, basing consumption on permanent
income in the major oil exporting countries. 14  income would have implied that savings should

During the 1996-97 price boom, export have increased significantly during the boom
revenues for 11 major oil exporters rose by in 1996-97 and then fallen during the 1998
45 percent of 1993-95 imports, and during price decline." During the boom the average
the 1998 collapse in oil prices, export revenues savings rate did increase by slightly more than
fell by 14 percent of base-year imports. On half the rise in real income, measured as a
average, changes in the terms of trade increased percentage of base-year GDP, and a few coun-
real income in the oil exporting countries by tries actually increased their savings rates by
4.6 percent of GDP per year in 1996-97 com- more than the increase in real income. The
pared with 1993-95, and reduced real income group's average was reduced by the decline in
by 5.4 percent in 1998 (relative to 1993-95) savings rates in Angola, the Islamic Republic
(table 4.1)." The average data, however, mask of Iran, and Trinidad and Tobago because of
considerable differences among countries. economic or political difficulties. However,
Countries where oil accounted for the largest during the bust savings rates fell by the full
share of export revenues, and where the ex- amount of the decline in real incomes. Of the
ports were large relative to imports and GDP, 11 countries, 6 reduced their savings rates by
experienced the sharpest swings in real in- more than the fall in real incomes, and 3 oth-
comes. For example, in Angola and Nigeria ers reduced their savings rates by more than
fuels account for more than 90 percent of 70 percent of the decline in real incomes. In
export revenues, and the 1996-97 real income other words, most of the major oil exporters
gains were 14 and 8 percent of GDP, respec- acted as if the loss was almost entirely tempo-
tively. In Oman, exports were 40 percent larger rary. This experience has disturbing implica-
than imports and almost half the size of GDP, tions for the future if oil prices continue to
and the 1996-97 real income gain was 8.5 fall, as countries would fail to adjust over the
percent of GDP. The composition of imports course of the cycle to the permanently lower

Tabie 4.1 Savings. investment, and real income changes, selected country groups, 1996--98
(percentage of GDP)

Allil r.br. C. F--r a-4c R-il ir 4 ......

All ill . 2 -. ' 4 - -441 I

4 -4 -4 1. 4. 4 -

Note: Savings and investment refer to the average ratio to GDP during the period shown, minus the average ratio in 1993-95.
Real income refers to the change in real income from 1993 to 1995 caused by changes in the terms of trade, as a share of 1993-95
GDP. All group averages are weighted by base-period GDP.
Source: World Bank staff calculations.
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level of oil prices. An analysis of a longer pe- of savings out of windfall income. These sce-
riod (1980-96) that takes other determinants narios generally confirm the conclusions
of savings behavior into account also indicates reached earlier.
that oil exporting countries have tended to
treat changes in the terms of trade as tempo- Investment and foreign savings during
rary (see below). the swing in fuel prices

Using historical data on savings and real Oil exporting countries' investment fell rela-
income to analyze the extent of adjustment to tive to output over the commodity price cycle.
commodity price cycles has limitations. The The decline in investment was actually greater
windfall gains and losses are measured by than the decline in domestic savings, so the
changes in oil prices relative to trend, and de- current account deficit fell. During the boom
termining the trend depends on arbitrary judg- in oil prices, the average ratio of investment
ments, such as the period over which the trend to GDP in the oil exporting countries was 2.5
is estimated. Thus, the windfall elements of percentage points lower than during the 1993-
changes in the terms of trade may not be ac- 95 base period, and during the bust invest-
curately measured. Box 4.1 describes counter- ment was 3.4 percentage points lower than in
factual scenarios of savings behavior, which the base period (table 4.1). Of the 11 coun-
provide an additional estimate of the extent tries, 7 experienced a decline in investment

Box 4.1 Counterfactual scenarios

S imple cointertattEUl1 cenirts generallk con- The cenartr rtJi pro- ide one rmeaNuremcnt
tarn the conclusion that the ,a'. in, ot ot - the Ju.iationr oi actual sa b n behAor from

e\poring countrits declined relate to permanent desired sa% ings beha,. I.r. \ hen oil prics were hith
mtorne over the oil price cli. The scenarios Thow i in I9qi- i- oi expOrtIng Cotiis in avera.,c
a he potherical mcasurement ot the %idtaill gain a'd only a porn*n of [he tindfall gain. In the
ic-r IsfrI trim il baed on the de%atiion of the oil Islamic RepUblIC of Iran and Trinidad and Toba-v
price from trend." If c,onoamjic agenrs conider the .c u[l saings ratcs fell relati to the ba,e %cir
%%indtall a, remporari. then ,avings should rise bi d-pirc the %%indm all gain. 1b co,ntra,t, in Algeria,
the tull amount of the %% indtall eain during the Nigeria. and \envuela a.m inLs rates rosc hi imwre
boom, and fall hi the amounr ofr the lo during than the hvpoth,utical increase. In 10t:s all of the
the bust.' The table show, the change in the ac- c..tnre, 'except Alg-en. di,1aULd hI )-n%t. ant
cual and h% pothetical .ixnc rates from the base morc than the %%indfall loss.
%car in Six of the oil e xporters durng the oil price
C%Ie of the late I94iis.'

Change in ratio of savings to GDP from base years. selected countries, 1996-98

kcruAl H%p.ihral ri Hii ..ulan 31

-112.-4

- \V-' d
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rates during both base and boom periods. The portion of the investment of real income gains
decline in investment over the commodity price until after the boom is over and the price of
cycle is likely to impede efforts to improve oil nontradable capital goods has declined.
exporting countries' disappointing growth The decline in investment was large
performance. enough to cause countries to reduce their reli-

The decline in investment in the major ance on foreign savings, which fell by a cu-
oil exporting countries appears to be concen- mulative 12 percent of GDP during the
trated in the private sector, as the average ratio two-year boom in oil prices. Thus, a signifi-
of private investment to GDP fell by 2 per- cant portion of the 1996-97 boom in export
centage points during the boom, while the receipts was allocated to reserves.2 1 Foreign
ratio of public investment to GDP declined savings also increased somewhat during the
by only 0.5 percentage points.20 However, the 1998 fall in oil prices.
data on private investment include state en- Most of the oil exporting countries rely
terprises. Therefore, the allocation of public heavily on sales of external assets to adjust to
and private investment may reflect decisions declines in real income because external fi-
concerning the transfer of resources between nance has often not been available to help
state enterprises and the central government, smooth consumption in the face of declining
rather than different investment behavior by commodity prices. Developing countries are
the public and private sectors. Also, in coun- subject to credit constraints that generally
tries with a substantial influence over price, become more binding in the face of adverse
investment in the state enterprise responsible shocks, and capital flows are often procyclical
for oil exploration may decline during booms for marginally creditworthy borrowers
if the authorities anticipate that output reduc- (Dadush and Dasgupta 1999). Most of the
tions will be required to establish more prof- middle-income debtors among the oil export-
itable price levels. Given the commanding role ing countries either have speculative grade
of the public sector in many of the oil export- credit ratings (Bahrain, the Islamic Republic
ing countries, even declines in private invest- of Iran, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezu-
ment rates may largely reflect public sector ela) or are not rated. Of the oil exporting de-
decisions. veloping countries, only Oman and Saudi

Increasing public investment substantially Arabia have investment-grade ratings. In-
during a commodity price boom may not be creases in oil prices can help make the mar-
advisable, because the return on public invest- ginally creditworthy countries eligible for
ment can decline during booms (see box 4.2). loans from the international capital markets
Also, central government investment expen- (thus facilitating spending the windfall or even
ditures tend to fall more heavily on non- more than the windfall), but sharp declines in
tradable capital goods, such as buildings, than oil prices can mean that access is reduced or
private investment, and the rise in demand for even shut off.
nontradable capital goods during a boom will Although many considerations influence
tend to increase their price. By contrast, the the level of flows from private capital mar-
prices of tradable capital goods are set in glo- kets, some evidence indicates that private lend-
bal markets and, therefore, will be relatively ing to the oil exporters has been positively
unaffected by demand conditions in an indi- related to changes in the oil price. In periods
vidual country. In 12 of 14 case studies re- where the price of oil (relative to the average
ported in Collier, Gunning, and Associates price of manufactures exports from industrial
(1999), the relative price of nontradable capi- countries) was falling, long-term gross dis-
tal goods rose during the commodity price bursements from private creditors have gen-
boom and fell thereafter. Thus, it may make erally declined, while gross disbursements
sense for the central government to delay a have risen when real oil prices were on the
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upswing (table 4.2). The real oil price was rose from 14 percent in 1973 to 53 percent in
significantly and positively related to disburse- 1982, when the country could no longer ser-
ments to the oil exporting countries during vice its commercial bank debt.
1972-97, although the oil price explains only Fiscal policy and adjustment to the oil
22 percent of the variation in disbursements.2 2  price swings. Oil revenues are usually chan-
However, the procyclical effect of capital flows neled through the public sector so that public
had only a limited impact during the most sector policies have an important influence
recent commodity price cycle. Gross disburse- on the patterns of adjustment observed dur-
ments to the net debtors increased by $3 bil- ing the oil price cycle. In the past, many oil
lion during the most recent oil price boom exporting countries have greatly increased fis-
(table 4.2), which is consistent with some cal expenditures in response to increases in
improvement in access. Nevertheless, net dis- fuel prices. Some governments have used their
bursements averaged negative $1 billion per new-found access to capital markets to bor-
year during this period (compared with an row, in effect spending their anticipated fu-
average of $700 million per year in 1990-95) ture wealth today. The spending of what
because of the large repayments due on exist- turned out to be temporary increases in fuel
ing debt. Thus, reliance on foreign savings fell revenues resulted in a need for sharp reduc-
during the rise in oil prices, as indicated in tions in expenditures once fuel prices declined.
table 4.1. In several countries, the efficiency of these

Mexico's experience prior to the 1982 large increases in expenditures was question-
debt crisis, when oil accounted for three-quar- able (see box 4.2).
ters of export revenues, provides a more dra- The fiscal positions of governments in oil
matic illustration of the procyclical nature of exporting countries deteriorated somewhat
international capital flows (figure 4.4). over the commodity price cycle. The average
Mexico's current account deficit to GDP ra- ratio of the current budget balance to GDP
tio more than doubled following the oil price improved by 3.6 percentage points during the
rise of 1973-74 and remained high through 1996-97 boom (compared with 1993-95),
1976. The ratio fell in 1977 as oil prices re- slightly less than the real income gain (table
mained flat and then more than doubled again 4.3).23 By contrast, private savings declined. 2 4

following the 1979-80 price rise, despite the Subsequently, public savings dropped by al-
sharp increases in export revenues along with most 6 percent of GDP during the bust in
the price of oil. Clearly the major factor driv- 1998. Furthermore, several countries had
ing the deficit was increased borrowing in re- high fiscal deficits during the base period. For
sponse to the improved access to international example, in Angola the current budget bal-
capital markets. Mexico's debt-to-GDP ratio ance in 1993-95 averaged 17 percent of GDP,

Table 4.2 Capital flows to oHl exporters and energy prices, 1970-97

1970-80 1980-86 1986-90 1990-95 1995-97

Change in gross disbursements

(millions of U.S. dollarsa 9,658 --2,897 410 -3,249 2,956
Percentage change

in real oil priceb 962 -65 29 -37 23

A. Change in gross disbursements oilong-term ilows from international capital markets from beginning to end of period.

b. Percentage change in oil price relative to manufactures unit value index.

Note: The countries included are Algeria, Gabon, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Nigeria, Oman, Republic of the Congo, Trinidad

and Tobago, and Venezuela.
Source: World Bank staff calculations.
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Figure 4.4 Mexico's current account, 1970-82
Percentage of GDP Dollars per barrel
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Source: World Bank staff calculations.

and Venezuela experienced a foreign ex- Long-term economic performance
change crisis in 1995-96 as a result of the The rise in consumption and the fall in pri-
high government deficit and triple-digit in- vate investment during the oil price cycle of
flation (see box 4.3). Also, the rise in public the 1990s has complicated efforts to reverse
savings in 1996-97 in seven of the ten coun- the weak economic performance of many oil
tries reflected a sharp improvement in 1996, exporting countries since the quadrupling of
followed by some deterioration in the fiscal oil prices in 1974. Although output growth
balance in 1997, largely due to a significant was rapid in the 1970s, growth slowed dur-
rise in expenditures. 25 The deterioration in ing 1980-97 to 2.1 percent per year, below
the fiscal position in 1998 (relative to high the 2.8 percent annual growth in developing
deficits in 1993-95), therefore, is a matter countries as a group.26 Output and invest-
for serious concern in some of the oil export- ment performance in the oil exporting coun-
ing countries. tries was substantially poorer compared with

other countries in the same region in Latin
America and the Middle East and North Af-
rica, while performance was slightly better

Table 4.3 Ratios of public and private savings among the oil exporters in Sub-Saharan Af-
to GDP, 1996-98 rica (table 4.4).
(change from 1993-95 average) Poor economic performance since 1980

11-4-_4 1'.",< has been attributed to the sharp decline and
Publi, no rt PbI'm it high level of volatility of oil prices, as well as

to a mixed record of policy reform. Some coun-
Allu . . ... - tries have made substantial efforts to improve
Msidci.. .. , -14l i

.4.,- -.1 incentives for private sector activities. Never-
,, .. .- - * theless, policy regimes in some oil exporting

Low-.... - .. -i-1. countries have been characterized by inad-

Source: World Bank staff calculations. equate macroeconomic environments; poor
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Box 4.2 Public sector expenditures
during the oil price boom

T he Io etficienc% of public sector expenditire cI.1, up Uh%clnual pc-ruon, it thc boom re% CeuS
in everal ()Il cxporting cOUntries has impaired arid left a leLac oft debt and lo'sein. pist-boom

economic performance. in all these countries. [he 'eArs that coniributed to ical deficct1 i IcNahin
public sector I, the main on ner of tuels rcsources lC-4. (aplial outpLt i[ s in oil eprtIin\ de%[cl-
and accounts h-r a significant share of economic oping coun[rius increased during the I its, n part
act i. In 199A public sectVr expenditure, a;er- reflecting hca% Y imnitret in long ge1i00

aged about W0 percent of GDP in the major oil pr.-lects in intristructure and humar apital forma-
exporters, compared with less than 20 percent. on tion. as well as capit.l-nten%rce hrocarb'-'nb
average, or the dceloping countries. investments. Howe%er. the reduction in efticienc%

Particular problems ha%e been e- iJent in the also stemmcd from il-coinceiced inecments,
efficiency of public investment undertaken during planned .o hastil% and subject r.o tn.rmLi, kn-
booms. During the past three decades man; oil stramnts on inplemen[ari.-n I.Ahamiec 184i.
,Nporting counrrie. hate sqLiandered a la rte por- One popular use of oil tndaIls ino d%cd
rion ot rhe income from ol revenue increases o'n efforts to dversi)\ into resoiirce-based industrie,.
o -return public ilesmehnt projects Icelh and for crxample mineral proLssin, r-n orc inu' sccl,

As3o , it 19e8-i. Huge in'stment, in stite-% 'tned bau\ite into 3luminum, anJ hdrocarbn, into
enterprises and human skill; unitCd in rod% ; pctrochemicalt). Liltimach thee effort, had dis.ip-
global marketplace resulted in relaricli lo% pro- pointing ru;uI[, largel. because the projects %%cre
JuC[I%e uses of oil re%enues in sex%eral countrie, of implemented inefticientl. With fen financial con-
thc Middle East and North Africa i['Page l91. straints and a strong ImnpetIu ton%ard di%ersitcca-
Inccesrinents during the oil price boom also fre- cion. feasibtHr% tudie -reacI% i%restmaued future
quenl; ienerated disappointing re,ulis because of demand. B; the md-19N,_; prices were bereen
transport bottlenecks resulting from a flod ot c%%c-th rd, and half th, k%es prolet[ed, and pccen-
inxesments and the inahilctr tn fund. %l hen prices cial rents were minial. even tor cficmeLi%l iniple-
retreated, the recurrent costs required to. projer mented recsource-bised indscriai projec%. [o%%
succes5. Particularly unsuccessful examples of in- capa it; ucili7atmin conhincd i%irh high leveIs of

cstment include the establishment t state enter- debt aid ritng initrest rates ill mreatlh rcduc the
prises in the manutacturing sector. For example. in pr'fitabilit% of rescuice-based ndustrial projects
Nigeria and Trinidad and Tobago. such enterprises 1ALit% 1SN1

investment decisions; and the frequent use of Inappropriate policy regimes may have
producer and consumer subsidies, price con- impeded the diversification of production to-
trols, and trade restrictions (Gelb and Associ- ward non-oil activities that could support
ates 1988; McMahon 1997). The World Bank's faster growth in the wake of the secular de-
country performance ratings for oil export- cline in oil prices. For the most part, the ma-
ing countries are 0.5 points below the aver- jor oil exporting countries have been slower
age for developing countries (on a scale of 1 to diversify their exports (to either other pri-
to 5). Ratings done by private services also mary commodities or manufactures) than
indicate that some oil exporting countries are other developing countries. Of the 12 coun-
'peceied as worse than the average of devel- tries where oil accounted for more than 80

oping economies in terms of corruption, trade percent of exports in 1980, only 2 had reduced

policy, and the environment for foreign direct their share of fuel exports below 80 percent

investment. 2 7  by 1997 (table 4.5), despite a 65 percent de-
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Box 4.3 Fiscal adjustment in Venezuela and Saudi Arabia

V cnezuela'. experience ilListrare- the daneers itf ot B12 billion 62.3 billioni bu ended the %car
inrca sing e\peiditires as a result it a cOM- with onlk Bs 362 billion. ab:u i million. Thus,

ilitdit boom. The io%criinienit had adopted a bN the end of 1098, the go%crnnicnt had spent all
stabhlization programi in 19c4o in response to mila- o the extraoLdinar % relenuc trom [hc riw in the
ll.n I 13 prcen and a dctic,t oi - percent of price of petroleum, and was left n ah a higher
GDR Higltr intern.atinal oil prices. increa,ed public sector wage bill and high external aniortza-
tax re%celtic, incieaicd tuel proLtiLon becIe 0t tion paik nlt.
thc in' emtnient dr!%c initiated earlier in the dc- B% Lontrast. Saudi Arabia de%:red a siLniti
.cae. and a CLuback in ci, I ser-,ice "%ages in real cant portion of the ri;e inl mi[ rc:tenues in the mid-

trnm acheecd a iassixe shift at the tiscal ba- li'is to reiting debt. which hclped to case its
ance to a suiplai Ot .2i percent it G[P in adjustment to the oil price tall in 199. In 114le,

19n the government paid SR.22 billion i S5.9 billion I to

H ler thc go%rirnimt' balance deterio- d.inestic creditors. largell to cover arrears [tom
r.1tcd to 1.i percent ot (DP in 1- becaUs ot unpaid hills. such as the issuance of agricultural
wage increases that aetaged about C,. 1 percent, certificates to tarnier- in licu ot cash for the c93-
transterf to c lo:l g lernient and decentraliZed 94 har.-;. These pa nient incrcased ttal expen-
public sectinr agcncie' ittaling 2.- prcent mf itlire% to 3 percent o%er budget. Essentialb. the
C[M. rid a real appreciatiin that redliced the go'crmnill spen a pifo of the tinimtcipated
contributli.r -t dollar-denominated onil rcvipts t ri;e in re%enties tron1 iiher oil prices on clearing
the budi-t. Depite ettcr, to rvctrain e .pcnditnres arrcars, leal ing gi, ernmcnt in-mes in a strongei
in the tir%t halt ot I 8$ the dtticit ot the nonht- po;imion r. acc,mmoJare the I 9c.s fall in re'-
nanial public ectmr is e,timaced at i' percent nt enues. While expenditures were cut and go'ern-
GDP. Ailmost the enure deficit was tnanced by the mient pa% nent tit contractors and suppheis were
liquidaion at as-ets. nludin-g through stretched to the INO-da limit, most public agen-
pri atization. liquidaton ot extcrnal assets. and a cies maintained current payments. and the govern-
,harp declne in cos ernment cash balances. The ment also continued to redeem past arrears
Tcsc-reria Nakional began in 1 % x;ith a balance liKemp I19"S.

cline in the price of oil relative to manufac-
- ;tures from 1980 to 1997. By contrast, of the

(percent per year) 27 countries where the share of nonfuel com-

cr)p n. modities exceeded 80 percent in 1980, 8 coun-
"rtm b-. ti tries managed to reduce their nonfuel

commodity share below 80 percent. The
Middle East and greater success in diversification of nonfuel

North Africa
Oil exporters 2.2 1.3 commodities exporters is not comparable for
Other countries 4.1 1.9 less extreme export concentrations. Almost all

Sub-Saharan Africa the countries where fuels accounted for more
Oil exporters 2.1 0.2
Other countries 1.8 -0.9 than 50 percent, but below 80 percent, of

Latin America and exports in 1980 had reduced this share below
the Caribbean 50 percent by the late 1990s.

Oil exporters 1.5 -1.1
Other countries 2.2 0.7 The failure to diversify is likely to ham-

per growth over the medium term. Oil-depen-
Source; World Bank staff calculations. dent economies remain subject to the depressed
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Table 4.5 Share of oil and non-oil commodities in merchandise exports, 1980 and most recent year
(number of countries)

Non-oil exporters , I I

Oil exporters II'

a. Only covers those countries included in the column to the left. Figures for oil exporters are from 1997; figures for non-oil
exporters vary from 1993 to 1997.
b. Of the eight countries that reduced their share of non-oil exports below 80 percent from 1980, all remained with shares above
50 percent in the most recent year.
c. The two countries that reduced their share of oil exports below 80 percent from 1980 remained with export shares above 50
percent in the most recent year.
Note. Excludes countries where data were not available in either 1980 or the mid-1990s.
Source: World Bank 1999; World Bank staff calculations.

level of oil prices relative to manufactures and 40 percent of the Saudi Arabian population is
to slow growth in demand. These economies younger than 14 years of age, and it is there-
will continue to suffer from the adverse im- fore anticipated that new entrants to the labor
pact of commodity price volatility on invest- force will total almost 4 million people over
ment and welfare (discussed in chapter 2). the next decade, or two-thirds of the current
Also, the existence of large government-con- labor force. Given the high rate of labor force
trolled rents in economies dependent on oil growth, even employment growth of 5 percent
exports encourages rent seeking behavior that per year from 2000 to 2015 would make only
tends to lead to inefficient expenditures (see limited progress in reducing unemployment by
Lane and Tornell 1995). The lack of diversifi- the end of the period. The unemployment prob-
cation also means that economies fail to cap- lem in oil exporting countries is exacerbated
ture the benefits of manufactures production. because the bulk of the labor force is employed
Manufacturing is characterized by positive in the nontraded sector. The oil sector is an
externalities, that is, benefits to the economy enclave that generates few jobs directly. Large
that are not captured by the firm. For example, parts of the nontraded sector are exposed to
skills training provided either formally or limited competition, often implying limitations
through learning by doing to suppliers and em- on the growth of output and labor demand.
ployees is readily transferable to other activi- Improvements in policy regimes to
ties (Matsuyama 1992; Mayer 1996). Also, strengthen incentives for non-oil production
increasing returns to scale may exist in manu- and to remove constraints on competition are
facturing or in the education and job training essential in several countries to avoid grow-
that is appropriate for manufactures (Sachs ing unemployment and deteriorating living
and Warner 1999). Thus, increasing the pro- standards. In particular, some governments
duction of manufactures may raise the total need to consider lowering taxes and remov-
productivity of the economy. ing barriers to employment that restrict the

Slow output growth coupled with high flexibility of using labor. For example, in Al-
population growth poses enormous challenges geria firms pay 24 percent of the wage bill in
for many oil exporters. Projections indicate that taxes and face significant severance and ad-
the labor force in oil exporting countries will ministrative costs when laying off employees
increase by 54 pecent by N10 , compared vit (IWuppert 1996). It should be noted that in

3 percentio-r dee\oping countries as a group. some countries attitudes are shiiting toward

In addition, unemployment is already high in more market-oriented policies, which provides

several countries. For example, approximately hope for an acceleration of growth.
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The savings response by non-oil The commodity price cycle and
commodity exporting countries the terms of trade
of Sub-Saharan Africa The global market prices of non-oil primary

on-oil primary commodity prices under commodities have undergone sharp changes
1 went a pronounced cycle, similar to oil since 1993. Agricultural prices, weighted by
prices, during the 1990s. However, the com- the share of exports from Sub-Saharan Africa
modity price cycle does not appear to have during 1987-89, increased by 52 percent in
adversely affected the prospects for growth in 1994-95 before falling by 19 percent during
the non-oil exporting countries of Sub-Saharan the next three years (figure 4.6). However, the
Africa for two reasons. First, changes in the 1994-95 increase in these countries' export
terms of trade and real incomes were gener- deflators was significantly less than the rise in
ally smaller than in the oil exporting coun- the global market prices of agricultural prod-
tries. Second, improvements in policies enabled ucts, and the average export deflator remained
countries to achieve increases in savings and below the commodity price index through
investment rates during both booms and busts 1998. In part, this reflected the 23 percent
in commodity prices. share of manufactures in these countries' ex-

Next to the oil exporters, the non-oil ex- ports (manufactures export prices rose by only
porters of Sub-Saharan Africa are the most 4 percent in 1994).2i There is a considerable
dependent on primary commodities.2 Non-oil lag between changes in market prices and
primary commodities accounted for 80 percent changes in the prices actually received by ex-
of merchandise exports from these countries porters, owing to the existence of fixed price
in 1997, which is about the same as in 1990 contracts. Also, the global commodity price
(figure 4.5). By contrast, non-oil primary com- indexes are based on average prices quoted in
modities accounted for 15 percent of merchan- international markets throughout the year,
dise exports from East Asia and Pacific, 35 while export deflators reflect prices at the dates
percent from Latin America and the Caribbean, of sale, which are limited to certain times of
and 21 percent from South Asia. the year for agricultural commodities. For

commod ty exportles, 1i990-97

Percent El Agriculture

80 IM Metals and minerals
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Note: The ist of countries included in the data for this figure is given in footnote 28. Coverage of trade shares excluded because of

the lack of data.
Source: Corntrade.
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Figure 4.6 Agricultural exporters trat mrtes9-
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Source: World Bank staff calculations.

example, one reason that the average export was roughly equal to the base period during
price deflator rose much less than the interna- busts. Boom and bust periods were chosen for
tional market price in 1994 was that coffee each country based on when agricultural prices
prices jumped in July when frost damaged the and export revenues were rising.3 0

Brazilian crop, but coffee sales are usually While the terms of trade and real incomes
made from November to March, and by then rose only modestly during the commodity price
prices had dropped significantly. Therefore, the boom, export revenues soared, increasing by
average international market price for coffee an average of 12 percent per year. A portion
in 1994 was much higher than the price that of the rise in export revenues may stem from
was actually received by most developing increased reporting rather than actual increases
countries.29  in exports, as the liberalization of trade and

The average rise in the terms of trade foreign exchange regimes reduced incentives
during 1994-95 was even less than the increase to evade tariffs. This strong export perfor-
in export prices, because these countries also mance reflected somewhat higher prices and
import substantial amounts of primary com- sharp increases in volumes as world trade in-
modities (about one-fifth of total imports, creased. Several countries improved incentives
equal to one-third the size of primary com- for agricultural production by removing price
modity exports). Higher prices for these coun- controls, by dismantling government-run
tries' agricultural and fuel imports thus boards that monopolized the purchase of key
partially offset their higher export prices. Con- export crops, and by establishing market-based
versely, in 1998 export prices fell by less than exchange rates.
the price of imported products, particularly The metals and minerals exporters also
fuels, and the terms of trade iose by S per- expeTienced sharp changes in the market prices

cent. The gain in real income during booms of the commodities they exported, but rela-

averaged 1.5 percent of base period GDP for tively small movement in the terms of trade.

the agricultural exporters, while real income Global metals and minerals prices rose by 43
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percent during 1994-95, only somewhat less greater private sector participation in the
than the prices of agricultural goods (figure economy through privatization and the dis-
4.7). However, these countries' export price mantling of marketing boards, removed price
deflator increased by only 2 percent in 1994 controls and some other restrictions on pri-
and by 6 percent in 1995. 1 By 1998 the ex- vate sector economic activity, and took steps
port price deflator and the terms of trade were to improve the efficiency and soundness of
not significantly different from their 1994 lev- their financial sectors.
els. During boom periods, the change in real These policy reforms usually increased
income caused by changes in traded goods savings through a number of channels. First,
prices averaged 0.5 percent of base year GDP, one goal of several programs was to raise
and during bust periods, real incomes fell by public savings directly through increases in
0.6 percent.3 2 These countries' export volumes revenues and through improved control over
increased by an average of 3.4 percent per year current expenditures, in part to strengthen
during boom periods, compared with 7.7 per- macroeconomic management and in part to
cent for the agricultural exporters. make necessary increases in public investment.

Second, reduced inflation and the establish-
Policies and country performance ment of more efficient financial systems in-
Improved policy performance enabled many creased the return on holding savings
of the non-oil exporting countries of Sub- domestically, which may have had some im-
Saharan Africa to increase their savings and pact on private savings behavior. Finally, policy
investment rates over the commodity price reforms increased the expected return on in-
cycle. Several countries in Sub-Saharan Africa vestment, particularly for exporters, because
adopted more prudent macroeconomic poli- a key element of reform programs involved
cies, established market-determined exchange reducing biases against exports. Real invest-
rates, reduced quantitative restrictions on ment increased strongly in many of these coun-
imports, reduced tariff rates, introduced tries. Since they lack access to private capital

Index (1990=100)
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Source: World Bank staff calculations.
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markets and official flows have declined dur- sample is only 2.7. Thus the improvements in
ing the 1990s, the rise in investment had to be savings, output growth, and investment for the
financed by increased domestic savings. sample are probably larger than for the Sub-

The link between policies and perfor- Saharan African non-oil commodity export-
mance can best be seen by grouping the sample ers as a whole.
of non-oil commodity exporters in terms of
ratings of their policies (table 4.6).3 Coun- Savings, real income changes, and the
tries with ratings of more than 3.5 (1 is worst, commodity price cycle
and 5 is best) increased their GDP by 5 per- Policy performance was the primary reason
cent per year during the boom, while coun- for differences in savings performance. By
tries with ratings of 3.5 or less increased their contrast, changes in real income caused by
GDP by only 3 percent per year. Policy per- changes in traded goods prices had a more lim-
formance was by far a better predictor of say- ited impact on savings during the commodity
ings behavior than changes in real income. The price cycle. To analyze adjustment to real in-
countries with better policies increased say- come changes during the commodity price
ings rates by more than those with relatively cycle, a useful approach is to group the sample
poorer policies (almost 7 percent of GDP over of the non-oil exporting countries by the per-
the base period versus 3 percent of GDP). centage change in export revenues and the
However, the average rise in real income in terms of trade in the boom relative to the base
the countries with better policies was less than period for each country (table 4.7).
in the countries with poorer policies (1 per- The two groups with more than one coun-
cent of GDP versus 2 percent). 34  try experienced substantial increases in say-

Note that this is a biased sample of Sub- ings rates during both booms and busts, despite
Saharan non-oil commodity exporters. To ana- the different magnitudes of changes in real
lyze macroeconomic adjustment over the income (table 4.8). The group with flat terms
commodity price cycle, countries with severe of trade and relatively small changes in real
civil conflicts and countries with inadequate incomes actually increased its savings rates by
data were excluded. Both these groups of coun- more than the group with large terms of trade
tries tend to have lower performance ratings and real income gains. Savings rates remained
than countries with civil peace and more de- above base period levels during the decline in
veloped statistical services. The average per- commodity prices. Both groups' savings per-
formance rating of the countries in the sample formance was much greater than that achieved
is 3.4, while the average performance rating by the oil exporting countries during the boom
of the non-oil commodity exporting countries and bust of oil prices and was larger than the
in Sub-Saharan Africa excluded from the average savings out of windfall incomes (about

one-half) recorded in other studies of savings
from commodity price windfalls (Collier, Gun-

ning, and Associates 1999). An analysis of say-Table 4.6 Policy performance and GDP, insbhvo in. bShrnAfia onre
savings, and real income during boom periods ings behavior m Sub-Saharan African countries

(average annual percentage change from base period) over a longer period, from 1980 to 1996, that
takes other determinants of savings into ac-

Average policy RILM

performance rating, , ... .r...n. count also finds that savings were not closely
--____ - - ----- -- tied to changes in real incomes (box 4.4).

Above 3.5 .- I * The sharp increase in savings rates dur-
3.5 or below 32 I - ingboom priods enabled the Sub-Saharan M-

a. Based on a survey of World Bank country economists. rican non-oil commodity exporters to increase
Note: Only boom periods are shown because none of the investment rates compared with the base pe-
good performers had bust periods.

Source: World Bank staff calculations. nod by 1.1 percentage points in the group with
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Table 4.7 Exports and terms-of-trade changes, boom compared to base period

i-m rr I& H, [-. 0r1 d eFJJ.

Large increase in export revenues i..i.. . I .rr. ..

>111

h,J

ind.1

Little change in export revenues 11Im.rs.-. ':. .lii

Note: The cutoff for large increases is plus or minus 5 percent for export revenues and 3 percent for the terms of trade (per year).
The boom and bust periods were chosen for each country based on movements in export prices, the terms of trade, and export
revenues during 1994-98, with the three years prior to the beginning of the boom as the base period. Most of the boom periods
are 1995-97, 1994-97, or 1994-98.
Source: World Bank staff calculations.

large terms-of-trade gains and by 3.8 percent- The difference in savings performance
age points in the group with only small im- between the groups is partially related to
provements in the terms of trade. Savings and changes in aid flows. Most of these countries

investment increased by much less during busts, experienced a decline in net concessional flows
but still rose by more than the negligible change during boom periods (data are not yet avail-
in real income. This experience contrasts able on net flows during busts, which took
sharply with that of the oil exporting coun- place in 1998 for most countries), reflecting
tries, where investment rates fell over the com- the general decline in aid since the early 1990s.
modity price cycle. The non-oil exporters of However, the countries in the first group (with

Sub-Saharan Africa also allocated a portion the smallest rise in savings rates despite the
of the rise in domestic savings to reduce their largest rise in real income) saw a decline in
reliance on foreign savings, which fell by more the ratio of aid to GDP of 5 percentage points

than 2 percent of GDP in both groups during in the boom compared with the base period.

booms and by 1 percent of GDP during busts. By contrast, the group of countries with the

Table 4.8 Changes in savings and real income relative to base periods
(percentage of GDP)

Country group '.n' .rr...r .J.i.

During boom

Large increases in exports and in terms of trade 4 -

Large increases in exports, flat terms of trade r -

During bust' I 1 -!

a. This includes only four countries, because several countries did nor experience a decline in export revenues or real income, so
that the boom continues through 1998.
Note: Savings indicates an average change in the ratio of savings to GDP in boom or bust periods relative to the base period. Real
income indicates average change in real income (as a percentage of the base period GDP) caused by changes in export and import
prices. Base, boom, and bust periods differ by country depending on the evolution of export prices, revenues, and terms of trade.
Group averages reflect the weight of GDP in the base period.
Source: World Bank staff calculations.
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Box 4.4 Savings and real inconies during
the comniodity price cycle
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largest increase in savings rates experienced a The terms-of-trade effects account for only a
decline in the ratio of aid to GDP of only 1 small fraction of the increase in GDP growth.
percentage point. The relationship between Based on estimates by Deaton and Miller
savings, real incomes, and aid flows on a coun- (1995), the income gains would have increased
try basis is represented in figure 4.8, which GDP growth on average by 1.2 and 0.3 per-
shows data on changes in real income and centage points during the boom periods for
savings (as a share of GDP) during boom pe- the two groups.3 7 These results do not imply
riods compared with base periods. All the that the changes in real incomes did not have
countries with real income gains that were an impact on growth rates. Countries experi-
larger than average (1 percent of GDP), but encing a bust did see slower rates of GDP
which had increases in savings that were growth (by 2 to 3 percent per year) than coun-
smaller than average (5 percent of GDP), had tries experiencing a boom in commodity
large declines in aid flows. prices.3 1

Both the private and public sectors con-
tributed to the rise in savings rates during the The commodity price cycle and the
boom. 3 6 Stronger macroeconomic policies internal distribution of income
were reflected in improvements in government The commodity price cycle had a significant
current balances for both groups. National ac- impact on the internal distribution of income
count data show that private savings also in- in many of the non-oil commodity exporters,
creased significantly during the boom, by 2.8 including some countries that did not experi-
percent of GDP in those countries with flat ence a sharp change in aggregate real income.
terms of trade and by 1.7 percent of GDP in Table 4.10 decomposes the change in real in-
the other group (figure 4.9). come between changes that resulted from

Improved policy performance led to an movements in export prices and from move-
acceleration of GDP growth, which rose ments of import prices. The countries with
sharply during booms, averaging 3.8 and 4.6 little change in the terms of trade experienced
percent per year in the two groups (table 4.9). an internal shift in real income when commod-

Change from base period
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0 

Change in savings (percentage of GDP)

Source: World Bank staff calculations.
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Figure 4.9 Change in savings raes be2ncmred w kbase per tds
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Source: World Bank staff calculations.

ity prices were high. Two factors lay behind on imported food. Benin provides an interest-
this shift. Firms and households that earn their ing example of the internal distribution of real
income from exports saw a gain of up to 2 income changes (box 4.5).
percent of GDP because of higher prices, while Conclusion. The recent swing in commod-
firms and households that depend largely on ity prices posed a significant challenge to eco-
imported goods lost as much as 1.4 percent nomic management in those developing
of GDP.3 1 In many of these countries, higher countries that are dependent on commodity
export prices increased incomes in rural ar- exports, and the quality of economic policies
eas, where export crops are produced and played an important role in determining coun-
where people tend to consume locally pro- tries' responses. Policies have been weak in
duced food, but higher import prices reduced several oil exporting countries, and many of
incomes in the urban areas that are dependent the countries experienced a deterioration of

Table 4.9 Economic peiiormanca
(average annual percentage change from base period)

Country group GDP Investment Export volumes

During boom

Large increases in exports and in terms of trade 4.6 5.3 6.4

Large increases in exports, flat terms of trade 3.8 7.1 7.4

During bust 1.7 1.7 5.2

a. Country coverage differs substantially between boom and bust periods.

Note: Data show change in real income caused by export and import prices. A negative sign indicates a fall in real income, either

from lower export prices or higher import prices. See notes to table 4.8.

Source: World Bank staff calculations.
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(percentage of base year GDP)

Country group Real income change caused by:
Export prices Import prices

During boom

Large increases in exports and in terms of trade 2.7 -0.4

Large increases in exports, flat terms of trade 2.0 -1.4
During bust' -0.3 0.2

a. Country coverage differs substantially between boom and bust periods.
Note: Data show change in real income caused by export and import prices. A negative sign indicates a fall in real income, either
from lower export prices or higher import prices. See notes to table 4.8.
Source: World Bank staff calculations.

savings and investment performance during the Notes
commodity price cycle. By contrast, the past 1. The impact of volatility on the poor is discussed

few years have seen substantial improvements in chapter 2.

of the non-oil exporting 2. Some measures of commodity price volatility
i i ndeclined after the mid-1980s, but remained higher than

countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, and these in the 1970s (Dehn and Gilbert 1999).
countries' savings and investment rates in- 3. Dehn and Gilbert (1999) used a recursive fore-
creased. cast model to evaluate the degree of uncertainty or

Box 4.5 Real incomes in Benin during
the commodity price cycle

B enin experienced sharp changes in the distribu- was much greater than the gain from exports. The
tion of income as a result of the commodity net loss to the economy was about 13 percent of

price cycle and the CFA franc devaluation during GDP during 1994-96 compared with 1992-93.
the mid-1990s. During 1994-96 the U.S. dollar Rural areas saw an increase in incomes and
price of cotton, which accounts for 80 percent of labor demand as the price rise encouraged greater
Benin's merchandise exports, rose by 48 percent cotton production (the area under cotton cultiva-

from its 1992-93 level. Also in 1994, the SO per- tion almost doubled from 1993-94 to 1996-97).40
cent devaluation of the CFA franc greatly increased Urban workers, however, experienced a decline in

the prices of exports and imports in local currency. living standards following the devaluation as the
By 1996 the cotton producer price had risen to cost of living increase exceeded the rise in wages. A
twice its 1992-93 level in CFA franc terms, and the 46 percent rise in the s mair iimum?e,g

boost to real income during 1994-96 from the rise interprofessionelgara,!rn %% i.a granted in \lai% 149-.
in export prices was 7 percent of 1992-93 GDP. compared with a 54 prccnt increase in the -in-
Import prices also increased sharply, however, sumer price index. M)%._%,r. a,utal earnings did
because of the devaluation and the rise in the dol- not fully reflect the increse in 'saec rates a the

lar price of primary commodity imports. Import government was substanu.lll In arrearu pa% ing
prices in CFA franc terms doubled during 1994-96 wage increases. Finall. m.ns w trker. particularli
compared with 1992-93, equivalent to a loss of 20 the more vulnerable, hm.er-ncomr onS. Aerv
percent of GDP. Imports were almost three times employed in the inform il1 ... r n hrre incomes
the size of exports (excluding re-exports) during probably did not keep p Ice 1 rh the t!;e in li% irn
1992-93, so the loss from the rise in import prices costs.
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unpredictability in commodity prices, where uncer- 12. This section covers 11 developing countries

tainty was measured by the standard deviation of the where oil exceeded 50 percent of exports in 1997,
forecast error. namely: Algeria, Gabon, the Islamic Republic of Iran,

4. Selected commodity prices (coffee, cotton, gold, Oman, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela (middle-

and copper) have remained roughly flat relative to U.S. income debtors); Bahrain and Saudi Arabia (middle-in-

inflation since 1900. At a minimum, owners of a con- come creditors); and Angola, Republic of Congo, and

stant flow of one of these commodities would not have Nigeria (low income). These countries account for 93
seen much growth in real income during the twentieth percent of the total oil exports of the major oil export-
century (Deaton 1999). ing developing countries. Equatorial Guinea, Iraq, Libya,

5. Statistical analyses of commodity price series the Republic of Yemen, and some of the transition econo-

can be found in Cuddington and Urzda 1989; mies are excluded due to lack of sufficient data.
Cuddington 1992; Deaton and Laroque 1992; Reinhart 13. The concentration index ranges from zero to
and Wickham 1994; L&on and Soto 1997; and Cashin, one, with one representing the most extreme concen-
Liang, and McDermott 1999. tration (UNCTAD 1994).

6. These data are based on a limited sample of 14. For the purpose of this analysis, the fuels price

commodities. The agricultural products included are boom is dated as 1996-97 (when prices were above
cocoa, coffee, tea, fats and oils, cotton, sugar, rubber, trend) and the bust as 1998 (when prices fell below
soybeans, maize, rice, and wheat. The metals and min- trend). The trend is calculated beginning in 1986 to
erals are aluminum, copper, gold, and steel. exclude the last major collapse of oil prices.

7. However, these increases did not occur in the 15. The methodology used in the IMF (1998) was
countries of the former Soviet Union, where produc- used to measure the loss in real incomes due to terms
tion continued to fall. According to the Food and Ag- of trade changes. The formula is [(PXt+1 - PXt)*Xt -
riculture Organization of the United Nations, agricul- (PMt+1 - PMt)Mt)]/GDPt, where PX and PM are price
tural production in transition economies fell by 35 indexes for exports and imports, X and M are export
percent from 1990 to 1998. This partially offset gains and import volumes, and GDP is at current prices. This
in other countries. calculation ignores changes in the volume of exports

8. Case studies are given in Collier, Gunning, and and imports. To the extent that changes in volumes are
Associates (1999), Ingham (1973), and Paxson (1992). in response to changes in prices, the formula fails to
Econometric studies include Dayal-Gulati and reflect the full impact of price changes on real incomes.
Thimann (1997) and Loayza, Serven, and Schmidt- 16. The flexibility of consumption levels in re-
Hebbel (1999). Studies have also found that sponse to terms-of-trade changes is limited in some
consumption behavior in some developing countries countries because of the unstable security environment
is closely related to permanent income (Ostry and (military expenditures are typically counted as con-
Reinhart 1992; Ghosh and Ostry 1993; Borensztein sumption in the national accounts).
and others 1994). 17. Permanent income from oil was calculated

9. The Middle East and North Africa region has assuming that production was constant (the extent of
many oil exporters. Note that these estimates of the depletion of oil reserves was not viewed as an impor-
size of resource depletion are probably overstated. tant consideration over a short time period) and that
Estimates of depletion should reflect the price of the the real oil price was equal to the trend. Permanent
resource minus the marginal cost of extraction. In prac- income in the non-oil sector was set equal to the ac-
tice, data on marginal extraction costs are generally tual level during the period.
not available, so that average production costs are used. 18. This is an extreme assumption, as typically
This practice overstates depletion, and hence under- producers will view a portion of the rise in price as
states levels of genuine savings. permanent.

10. See, for example, the U.S. Department of 19. The number of countries is limited based on
Energy's Annual Energy Outlook, various issues. The the availability of data for 1998 and on estimates for
World Bank's forecasts also envisioned continued high non-oil GDP.
energy prices in the early 1980s. 20. This calculation is based on a sample of seven

11. However, many Sub-Saharan African coun- countries, determined by data availability. The data
tries have liberalized marketing arrangements and re- refer to fixed investment, while the data on total in-
duced export taxes since the 1970s, which has reduced vestment include changes in stocks.
the government's role in allocating commodity price 21. There were substantial differences between

windfalls. the magnitude of changes in foreign savings as shown
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in national income accounts and in the current account of the non-oil commodity exporters of Sub-Saharan
of the balance of payments, partly because of data dis- Africa.
crepancies between the two sources and partly because 29. However, a substantial portion of these coun-
of movements in factor income and other current ac- tries' manufactured exports represents agricultural
count items. goods with limited processing, whose prices probably

22. The regression equation is disbursements = move closely with primary commodities. The export
6.6 + .66*oil price, where all variables are expressed price deflator roughly followed the average deflator
in natural logarithms. The coefficient of the oil price of the largest two commodities from each country.
is significant at the 1 percent level. 30. The commodity price index also may differ

23. The measurement of the change in real in- from export price deflators because the fixed weights
come refers to the economy as a whole, not to the gov- used in the former may not reflect the export compo-
ernment. Determining the government's share of the sition of the countries in our sample during the 1990s.
real income gain is difficult. Typically, the government, For example, coffee and cocoa prices, which account
or the public sector as a whole, directly captures the for almost half of the Sub-Saharan Africa agriculture
bulk of the rise in oil prices, but data to measure the price index using 1987-89 weights, increased more
impact of changes in import prices on government in- rapidly than total agricultural prices during 1990-97,
comes are not available. but exports of coffee and cocoa from the principal

24. Private sector savings are calculated by sub- producers increased more slowly than the group's to-
tracting the government's current balance from the tal exports. Therefore, in this case the weight of the
economy's total savings. Thus, public enterprises are more rapidly growing commodities among the export
classified under the private sector, which for some price deflators would have declined relative to the fixed
countries reduces the accuracy of these data as indic- weight index.
tors of private sector behavior. Also, discrepancies in 31. The sample of countries with bust periods is
national income accounts could distort the data on smaller than the sample with boom periods because in
private sector savings. some countries export revenues and prices never fell

25. Data on public savings in 1998 are not avail- significantly.
able for the Republic of the Congo. Therefore, table 32. The price index for metals and minerals does
4.3 covers only 10 countries (compared with 11 coun- not cover all the relevant goods exported by these coun-
tries for table 4.1). tries. For example, the average commodity price for

26. Output growth is not a reliable indicator of metals and minerals does not include diamonds, which

economic performance for some of the major oil ex- is an important export of Botswana, because of the
porting countries because it reflects, in part, changes lack of data.
in the volume of oil production in line with efforts to 33. The country composition during boom and
support prices. Also, the huge shifts in oil prices since bust periods differs, because some countries never ex-
the 1970s make interpreting long-term changes in con- perienced a bust.
stant price data difficult. Growth in non-oil output is 34. The ratings are prepared by World Bank coun-
a better indicator of performance, but sufficient his- try economists, based on their evaluation of macro-

torical data are available for only a limited number of economic policies, structural policies, reduction of
countries. inequality, and public sector management.

27. International Country Risk Guide 1999. 35. We discuss later how differences in savings
28. The countries discussed in this section include performance depended in part on aid flows. Note that

the agricultural exporters Benin, Central African Re- changes in aid flows do not explain the differences in
public, Chad, C6te d'Ivoire, Ethiopia, The Gambia, performance of the two groups, as they experienced
Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Senegal, almost the same decline in aid flows during boom pe-

Tanzania, Uganda, and Zimbabwe. Minerals export- riods.
ers are Botswana, Guinea, Mauritania, Niger, Togo, 36. The dependent variable is savings divided by
and Zambia. Burundi, Democratic Republic of the GDP. The terms of trade variables are constructed in

Congo, Liberia, Mozambique, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, three steps. First, an index of the terms of trade is mul-

Somalia, and Sudan are excluded because of civil strife. tiplied by the ratio of exports to GDP and the growth
Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, rate is calculated. Second, dummy variables are con-
Guinea Bissau, Lesotho, Namibia, S5o Tome and structed to represent upswings and downswings in the
Principe, Seychelles, and Swaziland are excluded be- terms of trade. A value of 1 or 0 is assigned to each year
cause of the lack of data. The sample countries ac- and country, based on an analysis of the evolution of

count for approximately 75 percent of the total GDP prices and revenue of each country's commodity exports.
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Finally, the dummy variables are multiplied by the modity Prices?" Working Paper no. 99/80. Inter-
growth rate of the terms of trade variable. national Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C.

37. Data are not yet available to distinguish be- Collier, Paul, and Jan Willem Gunning. 1996. "Policy
tween public and private savings during bust periods, Towards Commodity Shocks in Developing
which occurred in 1998 for most countries. Countries." Working Paper no. 96/84. Interna-

38. Deaton and Miller (1995) estimate that a 1 tional Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C.
percent gain in GDP from terms of trade would add Collier, Paul, Jan Willem Gunning, and Associates.
about one half of 1 percent in GDP growth during the 1999. Trade Shocks in Developing Countries.
boom, in addition to the real income effects. Volume 1: Africa and Volume II: Asia and Latin

39. The country composition is substantially America. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
different between boom and bust periods. Thus the Cuddington, John. 1988. "Fiscal Policy in Commod-
conclusion cannot be drawn that output in individual ity-Exporting LDCs." Policy, Planning and Re-
countries necessarily grew more slowly during the bust. search Working Paper no. 33. World Bank, Office

40. Exporters may depend on imported inputs, of the Vice President, Development Economics,
and firms in the traded goods sector that depend on Washington, D.C.
imported inputs may have benefited from increased __ . 1992. "Long-Run Trends in 26 Primary

output prices. Thus, neither group experienced the full Commodity Prices." Journal of Development
amount of gain or loss represented by the change in Economics 39 (October): 207-27.
export and import prices. Cuddington, John, and Carlos M. Urzia. 1989. "Trend

41. However, producers' prices rose by consider- and Cycles in the Net Barter Terms of Trade: A
ably less than what would be implied by the increase New Approach." Economic journal 99 (396):
in international prices and the CFA franc devaluation. 426-42.
Therefore, the marketing board or the government Dadush, Uri, and Dipak Dasgupta. 1999. "The Ben-
reaped a large portion of the gain. efits and Risks of Private Capital Flows to Devel-

oping Countries." World Bank, Development
Prospects Group, Washington, D.C.
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Regional Economic Prospects

East Asia and Pacific of 4.5 percent (table A1.1). Growth has been
uneven across the five economies, with the Re-

Recent developments public of Korea noticeably leading the group.
ROWTH FOR MOST OF THE EAST ASIA AND Under current projections, Korea and the Phil-
Pacific region in 1999, as anticipated ippines will return to their precrisis GDP lev-
earlier this year, will revive from the els this year, followed by Malaysia in 2000,

deep crisis-induced recessions of 1998. The and Thailand, just barely, in 2001. In contrast,
turnaround has been much stronger than ini- Indonesia's output in 2001 could still be some
tially anticipated. Whereas the earlier forecast 7 percent lower than precrisis levels.
for the five crisis economies' saw growth re- Financial markets have improved mark-
bounding to 0.2 percent in 1999, compared edly over the past year (figure A1.1). Curren-
with a 7.9 percent decline in 1998, this year's cies have appreciated between 10 and
performance now looks to be in the vicinity 20 percent since the low point of late 1998,

C:uqA1" I ,- 1 dsy. exc'arge rate, fi i, tereas` -ats fa, East Asia-4

ndex (Jan. 1997 = 100) Percent
100 20

90 - Stock market (left axis)

80-A
Exchange rate (left axis) - 15

70 -

60-

50 - - 10

40 - Call rates (right axis)

30 - Inflation (right axis) 
- 5

20 -

10 -

0 II l I l l l I l I I1 1 1 1 1 1 I1I1 0
Jan. 1997 May 1997 Sept. 1997 Jan. 1998 May 1998 Sept. 1998 Jan.1999 May 1999 Sept. 1999

Note: East Asia-4 includes Malaysia, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea, and Thailand. Averages are calculated as
simple arithmetic means for the four countries. Inflation is the three-month moving average of the year-on-year
inflation.
Source: Datastream.
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with the exception of Indonesia where the After lagging through the first half of 1999
appreciation has been over 100 percent.' a combination of factors are buttressing Chi-
Stronger currencies have been abetted by in- nese exports, including renewed growth in East
creasing reserve levels and declining levels of Asia and continued import growth in the
short-term debt. Prices have been subdued United States. China's improving international
throughout 1999, providing scope for reduced competitiveness, spurred by strengthening East
interest rates and a related fall in public and Asian currencies, domestic deflation, and ex-
private debt servicing. port-linked tax rebates, has also been a fac-

China is confronting several economic tor. Recorded imports have risen substantially
problems. The uncertainties surrounding re- this year, though this is mainly attributable to
structuring of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) a crackdown on smuggling. The trade balance
and of employment prospects, coupled with is likely to narrow, but will remain positive
almost two years of monthly deflation, have on aggregate.
dampened consumer demand. This has led to Among the newly industrializing econo-
a significant increase in unsold goods and has mies (NIEs), both Singapore and Taiwan
exacerbated the costs of corporate restructur- (China) have benefited from the improving
ing. Government efforts to spur demand regional economy and the global electronics
through public investment programs were boom. Because of its stronger integration with
partially successful as temporary measures, the crisis economies, Singapore was more
and will be pursued to maintain growth. The deeply affected than Taiwan (China) by the
government has taken a variety of measures regional downturn. Hong Kong's (SAR, China)
to spur demand, but early evidence indicates adjustment to the crisis has been more pain-
that these measures have led to increased li- ful. The currency peg has forced down asset
quidity in equity markets, without markedly prices and real wages as Hong Kong attempts
affecting personal consumption. Thus, growth to remain competitive, and has depressed in-
in China is expected to slow compared with vestment through high interest rates. But re-
1998, from 7.8 percent to 6.5 percent. tail sales are finally picking up, tourist arrivals

(percent per year)

Baseline forecast

Growth rates/ratics 1989-98 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 1999-2008

Real GDP growth 7.5 6.6 0.1 5.5 6.2 6.2 6.2
Consumption per capita 5.2 3.0 -4.0 4.2 4.3 4.7 5.1
GDP per capita 6.1 5.4 -1.1 4.3 5.1 5.1 5.2

Population 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9
Median inflation, 6.3 3.8 8.7 4.5 3.7 3.1 4.5
Gross domestic investment/GDP 35.0 36.2 31.0 32.6 33.9 34.6 35.3
Central government budget deficit/GDP -0.6 -0.3 -2.2 -2.6 -3.0 -2.8 -2.4
Export volumeb 11.9 17.6 7.0 7.9 8.1 7.8 8.0
Current account/GDP -0.5 0.2 5.6 3.5 2.8 2.1 1.1

Memo items
GDP of region, excluding China 5.7 4.4 -7.6 4.3 5.3 5.1 5.2
GDP of East Asia Crisis-5 countrtese 5.7 4.5 -7-9 4A 53 S.1 5.2

a. GDP deflator.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.
c. Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, the Repubhlc of Korea, and Thailand.
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, November 1999.
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are increasing, and renewed Chinese exports performing loan (NPL) levels remain near their
will revive trade-related activities. peaks. In Indonesia NPLs are estimated to

range from 60 to 80 percent of outstanding
Near-term outlook loans and are close to 50 percent in Thailand.
For the crisis countries improving macroeco- In Korea and Malaysia, they are a much more
nomic conditions abetted by fiscal measures manageable 10-15 percent. Failure to achieve
should set the stage for a further consolida- more substantial progress on restructuring
tion of growth, averaging 5 percent or more could lead to renewed financial instability and
in 2000 and 2001. Inflation, which had been could dampen near-term growth prospects (see
averaging 4.5-6 percent before the crisis, chapter 3).
peaked in most of the crisis countries at less Expansionary fiscal policies are expected
than 11 percent (except for Indonesia). The to fade out, though the remaining off-budget
average year-on-year inflation rate is running deficit will take longer to eliminate, and could
at less than 2 percent in the East Asia-4 (Ma- accumulate further. The rapidly growing public
laysia, the Philippines, Korea, and Thailand) debt in East Asia could pose a threat to recov-
and is in single digits in Indonesia after peak- ery down the road, but historically low debt
ing at 80 percent at the end of 1998. Interest levels allow for a degree of flexibility. None-
rates have fallen continuously since reaching theless, Indonesia (with a history of high debt
highs in 1998. Overnight call rates in Korea, levels, political instability, and corruption), and
Malaysia, and Thailand are now well below to a lesser extent Thailand (with a persistently
precrisis levels. high level of NPLs), are in significantly more

The initial catalyst for growth was a re- precarious positions.
vival in exports-led by electronics-driven
by better than anticipated import growth in Long-term prospects
the United States and Japan, and intraregional Despite the current rapid rate of growth in
multipliers. Low interest rates, rising asset the crisis countries long-term prospects for
prices, the end of the inventory cycle, and an East Asia have not been revised since fore-
improving near-term employment outlook, casts of one year ago. Lack of upward revi-
especially in Korea, have helped to broaden sion reflects the ongoing difficulties in
growth. Current account balances are likely Indonesia and, importantly, prospective indus-
to remain comfortably positive, though nar- trial restructuring in China. In particular, the
rowing, as imports grow in tandem with con- cost of restructuring the Indonesian bank
sumption, production, and the end of the balance sheets has risen dramatically, and
inventory cycle. Growth in the near term will troubles with Chinese commercial banks and
be buttressed by strengthening consumer de- their links with ailing SOEs have emerged
mand and inventory replenishment, with in- more sharply this year. Inward investment in
vestment kicking in further down the road as China has also been negatively influenced by
capacity utilization improves, the well-publicized collapse of several finan-

On the downside, there could be a slow- cial institutions. Despite the weak perfor-
down in the electronics sector in the second mance of the domestic economy, China seems
half of 1999 and perhaps into 2000. Equity determined to pursue its domestic reforms and
prices have slumped more recently and they to join the World Trade Organization (WTO).
will have to rely on renewed growth in corpo- WTO membership is expected to benefit
rate profits rather than on liquidity. Interest China, notwithstanding intensified competi-
rates have most likely reached a floor, and tive pressures on protected sectors. Beyond
investment could continue to lag if banks' the one-time efficiency gains from reducing
balance sheets fail to improve. Progress in the trade barriers, China could anticipate a boost
latter area has been uneven to date, and non- in foreign direct investment and improved
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access to foreign markets. For the region as Europe and Central Asia
a whole, long-term growth is expected to av-
erage 6.3 percent between 2002 and 2008, Recent developments
with the five crisis countries growing at conomic output contracted by 0.2 percent
5.3 percent. ._ in 1998 for the Europe and Central Asia

Success with regard to human capital (ECA) region as a whole, largely reflecting
growth will bolster longer term productivity Russia's liquidity crisis in August 1998 and
gains in East Asia. Educational achievements subsequent regional contagion. The ensuing
over the last decades have been impressive, economic downward spiral in Russia rever-
with primary school enrollment nearly univer- berated throughout the Commonwealth of In-
sal and secondary school enrollment at high dependent States (CIS), as these economies in
rates (for example, 50-60 percent in Thailand particular retain strong trade links with the
and Indonesia, and over 70 percent in China). Russian market. Trade-finance and payments
Evidence from the hardest hit crisis countries systems arrangements were interrupted and
suggests that these achievements were not re- trade declined sharply as Russian demand
versed during the crisis. Governments made collapsed (figure A1.2a) Central and Eastern
efforts to maintain expenditures on education European countries (CEECs) exports and bal-
(relative to GDP and total expenditures), and ance of payments deteriorated as well, as slug-
households adjusted consumption patterns to gish growth in Western Europe translated into
ensure continued school enrollment (see chap- weak external demand for the more diversi-
ter 2). With the exception of Korea, which was fied regional exporters, dampening the inter-
a high-income country before the crisis, coun- nal dynamics of the region (figure A1.2b).
tries in East Asia-with per capita incomes The region's weak growth performance
ranging from $800 to $4,500, and an average is likely to improve during 1999. The firming
close to $1,000-still have significant poten- of oil prices is improving prospects for the
tial for moving toward NIE or industrial coun- petroleum exporting countries of Russia and
try income levels. the Caspian Sea basin. While oil importers,

Figure A1.2a Russ ani o a
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Fic)w'e A1.2b Germnan inpoits and OentGr and Easter E,ropea. exports
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such as Turkey and the Central European points in June 1999. Spreads for Russia re-
countries, are experiencing some terms of mained above 2,300 basis points in Novem-
trade losses, many of these countries are ben- ber 1999, down from 5,200 basis points in
efiting from the incipient strengthening of April 1999.
demand in Western Europe. The end of the Estimates for growth in the ECA region
war in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia for 1999 have been revised upward, from the
(Serbia/Montenegro) has allowed reconstruc- 1.5 percent decline expected in Global De-
tion efforts to begin and cross-border trade velopment Finance (GDF) 1999 to plus 0.3
to resume, albeit constrained by the need to percent. Russian GDP is now forecast to in-
rebuild the transportation infrastructure. crease by close to 1.0 percent (compared with
Russia has made some progress on debt re- the 5 percent contraction anticipated in GDF
structuring and on gaining another round of 1999), due largely to higher than expected oil
funding from the International Monetary prices and increased production for import
Fund (IMF). Inflationary pressures have been substitution. While GDP and industrial pro-
reduced significantly, such that monthly in- duction contracted in the first quarter of 1999,
flation has slowed to 1.4 percent in Septem- both posted gains in the second and third
ber from 11 percent in December 1998. Bond quarters. With positive spillover effects an-
spreads throughout the region in secondary ticipated in neighboring countries, the fore-
markets have generally narrowed, which is a cast for growth in the Commonwealth of
reflection of improving international finan- Independent States (CIS) has been revised from
cial market sentiment. For example, Poland's minus 5.5 percent to a 0.7 percent advance.

spread returned to early 1998 precrisis lev- The most notable exception to the region's
els. The most striking exception to this trend generally lackluster output is Turkmenistan,
is Ukraine, where the economy remains vul- where double-digit growth is expected as a
nerable and Eurobond spreads are still el- large natural gas project comes onstream. In
evated at close to 8,300 basis points in contrast to the CIS, expectations for growth
mid-November 1999, up from about 3,000 in 1999 in the Central Eastern European coun-
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tries have been revised downward, from 2.3 stages toward EU membership, will also im-
percent to 1 percent, reflecting weaker than prove growth prospects. Average national pro-
anticipated growth in Europe and higher duction growth for the CEECs is forecast at
prices for these countries' energy imports. 3.2 percent in 2000. Output in most CIS coun-
Also, the war in Kosovo has greatly reduced tries is projected to recover more gradually,
economic prospects in the Balkans. Not only owing to expected slow growth in Russia,
must the region bear the direct consequences where the aggressive implementation of struc-
of the destruction and disruption in the the- tural reforms is likely to await the results of
ater of conflict, but it must also absorb the the June 2000 presidential elections. Neverthe-
impact of the movement of refugees into less, the depreciation of the ruble and of other
neighboring countries, the disruption of re- CIS countries' currencies is expected to boost
gional and transit trade, and a sharp fall in their exports to a degree which, combined with
tourism revenues. more positive external demand and sustained

higher oil prices, should contribute to more
Near-term outlook positive growth of 1.3 percent in 2000 (table
Accelerating world trade and stabilizing com- A1.2).
modity prices should contribute to a stronger
recovery in the ECA region in 2000, and real Long-term prospects
GDP is expected to increase by 2.5 percent. A The long-term growth forecast (2002-2008)
recent history of high real investment growth for the ECA region has been reduced from 5
(in double digits for some countries since the percent per annum to 4 percent. This change
mid-1990s), boosted by strong FDI inflows is due largely to a downward revision to the
(albeit tied in part to one-off privatization projections for Russia, which continues to
sales), should provide additional impetus for underperform relative to its underlying poten-
future growth in the CEECs and the Baltic tial. Despite stabilizing more quickly than an-
countries. Greater integration with the Euro- ticipated in 1999 after the August 1998
pean Union, as the CEECs progress at varying financial collapse, the fundamentals required

Table Ai.2 Europe ard Cantrai As a foeca7-s, Su MVy
(percent per year)

Baseline forecast

Growth rates/ratios 1989-98 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 1999-2008

Real GDP growth -335 2.7 -0.2 0.3 2.5 3.3 3.4
Consumption per capita -2.1 3.4 1.0 1.4 3.0 3.1 3.3
GDP per capita -38 2.6 -0.4 1.0 3.2 3.1 3.4

Population 0.3 0.1 0.1 -0.7 -0.7 0.2 0.1
Median inflation' 37.0 50.0 12.3 8.4 7.4 7.5 8.5
Gross domestic investment/GDP 27.2 24.4 23.0 22.4 22.5 22.9 23.5
Central government budget deficit/GDP -7.3 -5.5 -5.3 -5.2 -4.3 -4.0 -4.2
Export volumeb 0.5 11.5 6.1 -0.3 4.9 6.6 5.6
Current account/GDP 0.7 -0.5 -1.1 -1.0 -1.5 -1.7 -1.5

Memo items

GDP of middle-income Western Europe 4.2 7.5 2.9 -2.2 4.6 4.3 4.3
GDP of Central and Eastern Europe -0.8 2.6 2.1 1.0 3.2 4.3 4.1

GDP ofCIS states 6.3 1.4 -2.7 0.7 1.3 2.3 2.6

a. GDP deflator.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, November 1999.
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to support longer term growth have deterio- business cycles. Nonetheless, the adverse im-
rated. Savings and investment rates have fallen; pact of the East Asian crisis on the global en-
the financial sector and state enterprises are vironment-through falling world export
in need of significant restructuring; the level prices and volumes, and reduced capital flows
of FDI remains constrained; and capital out- to developing countries-eventually took its
flows continue. Population growth is projected toll on Latin American countries. In 1998 the
to continue to fall by 0.3 percent per year, with region's terms of trade fell by about 4 percent
the labor force contracting by 0.5 percent. (a loss equivalent to 0.6 percent of GDP) and
While fiscal and monetary policies are likely export volume growth slowed from 11.5 per-
to improve in the coming years, the degree of cent in 1997 to 5.6 percent, widening the re-
support for implementing far-reaching reforms gion's current account deficit by $22 billion.
to address the many imbalances in the Mexico, which benefited from strong U.S.
economy is uncertain, import-demand growth and which had a flex-

Risks to the forecast are mainly on the ible exchange rate, was the least affected by
downside and are primarily linked, within the the slowdown in world trade. Excluding
region, to achieving a sustainable recovery in Mexico, the region's export volume growth
Russia, where the situation remains fragile. slowed from 9.5 percent in 1997 to 3.3 per-
A further downturn in Russia would have cent in 1998, due to worsening competitive-
significant negative repercussions in the rest ness. The countries with targeted exchange
of the CIS and in Turkey, in particular, as rates saw their real effective exchange rates
occurred in the aftermath of the 1998 crisis. rise by an average 17 percent above their
The economic situation in both Ukraine and 1990-96 levels (before the East Asian crisis),
Romania is tenuous, reflecting high debt- compared with a decline of 25 percent in the
servicing payments. Turkey also faces signifi- East Asian crisis countries. Capital flows from
cant economic challenges, as its economy is international markets dried up in the wake of
suffering from a sharp slowdown in growth, the Russian default of August 1998, causing
a growing budget deficit, and high short-term gross new flows to fall 25 percent in 1998
debt turnover requirements. The disruption of compared to 1997 levels. This precipitated a
the August earthquake (estimated to cost be- massive credit squeeze and a sharp reduction
tween 2.5 percent and 5 percent of GDP) has in current account deficits in several countries.
compounded the situation. Throughout the re- The contagion effect from the Russian crisis
gion, slippage in reforms and failure to ad- made it impossible for countries to finance the
dress significant financial and enterprise sector part of the trade shock that could be treated
problems represent an ongoing risk. ECA's re- as temporary. Even Chile, a country with solid
lationships with the EU pose both opportuni- credit ratings, experienced speculative attacks
ties and challenges. A slowdown in Europe and was eventually forced to float its currency.
could weaken growth in ECA, especially in The combination of a deterioration in the
the CEECs. In the longer term, however, fa- external environment, high initial debt levels,
vorable prospects for several countries are tied a large dependence on foreign savings, and
to EU enlargement, tight monetary policies-aimed at preserving

existing exchange rate regimes during an elec-
tion year for many large countries-caused

Latin America and the Caribbean regional GDP growth to slow from 5.4 per-
cent in 1997 to 2.1 percent in 1998. By the

Recent developments fourth quarter of 1998 Argentina, Brazil,
_-he initial impact of the East Asian crisis Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezu-

on Latin American countries was not ela were all experiencing recessions. In Brazil,
large. Most economies were at the peak of their Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela high do-
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mestic interest rates in the second half of 1998 of the economic downturn within the region,
added to government debt service and, along- with GDP in 1999 falling in nine countries,
side lower tax revenues in the wake of the compared with only four countries in 1998.
economic slowdown, widened fiscal deficits However, the expected economic outcome for
and put pressure on exchange rates. With the Brazil will likely be much better than envi-
exception of Venezuela, these countries were sioned six months ago (no growth now ver-
eventually forced to abandon targeting their sus -3.9 percent then) and should keep the
exchange rate, with the Brazilian and Ecua- decline in the region's GDP to about -0.6 per-
dorian devaluations being the most acute, af- cent. The region's current account deficit nar-
ter massive losses of reserves. In the case of rowed by about $33 billion in 1999, due to a
Colombia (and Chile), the decision to float contraction in imports of 2.6 percent.
currencies was not accompanied by large de- Growth in per capita income of the Car-
valuation because reserves were still at rea- ibbean countries averaged 2.2 percent in 1999
sonable levels. As in other cases (Russia and but economic performance varied widely, and
Turkey), the East Asian crisis may not have growth prospects are expected to remain di-
been the fundamental cause of the downturn verse. Per capita GDP growth in 1999 aver-
that ensued, but it was a contributing factor aged 3-4 percent in Barbados, Dominican
and triggered a reaction to more deep-seated Republic, and Trinidad & Tobago; 2-3 per-
problems. By and large, countries where poli- cent in the Leeward and Windward islands;
cies are sounder (Chile and perhaps Mexico) 0-1 percent in Guyana and Haiti; but was
avoided the worst. negative in Jamaica for the third consecutive

Brazil's devaluation, uncertainties in the year. Movements in the terms of trade explain
run-up to elections, and tighter U.S. monetary part of this diversity in growth performance-
policy helped spread the economic downturn the faster growing economies rely more on
in the region in 1999. The Brazilian devalua- tourism and oil for export revenues while most
tion worsened the external environment for of the others depend heavily on exports of
many countries in the region, though to a much bananas and sugar, whose prices on world
lesser extent than the Russian crisis. Prices of markets fell 12 and 30 percent, respectively.
key commodities exported by Brazil (coffee,
soybeans, and sugar) fell sharply in the first Near-term outlook
half of the year at the same time that Brazil- Economic recovery in 2000-2001 is likely to
ian import demand collapsed, significantly be gradual, as further fiscal tightening is nec-
reducing export revenues in a number of coun- essary in many countries and reform fatigue
tries. Forthcoming elections in Argentina and is becoming widespread. Recovery should be-
Chile, coupled with increasing civil resistance gin by the fourth quarter and into 2000 for
to further fiscal tightening in some countries many of the countries experiencing recession
(Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela), led to in 1999 (figure A1.3). External factors behind
greater uncertainty on the part of domestic the rebound include: an acceleration of world
investors. The tightening of U.S. monetary trade; the stabilization of commodity prices
policy in mid-year, in conjunction with the and the rise in some (for example, oil and
debate over increasing the burden-sharing of metals); a slow recovery of capital flows;
international bond holders, contributed to a greater exchange rate flexibility in many coun-
reduction in the supply of private capital avail- tries; and less external debt amortization in
able to the region from international markets. 2000. Domestically, the ending of destocking
Ecaador's prospective default on its Brady facilitated by itmproved financial conditions
bonds and calls for debt restructuring in Ven- (lower domestic interest rates, higher stock
ezuela added to the uncertainty that private market valuations) should support a stabili-
investors faced. The net result was the spread zation and consequent upturn in production.
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However, there are a number of reasons Near-term uncertainties. If private capi-
why the economic recovery in 2000 is expected tal inflows remain weak into 2000, or capital
to be modest compared with 1996 (post- outflows increase sharply in response to po-
Mexico crisis). First, fiscal tightening is re- litical developments, pressures on some cur-
quired in a number of countries to sustain rencies could increase. Although the baseline
investor confidence and help exchange rate scenario assumes that Argentina will imple-
stability (Argentina, Colombia, Ecuador, Ven- ment fiscal adjustment and obtain sufficient
ezuela, and possibly Brazil). Implementation external support for financing its fiscal deficit
of further fiscal tightening could encounter and external payment obligations, risks remain
resistance, especially since unemployment rates that the process will not be smooth. Tighter
are high. Second, political uncertainties are monetary conditions in the industrial coun-
likely to persist into 2000 as Mexico and Peru tries are likely to keep Argentina's cost of capi-
elect new presidents and many new adminis- tal relatively high and the volume of capital
trations lack clear majorities in their respec- inflows modest. Venezuela has persisted in
tive congresses (Brazil, Colombia, and maintaining a crawling exchange rate band,
Ecuador). This uncertainty is likely to result even though the country's real effective ex-
in investor wariness. In addition, the expected change rate is now 50 percent higher than its
slowdown in the United States in 2000-2001 1990-96 average. Although Venezuela has
could restrain Latin America's export growth. been able to fend off speculative exchange rate
The combination of these factors is likely to attacks in the past, and the rise in oil prices
lead to a moderate economic recovery, with will help with potential future episodes, un-
the region's GDP growing by 2.7 percent in certainty on the policy front could lead to
2000 before accelerating toward 3.5 percent capital flight on a scale beyond the adminis-
in 2001. The current account deficit during tration's ability to counteract. Both Chile
the next two years is expected to rise to a range and Colombia, with a history of much better
of $60 to $70 billion from the 1999 level of macroeconomic management were forced to
$56 billion. move toward an exchange rate float in 1999.
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Table A1,3 Latin America and the Caarc:-ecas SU77ar
(percent per year)

Baseline forecast

Growth rates/ratios 1989-98 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 1999-2008

Real GDP growth 2.9 5.4 2.1 -0.6 2.7 3.5 3.5
Consumption per capita 1.6 4.0 1.5 -3.6 0.2 1.4 1.3
GDP per capita 1.1 3.7 0.5 -2.2 1.1 2.0 2.0

Population 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.4
Median inflation' 17.0 8.5 7.9 8.3 7.9 6.8 6.3
Gross domestic investment/GDP 22? 1 24 2 24 n 22 R 1 5 241 24 C
Central government budget deficit/GDP -2 -1 - - - I -1.4 -1

Export volumeb . .. . - ..

Current account/GDP 4 -. - -- - .4

a. GDP deflator.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, November 1999.

Long-term prospects Despite these uncertainties, longer term

Output growth for the region in the long term growth prospects-contrasted with the 1980s
(2002-2008) is now projected to average 4.2 and 1990s-are favorable, as efficiency gains
percent (2.8 percent in per capita terms), from past reforms are realized. Growth in to-
which is a reduction of 0.2 percentage points tal factor productivity, regionwide, is likely to
compared to Global Economic Prospects continue its upward trend as Brazil, the last of
1998/99 (table A1.3). The lower forecast is the large economies in the region to embark
based on several factors which, although char- on liberalization, overcomes current difficul-
acteristic of the region for many years, have ties. The privatization of large state enterprises
become more evident during 1999. National in the water, electricity, transportation, and
saving rates in several large countries have not telecommunications sectors should begin to
risen in the 1990s and most continue to rely bear fruit into the first decade of the 2000s.
on foreign savings to accommodate increases Privatization, combined with the increasing
in investment. High external indebtedness has market power of the Southern Cone countries
increased reliance on international capital through Mercosur, should encourage FDI in-
markets to finance debt repayments, and there flows, and the nature of FDI should shift from
is increasing evidence of reform fatigue in a acquiring existing capital stock through
number of countries. In Brazil the large in- privatization to investment in new capacity in
crease in domestic debt over 1997-99 and a the services and manufacturing sectors.
continued low saving rate will require a strong
and sustained fiscal adjustment, which has
been encountering public resistance. A simi- Middle East and North Africa
lar situation exists in Argentina, where sav-
ings remain insufficient for sustainable Recent developments
growth. GDP per capita growth for the Car- "he historically low oil prices of 1998 de-
ibbean countries is likely to average 2.5 per- R pressed growth in the Middle East and
cent a year reflecting the difficult structural North Africa (MENA) region (see chapter 4).
transition that these countries will have to un- Current account imbalances grew and govern-

dergo in the face of increasing global compe- ment revenues came under severe pressure (fig-

tition of commodity exports to traditional ure A1.4). The low absorption oil exporters

markets. (Bahrain, Oman, and Saudi Arabia) utilized
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Percentage change Share of GDP
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foreign reserves and external portfolios to fi- contributing to an easing of fiscal constraints.
nance the deterioration of fiscal deficits and Nevertheless, the restriction of export volumes
trade balances in the short term. Other oil ex- in order to support oil prices (OPEC cut pro-

porters, such as Algeria, the Islamic Republic duction by 2 million barrels a day in April

of Iran, and the Republic of Yemen had simi- 1999) limited the real output recovery in the
lar pressures but faced tighter financing con- oil exporting countries.
straints. This led to a different adjustment path, GDP growth in the more diversified ex-
including deeper expenditure cuts, exchange porters (the Arab Republic of Egypt, Jordan,
rate devaluation, rescheduling of external debt, Morocco, the Syrian Arab Republic, and Tu-
and, in the case of the Islamic Republic of Iran, nisia) slowed to 3 percent in 1999, from 3.5
import compression and liquidity stress as for- percent in 1998. The decline in activity in oil-
eign reserves declined and import cover fell. exporting countries, as well as slower growth

The net oil importers benefited from lower oil in Europe, put downward pressure on receipts
prices, although some countries experienced from worker remittances. Those countries with
a fall in workers' remittance receipts from the exchange rates pegged to the dollar experienced

oil exporting countries. The low level of re- slower export growth, in part as the value of
gional integration into global capital markets the dollar increased and as the competitiveness
ensured some protection against the worst of East Asian exporters in textiles, clothing,
effects of the East Asian crisis. and machinery improved. Drought conditions

GDP growth in the region averaged 2 in several countries (Jordan, Morocco, and
percent in 1999, 1.4 percentage points higher Syria) led to a decline in agricultural incomes,
than anticipated earlier in the year, due to as well as to further pressures in urban labor
stronger than expected oil prices and higher markets and higher food import bills.
domestic investment in the diversified export-
ers. The terms of trade of oil exporters rose Near-term outlook

by 35 percent (equivalent to nearly 9 percent GDP growth in the region should accelerate to

of GDP), boosting government revenues and 3.2 percent in 2000. The recovery in oil prices
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Table A1.4 Middle East and North Africa forecast summary
(percent per year)

e.. I**i, I

Growth rates/ratios 1Oi9-F 100 i iui 2' .,,.. ,,'

Real GDP growth ) 3 ' 24
Consumption per capita -.. 1 ** N I 3 I I 4

GDP per capita Iit I . -0 I I l 1
Population 2 - I 2 i 1 I .

Median inflation, 4 i 3 . - -

Gross domestic investment/GDP 2 ' 2 .'23 2- I -1

Central government budget deficit/C - -5.2 -2J -4 - ., -73 -2 -.

Export volumeb 4 .11 - 4 4 4 L
Current account/GDP -2.2 - 4.2 4 i

Memo items
GDP of oil dominant economies 3 2- 1 I 22 3
GDP of diversified exporters 1 . .. ' 4 44 44

a. GDP deflator.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.
Source. World Bank Development Prospects Group, November 1999.

in mid-1999, following the implementation of (2002-2008) have not been revised from ear-
the OPEC oil quotas and the high level of com- lier projections at 3.7 percent. Oil prices are
pliance thus far, points to a stabilization of likely to remain under downward pressure in
economic activity in oil exporting countries, the longer term (see chapter 1), which will con-
and GDP growth for this group is expected to strain oil exporting countries' fiscal and for-
range between 2.5-3 percent in 2000-2001. eign exchange revenues. But the diversified
Output growth will continue to be constrained exporters are expected to maintain a growth
by quotas on oil production and the need to rate of 4.6 percent, supported by continued
contain fiscal deficits and public debt levels. structural reforms and the linkages that are
Recent increases in sales tax and utility charges developing as a result of the Euro-Mediterra-
and cuts in subsidies in the oil exporting coun- nean agreements. Several North African coun-
tries are expected to have modest inflationary tries are implementing restructuring programs
impact. But central banks in the low absorp- in line with their association agreements to
tion oil exporters are likely to maintain tight boost efficiency in preparation for open com-
monetary policies to help keep inflation low petition from European firms. Privatization
and maintain exchange rate stability. Inflation programs in Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, and
is likely to be more of a problem in the Repub- Tunisia, in conjunction with a deepening of
lic of Yemen and the Islamic Republic of Iran. capital markets, are attracting foreign invest-
The diversified exporters are likely to grow by ment. Programs are in place to transfer public
4.7 percent in 2000, as growth in partner im- enterprises to the private sector, and new
ports improves, the renewed drive for reform projects in minerals and infrastructure are
in several countries encourages domestic in- being implemented under private contracts or
vestment, the effects of drought conditions on a build-own-operate-transfer basis. Large
fade, and tourism receipts rise (table A1.4). public enterprises such as utilities and telecom-

muncations are being sold or corporatized

Long-term prospects prior to sale. A beneficial by-product of di-

Despite an anticipated near-term revival of vestment of public enterprises will be the low-

activity, forecasts for long-term output growth ering of fiscal deficits and public debt.
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Additionally, the peace process in the Middle for India's exports. As well, financial liberal-
East, which appears to be bearing fruit, may ization in India has been limited, and the coun-
contribute to a lowering of risk perceptions, try was not subject to capital account reversals.
particularly in the Mashreq countries, and may However, several other countries of the region
provide an opportunity for increased dyna- were adversely affected. Bangladesh, Pakistan,
mism in trade and capital flows. and Sri Lanka were hit by weak external mar-

kets and falling commodity prices, particularly
for tea, rubber, and cotton.

South Asia Pakistan's economy decelerated sharply in
1998 and 1999 due to a wide range of causes.

Recent developments Many of these causes were related to deeper
n 1999, for a second consecutive year, South seated structural imbalances, especially tied to

LAsia was the fastest growing developing re- fiscal performance and shortfalls in private
gion, averaging 5.4 percent GDP growth. savings. The result was an emerging balance
Negative external factors that slowed growth of payments crisis, compounded by the sanc-
elsewhere had a smaller effect on the region. tions that followed nuclear testing in 1998.
Among domestic factors, the most positive was Bangladesh suffered an economic downturn
a favorable Indian monsoon, which led to in 1998, due to extensive flooding which de-
impressive agricultural sector performance, stroyed food crops, cut export volume, in-
while among the smaller economies domestic creased imports of food, and damaged
factors led to lower-than-trend growth. The infrastructure. Expenditure throughout the
aftereffects of 1998 floods in Bangladesh and economy was affected as rural incomes were
Pakistan's stabilization program dampened cut. The East Asian crisis may have weakened
growth in those two countries. demand for ready-to-wear garments manufac-

Relative independence from external in- tured in Bangladesh. GDP growth dropped
fluences is a constant structural feature of the from 5.7 percent in 1998 to 3.5 percent in
Indian economy, and India experienced only 1999. Sri Lanka, the most open of the South
moderate spill-over effects from the series of Asian economies, exports 37 percent of its
crises in 1997-99. The country's main export GDP. It depends on exports to provide a mar-
markets are in Europe and the United States, ket for its manufactures and on strong world
so the crisis did not greatly reduce demand demand to sustain prices for tea, rubber, and

TabJe A1.5 South Asia forecast summary
(percent per year)

am . P defa

m.

Cera l J. t.. -4 4-I

Cu - i:-I .I.

a. GDP deflator.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, November 1999.
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other materials. The slowdown in world de- Bangladesh, the improvement of macroeco-
mand was important in keeping tea and rub- nomic management, governance, and infra-
ber prices low and reducing export receipts structure. But critically, India's long-term
(table A1.5). potential output growth is linked to policy ac-

tions, which must redress the current fiscal
Near-term outlook deficit (over 6 percent of GDP), continued high
Looking ahead, several positive factors will (and increasing) tariff barriers, and increases
help India sustain growth in 2000 and 2001. in nonperforming loans and other structural
These include a high level of private sector problems in the banking system.
business confidence and a commitment in prin-
ciple by both major political parties to a broad
range of economic reforms. But there are also Sub-Saharan Africa
forces that could restrain growth, including
twin fiscal and balance of payments deficits, Recent developments
the deteriorating state of infrastructure, and ub-Saharan Africa's economic growth
a large public sector deficit. Substantially faster slowed progressively from 4.7 percent in
growth would require increased fixed capital 1996 to less than 2.5 percent in 1998-99. Sev-
formation and saving, and foreign direct in- eral factors were responsible. A steep fall in
vestment would be a crucial element of financ- oil prices in 1997-98 hurt countries that ex-
ing. Absent policy changes, prospects for port significant amounts of oil and other hy-
Bangladesh and Pakistan are not particularly drocarbons.3 Numerous conflicts-many of
encouraging. An improvement in external con- which had appeared to be moving toward reso-
ditions, including an acceleration of world lution-flared up, including in Angola, Demo-
trade growth and the stabilization of commod- cratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia and Eritrea,
ity prices, would be helpful in the near term, Guinea-Bissau, Lesotho, and Sierra Leone.
but the recent surge in petroleum prices will Poor weather disrupted agriculture and tour-
exact a toll on fragile import bills for both ism throughout eastern and southern Africa
countries. The implications for economic and heavy rains damaged infrastructure. Fi-
growth of the recent coup in Pakistan are not nally, South Africa, the region's largest and
yet clear. For Bangladesh, most of the flood most open economy, was caught in the turbu-
damage has been repaired, the water level has lence of the East Asian crisis as a reversal of
fallen, and crops were replanted for the 2000 capital inflows in mid-1998 sent interest rates
harvest. Conditions should allow the economy sharply higher and dampened interest-sensi-
to revive toward 5 percent growth in 2000. tive sectors through the first half of 1999.
Sri Lanka is well situated to benefit from an Despite these adverse developments, pro-
acceleration in world trade growth in 2000 market reforms, trade liberalization, and bet-
and an increase in commodity prices over the ter governance sustained growth elsewhere in
same period. the region-in Mozambique, Uganda, and

generally throughout the CFA zone, where the
Long-term prospects devaluation of the CFA franc in 1994 triggered
Despite cautious optimism concerning a near- a sustained boom in investment and exports.
term increase in economic activity in the re- Moreover, developments in 1999 augur well
gion, prospects covering 2002-2008 have been for near-term prospects. Especially encourag-
downgraded from previous projections. The ing have been the smooth political transition
main requirement for a strong long-term out- in Nigeria; renewed prospects for peace in
look is economic reform-: in Pakistan, the Sierra Leone, Liberia, and the Democratic

implementation of key reforms in banking, Republic of Congo, and a swift return of in-

power, taxation, and public spending; and in ternational investors to South Africa.
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Near-term outlook predicted to reach 4.3 percent in 1999 and
Growth in 1999 will be near the pace achieved 4.6 percent in 2000-2001.
in 1998-around 2.3 percent, or 3.2 percent Import growth will not keep pace with
excluding South Africa and Nigeria. This falls exports, allowing the current account deficit
short of what is needed to recover the ground to shrink from an unsustainable $14.2 billion
lost in recent years, and per capita incomes (4.6 percent of GDP) in 1998. For the region
will decline modestly for a second successive as a whole, the current account deficit is pro-
year. Nevertheless, a gradual recovery from jected to narrow to 2.8 percent of GDP in 1999
the slowdown appears to be underway. and 2.6 percent in 2000. While falling short
Growth is anticipated to rise to 3.3 percent of the level of performance in 1997-98, im-
over 2000-2001. Underpinning the stronger port growth will remain adequate to support
performance will be a pick-up in exports over purchases of capital and intermediate goods
the next 12-24 months, based on sharp gains for production and investment needs. Mean-
in oil prices, the unexpected strength of the while, the forecast anticipates a continuation
recovery in East Asia, and the euro's weak- of policy reforms and a move away from the
ness against the U.S. dollar, which will fur- inward-looking trade regimes that contributed
ther boost the competitiveness of CFA zone to Sub-Saharan Africa's relative isolation over
countries. Following a decline of 0.3 percent the past 25 years. Overall, trade will continue
in 1998, merchandise exports are expected to to outpace GDP growth, resulting in higher
grow by 3.8 percent in 1999, 6.3 percent in trade shares and increasing openness (figure
2000, and 4.7 percent in 2001. On top of the A1.5).
broader recovery, export performance in 2000
will reflect the revival of Nigeria's hydrocar- Long-term prospects
bon sector, and especially the commencement Output for the region is expected to achieve
of liquid natural gas shipments from the new growth of 3.6 percent from 2002-2008 (fig-
Bonny Island facility. Excluding South Africa ure A1.5). That represents a 0.5 percentage
and Nigeria, Sub-Saharan export growth is point downward revision from last year's Glo-

Percent per year

6 1999-2001

5 2002-2008

4

22

CFA franc Agricultural Oil Mineral Under Total
zone exporters exporters exporters civil strife Sub-Saharan

Source: World Bank baseline forecasts. Africa
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Table A1.6 Sub-Saharan Africa forecast summary
(percent per year)

Baseline forecast

Growth rates/ratios -I1j
4

s-

Real GDP growth 2.4 4 4

Consumption per capita -4 -

GDP per capita -

Population 4
Median inflation' 4

Gross domestic investment/GDP !4 - I 1 4

Central government budget deficit/GDP - -1 - -- - 1 -4 

Export volumeb 4. 4 1 1 4 4

Current account/GDP -4 - - -> -2 r -2 -

Memo items
GDP of major oil exporters' 4 1 4
GDP of region, excluding South Africa .1 4 .

and oil exporters

a. GDP deflator.
b. Goods and nonfactor services.
c. Angola, Gabon, and Nigeria.
Source: World Bank Development Prospects Group, November 1999

bal Economic Prospects and reflects greater uted to the rise in investment and exports
pessimism about prospects in commodity and during the 1994-97 growth cycle (see chap-
financial markets, as well as an assessment that ter 4). However, these factors will be offset
South Africa will require a more extended by other less favorable trends: commodity
period to reach its long-run potential output prices of critical importance to the region are
growth. A sustained 3.6 percent expansion of expected to show only weak advances, put-
GDP, together with a gradual slowing of the ting a damper on investment and exports; a
region's population growth (from current rates poor outlook for foreign aid and negative for-
of 2.6 toward 2.4 percent), will permit a mod- eign investor sentiment will squeeze current
erate rise in per capita incomes of 1.3 percent account balances and compress imports; fall-
per year over the long-term forecast period. ing budget support is likely to cut into social
The ability to encourage private investment spending, reducing the growth rate of human
will be the key to stronger performance, and capital. Finally, the extent of the AIDS epi-
those countries with better policy environ- demic is becoming clearer, and with it the in-
ments, effective export strategies, and more evitability of a sustained, negative impact on
diversified economies will tend to do better economic performance. Medium-term pro-
(table A1.6). jected population growth in the worst affected

Despite the downward revision, the out- countries has been lowered by as much as 1-
look remains for a substantial improvement 2 percent annually compared to what would
over the 2 percent average growth achieved have been expected without AIDS. Moreover,
during the past two decades. Many of the since the disease preponderantly affects bet-
region's intractable conflicts are likely to be ter educated and more productive urban work-

resolved, and there has been a broad-based ers, output growth in these countries will slow
transition to democratic rule and more respon- by a substantially higher amount. For the re-

sible governance. An accumulation of evidence gion as a whole, a reduction in per capita
indicates that these developments are produc- growth of 0.3 percent tied to this development

ing results-for instance, they have contrib- seems likely.
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Especially given the lackluster expecta- the enhanced framework, 30 are in Sub-
tions for commodity prices and the poor cli- Saharan Africa, and the region stands to re-
mate for foreign aid, countries will need to ceive over 80 percent of the relief worth $27
continue diversifying and opening their econo- billion in net present value terms. Not only
mies to sustain adequate growth. Ongoing will there be a transfer of real resources for
structural adjustment over the forecast period poverty reduction and other purposes, but
should raise domestic savings and investment, stronger balance sheets and improved credit-
as well as make Sub-Saharan Africa more at- worthiness will facilitate the integration of
tractive to potential foreign investors. FDI is recipient countries into the world economy.
increasingly being attracted not only to ex-
tractive and resource-based sectors, but also
to telecommunications, transportation, and Notes
utilities sectors as they are privatized and de- 1. Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, the Re-

regulated. Meanwhile, though prospects for public of Korea, and Thailand.

foreign aid are not promising, many Sub- 2. Since July the currencies have been drifting
somewhat downward for a number of reasons-re-

Saharan countries stand to benefit from debt structuring.pro iora coron anon-
relif uderenhacedters oftheHeaily structuring problems mn Korea; corruption and con-

relief under enhanced terms of the Heavily flict in East Timor in Indonesia; and tensions between
Indebted Poor Countries Initiative (HIPC), Taiwan (China) and China have affected the former.
improving the sustainability of current account 3. Angola, Cameroon, Congo (Brazzaville), Equa-
positions. Of the 36 countries eligible under torial Guinea, Gabon, and Nigeria.
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,able A2.1 Grth o:
(GDP in 1987 prices and exchange rates-average annual percentage growth)

1998 GDP
(current

billions of Estimate Forecast
U.S. dollars) 1966-73 1974-90 1991-98 1998 1999 1999-2008

World 28,445 5.2 3.0 2.5 1.9 2.6 3.1

High-income economies 22,200 5.0 2.8 2.3 2.0 2.6 2.6
Industrial 21,505 5.0 2.7 2.2 2.0 2.6 2.6

G-7 18,425 5.0 2.8 2.2 1.8 2.6 2.5
United States 8,510 3.2 2.7 3.0 3.9 3.8 2.8
Japan 3,790 10.0 3.8 1.5 -2.9 1.3 1.7
G-4 Europe 6,130 4.4 2.3 1.7 2.2 1.6 2.6

Germanya 2,130 4.3 2.0 1.8 2.0 1.3 2.6
Euro Area 6,465 5.0 2.3 1.7 2.7 2.0 2.8
Other industrial 3,080 5.0 2.3 2.3 3.7 2.9 3.1

Other high-income 695 8.5 5.5 5.7 1.2 3.0 4.8
Asian NIEs 515 9.6 8.1 6.0 1.8 3.6 5.4

Low- and middle-income economies 6,245 6.2 3.8 3.2 1.6 2.7 4.5
Excluding Eastern Europe and CIS 5,390 6.0 3.7 5.3 2.1 3.0 4.7

Asia 2,360 5.8 6.5 7.6 1.6 5.4 5.9
East Asia and Pacific 1,800 7.8 7.5 8.5 0.1 5.5 6.2

China 960 8.4 8.7 11.4 7.8 6.5 ...
Korea, Rep. of 320 11.2 8.5 6.3 -5.8 8.0 ...
Indonesia 95 6.4 6.7 5.8 -13.2 0.0 ...

South Asia 560 3.6 5.0 5.9 5.2 5.4 5.2
India 430 3.8 4.9 6.1 5.1 6.0 ...

Latin America and the Caribbean 2,000 6.2 2.6 3.6 2.1 -0.6 3.5
Brazil 775 9.5 3.6 3.1 0.2 -0.4 ...
Mexico 425 6.3 3.2 2.6 4.8 3.2 ...
Argentina 340 4.3 0.4 5.2 3.9 -3.5 ...

Europe and Central Asia 1,040 6.2 4.2 -4.0 -0.2 0.3 3.4
Russian Federationb 337 6.6 5.2 -7.8 -4.6 1.0 ...
Turkey 190 1.9 4.2 4.2 2.9 -2.2 ...
Poland 145 7.3 0.3 4.2 4.8 3.5 ...

Middle East and North Africa 535 7.8 1.4 2.9 3.2 2.0 3.4
Saudi Arabia 130 8.5 0.9 1.6 1.6 -0.4 ...
Iran, Islamic Rep. 120 10.2 -0.3 3.6 2.1 1.2
Egypt, Arab Rep. 83 3.7 7.1 4.1 4.9 4.9 ...

Sub-Saharan Africa 310 4.5 2.1 2.8 2.4 2.3 3.4
Republic of South Africa 115 4.9 2.1 1.5 0.1 1.0 ...
Nigeria 35 6.5 1.1 2.5 2.3 1.0 ...

Note: Growth rates over intervals are computed using least squares method.
a. Data prior to 1991 covers West Germany.
b. Data prior to 1992 covers the former Soviet Union.

Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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(GDP in 1987 prices and exchange rates-average annual percentage growth)

World j.'i' i I i iï >ï i.4 i "

High-incom, ct.nn. . 4 41 . 1 I.
Industria1 1 . 1 :
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Unit i 'r * 1 i
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Other .. r..l . . i
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Chir -:.
Kors .i i -n ~ --

Indo.. i 4'- 4. -l -1'
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India 44' 4:

Latin Ar- i J r l 4. I r -
Braz.l .· I 4 i r - I -
Mex. 44!' :' '• ·
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Russ. , r d-4 l..,. -~-

Turk. - I
Polar. I 44 4

M iddle ir -J . .i. . . '- - - I ''I - 4
Sau . ' l . -,l ~ - -4'-
Iran. il. . i -r -I

Egyp'. . lI 4
Sub-Sah:i .) -- - i I - l

Reptl-h. r - I , : ¯ -- '

Nige. -'4

Note: Growth rates over intervals are computed using least squares method.
a. Data prior to 1991 covers West Germany.
b. Data prior to 1992 covers former Soviet Union.
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC PROSPECTS

(percentage change a

Estimate Forecast
1966-73 1974-90 1991-98 1998 1999 1999-2008

World 5.4 7.8 4.2 2.5 2.5 2.7

High-income economies 5.5 7.0 2.3 1.1 1.2 1.9
Industrial 5.5 6.8 2.2 1.1 1.2 1.9

G-7 5.3 6.5 2.1 1.0 0.9 1.7
United States 4.8 6.3 2.2 1.0 1.3 1.9
Japan 5.8 3.6 0.3 0.4 -0.4 1.2
G-4 Europe 5.4 8.3 3.3 1.6 1.3 1.8

Germanyb 4.9 3.5 3.1 0.9 1.2 1.7
Euro Area 5.6 7.9 3.2 1.6 1.4 1.9
Other industrial 6.4 8.4 2.9 1.6 3.0 2.7

Other high-income 5.5 22.2 4.3 1.5 1.2 3.5
Asian NIEs 5.6 6.9 3.7 1.6 0.4 3.4

Low- and middle-income economies 4.7 11.1 11.3 7.6 7.3 5.4
Excluding Eastern Europe and CIS 4.8 11.4 10.1 6.5 7.2 5.3

Asia 6.7 9.2 7.2 8.2 5.6 4.4
East Asia and Pacific 6.7 8.2 6.1 8.7 4.5 3.8

China -2.0 3.8 9.6 -1.3 -0.9 ...
Korea, Rep. of 14.3 12.1 5.6 13.4 4.5 ...
Indonesia 65.0 13.3 12.3 73.1 38.1 ...

South Asia 6.9 10.6 9.4 7.6 7.2 5.3
India 7.6 8.1 8.7 7.6 9.8 ...

Latin America and the Caribbean 6.1 10.0 14.4 7.9 8.3 6.3
Brazil 23.2 145.0 348.0 3.8 11.0 ...
Mexico 6.4 48.0 19.5 15.9 16.8 ...
Argentina 24.0 203.0 9.8 -2.0 3.2 ...

Europe and Central Asia 2.0 6.5 41.4 12.3 8.9 6.3
Russian Federatione 0.9 1.2 250.0 11.6 56.0 ...
Turkey 7.3 44.5 79.3 69.2 60.0

Middle East and North Africa 3.6 11.0 6.2 3.1 4.7 4.4
Saudi Arabia 11.4 4.0 1.4 -13.4 4.0 ...
Iran, Islamic Rep. 5.6 17.0 28.3 15.7 11.1 ...
Egypt, Arab Rep. 2.3 12.4 9.8 4.2 4.0 ...

Sub-Saharan Africa 4.2 10.6 10.5 6.5 7.9 5.6
Republic of South Africa 6.2 14.5 9.8 8.4 7.5 ...
Nigeria 10.7 14.5 38.8 10.0 13.1 ...

Note: Deflators are in local currency units; 1987 = 100. Growth rates over intervals are computed using least squares method.
a. High-income group inflation rates are GDP-weighted averages of local currency inflation. Low- and middle-income groups are
medians. World is GDP-weighted average of the two groups.
b. Data prior to 1991 covers West Germany.
c. Data prior to 1992 covers former Soviet Union.
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS

(percentage of GDP)

1998 current
account

(billions of t.. m I .
U.S. dollars) 1970-80 1981-90 1* I-* * *

World -33.3 0.1 -0.4 - 1 -1 . -1. -

High-income economies -0.8 0.1 -0.2 11 -1.- -1I 4

Industrial -24.7 0.0 -0.5 - -
G-7 -50.8 0.2 -0.4 - .

United States -232.5 0.0 -2.0 - - -
Japan 118.8 0.7 2.4
G-4 Europe 62.9 0.2 0.3

Germanva -4.9 0.5 2.6 -
Euro Area 88.1 0.0 0.4 4 1 4

Other industrial 26.1 -0.9 -0.9 "1
Other high-income 23.9 7.2 9.8 4 2

Asian NIEs 21.8 0.1 6.8 44 4

Low- and middle-income economies -32.5 0.0 -0.8 -1 -I . -1

Excluding Eastern Europe and CIS -19.3 -0.6 -2.1 - 1 - 4 4.

Asia 90.5 -1.1 -1.4 -, . * -
East Asia and Pacific 100.7 -1.4 -1.1 - 1 1

China 29.6 -0.4 0.1 I .
Korea, Rep. of 40.6 -6.1 0.7 -i l I ' -
Indonesia 4.0 -1.4 -3.1 -1.0 4.2 3..

South Asia -10.2 -0.5 -2.0 -1.7 -1.8 -2.0 -2.5
India -6.9 0.3 -1.7 -1.2 -1.6 -2.0

Latin America and the Caribbean -89.4 -2.6 -1.8 -2.9 -4.5 -3.1 -3
Brazil -34.6 -4.1 -1.6 -1.7 -4.5 -4.3
Mexico -16.3 -3.1 -0.7 -3.9 -3.9 -2.8
Argentina -14.6 -0.3 -2.1 -2.7 -4.3 -3.5 ...

Europe and Central Asia -11.3 0.5 2.2 0.4 -1.1 -1.0 -1.5
Russian Federation' 1.7 2.0 3.6 2.1 0.5 4.3 ...
Turkey 1.9 -2.0 -1.3 -0.6 1.0 1.0 ...
Poland -7.5 -0.9 -1.4 -2.9 -5.1 -7.2

Middle East and North Africa -8.1 6.6 -3.5 -2.3 -1.5 4.2 2.2
Saudi Arabia -6.7 19.8 -7.2 -7.7 -5.2 6.0
Iran, Islamic Rep. -1.7 2.4 -0.4 -1.4 -1.4 2.2
Egypt, Arab Rep. -2.6 -4.9 -3.4 2.2 -3.1 -2.7

Sub-Saharan Africa -14.2 -1.9 -2.8 -2.3 -4.6 --2.8 -2.0
Republic of South Africa -2.3 -1.7 0.6 -0.3 -1.9 -2.0 ...
Nigeria -5.8 0.8 -0.7 -1.9 -15.7 -3.0

Note: Current account after official transfers. Shares over intervals are period averages.
a. Data prior to 1991 covers West Germany.
b. Data prior to 1992 covers former Soviet Union.
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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GLOBAL ECON OMIC PRO S P E C T S

Table A2.5 Exports of goods, 1997
(percent)

!.1Ki- iidi.t Average EFicn -k hand,t 4 c. E r i... h:,. i ,.r>a I io
apt ri- annual marvn. k,n, is.uI rn s ery, -.ir. I
,t'SS growth cvir i ' .. i- u..v h i <: l r ub

miklLon. I 1987-97 I"¯Æ mIz"n. |-~- 1- ,nå-z *q -- " -

World Q~% 6.6 ".t 1 .n N-r.- r nd iddis i an jJ Norib
ih< ( wubbean I.'flmmflJt I\.:.s , ''im.aiucdI

All developi., I. c't 5 7.7 " 1.. u..u i 2 .- I. .1 J . . r -
economie, ...n ;.I! 21 4 · - ... n-- I =1. I '4 4'.

Asia . 2 12.9 .2 Eur.pc:.nd . i 4. T .. , i. Ii
er:- \,.:, ..... .. :r 2 2 " 1

East Asiaand 4.'3 13.2 .4 .'.rr' ti 4!'
Pacific i, .; ·. ' Sub-shy:s Ss, ' 2 ii2

China I 2-' 13.2 4 i-.--, o- ;I Xr,a
Fiji V.i 9.3 -* i 4. -1; 4
Indonesia ' '.443 14.1 3 3 ¯ .h 22 ~4- . I-..r .. 2.42 54
Korea, Rey i .. lr. 10.3 .- ruhh. . ··f I 2 4
Malaysia - Ii 16.6 . , 2-24 ' . 42' 1 -l -
Myanmar r 12.0 1! 4 i...., :-' . J.
PapuaNeN 2 I4" 6.4 . . I: 4 - -4 4 :
Guinea -, r 4 1 ,i..r. .-'-I

Philippines 25. S 12.6 -4 i 4''
Thailand 5 - 14.4 - i.r-uH., 2 44
Vietnam -, - .. L ri - . J _. i

South Asia . 25: 10.0 . - I i , '' 4 c.. ,-
Bangladesl. .. 11.9 4 i I I 2 -- , h i.. : -
India 'ilt 12.0 . .4.1 - -: ;.54
Nepal 42 9.3 :- . .,, r l .ia 4 -
Pakistan "1' 1.7 . r . 2.424
SriLanka 4.,:: 11.1 .4

r ol Huh. 4.II'.311 h Å,.
Latin Amen..:, 2n.(.' 6.4 I 1 , . .-.n -- ,r.. nr . *

and the C mbbuj I .f -
Argentina .. ' 7.5 f.- ., Indu.in:J 3 .S23 i.
Bolivia J, ¯ 10.3 1n, ¯ > r.a. ,, i,
Brazil :2,¯ia 4.8 - 24 1-- - lr .- I. -
Chile .ru 8.4 -. 4.232 . . . -
Colombia 11.522 12.6 '.4 i -i . .. e. i: 4
Costa Rice 4.2- 14.1 ii ,2 n . r
Dominicar >2 -6.0 - N1 dJ, EJ, . . 21 ,-12 24 21 15- -4 I

Republic jnd N.. riIi I... 3 2. iN iI , 1 4
Ecuador 5,264 6.8 14.:3 I -1 i i..,. n
ElSalvador 1,359 10.4 - -- _l 4.- . : iu r , . -
Guatemala 2,344 4.9 - r,I.,h "2! -. S -
Jamaica 1,383 4.4 I
Mexico 110,431 12.7 I - I . · ' ~ 4 (1ih.'r 1.12.1 - I i-
Panama 723 9.8 r , r,Ju.il
Paraguay 1,089 9.5 5 i., 1 -Vi " .r,hI. ir Ir
Peru 6,841 9.0 I 1., 4: '..2 a r<., :,* - 54
Trinidad and -2,542 2.8 i - n: 2 .: II.....·
Tobago lOman 7,630 9.6 9.8 Denmark 47,715 5.4 5.9
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(percent)

Merchandise Averagc Eili-... Ilaria.idi-, [.Eu.H r\ CerAh3ndi.c mii.c tkice
exports annual mr'I 'p:l .ir.,il marl,I mp...nc e.uI l.I

(US$ growth ..r.- Ih * sll 'i I51 or*. 11i r****Ill Agro ih
millions) 1987-9- 1 t..th I s--- anu. -

Other industrial (continued) 01ihr indua.ial tor.I inflLi Ohr hi5 h-
Finland 39,316 7.7 .ul... n' I : . m Inuedl
Greece 8,626 5.3 45 .r -11..J 2.-l 4 . i. 14.224 

12 c -
Iceland 1,852 0.7 4

Ireland 53,512 11.6 . Olhr hh. i lr.4Yj 11.1 . c 24.-N 14. j.

Netherlands 194,905 6.3 .. rms T c, 121. 3
New 14,207 4.8 - u... 2.3 2.

Zealand ii... . ..... l .. l 2 I 1,, i- 2 .-- . I N.

Norway 48,542 6.C 5 I.
Spain 104,359 11.C I r,I . __

Not available.
a. Effective market growth is a weighted average of import volume growth in the country's export markets.
b. Includes Luxembourg
Note: Merchandise exports are f.o.b. in current U.S. dollars. Growth rates are for export volumes. Growth rates over intervals are computed using least
squares method.
Source: see Technical Notes.
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC PROSPECTS

(percent)

Merchandise Annual Merchan- Merchandise Annual Merchan- Merchandise Annual Merchan-
imports average dise imports average dise imports average dise

(USS growth imports/ (US$ growth imports/ (US$ growth imports/
millions) 1987-96 GDP millions) 1987-96 GDP millions) 1987-96 GDP

World 5,541,179 6.4 19.2 Latin America and Middle East and
the Caribbean (continued) North Africa (continued)

All developing 1,385,216 9.6 20.9 Uruguay 3,716 12.0 16.6 Jordan 4,102 1.6 61.2
economies Venezuela 14,606 2.4 113 Morocco 9,525 10.6 29.0

Oman 5,026 8.6 29.2
Asia 600,510 12.0 24.2 Europe and 316,545, 9.0 25.0 Saudi 28,742 1.0 19.8

Central Asia Arabia
East Asia and 536,592 12.8 27.2 Armenia 892 .. 52.6 Syrian 4,028 10.6 30.1

Pacific Azerbaijan 794 .. 26.3 Arab Rep.
China 142,189 11.1 15.5 Belarus 8,689 .. 30.7 Tunisia 7,914 7.0 40.7
Fiji 965 6.1 46.8 Bulgaria 4,559 -15.1 46.6 Yemen, Rep. 2,407 1.0 40.6
Indonesia 41,694 12.3 20.0 Czech 28,540 .. 58.5
Korea, Rep. 144,616 12.3 31.6 Republic Sub-Saharan 76,253 4.8 22.3
Malaysia 79,030 18.1 80.1 Estonia 4,429 .. 68.9 Africa
Myanmar 2,037 21.7 10.9 Georgia 686 .. 14.0 Angola 2,477 9.2 27.1
Papua New 1,697 2.1 37.5 Hungary 20,668 4.4 34.7 Botswana 2,258 3.6 34.1
Guinea Kazakhstan 4,301 .. 19.1 C6te 2,741 -0.2 28.3

Philippines 38,662 16.0 41.5 Kyrgyz 894 .. 50.7 d'Ivoire
Thailand 62,854 14.4 49.2 Republic Cameroon 1,359 -3.6 13.5
Vietnam 10,481 .. 39.8 Latvia 2,721 .. 42.0 Ethiopia 1,019 -0.8 15.7

Lithuania 5,644 .. 47.6 Gabon 1,034 3.5 18.8
South Asia 63,918 7.3 12.6 Moldova 1,079 .. 57.6 Ghana 2,326 9.2 30.6
Bangladesh 6,898 9.3 15.6 Poland 42,308 15.4 27.4 Kenya 3,279 0.3 27.9
India 37,375 6.1 9.8 Romania 11,280 1.4 32.8 Madagascar 470 3.0 14.3
Nepal 1,720 8.4 29.3 Russian 73,613 .. 15.4 Nigeria 10,330 8.0 17.4
Pakistan 11,863 7.2 19.8 Federation Senegal 1,196 0.1 28.0
Sri Lanka 5,851 10.1 36.1 Slovak 10,774 .. 58.7 South 32,998 6.2 20.4

Republic Africa
Latin America 270,280 12.3 13.4: Tajikistan 808 .. 73.5 Sudan 1,422 1.2 13.3

and the Caribbean TFYR 1,464 .. 66.5 Zambia 819 1.3 21.2
Bolivia 1,851 9.3 20.5 Macedonia Zimbabwe 2,654 2.8 26.2
Brazil 65,007 13.7 6.9 Turkmen- 1,173 .. 29.3
Chile 19,662 10.9 23.1 istan High- 4,155,963 5.6 18.7
Colombia 15,378 8.7 14.3 Turkey 48,585 9.9 23.0 income economies
Costa Rica 4,924 10.9 45.2 Ukraine 17,114 .. 37.5
Dominican 4,821 7.7 27.4 Uzbekistan 4,712 .. 19.3 Industrial 3,630,228 5.0 16.9

Republic
Ecuador 4,955 7.7 19.9 Middle East 121,628 2.6 23.2 G-7 2,669,104 5.0 14.4
El Salvador 2,973 9.8 23.7 and North Canada 200,873 5.5 28.8
Guatemala 3,852 12.5 17.7 Africa France 269,892 3.7 20.2
Jamaica 3,132 6.9 71.7 Algeria 9,280 -0.3 19.3 Germany 445,616 5.0 22.0
Mexico 114,846 16.3 23.2 Bahrain 4,026 1.1 77.6 Italy 208,364 2.9 18.1
Panama 3,000 12.2 31.7 Egypt, 13,321 4.1 17.2 Japan 338,754 6.8 8.3
Paraguay 3,403 22.4 33.5 Arab Rep. United 306,585 3.3 22.4
Peru 10,264 9.6 14,8 Iran, 14,165 2.4 14.5 Kingdom
Trinidad and 2,990 4.8 36.4 Islamic Rep. United 899,020 6.1 10.5
Tobago Iraq 790 -27.6 1.3 States
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(percent)

iil r .. ib *.p..rj. . II .TI. .rr...r.l itiS C;. wh ar..S
n*! *-- --- *r .Us C7!..- . I - -mp

Other 0& 1. JJered nau J JrC h4c ii ".e C Olui-d

industrial 14. i... 1 14 1 HI-

Australia , . 1 _ , .Ib., ,
Austria c4.- I .

Belgiuma l4 - .. I Nu '.241r 4

Denmark 4. ,- r -

Finland .r 4 W ' 4 r 2.
Greece .. .2:' -a 1'* -T..I1 Ii' K- '

Iceland , -1 r h. b . lIa. I 1..

Ireland .. 'r't'"I' . 4.'
Netherlands ' I - rL,,,,,

Not available.
a. Includes Luxembourg
Note: Merchandise imports are c.i.f. in current U.S. dollars. Growth rates are for import volumes. Growth rates over intervals are computed using least
squares method.
Source: see Technical Notes.
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Note: Growth rates are compound averages.
Source: IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics.
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Table A2.9 Structure of long-nerrr 7muNlr ct usteed P 9
(percentage of long-term PPG debt)

vN. Non-concessional

C.nccn,onal \.r bIl Fr%d Concessional Variable Fixed

All de r,I..p L 2 ".ii " 4 1 Europe and Central Asia (continued)

ecor,.m. Bulgaria 2.2 81.5 16.3
Czech Republic 0.7 32.7 66.6

Asia 15.4 >'. 2 Estonia 16.8 49.4 33.8
East A.'i nd Piai, 25. 2 . Georgia 53.6 11.1 35.3
Chin, Ir 5 4 1 Hungary 3.0 21.7 75.3
Indor.. U Kazakhstan 6.0 60.9 33.1
Korea r Kyrgyz Republic 63.5 31.8 4.7

Mala - Latvia 24.1 58.8 17.1
Myar.. til Lithuania 11.0 44.7 44.3

Papua . .>... - Moldova 24.8 41.9 33.3
Philir .... 4 Poland 22.5 61.0 16.5
Thail.. Romania 6.3 30.1 63.6

Vietnm I-c-Russian Federation 26.2, 56.6 17.1

Slovak Republic 5.7 30.3 63.9
SoutE 1.i 3. . 2I.N Tajikistan 83.4 13.9 2.7
Bang , . . Turkmenistan 3.2 75.3 21.5
India 4h4 4 Turkey 12.2 23.6 64.2
Nepal Ukraine 3.0 71.7 25.2
Pakis, ... 4 W. Uzbekistan 10.1 64.2 25.7
Sri Lai.l i

Middle East and 39.1 32.7 28.2
Latin AnL n. jr-J 14.t1 41. 4 4 North Africa

the C a.wh,ji. Algeria 10.9 53.4 35.7
Argei r.r ., 5 . Egypt, Arab Rep. 84.4 4.5 11.1

Boliv... 1* - Jordan 50.2 23.4 26.4

Brazil l Morocco 31.5 38.0 30.5
Chile 1. 4 1 Oman 21.9 45.0 33.1
Colo..' ., 4 Syrian Arab Rep. 92.2 0.0 7.8
Cost ,. . -4 4 Tunisia 27.9 23.3 48.8
Domn ..... P.r-1... 44 i- Yemen, Rep. 89.7 2.3 8.0
Ecuad 1 4 4

El Sal I . m Sub-Saharan Africa 51.1 13.1 35.8

Guat-r 44 H 1,Angola 21.1 14.1 64.8
Jama.. i Botswana 55.7 12.2 32.1
Mex" . C6te d'Ivoire 43.3 41.8 14.9

Pana... Cameroon 54.2 11.5 34.3

Parag ., i Ethiopia 91.6 0.3 8.1

Peru 4 Gabon 24.4 12.5 63.2
Trinidad and Tobago 0.9 52.6 46.5 Ghana 79.1 0.6 20.4
Uruguay 5.1 48.5 46.4 Kenya 70.7 5.9 23.4
Venezuela 0.3 58.1 41.6 Madagascar 67.8 6.4 25.8

Nigeria 5.9 20.2 73.9
Europe and 16.8 48.9 34.3 Senegal 76.4 6.0 17.5

Central Asia Sudan 50.9 14.4 34.7
Armenia 50.6 35.0 14.4 Zambia 65.7 12.3 22.0
Azerbaijan 81.2 18.8 0.0 Zimbabwe 44.4 15.7 39.9
Pelarus 13.2 66.8 20.1

Note: Nonconcessional debt data are available only for countries which report to the World Bank's Debtor Reporting System. For
aggregate figures, missing values are assumed to have the same average value as the available data.
Source: World Bank data.
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Table A2.10 Long-terrn net resoure cm

(millions of U.S. dollars)

Private .Official

Official
Percentage Net debt development

ota f GDP total flows EDI Potfolio Total assistance Other

All developing countries 338;047 5.49 298,953 105,340 163,423 30,191 39,094 33,139 5,955

Asia 137,295 6.86 115,367 34,751 68,946 11,670 21,928 7,623 14,306

East Asia and Pacific 122,594 8.20 1,4.2 .0 4.4.2- 4 4 i ' 18,337 4,851 13,486
China 65,370 7.28 jS 5. IA 44.. %.A 4,542 771 3,771
Indonesia 11,581 5.39 !' n W . 4.- 718 624 94
Korea, Rep. 17,465 3.67 1 ' .w. 2.144 I,- 4,396 -254 4,650
Malaysia 9,151 9.35 i... 4.."5 4.l. -- -161 -256 95
Myanmar 242 1.94 1" 1'' ," 62 63 -1
Papua New Guinea 325 7.01 143 - - 2" 183 215 -32
Philippines 4,459 5.43 4 r44 2.sr [.22: 295 855 -560
Thailand 9,452 6.34 44 4 4 6,008 449 5,559
Vietnam 2,621 9.94 1."

4  
2~ [.\'"' 4 627 733 -105

South Asia 14,702 2.90 11.1I" 1.,11 j.hf,2 2.4'' 3,592 2,772 820
Bangladesh 1,004 2.37 i I 1. 1! 886 892 -6
India 8,506 2.23 '1 2. Il 199 -25 224
Nepal 323 6.56 I .' 311 311 0
Pakistan 3,058- 4.88 .~ I l 22 961 353 608
Sri Lanka 984 6.52 4 410 400 10

Latin America and 115,987 5.74 11i.41l 4P.' ol. . -2,931 3,000 -5,931
the Caribbean
Argentina ,19,751 6.08 1.' 10."'4 r.na' .r -84 -52 -32
Bolivia 1,320 16.54 I" -"! " 508 511 -3
Brazil 41,620 5.07 42 I ' ' . -1,757 -229 -1,528
Chile 9,296 12.06 "4 4' ! 4' -340 64 -405
Colombia 9,780 10.21 1" '. 4. ~ : Il -371 79 -449
Costa Rica 85 0.89 114 4' - -19 -40 21
Dominican Republic 357 2.37 4"1 -4 4" " -45 2 -47
Ecuador 888 4.49 '2" .: ~¯ 58 48 11
ElSalvador 330 2.93 n. 3" 11 ' 269 118 151
Guatemala 373 2.10 I- - ' ' 207 197 10
Jamaica 166 4.02 ~~ 24' I ' -211 -64 -147
Mexico 15,998, 3.97 2..' ,,'n.u3 2.' '"'' -4,534 -21 -4,513
Panama 1,572 17.90 1.44: 411 !.':" 2 129 11 118
Paraguay 480 5.02 -. 23 I·" ' 207 139 68
Peru 4,279 6.70 . .. '' " 1,184 353 831
Trinidad and Tobago 53 0.89 -. 44 14" " -44 4 -48
Uruguay 828 4.15 : 4 i." 2 196 0 196
Venezuela 6,039 6.90 ."'' 424 -243 1 -244

Europe and Central Asia 59,052 4.66 -l ' - 4 %3 22.114 4..0) 9,178 5,713 3,465
Armenia 185. 11.33 ;' 1 ' 134 114 20
Azerbaijan 713 19.52 ." . 55 86 -31
Belarus 238 1.05 -. -70 26 43
Bulgaria 621 6.16 - 4 ̄ n 52 123 -71
Czech Republic 1,804 3.47 . I * l I ".- !' -14 89 -103
Estonia 404 8.63 - 58 45 13
Georgia 183 3.73 '' 133 128 5
Hungary 2,567 5.61 I'1.2 -39 87 -125
Kazakhstan 2,636 11.89 - I i " 478 90 389
Kyrgyz Republic 236 13.40 '.' ."186 168 18
Latvia 670 12.12 I i le 111 58 53
Lithuania 765 7.98 - '.' 128 69 59
Moldova 311 16.59 2' I-" " ' 54 42 12
Poland 7,077 5.22 C-- 34 . '44 291 352 -61
Romania ' 2,980 8.55 2.24 ' ' I 2 i .' 706 167 539
RussianFederation 15,149 3.39 1.4. . o.24i l.2"a 2,696 278 2,418
Slovak Republic 1,343 6.90 I '.-4 ,2 i 4' 269 195 74

a11 9.16 " " 20 0 81 70 11
Turkmenistan 878 21.95 :4 - - 85 0 31 22 9
Turkey 12,211 6.43 12.21. 1"54' 805 577 -10 -176 166
Ukraine 1,496 3.01 1 41- 623 0 77 81 -4
Uzbekistan 476 1.95 43 15'" 285 -0 41 128 -87
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(millions of U.S. dollars)

Private Official

.- i' i'r J C' m

Middi -. .i ijnj . l I l. 4 U s i. * I .Z2 -. 6 b
Noub kin .i

Alger.. -- -'4b -
Egyp * r '-p -lI' sul .--
Iran, iI '"~ ·'·' 2 -40' - -4.
Jorda- r - -- 1'
Mor(.- ! Lso -141 4 1-4 4 em

Oma: I Il I
Syria:r a i- - I- ' I4 - -
Tunis., i14* 1 '4' S ¯ 14
Yeme- .. - -I 4 ~

Sub-Sjur M1 i .41. .- N n.r'4 -< .2 2 . (N L I'.
Angol 4 - ¯4-

Botsv -. i

Côte i 1 .. .- I
Camer --
Ethior'4
Gaber. -lt 4,
Ghan - ¢ 4 -
Keny. - - i
Mada r -- 4

Niger. --.
Seneq 1 4 44 --1 1..
Sudai - '.

Zam .
Zimb.i . -4 I

Source: World Bank data.
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1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1986

G-S unit value index of 21.6 25.1 45.2 45.8 50.4 57.9 65.6 72.0 72.3 71.2 69.5
manufacturesa
LIBORb 5.0 8.9 7.7 6.1 6.4 9.2 12.2 14.0 16.7 13.6 9.9

Commodity price indexes,
current dollar terms

Weights
(1990=100) (percent)
Petroleum 6 5 46 51 55 57 135 161 155 143 130
Nonfuel commodities 40 44 75 88 108 101 116 126 108 95 103

Agriculture 69.1 42 46 81 99 127 116 129 138 118 103 112
Food 29.4 42 47 101 87 90 99 113 139 123 97 105
Beverages 16.9 46 57 81 156 267 198 207 181 145 147 156
Raw materials 22.8 37 36 55 72 72 76 93 105 90 80 88

Metals and minerals 28.1 38 41 53 61 66 68 85 95 83 75 82
Fertilizers 2.7 39 30 158 76 75 73 100 129 122 105 98

Commodity prices,
current dollars Units
Agriculture
Cocoa cents/kg 37 67 125 204 379 340 329 260 208 174 212
Coffee cents/kg 100 115 144 315 517 359 382 347 287 1309 291
Tea cents/kg 100 83 114 119 195 141 151 166 147 154 210
Sugar cents/kg 15 8 45 26 18 17 21 63 37 19 19
Banana $/mr 159 165 247 257 275 287 326 379 401 374 429
Beef (cents/kg) 88 130 133 158 151 214 288 276 247 239 244
Wheat $/mt 59 55 149 133 103 128 160 173 175 160 157
Rice $/mt 119 126 341 235 252 346 313 411 459 272 257
Maize $/mt 55 58 120 112 95 101 116 125 131 109 136
Coconut oil $/mt 348 397 394 418 578 683 985 674 570 464 730
Palmoil S/mt 273 260 434 407 530 600 654 584 'I 44P
Soybeanoil $/mt 270, 286 563 438 580 607 662 598 .4- 2
Soybeans $/mt 117 117 220 231 280 268 298 296 '4i "I
Cotton cents/kg 63 63 116 169 155 157 169 205 1 1 li
Rubber cents/kg 50 41 56 77 81 99 126 142 1,' 1

Other
Logs $/cm 35 43 68 92 93 97 170 196 155 146 138
Sawnwood $/cm 157 175 223 264 265 272 366 396 349 339 328
Urea $/mt .. 48 198 112 127 145 173 222 216 159 135

Metals and minerals
Copper $/mt 1,290, 1,413 1,237 1,401 1,310 1,367 1,985 2,182 1,742 1,480 1,592
Aluminum $/mt 474 556 797 896 1,050 1,088 1,230 1,456 1,263 992 1,439
Nickel $/mt 1,735 2,846 4,570 4,974 5,203 4,610 5,986 6,519 5,953 4,838 4,673
Gold ($/toz) 35 36 161 125 148 193 307 608 460 376 423
Phosphate rock $/mt 13 11 67 36 31 29 33 47 50 42 37
Steel products index

1990=100 25 31 52 54 53 68 76 79 82 71 67

Energy
Crude petroleum $/bbl 1.4 1.2 10.4 11.6 12.6 12.9 31.0 36.9 35.5 32.7 29.7
Coal $/mt .. .. .. .. 33.4 39.6 35.4 43.1 56.5 52.2 44.5

a. Unit value index in U.S. dollar terms (1990=100) of manufactures exported from the G-5 countries (France, Germany,
Japan, United Kingdom, and United States) weighted by the country's exports to developing countries.

300X19910

250

100 ha

o

50

S66 1986 1985 1588 1%9 190 191 1992 1 1994 1 1996 1997 1998 Jaf -Oc
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able A2.: Manufa ct'ures un? vaue Æ0 : s m y .r.'ssced years, 1965-99 (continued)

Ii) r *~ - ul, ![

I- . - -- 4 ' I i' I' i'' IC I| 24 Ir. i.'

IQ14 4 4Q i 14' ! 4 k''.'4 1-. ~1 -4 l-.- 14 1

111- I14 4 _J 4r-

I4' 4 Ii IJ 1i 4 4- i. Iu2.

JO [41 I1
| n14

I l -1 1 4 i, i.

.I I I 'r n'I I 4' 1

I .- IIi' j 1'.I"'''4''iIicl

j4 1 -4 1 1 . 14 14 1,1 1 - 1, 1 .1 r, d , 1

I e 1,2 4 [,4 ~ 1 ,,4 i ium iII

-* * -4 4 1 *h. 4j] 1- -4 -.- h- l- li.

4- 44 .4 n1 4 4 · 44 4 . 444 44 41 4[u O.

k ( 1990-10)
4I11

1,, -- 4 4 I
l. * I. 14,, I, i .'2 .54 .- u I l I4 1 1-

~ , 4-1 4-. 4 .N; ,r-4 I 4 :41 -: 4 44

150 - -l -.

4'. 4.- .4. . 1. 4'' 41 1j 4ir Sl~ - 9 4 >4 >2

b. London interbank offer rate on six-month U.S. dollar deposirs. For derailed descriptions of the price series, se the website http://
www.worldbank.org/prospecs/pinksheets.
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Technical Notes

The principal sources for the data in this Tables A2-7 and A2-8. Growth rates are
appendix are the World Bank's central data- compound averages and are computed for cur-
bases. rent dollar measures of trade.

Regional aggregates are based on the clas- Table A2-9. Long-term debt covers pub-
sification of economies by income group and lic and publicly guaranteed external debt but
region, following the Bank's standard defini- excludes IMF credits. Concessional debt is debt
tions (see country classification tables that with an original grant element of 25 percent
follow). Debt and finance data refer to the 138 or more. Nonconcessional variable interest
countries that report to the Bank's Debtor rate debt includes all public and publicly guar-
Reporting System (see the World Bank's Glo- anteed long-term debt with an original grant
bal Development Finance 1999). Small econo- element of less than 25 percent whose terms
mies have generally been omitted from the depend on movements of a key market rate.
tables but are included in the regional totals. This item conveys information about the

Current price data are reported in U.S. borrower's exposure to changes in interna-
dollars. tional interest rates. For complete definitions,

see Global Development Finance 1999.
Table A2-10. Long-term net resource

Notes on tables flows are the sum of net resource flows on
Tables A2-1 through A2-4. Projections long-term debt (excluding IMF) plus non-debt-

are consistent with those highlighted in Chap- creating flows. Foreign direct investment re-
ter 1 and Appendix 1. fers to the net inflows of investment from

Tables A2-5 and A2-6. Merchandise ex- abroad. Portfolio equity flows are the sum of
ports and imports exclude trade in services. country funds, depository receipts, and direct
Imports are reported on a c.i.f. basis. Growth purchases of shares by foreign investors. For
rates are based on constant price data, which complete definitions, see Global Development
are derived from current values deflated by Finance 1999.
relevant price indexes. Effective market growth Table A2-11. Commodity price data are
is the export-weighted import growth rate of collected by the Development Prospects Group
the country's trading partners. The UNCTAD of the World Bank. World Bank commodity
trade database is the principal source for data price series for wheat, rice, rubber, sawnwood,
through 1995; in some cases these data have and crude petroleum were revised in April
been supplemented by IMF and UN Comtrade 1995. As a result, commodity price indexes
databases or by World Bank staff estimates. are not strictly comparable to editions of Glo-
Trade figures for countries of the former So- bal Economic Prospects published before
viet Union now reflect the total of non-CIS 1995.
and intra-CIS exports and imports.
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Tabe i Classfication of

Europe and MNiddle East
Sab-Sahara Africa Asia Central Asia and North Africa

East and Eastern-
Income Sub- Southern West East Asia South Europe and Rest of Middle North

group group Africa Africa and Pacific Asia Central Asia Europe East Africa Americas

Angola Benin Cambodia Afghanistan Armenia Yemen, Rep. Haiti
Burtundi Burkina Faso China Bangladesh Azerbaijan Honduras
Comoros Cameroon Indonesia Bhutan Kyrgyz Nicaragua
Congo, Central Korea, India Republic
Iem. African Dem. Nepal Moldova

tr. .. .1 i.. Pakistan Tajikistan
E"rc 3 3 L I L*R Turkmenistan
I Lh. ... ;,rIcc l - .ia
K- I..r J I ... r ...coP ar
1 .. h- 3, -Te h , th n- a
bI 1 ..-- ' - ,r,1 In ...

Low- lIs , .

income i: nbi,iu .r.

1 F) '.1I31 .

.J .I.cr

| .ni;. ., %i.-a i. ri

fb.t 7. ., .. Maldives Albania Iran, Algeria Belize
N a. l.' uIsal .>* Sri Lanka Belarus Islamic Egypt, Arab Bolivia

.I i 1 Bosnia and Rep. Rep. Colombia
... I Herzegovina Iraq Morocco Costa

- ..esia, Bulgaria Jordan Tunisia Rica
.1 ts. Georgia Syrian Cuba

.F " i Kazakhstan Arab Dominica

.... . Latvia Republic Domini-

. .1 r ... Lithuania West Bank can
Macedonia, and Gaza Republic

T1 .In. I FYR1 Ecuador
SRomania El

Lower . ., Russian Salvador
Federation Guate-

Ukraine mala
Uzbekistan Guyana
Yugoslavia, Jamaica
Fed. Rep.b Paraguay

Middle- Peru
income St.

Vincent
and the
Grena-
dines

Suriname

e..r %rni ... tr1.,,1',- Croatia Isle of Man Bahrain Libya Antigua
u1 i,Li.Czech Turkey Lebanon and

;.. . . P. p. Republic Oman Barbuda
. hIl. 1 ... Estonia Saudi Argentina

I u Hungary Arabia Barbados
Poland Brazil

Upper Slovak Chile
RepubicK Guade-

loup
Mexico

Panarra
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Income ab .Ek rr. t1c. if. .F urecinj i. ..1 11.fh
group -uct r .u....4. . nrI A3 [up Lr A. h.rca

Id

j nj

.II .. I .n .u

I F.r.I.Ir.

Hig-- N r--l-..J
income i. .r .

rr I.1s , .r-.. i .0n d

|11 .. iB.* IF r . t .. r e In

NscrrI hd.

Total I I 44

a. Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
b. Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia/Montenegro).
c. On 1 July 1997 China resumed its sovereignty over Hong Kong.
Source: World Bank data.

Definitions of groups
For operational and analytical purposes, the World Bank's main criterion development or that other economies have reached a preferred or final
for classifying economies is gross national product (GNP) per capita. stage of development. Classification by income does not necessarily reflect

Every economy is classified as low-income, middle-income (subdivided development status.
into lower-middle and upper-middle), or high-income. Other analytical This table classifies all World Bank member economies with populations

groups, based on geographic regions and levels of external debt, are also of more than 30,000. Economies are divided among income groups
used. according to 1998 GNP per capita, calculated using the World Bank Atlas

Low-income and middle-income economies are sometimes referred to as method. The groups are: low-income, $760 or less, lower-middle-income,
developing economies. The use of the term is convenient; it is not intended $761-3,030; upper-middle-income, $3,031-9,360; and high-income,
to imply that all economies in the group are experiencing similar $9,361 or more.
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Table 2 Classification of econormies by inccme and Cneeness, y

Inco.'.. Not dassified

grou %b. r r.JrbJ Moderately indebted Lessiiidébted by indebtedness

b ei, Bangladesh Armenia Liberia
- i Li. Benin Azerbaijan

f.u,j. l:r.o iCambodia Bhutan

ttn l....nmb.iur Chad ¶hri
. E,ruy' M rnojr Comoros Er

mi..o:u Gambia, The N.r-1 [em Kup
.ueril Nitier India I.r_:.

i 
3
*ur. g ~ .iern (Kenya L 'rb,

* kepuhI. [ h icnJ., Lao PDR WI.

* '. n.., sl. ¯me Pakistan M.r-b. •

Lot. I m ( p R, . . 'r. .i r Senegal
inc< ..ns: P'r s'-rr a,..; Togo §1.k *. - ,Jlrd

.E N.m |Ti
1

! i Yemen, Rep. T

IJi·.r 1  sidn Zimbabwe Turmcri

'I ,.rlpi T 'n - 3'..

i uGha U nd |

[Hun
ilT. ri' J

K J- in; Nja a % ý,i,1 h i lands
3rJ.< t ., n , 1 a ·· ., Fed. Sts.

.H- i. er nd' '-J '--. . W.: r I and Gaza

I -"a~ I Equatorial Eb o n .. n
Srl. .. r Guinea I L.m.c:n Ru,i

ui mi Georgia i.rubII t..dcr.
q Macedonia, FYRa Ec pI rA t w: m i

.. I Morocco Pep .. ar All-
r Jr. Philippines LI s1 ad..r tr. L ri.

i-in St. Vincent and F r ume
nr, i' kr;the Grenadines . m.

Thailand rn I l I re•
Tunisia .c i I.c;inuc

b,r..i.~n I.I-h k ..

Ir.ri \ j u ru

Mi.

nc FL.uci, R..r

.NI:j krJiu' hj inmoa

ium.. .- P rbud se,hell, i .d.-.e
\ru.rc,rur.r, s t o]hid. '.,., rb l .. u - ano

.spul-hc I '_1'mb L
' r1 M i L
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CLASSIFICATION OF ECONOMIES

Tab e 2 4lassiflcation of economais by income and indebtedness July 1999 (continue:)

L-od. --

* i : I . ... 

I I* * I

u~ b.

11

-

4- 4 I

a. Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
b. Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia/Montenegro).
c. On 1 July 1997 China resumed its sovereignty over Hong Kong.
Source: World Bank data.

Definitions of groups either of the two key ratios exceeds 60 percent of, but does
This table classifies all World Bank member economies with not reach, the critical levels. For economies that do not report
populations of more than 30,000. Economies are divided detailed debt statistics to the World Bank Debtor Reporting
among income groups according to 1998 GNP per capita, System (DRS), present-value calculation is not possible.
calculated using the World Bank Atlas method. The groups Instead, the following methodology is used to classify the
arez low-income, $760 or less; lower-middle-mncome, $761- non-DRS economies. Severely indebted means three of four
3,030, upper-middle-income, $3,031-9,360; and high-income, key ratios (averaged over 1995-97) are above critical levels:
$9,361 or more. debt to GNP (50 percent); debt to exports (275 percent); debt

Standard World Bank definitions of severe and moderate service to exports (30 percent); and interest to exports (20
indebtedness are used to classify economies in this table. percent), Moderately indebted means three of the four key
Severely indebted means either: present value of debt service ratios exceed 60 percent of, but do not reach, the critical
to GNP exceeds 80 percent or present value of debt service to levels. All other classified low- and middle-income economies
exports exceeds 220 percent. Moderately mndebted means are listed as less indebted.
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"In order to maximize the positive effects of growth that can

come with openness. the international community must find ways
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